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FRONTISPI ECE 

Frontispiece 

Looking south down the Lower Hutt Valley from Taita Gorge 

with Wellington Harbour in the distance. 

" ... But some rivers so hate the sea that they actually flow underneath the bottom of it ... " 

(Quote from "Natural History " by Pliny the elder, AD 77) 
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ABSTRACT 

Abstract 

This thesis is a study of the sub-harbour Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, and in particular the 

nature and characteristics of artesian leakage from submarine springs. This aquifer is a 

sheet of gravel and other coarse sediments which continues from the Lower Hutt Valley 

and extends beneath Wellington Harbour where it varies in thickness from approximately 

70m against the Wellington Fault scarp to just over 20m thick against the eastern harbour 

margin. The water it contains is a valuable resource supplying approximately one third 

of Wellington's municipal water consumption. 

At present, there are plans to utilise this artesian water source to a greater extent in the 

future, to support a greater burden of the region's water requirements. However concerns 

over possible salt-water intrusion and contamination of the aquifer led to an interest in 

developing a better understanding of the characteristics of this artesian system, particularly 

beneath the harbour floor. 

Harbour floor depressions were selected as likely sources of artesian water leakage based 

on the presumption that they had been formed by the action of leaking artesian water from 

beneath. Eleven depression 'zones' were investigated by recording the salinity of the 

water within the depressions using a portable conductivity/temperature meter. SCUBA 

diver's observations and bathymetric mapping revealed that depressions ranged in width 

from 53m to 369m (at the harbour floor) and 12m to 69m (at the depression base), with 

depths ranging from 13.3m to 31.3m below sea level. 

Only a few depressions were found to be actively discharging significant amounts of 

artesian water. SCUBA diver investigations found this leakage to be typically 

concentrated at a number of small and discrete spring 'vents' located on the base of the 

active depression. Typical salinities recorded ranged from 28 - 33 ppt within a few 

centimetres of the discharge vents. Deployment of an S4 current meter in two depressions 

showed that spring vent discharges vary with the pattern of abstraction from the pumping 

stations in the Lower Hutt Valley and as a consequence of the tidal cycle. High tides 

generate a greater load on the underlying aquifer, which in turn compresses the aquifer 

structure to a greater extent than at low tides, thus 'squeezing' out more water. 

Almost all of the recorded leakage was found to occur from a cluster of submarine springs 

within one of the depression zones, roughly 1100 metres from the Hutt River mouth. One 

other notable area of leakage was found close to Seaview Wharf. No significant leakage 

was observed or recorded from the two deep depressions south of Somes Island, which had 

previously been considered to be the major outlet of artesian leakage in the harbour. 
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Lower than normal salinity values were also recorded in the harbour entrance. In this 

region the aquiclude is hypothesised to peter out, allowing artesian water to escape from 

the aquifer through a large area of the seabed in the form of widespread leakage as opposed 

to the concentrated, or discrete, form associated with spring vent discharge. 

Seismic profiles were used to map the extent of the sub-harbour Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer and its upper confining aquiclude, the Petone Marine Beds. This work showed 

that the aquifer gravels extend across the entire harbour area. However, the water-bearing 

capacity of these deposits was found to be inconsistent. Preferential pathways, present as 

paleochannels (relic river channels), can be mapped within the aquifer. They concentrate 

the flow of groundwater through the aquifer and as such supply the submarine spring 

regions with much higher rates of water flow than the inter-paleochannel areas. 

The harbour floor depressions are thought to have formed as a consequence of the 

deformation of aquifer and aquiclude deposits during intense shaking associated with 

earthquakes leading to the removal of portions of the confining aquiclude. This typically 

occurs from a combination of raised piezometric pressures as a result of consolidation of 

the aquifer material during shaking, and from failure of the aquiclude by liquefaction. This 

rupture of the aquiclude results in the release of large volumes of artesian water through 

the aquiclude and to the sea. As this flow of water moves upward through the aquiclude, it 

erodes and transports away the fine sediment that forms this member. The features left 

behind are the characteristic harbour floor depressions we associate with submarine spring 

discharge. 

The abstraction of water from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer (for the Wellington 

municipal water supply) lowers the piezometric pressure within the aquifer close to the 

abstraction zone. As such, the relocation of the abstraction focus (during 1980) to three 

kilometres inland from Petone Foreshore has greatly improved the 'health' of the sub

harbour aquifer and has similarly reduced the threat of salt-water intrusion. 

Data gathered during this study implies that while the two deep depressions south of 

Somes Island are unlikely to be a threat with regard to salt-water intrusion, the cluster of 

depressions off the Hutt River mouth could be a site of salt-water entry if piezometric 

pressures in the aquifer beneath them dropped low enough. Spring discharge velocities 

collected over one spring vent indicate that the presently set minimum piezometric Petone 

Foreshore level (below which abstraction must cease) needs to be revised. 
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Context of the study 

Water is fast becoming one of the World's most valued commodities. This is true not only 

in water deficient areas such as the Middle East where water has replaced oil as the major 

cause of confrontation, but also in water abundant countries, where the pressures of an 

expanding population have placed a great strain on the available resources. 

New Zealand is blessed by having an abundance of water, and being an island nation, does 

not have the difficulties associated with disputes over water rights with neighbouring 

countries that many nations have to contend with. However, given this enviable position. 

we still encounter difficulties concerning the management of the water resources we have 

at our disposal. While our country as a whole has an abundance of water, there exists a 

huge contrast in the spatial and temporal distribution of this valuable resource. 

As a result, each region must be prepared to deal with issues such as floods and droughts 

when too much, or too little water is a problem. In catchments containing large urban areas 

where a proportion of the water must be of a high enough quality to supply municipal 

needs, the management of the available water resources is of the utmost importance and 

must be carefully planned. 

As in the rest of the world, groundwater is becoming the most preferred source of 

municipal water supply in areas where it can be found in abundance. The reasons for this 

are clear- it is usually of extremely high quality- needing little, if any, treatment before 

use, and it is not as prone to contamination as surface water sources are. In addition, the 

extraction of groundwater does not come with the complications associated with the many 

competing users that surface waters have. What is meant here is that while there may be 

competition over the extraction of the water itself, there are not the issues of recreational 

use, loss of habitat and the detrimental effects on aquatic life that surface water allocation 

has to deal with. 

Groundwater is also not detrimentally affected during floods, when surface water sources 

often become too silt-laden to be used in water treatment plants. 
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0 2 4 6 8 10 Kilometers 

Figure 1.2.1 Location map of the study area showing the major urban areas (shaded regions) within 

the Wellington metropolitan area. The main water supply network is pl otted as a da hed line. The 

surface water co llection and treatment plants (so lid circles) and the artesian water pumping stati ons of 

Waterloo. Gear Island and Buick Street (tri angles) are shown. Note that the western-most tri angle 

(Buick Street Pumping Stati on) is not in operation any more (closed in October 1999). Of the other 

two pumping stations, Gear Island , the southern -most one, is presently used onl y as a standby fac ility 

when demands cannot be met by the Waterloo Pumping Station alone. 



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.2 Groundwater Use in the Wellington area 

Both surface water and groundwater are used in the supply of water to the four cities of the 

Wellington metropolitan region (Upper Hutt, Lower Hutt, Wellington City and Porirua 

City). Figure 1.2.1 shows the water supply network for this region. Surface water is 

collected at the Kaitoke, Wainuiomata and Orongorongo schemes and passed toTe Marua 

and Wainuiomata treatment plants respectively. Water is stored at the Te Marua treatment 

plant, but fed directly into the water supply network at the Wainuiomata treatment plant. 

Groundwater is abstracted near the Waterloo pumping station (the northern-most triangle) 

along Knights Road in Lower Hutt and passed to the pumping station where it is treated 

with lime before being added to the main water supply network. Wells near the Gear 

Island pumping station were, until recently, used regularly by the Water Group to abstract 

water for the municipal supply. However, this scheme is now a standby facility, used only 

in the event of a shortfall of supply from the WRC' s main treatment plants. The Buick 

Street pumping station (the western-most triangle in Figure 1.2.1) was built by the Petone 

Borough Council in 1964 and supplied the local community only, until its closure in 

October 1999. Petone residents are now supplied by the regional water supply network. 

Other abstractions take place at localised industries such as Lever Rexona Ltd in Petone. 

However, these are minor in comparison and do not place a great strain on the aquifer. 

The entire groundwater component is abstracted from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer (also 

referred to as the 'Waiwhetu Aquifer' and the 'Waiwhetu Gravels Aquifer') in the Lower 

Hutt Valley. This aquifer forms part of the Lower Hutt Groundwater Zone, which contains 

three aquifers - a surface 'unconfined' aquifer (the Taita Alluvium), and two confined 

aquifers - the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, and the relatively unexploited deeper Moera 

Gravels Aquifer. 

Water from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer presently supports about 35% of Wellington's 

water requirements. The Wellington Regional Council (WRC) is responsible for issuing 

consents which allow the abstraction of artesian water within the Wellington region. By 

far the largest consent is for the Council's Water Group to supply the municipal region. 

Over the last 30 years, the amount of artesian water extracted from the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer has been in the order of around 60,000 m3/day. This figure is well under the 

calculated safe yield of 90,000 m3/day (WRC, 1995). However, it is the Water Group's 

intent to utilise the artesian water to a greater extent in the future to support a greater 

burden of Wellington's water requirements. The reason for this is due to resource 

allocation. Under the WRC's Fresh Water Plan, the Water Group expects to receive a 

smaller allocation from surface waters than is currently available (pers. comm. Andrew 

Samuel, Water Group, WRC, April 2000). 
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This was not really an option in the past due to the fact that the pumping capacity of 

Waterloo and Gear Island was not that great. However, the Waterloo pumping station was 

recently upgraded (during 1998) with the amount of water able to be abstracted increasing 

from 60,000 m3/day to 110,000 m'lday. 

In August 1998, the Water Group was granted new consent conditions regarding the 

abstraction of water from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. The consent is such that it will 

allow a maximum abstraction of 115,000 m3/day during the three summer months (Dec

Feb), but stipulates that the average abstraction by the Water Group for the year must not 

exceed an average of 80,500 m3/day. When all users are taken into account (e.g. industrial 

as well as municipal), the average abstraction for the year must not exceed 90,000 m3/day 

the calculated safe yield for the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer (WRC, 1995). Thus the 

potential exists for the safe yield to be exceeded by a substantial amount during the 

summer months. 

The reasonmg behind allowing such a high abstraction during this summer period is 

because it is believed that the greater river recharge during the winter months, combined 

with a lower abstraction rate will replenish any deficit in the aquifer brought about by the 

high summer withdrawals. 

Whether or not the 115,000 m3/day summer abstraction maximum will ever be realised is 

uncertain at present and perhaps a little unlikely given the demands on the water resource 

that stands at present. For example, the summer of 1998/9 (Dec - Feb) was the most 

severe (with regards to time between rainfall events) since 1971 (pers. comm. Andrew 

Samuel, Water Group, WRC, April 2000), and yet the maximum abstracted for any given 

24hour period during this summer was only 98,000 m3/day. 

Regardless of this, the potential exists for sustained periods of high abstraction under the 

new consent conditions. The need to abstract such large volumes as is allowable may be 

necessary if the Fresh Water Plan is again revised making it harder to utilise river water for 

municipal supply. Similarly, if one of the surface water sources became contaminated, the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer may be exploited to its maximum limit for extended periods to 

cover the loss of surface water to the city's municipal water supply. 

What effect will an increase in abstraction have on the aquifer? There is one very major 

concern to the safe management of any coastal aquifer - that being the risk of 

contamination of the aquifer with sea water. Once inside an aquifer system, salt water can 

be difficult to remove. It does not necessarily get flushed out during periods of high 

recharge as it is denser than fresh water, and can sit as a deeper layer within the aquifer. It 

can then be drawn closer to the withdrawal zone next time the aquifer is under stress and 

when piezometric levels fall low enough to permit its movement landward. 

3 
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The Wellington Regional Council are aware of this threat and an over-riding condition on 

the abstraction of water from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is that abstraction from the 

aquifer must cease when the piezometric level in observation wells along Petone Foreshore 

fall below 1.4masl (metres above sea level). 

This level was calculated by Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) to be the foreshore 

piezometric level below which artesian leakage would cease, and the flow path reverse to 

allow salt water to enter the aquifer at the 32 metre deep depressions south of Somes 

Island. Part of this calculation required knowing the piezometric head at the site of salt

water incursion i.e. the depressions south of Somes Island. In lieu of 'real' data at these 

sites, Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) used the piezometric head as recorded at Somes 

Island as a close approximation to the piezometric head in the aquifer beneath the deep 

depressions. 

However, the accuracy of this value, and the validity of the method and data used to 

calculate it. has been questioned in the 1995 WRC report "Hydrology of the Hutt 

catchment; Volume 2: Groundwater" (hereafter referred to as WRC, 1995). Furthermore, 

unbeknown to neither Donaldson and Campbell at the time of their study, nor the WRC at 

the time of their report, there exists a cluster of harbour floor depressions exhibiting 

artesian leakage just off the Hutt River mouth, much closer to Petone Foreshore. Given the 

location of these submarine springs, this minimum foreshore value needs to be revised with 

these sites in mind as points of possible salt-water intrusion. 

Unfortunately, there are no artesian bores penetrating the aquifer in the vicinity of these 

springs that can reveal the hydrodynamics of the sub harbour aquifer at these sites. As 

such, an understanding of the nature of discharge from these submarine springs can be 

useful as a tool to determine the minimum piezometric level at Petone Foreshore before 

salt -water incursion occurs at these sites. 

Indeed, while it can be said that the existence of fresh-water submarine springs implies that 

the landward segment of an aquifer is underdeveloped in terms of its water-yielding 

potential, the cessation of flow from submarine springs immediately suggests that the safe 

yield of part of the aquifer has been exceeded. Kohout ( 1966) recognises this and states 

that "finding, and then periodically observing the discharge and salinity of submarine 

springs could be used as a tool to monitor hydrologic changes brought about by future 

exploitation of an aquifer." 

In this sense, the submarine spring discharges are an indicator of the 'health' of the aquifer 

i.e. the greater the discharge, the greater the excess of water and thus the 'healthier' the 

aquifer is. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.3 Aims 

This research aims to improve the understanding of the sub-harbour portion of the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, with particular regard given to the location and discharge of 

fresh water submarine springs. 

As such, the objectives of this thesis are to; 

• Locate and investigate areas where aquifer leakage (via submarine spring 

discharge) into Wellington Harbour is presently occurring. Provide 

reasoning as to how the springs formed and why there may be variations 

between the prolificness of the various spnng discharges. 

• Develop a better understanding of the hydrodynamics of the sub-harbour 

portion of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. Part of this will involve proving 

the existence of 'preferential pathways' within the aquifer beneath the 

Lower Hutt Valley where piezometric and groundwater flow data is 

plentiful. Offshore seismic survey data will then be used to map these areas 

of higher than 'normal' transmissivity (a measure of the ease of flow 

through aquifer deposits) within the aquifer gravels beneath the harbour 

floor. These pathways are important as they are likely to represent regions 

where artesian water will exist in greater quantities and with possibly higher 

piezometric pressures than elsewhere within the aquifer. 

• Define the boundaries of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, with particular 

detail given to its southern extent. This will be accomplished through the 

interpretation of seismic line data and bore-hole data. 

• Calculate the minimum piezometric level at Petone Foreshore below which 

salt-water incursion may occur at the depressions off the Hutt River mouth. 
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Chapter Two 

BASIC GROUNDWATER CONCEPTS 

2.1 Introduction 

The flow path of all liquid fresh water on land is ultimately to the sea - this being an 

integral part of the hydrologic cycle (see Figure 2.1.1 ). In the simplest of scenarios, fresh 

water (provided by precipitation) falls on the land surface and is either evapourated, 

transpired, forms rivers or streams via runoff, or makes its way underground whereupon it 

is classified as groundwater. Defined as all water contained within spaces in bedrock and 

regolith, groundwater constitutes roughly 96% of all the non-frozen fresh water on Earth. 

Figure 2. I . I The Hydrologic Cycle (from http://hydroc.evsc.virginia.edu/eph/CHAP6B.HTM#6.4) 

Virtually every type of geologic material, both consolidated and unconsolidated, contains 

water to some degree (albeit some in minute quantities). While the ultimate goal of all this 

groundwater is to reach the sea, some water is held so tightly within its geologic host (due 

to the very low permeability e.g. unfractured metamorphic rocks) that to suggest it is 

movmg IS nonsense. 

However, some formations do store significant quantities of water and are permeable 

enough to allow the water to flow through at an appreciable rate. We call these formations 
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'aquifers ' (see Figure 2.1.2). Aquifers are defined as "a saturated permeable geologic unit 

that can transmit significant quantities of water under ordinary hydraulic gradients" (Freeze 

and Cherry, 1979). 

recharge area. for 
confine<:J aquifer 

potentiometric surface 
------ / in confined aquife r --- ..t --

Figure 2.1.2 Generalised Groundwater System and some commonly used terminology (taken from 

http: //hydroc.evsc.virginia.edu/eph/CHAP7B.HTM#7.4.2) . The well on the left is a flowing artesian 

well due to the fact that the potentiometric surface is above the surface of the land. The middle well is 

not a flowing artesian well as the water can only rise up to the potentiometric level, which at this 

location is below the ground surface. The shallow well on the right only penetrates the upper, 

unconfined aquifer and thus rises only to the level of the water table. 

2.2 Unconfined aquifers 

An unconfined aquifer is one in which a water table varies in undulating form and slope, 

depending on areas of recharge and discharge, pumpage from wells, and permeability. 

Rises and falls in the water table correspond to changes in the volume of water stored 

within an aquifer (Todd, 1959). 

2.3 Confined aquifers 

Confined aquifers, also known as artesian or pressure aquifers, occur where groundwater is 

confined under pressure greater than atmospheric by overlying relatively impermeable 

strata (Todd, 1959). Basically, there are three types of confining bed which are 

distinguished by differences in their permeability - aquitard, aquiclude and aquifuge. 
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'Aquitard' is used to describe the "less permeable beds in a stratigraphic sequence" 

(Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Many overbank deposits within the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer member would fit this description. They can store and transmit water, but 

not in sufficient amounts to be considered an aquifer in its proper sense. 

• 'Aquiclude' is defined as "a saturated geologic unit that is incapable of transmitting 

significant quantities of water under ordinary hydraulic gradients" (Freeze and 

Cherry, 1979). 

• 'Aquifuge' is a rarely used term and is defined as being "an absolutely impermeable 

unit that will neither store nor transmit water" (Fetter, 1980). 

In reality, none of the above terms are used well. Hydrogeologists differ in their 

interpretation of them, and as a result, many texts are confusing and misleading. The trend 

nowadays is to use the more generic terms 'confining bed' and 'leaky confining bed' to 

classify the units that confine artesian aquifers. However, with respect to the confining 

beds found both above and below the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer member (the Petone 

Marine Beds above, and the Wilford Shell Beds below), I believe the term 'aquiclude' best 

describes their characteristics (see Chapter Five). 

Confined aquifers are recharged via river flow or rainfall on an unconfined portion of the 

aquifer. This is known as the recharge area (see Figure 2.1.2). Recharge may also occur 

via seepage through a leaky confining bed from a deeper or shallower aquifer. 

Natural discharges from confined aquifers are manifested as 'springs'. Two factors are 

necessary for springs to form; 

• the absence, or weakening, of a portion of the upper confining material, and 

• when the potentiometric (or piezometric) surface of the aquifer has a greater 

elevation than the level ofthe land. 

The potentiometric surface is an imaginary surface coinciding with the hydrostatic pressure 

of water within the aquifer. Thus it is the level, or elevation, to which water would rise in a 

well penetrating a confined aquifer (see Figure 2.1.2). Should the pontentiometric surface 

lie above the ground surface, a flowing artesian well will result (as is the case with the 

well on the left side of Figure 2.1.2). The other well penetrating the confined aquifer in 

Figure 2.1.2 is a non-flowing artesian well due to the fact that the potentiometric surface 

has a lower elevation that the land surface. 

The potentiometric surface is affected by the amount of recharge into the aquifer and the 

losses from it. For instance, floods or intense rainfall events that pass over the recharge 

area of an artesian aquifer will cause the potentiometric surface to rise in elevation, causing 

spring flows to increase. 
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Abstraction of water from an aquifer lowers the elevation of the potentiometric surface, 

causing spring flows to reduce. A characteristic shape called a 'cone of depression' is 

often apparent in the potentiometric surface around the wells drawing water. This 'cone of 

depression' becomes more prominent during times of low recharge (i.e. during extended 

periods of low river flows, or droughts), or when abstractions are high. 
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Chapter Three 

GROUNDWATER DISCHARGE TO THE 
MARINE ENVIRONMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

Where an aquifer meets the sea, an interaction between two hydrological regimes takes 

place, and a mixing occurs. Groundwater flowing through the aquifer discharges to the 

ocean environment, while seawater infiltrates the extremities of the aquifer as a wedge. 

These two processes can be considered to be in equilibrium, but do vary in response to 

changes in the hydrological properties of the aquifer. 

This leakage of groundwater to the ocean environment is a very common occurrence and 

takes place largely unnoticed. Submarine spring discharge, on the other hand, is an 

unusual and relatively uncommon feature of coastal geography whereby leakage from a 

confined artesian aquifer takes place from an isolated area and produces a noticeable 

upwelling of fresh water through the sea floor. 

Kohout ( 1966) did the first major work looking at submarine springs as a phenomenon. 

His paper "Submarine Springs: A neglected phenomenon of coastal hydrology" 

summarised all of the previous research and investigations of submarine springs from 

around the world (of which there were less than ten) and made a few observations of their 

general character. His definition of submarine springs is simple: "A submarine spring is 

merely an unusual form of the commonplace spring and may be defined as an issue of 

water from the earth beneath the sea". 

However, "an issue of water from beneath the sea" is rather vague, especially given that 

this is only one of the many ways in which groundwater can discharge into the ocean. 

Thus, Kohout's definition needs some clarification. Certainly, the discharge of 

groundwater to the ocean can be considered a very common occurrence, and in some 

circumstances quite prolific. In fact, Moore ( 1996) concluded from his research into the 

coastal waters of the South Atlantic Bight (USA) that Submarine Groundwater Discharge 

(SGWD) was equivalent to about 40% of the river-water flux for the coastal waters in that 

region. Moore's groundwater input to the ocean included no concentrated discharge in the 

form of submarine springs and thus this estimate of groundwater entering the sea was from 

what we can call 'normal groundwater discharge'. 
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Despite the fact that no two coastal areas will have exactly the same hydrological or 

geological properties, and given that the coastal region of the South Atlantic Bight is 

notoriously rich in groundwater, this figure of 40% is perhaps rather high when compared 

to the 'average' coast. However, it is still useful as an estimate of the proportion of the 

total influx of fresh water into the coastal zone that can come from a groundwater source. 

Two important points have been raised here that require attention. Firstly, it has been 

identified that submarine spring discharge is just one form in which groundwater can 

escape to the marine environment. Secondly, it is clear that the amount of leakage of 

groundwater to the marine environment is dependent on the hydrological and geological 

properties of water bearing formations from which it issues. Thus, to fully understand the 

forms in which groundwater discharges to the ocean, we must also have knowledge of the 

type of aquifer (and its hydrological properties) from which the leakage is occurring. 

3.2 Types of Submarine Groundwater Discharge 

There are many different types of aquifer, both confined and unconfined. To identify and 

discuss all the forms in which groundwater may discharge to the ocean would be 

impractical. Thus, the following section is written with unconsolidated rock aquifers in 

mind such as the type found beneath Wellington Harbour. 

3.2.1 Discharge from unconfined aquifers 

Where unconfined aquifers meet the sea, seawater mixes with groundwater within the 

aquifer and the resultant mixture seeps out through the seabed virtually undetectable. The 

discharge of this water from the aquifer is dependent on the height of the water table in the 

aquifer, and the power of the waves striking the beach. This latter process is often referred 

to as 'tidal pumping'. This type of groundwater leakage is typical of the near shore 

environment and usually extends no further than the inter-tidal range. 

3.2.2 Discharge from confined aquifers 

Where confined aquifers meet the sea at their extremities, the resulting leakage is 

manifested as evenly distributed discharge over a large area which is quickly dispersed by 

the overlying sea water. The amount of water discharged is proportional to the piezometric 

head driving the aquifer system. 

If the confining bed has very low permeability, the water may be forced far offshore to 

points where the confining layer terminates. In theory, if the confining layer were 

completely competent and entirely impermeable, this would be the only type of natural 

discharge from a confined aquifer. 
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However, in reality, it is very rare to find a confining bed that is totally impermeable. As 

such, leakage from a confined artesian aquifer through its confining bed is quite common. 

This leakage may not necessarily be via obvious pathways such as a fault trace that has 

offset the confining bed through which a flow path may initiate rather it may be 

manifested as widespread, but slow, seepage through a large proportion of the confining 

bed. The volume of water leaking through the confining bed in this way is dependent on a 

number of factors. The main ones being the thickness, permeability and homogeneity of 

the confining bed, and the piezometric head within the underlying aquifer (which itself is 

dependent on many factors- see Chapter Seven). 

It is important to note that the amount leaking through a confining bed from a discreet area 

(for example a square metre) is extremely small - virtually undetectable. However when 

we consider the total area of the confining bed through which seepage could be occurring, 

the amount of water lost may be quite significant. 

3.3 Submarine Springs and their recognition 

Submarine springs on the other hand are more concentrated areas of leakage from the 

aquifer to the sea. They can be likened to terrestrial 'springs' in that the amount of 

discharge is dependent on the absence of, or at least severely weakened, confining beds, 

and the level of the potentiometric surface. However, in the case of a submarine spring, the 

potentiometric surface must be above sea level to counter the opposing pressure of the 

overlying sea water. To be precise, the potentiometric surface must be greater than 1.025 

times the depth of sea, due to the fact that 'normal' sea water is 1.025 times denser than 

fresh water, and thus has a greater opposing force for a corresponding head of fresh water. 

Where these factors allow, submarine springs form. 

As Kohout ( 1966) states, submarine springs can be considered unique features of coastal 

hydrology. However, instead of being defined as 'an issue of water from beneath the sea', 

they are perhaps better defined as 'an area of concentrated leakage, significantly greater 

than that from the surrounding sea floor'. They emerge at the sea floor as upwelling 

currents and the discharge may be prolific enough to form a boil or slick at the sea surface 

(Kohout 1966). The amount of water expelled, and the degree of force of the upwelling 

water is once again dependent on the pressure (or piezometric head) within the aquifer. It 

follows that if the piezometric head within the aquifer drops below 1.025 times the depth 

of sea water then the flow path at a submarine spring site may reverse and salt-water 

incursion may occur. This scenario will be discussed in Chapter Ten. 

The presence of submarine springs, both hot and cold, have been recognised for many 

centuries. Pausanius, who lived in the second century AD describes two locations where 

there was "water boiling in the sea" which was "unmistakingly fresh". One of these 
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springs was a hot spring around which a man made structure was constructed to allow 

bathing to take place (Kohout, 1966). 

Strabo, a Roman geographer who lived from 63BC to 21AD talks about a submarine 

spring outcropping close to the rocky coastline of Arvad, an island about 4km from the city 

of Latakia, Syria from which water could be collected during war-times. Here, people 

could collect potable water by lowering an inverted wide mouth funnel made of lead with a 

'leathern tube' attached to the top over the spring. Strabo states that" ... the first water that 

is forced up is seawater, but the boatmen wait for the flow of pure and potable water and 

catch all that is needed ... " (Kohout, 1966). 

Thus for at least the last two millennia, submarine spring discharge has been a recorded 

and utilised feature of coastal hydrology. They were identified because of a temperature 

anomaly (in the case of hot springs) or by their surface expression that is, as a boil of 

water on a calm sea surface, or as a slick or smooth area in an otherwise choppy sea. The 

factors that determine the degree of surface expression are; 

1) The force driving the artesian water through the sea floor (the piezometric pressure): 

• The greater the velocity of the artesian water from the aquifer, the stronger 

the vertical flow of water. If the flow is strong enough, a 'water boil' may 

be seen at the sea surface. 

2) The differences in density between fresh and salt water, 

• Fresh water is less dense than saltwater water and thus the water issuing 

from a submarine spring is encouraged to rise to the surface. Furthermore, 

waters of different density do not mix readily. The result is the formation of 

a prominent vertical plume of less saline (and thus less dense) water rising 

from the submarine spring vent. The plume will retain its identity until full 

mixing has occurred with the ambient sea water. In addition to this, 

temperature also affects the density of the waters - the cooler the water, the 

more dense it is (maximum density for fresh water is 4°C). For most of the 

year, the harbour water is cooler than the artesian water. Only during 

summer months does this trend reverse (see Chapter Four, section 4.4). 

Thus, for much of the year, the leaking fresh water is more buoyant than the 

surrounding sea water, not only because of its lower salinity but also 

because of its relative 'warmth' compared to the sea water. These factors 

encourage the 'freshened' water plume to form a sea surface expression. 

3) The physics behind wave propagation in the marine environment: 

• A vertically rising column of water prevents the propagation of wave 

energy. The result is a smooth area on an otherwise choppy sea surface. 
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Figure 3.3 .1 Schematic diagram of a 'typical' submarine spring found in Wellington 

Harbour. Due to the extremely poor visibility of the harbour water, photography is not 

a realistic option in capturing either the geomorphic form of a sea floor depression, or 

the leakage of water from the springs. Hence, the above diagram is an artistic 

impression of a sea floor depression showing artesian leakage. The depression image 

has been sliced in half to reveal the sedimentary units beneath. The grey, coarse unit 

represents the Waiwhetu aquifer, the thin brown lenses within it represent overbank 

deposits. The thick units above and below the aquifer gravels represent the confining 

aquicludes,- the Wilford Shell Beds (below) and the Petone Marine Beds (above). 

The basal sedimentary unit - the Moera Gravels Aquifer (which lie beneath the 

Wilford Shell Beds) are not shown due to its great thickness and the subsequent 

reduction in vertical resolution that would accompany its inclusion. 

Note that the leakage of artesian water occurs at discreet vents rather than from the 

entire depression floor. The depression form, plus the size of the submarine vents were 

recreated from divers' observations. The relatives thickness' of the various units are 

all to scale, having been calculated via the interpretation of seismic line data. This 

diagram was created in the software package 3D Artworks. 
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4) The depth at which the submarine spring occurs. 

• The less distance the leaking artesian water has to travel before it reaches the 

surface, the less mixing will take place and thus the less characteristics it 

will have of 'normal' seawater. As such, the shallower the water depth, the 

more likely a surface expression will be exhibited. 

In arctic areas, a unique sea (or lake) surface expression can also be found. If the sea ice is 

not very thick and the groundwater leaking up is relatively 'warm', interesting phenomenon 

known as polynas can be formed. Polynas are circular areas where sea ice has not formed 

due a heat source from beneath. One such polyna in Cambridge Fjord, Baffin Island has 

been identified and described in Sadler and Serson ( 1980). Such features are easily 

identified as an open hole fanned in the sea ice. This is possible as groundwater usually 

remains at a constant temperature all year round. In this case, the water leaking was 

warmer than the environment it was discharging into. In warmer climates, the leaking 

groundwater is normally cooler. 

Regardless of the environment in which a spring may be found, if the discharge is small, or 

the water depth is large, an identifiable sea surface expression may not necessarily be 

exhibited. This is the case in Wellington Harbour. The typical leakage rates are not 

prolific enough to cause a sea surface disturbance. Information gathered on the world-wide 

occurrence and characteristics of submarine springs, found that the springs investigated 

were almost always initially identified because of a strong sea surface expression. They are 

almost all found in karstic or volcanic areas - and typically the springs themselves were 

found to be emitting prolific amounts of water through the entire depression floor. 

In contrast, the springs in Wellington Harbour issue from an unconsolidated gravel aquifer. 

Leakage occurs from depressions in the harbour floor where the confining aquiclude has 

been removed or weakened, but is concentrated at a number of small vents in the floor of 

the depression through which leakage occurs. These vents are irregularly spaced and are 

occasionally on the sides of the depressions rather than on the base. Figure 3.3.1 is an 

artistic impression of what this research has discovered in terms of the nature of a 

submarine spring issuing from an unconsolidated gravel aquifer. The data used to compile 

this diagram were taken from seismic line data collected by Davy and Wood ( 1993). 

There are many ways of recognising submarine spring discharge in areas where the sea 

surface expression may be too subtle for human eyes such as is the case in Wellington 

Harbour. They include; 

1) Differences in water temperature 

• Unlike sea temperatures that fluctuate throughout the year in reflection to the 

seasons, groundwater in confined aquifers usually has the same temperature 
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throughout the entire year with very little deviation. In Wellington's case, the 

groundwater is around 13. 9°C all year long and is thus cooler than the harbour 

water during summer, but warmer during winter (given the fluctuation in harbour 

water temperature throughout the year - see Chapter Four, section 4.4). These 

differences can be recorded via thermometers, or even distinguished by a 

temperature difference in the sea when diving. Obviously, the closer to the spring 

site, the more noticeable the difference. 

• If the water above the vented artesian water is deep, the 'freshened' water is 

generally well mixed and displays little variation from the ambient sea temperature 

at the sea surface. However, temperature differences as little as 0.2°C can be sensed 

by infrared scanning radiometers. Such instruments were used by Fischer et al 

( 1964) to show the existence of both warm and cool submarine spring discharges 

around parts of the Hawaiian Islands. 

2) Differences in water salinity 

• Salinity and conductivity measurements can be made throughout the water column 

to distinguish water of lesser salinity than 'normal' seawater. The conductivity of 

water is a function of salinity and temperature conductivity increases with 

increasing salinity and temperature. The discharge of groundwater at a spring site 

reduces the salinity and thus conductivity of the water column above the issuing 

vent. The amount of reduction in salinity (and thus conductivity) is dependent on 

the amount of fresh water discharged and the degree of mixing it has undergone 

before being recorded (i.e. the proximity to the spring vent). 

3) Direct subsurface observations 

• The different in light refractive indices between fresh and saline water (due to their 

contrasting densities) means that the water becomes 'blurred' where the two mix. 

This 'bluriness' of the water can be observed (by SCUBA divers) in the water 

column adjacent to an issuing spring. 

4) Sea floor topography. 

• Depending on the sea floor substrate, and the discharge from the spnng, a 

depression in the sea floor may be present. This is most likely caused by the initial 

removal of material from the leakage site upon submarine spring inception 

(possibly as a catastrophic event) and the subsequent prevention of any further 

sediment from being deposited once the depression form has stabilised. Thus as the 

rest of the sea floor is built up through sedimentation, the depressions 'grow' in size 

(relative to the surrounding sea floor) and become more pronounced with time. 

This may be a useful indicator of the relative age of springs (if sedimentation rates 

are constant and known). 
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Figure 4. 1.1 Wellingto n Harbour (Port Nicho lson) as seen here, occupies part of a large basin 

ex tending fro m Taita Gorge in the north to the harbour entrance in the south. The Hutt River is 

the main provider of fine sediment to both the Hutt Valley fl oodplain and the harbour. Several 

small ri vers, plus the mouths of three others (in itali cs) are also indicated. 



Chapter Four 

NATURE OF THE STUDY AREA 

4.1 Location and Physiography 

Wellington Harbour, at the southern tip of the North Island of New Zealand, fills part of 

the Port Nicholson - Lower Hutt Valley basin, which extends from Taita Gorge in the 

north to the harbour entrance in the south. The harbour itself is roughly 80km2 in area, has 

a single entrance to the south and contains three islands - Somes, in the middle of the 

harbour, Mokopuna, a very small island to the north of Somes, and Ward, a small island 

towards the harbour entrance near Eastboume (Figure 4.1.1 ). 

A number of rivers discharge into the harbour, but only the Hutt River has any significant 

flow with an average discharge of around 25 m3/s, although the median is much lower at 15 

m3 /s (over the period of record from March 1979 to August 1999 - see Appendix Seven). 

Two other minor rivers - the Waiwhetu Stream which enters the harbour at the mouth of 

the Hutt River and the Korokoro Stream which enters the harbour at the other side of the 

valley have average discharges of0.24 m3/s and 0.23 m3/s respectively. 

The total catchment area of the 

harbour is 725km2
, with the Hutt 

River catchment occupying the 

majority of this area with 

630km2 (Johannesson, 1958). 

Several small streams on the 

western side of the harbour at 

Horokiwi, Ngauranga, and 

Kaiwharawhara also contribute 

minor amounts of water into the 

harbour. During flooding these 

inputs can be quite significant. 

(Booth, 1974). 

Figure 4.1.2 Aerial view of the greater Wellington City area 
(looking north). 
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EBB FLOOD 

Figure 4.2.1 Brodie 's model of ebb and flood tidal flows in Wellington Harbour (after Brodie, 
1958). Note the rather simplistic trend of anticlockwise flow during the ebb tide and a clockwise 
flow during the flood tide. 

EBB FLOOD 

Figure 4.2.2 A model of the tidal flows in Wellington Harbour based on Johnson (1988) . The 
black squares mark the sites where tidal flows were recorded every hour in both ebb and flood 
conditions tides and over a range of meteorological conditions. Note that Johnson found that 
the currents between Petone Foreshore and Somes Island were so small that they were below 
the threshold of the current meters he used (0.02 knots). 
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4.2 Tidal Flow Patterns 

Tides in Wellington Harbour are semi-diurnal (twice a day) with a maximum range of 1.5m 

(Maxwell, 1956). Brodie (1958) showed with fluorescent dyes and floats that the flood 

(incoming) tidal stream moves in a clockwise direction around the harbour while the ebb 

(outgoing) tide flows anti-clockwise. Brodie's model has since been generally accepted as 

the undisputed model for tidal flow in Wellington Harbour (Figure 4.2. 1 ). 

However, a more recent study carried out by Commander G.W.D.Johnson of the 

Wellington Harbour Board (now part of the WRC) in 1988 proposed a slightly different 

scenario with less circular movement in the harbour. Johnson's study suggests that in an 

incoming (flood) tide, water flows through the harbour entrance and towards all areas of 

the harbour, with the opposite occurring during flood tides. However, an anomaly down 

the eastern side of the harbour exists with the tidal flows in the opposite directions to the 

rest of the harbour water for both the ebb and flood tides (Figure 4.2.2). This is likely to be 

an eddy type feature. 

4.3 Tidal flow rates 

Of particular interest to this study are the velocity of tidal flows around basement outcrops 

on the harbour floor and the flows through the harbour entrance. This would help to 

explain the present-day sedimentation within the harbour. Assuming tidal flow rates and 

patterns have changed little during the deposition of the Petone Marine Beds (last 6,500 

years) a knowledge of today's tidal regime will help in identifying areas where deposition 

of aquiclude material would have been restricted in the past (discussed in greater detail in 

Chapter Seven). 

Johnson's comprehensive study used current meter observations to measure the tidal flow 

under varying meteorological conditions at 13 sites within the harbour (see Figure 4.2.2). 

He measured tidal flows on an hourly basis for twelve continuous hours at each site 

obtaining a picture of the complete tidal cycle. Johnson also varied the depths at which he 

recorded current flow so that a picture of water movement at various depths throughout the 

entire water column could be obtained. Measurements were performed during both spring 

and neap tides. 

The maximum flow through the harbour entrance was recorded by Johnson at 0. 75 Knots 

(39cm/s) near the sea floor and at 0.80 Knots (41cm/s) halfway through the water column. 

This can be compared to the previous studies of Brodie(1958) and Heath (1976a cited by 

Heath ( 1977)) who noted velocities through the harbour entrance of up to 26cm/s and 

50cm/s respectively. 
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Heath ( 1977) used the volume change of the harbour from low to high tide and the cross 

sectional area of the harbour entrance to calculate flow rates through the harbour entrance. 

This method gave a maximum flow (assuming typical sinusoidal tidal flow) of 45cm/s. 

Although crude in its design, this method does give a value extremely close to the 

aforementioned recorded flows of Johnson and Heath (1976). 

Typical velocities in the inner harbour were shown by Johnson (1988) to seldom exceed 

O.lOKnotts (5 cm/s) with the area between the Petone Foreshore and Somes Island usually 

in the order of 0.04 knots (2cm/s) or less. Brodie's study gave much higher tidal flows in 

both the inner harbour and along the Petone Foreshore- up to 13cm/s. 

Heath ( 1977) used his area/volume relationship to derive a figure for tidally induced 

currents in the inner harbour. His results showed that current velocities would need to be 

in the order of 3cm/s in this region of the harbour - a velocity that compares very 

favourably to Johnson's findings. Johnson's work also showed that tidal flows were not 

greatly influenced by basement outcrops or headlands. Observations made at Pt Halswell 

showed a maximum flow of 6cm/s. 

These findings do not fit with Brodie's flow rates or his circular model of tidal flow, 

especially along the northern end of the harbour . Given the good correlation of Heath's 

area/volume relationship with Johnson's findings, it is likely that Johnson's tidal velocities 

and flow model are more accurate than the currently accepted model of Brodie's. 

4.4 Hydrology 

Booth ( 197 5) found that surface temperature of inner harbour water ranges from 10°C in 

winter (July/August) rising to about l9°C in the peak of summer (January/February). A 

slight thermocline (a change in temperature gradient through the water column) develops in 

the summer months from December to March, with warmer water overlying slightly cooler 

water. The thermocline becomes more pronounced during an incoming tide when a wedge 

of colder Cook Strait water ( ~ 4°C cooler during the summer months) forces under the 

warmer harbour water. During, winter, minimum surface temperatures within the harbour 

are about 1 °C cooler than in Cook Strait (Heath 1977). 

A picnocline (change in density) is observed near the Hutt River mouth with lower density 

'freshened' water sitting as a thin layer on top of the denser 'normal' sea water (Heath, 

1977). Sea surface salinity variations were also noted by Brodie (1958). Many of his 

readings were seemingly not related to any river outflow due to their isolated locations in 

the harbour entrance (north of the Falcon Shoals area) and in both the western and eastern 

harbour margins. The lowest salinity values recorded were 22 °/00 (parts per thousand) to 
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the east of the top of Miramar Peninsular at the northern end of the harbour entrance 

('normal' seawater has a salinity of- 34.5 °/00). These were recorded at high tide. Brodie 

also states that low salinity water (30 °/00 ) was detected along the eastern harbour margin at 

both low and high water. However, given that the close proximity of the eastern harbour 

margin with the Hutt River outlet, we cannot preclude the possibility that this water may 

have been 'freshened' by the discharge from the Hutt River, rather than by SGWD. 

Due to the density differences between salt and fresh water, mixing does not occur readily 

and during periods of flooding, tongues of brown, sediment laden, Jess saline water can 

often be seen emanating from the Hutt River mouth into the harbour. Brodie ( 1958) found 

that the distribution of this water once it left the Hutt River mouth was almost entirely 

dependent on the wind. Under a northerly or north-westerly wind, the river outflow is 

confined to a narrow zone down the eastern shore of the harbour, while during a southerly 

it gets pushed against the northern end of the harbour, along the Petone Foreshore. 

Booth ( 1975) showed that the lower salinity surface water could be found to a depth of 5m, 

but work done as part of this research showed that while this is true close to the Hutt River 

mouth, this layer actually thins to a fine wedge at its extremities. Booth ( 1975) also states 

that the lower salinity surface water can be traced as far south as Somes Island. This study 

found that Hutt River surface water could be detected even further south under a 

combination of elevated river discharge and strong northerly winds, and across the entire 

harbour width adjacent to Petone foreshore during a southerly. 

As such, care must be taken when measuring and interpreting the salinity of the harbour 

water. 
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Figure 5 .1.1 Diagram showing the spatial extent of the W ai whetu Artesian Aquifer based borehole 

data in the landward portion, and on seismic information in the sub-harbour portion (sec Chapter 

Eight). The aquifer is unconfined in the northern part of the Lower Hutt Valley from Taita Gorge 

to the Kennedy Good Bridge (fine stipple). The aquifer is then confined, first by the Melling Peats 

formation, and then by the Petone Marine Beds formation to the harbour entrance region (coarse 

stipple). A more detailed examination of the southern extent is discussed in Chapter Eight. The 

dashed lines A-A' and B-B' mark the cross-sections in Figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 respectively. 



Chapter Five 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

5.1 Introduction 

The Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is contained within an alluvial basin comprising the Lower 

Hutt area and Wellington Harbour (Figure 5.1.1 ). The basin is defined by Taita Gorge in 

the north, the Eastern Hills to the east, and the Western Hills to the west. The bounding 

structure to the south is poorly defined, but is considered to be between Somes Island and 

the entrance to Wellington Harbour (Stevens 1955, l956b, 1974; Davy and Wood, 1993; 

amongst others). Chapter Eight discusses the southern extent of the aquifer in great detail. 

The Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is one of the most studied and actively monitored aquifer 

systems in New Zealand (pers. comm. Tony Cussins, WRC, 1996). This is a reflection of 

its importance of supplying water to a large population in the Wellington metropolitan 

area. Its importance as a water supplier is compounded by the fact that it has also been 

identified as the foremost aquifer in New Zealand that requires more research (pers. 

comm. Brydon Hughes, WRC, 1997). 

To fully understand the relationship between the groundwater within the basin and the 

submarine springs that are present on the harbour floor, we must first look at the structure 

of the basin in which the sediments sit. We must also consider the processes that formed, 

and are continuing to modify the structure of the basin (the tectonics), and the sediments 

themselves (the stratigraphic record). 

5.2 Tectonic Setting 

The present day tectonic setting of the North Island, New Zealand is dominated by the 

oblique subduction of the oceanic Pacific Plate beneath the continental Indo-Australian 

Plate (Van Dissen and Berryman, 1996). The oblique component of subduction is 

accommodated by a transcurrent fault belt which trends NE-SW, roughly parallel to the 

subduction zone (Dunbar, 1994). In the Wellington region, this belt contains four major 

faults - the Shepherd's Gully Fault, the Ohariu Valley Fault, the Wellington Fault and the 

Wairarapa Fault (Figure 5.2.1 ). These four primary faults were once considered to 

represent the North Island continuations of major South Island faults, but recent seismic 

evidence does not support this view. It is now believed that the faults of the North and 
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South Islands (with the possible exception of the Wairau Fault) terminate in the central 

Cook Strait along an apparent dextral offset (Carteret al, 1988). 

The relative movement of the two plates at the latitude of Wellington vanes between 

estimations of - 40 mm/year (Van Dissen and Berryman, 1996) to - 50 mm/yr (Berryman, 

1990). Based on a relative movement of 50mm/yr, Berryman suggests that because of the 

angle of collision, this results in about 38mm/yr of shortening and 32mm/yr of strike-slip 

(transcurrent) motion. The four major Wellington region faults account for as much as 80-

l 00% of this strike slip component of the relative plate motion with a ratio of horizontal 

slip to vertical slip of around 10:1 (Ota et al, 1981 ). 

()ffshore 
exteno;ion of the 

Wairau Fault 
(after Bcnyman. 

jl)l)()) 

Kapiti 
Island 

}Okm 

Wellington 
Fault 

j 

Wairarapa 
Fault 

598000()N_ 

Figure 5.2.1 Location of the major active faults in the Wellington 

Region (after Dunbar, 1994 ). The co-ordinate system shown is the New 

Zealand Map Grid. 

Stevens (1974) suggests that during the Pliocene, the various Wellington region faults 

started to move in a new phase of earth movements. The old peneplain rocks were pushed 

up, folded and tilted as a series of fault angle blocks. 
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Lower Hut1 
- Port Nicholson Basin 

10 km 

Figure 5.2.2a Compression of the fault block adjacent to the W ellington Fau lt 

has caused a number of basins to form o n the downwarped side. The Lower Hull 

- Port Nicholson Basin is the largest (after Dunbar, 1994) . 

A 

Figure 5.2 .2b Bl ock di agram showing the shortening and consequent fo lding (I ) 

of the Hull Valley block during the Tertiary. Subsequent tilting (2) has rotated 

the fau lt blocks towards the west (after Dunbar, 1994 ). 
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However Suggate et al ( 1978) suggests that it was not until the mid-Quaternary that basin 

development proceeded at a significant rate, when movement on the Wellington Fault was 

"newly initiated". Movement on the Wellington Fault is accompanied by a compression of 

the fault block. This has caused a series of basins to form on the eastern (downwarped) 

side, adjacent to the fault (Figure 5.2.2a). 

This idea of basin formation through compression was first recognised by Cotton ( 1956) 

who proposed that compression was manifested as a form of transcurrent buckling. He 

argued that evidence of this process and its consequences could be observed in many places 

in New Zealand where horizontal compression was taking place. Lauder ( 1962) developed 

this idea further and applied it to the Wellington region, with the idea of a 'plough' 

mechanism (essentially compression) on the Wellington Fault as the means of basin 

formation. Four recognisable basins were formed alongside the Wellington Fault as a 

result of this transcurrent buckling. They are the Lower Hutt- Port Nicholson, Upper Hutt, 

Kaitoke and Pakuratahi basins. These basins decrease in size as you move northwards 

along the fault. It is the southernmost and largest one, the Lower Hutt - Port Nicholson 

basin that this study is primarily interested in. 

Much work has been carried out to determine the dimensions and structure of the Lower 

Hutt Port Nicholson basin and in doing so, establish the thickness of the sediments within 

it. Cowan and Hatherton ( 1968) used gravity measurements to obtain a good idea of the 

basement rock morphology beneath Wellington Harbour. The residual gravity anomaly 

map they produced of the harbour provides a good impression of the warped nature of this 

greywacke basin. They estimated that the maximum sediment thickness in the harbour was 

between 3000 to 4000 feet (roughly 900 - 1200 metres) offshore from Ngauranga Gorge. 

Their work also led them to propose that the Wellington Fault is nearly vertical, lying about 

300m east of the present-day fault scarp. 

Seismic surveys have also been used to determine the morphology of the harbour basin. 

Hochstein and Davey (197 4) used seismic data to obtain a sub-harbour basement structure 

that was very similar to that produced by Cowan and Hatherton ( 1968). Both surveys 

acknowledged the presence of a basement ridge running roughly in line with the Miramar 

Peninsular, through Somes Island, and up through the Hutt Valley. This ridge separates 

two sub-basins - a deeper one to the west (deepening closer to the Wellington Fault) and a 

shallower one on the east. However, Hochstein and Davey ( 1974) concluded that the basin 

reaches a maximum depth of just over 400m to the east of Ngauranga Gorge, as opposed to 

the 900 - !200m thickness hypothesised by Cowan and Hatherton ( 1968). The discrepancy 

between the results was reasoned by Hochstein and Davey (197 4) to be "a systematic error" 

with regards to the earlier gravity measurements. 
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Figure 5.2.3a Map showing contours of depth to basement 

(metres below sea level) for Wellington Harbour, based 

largely on Wood and Davy ( 1992). Note the two deep basins 

separated by the Somes Island ridge and the deep channel 

running through the harbour entrance. 
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Figure 5.2.3b The major active faults in Wellington Harbour 

as identified by Wood and Davy ( 1992), Davy and Wood 

( 1987), and Huber ( 1992), amongst others. 
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More recently, Wood and Davy (1992) used geophysical data collected in 1991 to produce 

a basement structure map similar, but not identical, to that generated by Hochstein and 

Davey (l974). The main difference between their work and that of Hochstein and Davey 

(197 4) concerns the depth of the two sub-basins. The maximum depth of the western sub

basin was found to be close to 700 metres deep offshore from Ngauranga Gorge adjacent to 

the Wellington Fault. The maximum depth of the basin to the east of the Somes Island 

ridge was interpreted to be just over 400 metres deep. 

Figure 5.2.3a shows the basement contours of the harbour (in metres below sea level) as 

used in this study. It is contoured at lOOm intervals and is based largely on the map 

generated by Wood and Davy (1992). The seismic lines interpreted by Wood and Davy 

( 1992) were re-examined in detail and the basement picks were checked on all lines. At 

one location (near Eastbourne) the basement picks were found to not correlate on 

intersecting lines. These lines were then re-interpreted and the subsequent changes were 

made to the basement picks. Other changes made to the original basement contour map of 

Wood and Davy (1992) include a deepening of the area between the uplifted Ward and 

Somes Island basement blocks. plus a more detailed structure around both islands. The 

basement map shown in Figure 5.2.3a incorporates these changes. 

One interesting feature is the extremely deep channel running through the eastern side of 

the Harbour Entrance. The depth to basement through the Harbour Entrance was 

determined from geophysical investigations carried out by Davy and Wood ( 1987). 

Although their findings were far from conclusive, the evidence they collected suggests that 

an extremely deep channel runs through the Harbour Entrance adjacent to its eastern 

margin. The model that Davy and Wood ( 1987) propose is a faulted graben, as it is very 

improbable that the channel could have been formed in any other way. It is certainly too 

deep for the ancient Hutt River to have cut given that sea level was lowered by a maximum 

of around 120m during the last glaciation. 

With regards to this fault-controlled graben, the vertical offset on the fault through the 

centre of the harbour entrance (see Figure 5.2.3b) is over 300 metres. The eastern most 

fault shown in the diagram was not found during their investigations (probably because 

their survey felt short), but is assumed to be present due to the offset necessary to raise the 

basement back up above sea level. This fault would have a vertical offset of over 400 

metres. In figure 5.2.3b this missing fault has been linked with the fault that uplifts the 

Ward Island block However, this is not based on any actual evidence and as such is 

speculation. The faulting structure through the harbour entrance will be discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter Eight. 

The faults shown in the main part of the harbour are taken from Wood and Davy (1992). 

These fault traces are by no means the only ones present within the harbour, but they do 
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represent the most significant faults that appear to have been active in the recent past. The 

entire harbour basin is heavily faulted according to the seismic interpretations of Wood and 

Davy ( 1992). Faulting is particularly common along the western side of the harbour 

associated with the Wellington Fault, the eastern basin and along the eastern harbour 

margins, and the areas around the uplifted Somes and Ward island blocks. There is some 

dispute over the faulting structure around Somes Island, but the model proposed by Wood 

and Davy ( 1992) has been accepted for the purposes of this research. 

5.3 Stratigraphy 

Due to the numerous bores drilled throughout the Lower Hutt Valley for water supply 

purposes, much sub-surface information is available upon which we can use to describe the 

various stratigraphic units within the basin. 

A cross section through the valley from Horokiwi to Seaview (see A-A', Figure 5.1.1) is 

shown in Figure 5.3.1. This cross section was compiled from bore hole interpretations and 

seismic line information collected and interpreted by Wood and Davy ( 1992). 
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Figure 5.3.! Cross-section across the Lower Hutt Valley along Petone Foreshore (see Figure 5.1.1 for 

location). Note that the upper units dip to the west, highlighting the post-deposition movement of the 

region. The basement greywacke ridge represents the northern extension of the Somes Island horst block 

and divides the basin into two sub-basins, aligned north-south. 

Figure 5.3.1 shows a basement ridge just over 2km from the western side of the harbour 

(A). This ridge is an extension of the block of uplifted greywacke that Somes Island is a 

part of. This basement ridge divides the basin into two smaller sub-basins trending north

south. The basin to the west of the ridge is the deeper of the two and this is demonstrated 

quite clearly by the basement contour map (Figure 5.2.3a). 
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As demonstrated in Figure 5.3.1, all units deposited after the Moera Basal Gravels (or 

Moera Gravel Aquifer) thin towards the east and dip towards the west. This is a result of 

the tilting of this Wellington block via tectonic movements on the Wairarapa Fault coeval 

to the deposition of the post Moera Gravels Aquifer member. Given that confined artesian 

water will flow to areas of lowest pressure, we could expect to find the highest water

bearing gravels towards the eastern side of the basin i.e. up dip. 

The north-south longitudinal cross-section from Taita Gorge to the harbour entrance (see B 

- B' in Figure 5.1.1 for location) is shown in figure 5.3.2. This cross section was compiled 

from seismic line information collected by Wood and Davy (1992). 
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Figure 5.3.2 Longitudinal cross-section down the valley (orientated north-south) from Taita Gorge 

(B) to the harbour entrance (B' ). Note the connection of the confined and unconfined aquifers north 

of Kennedy Good Bridge. The small rise in basement at around 17 km from Taita Gorge represents a 

shallowing of the basement between Somes Island and Ward Island. 

As can be seen in Figure 5.3.2, the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is unconfined in the 

northern section from Taita Gorge (B) to the Kennedy Good Bridge. From the Kennedy 

Good Bridge south the aquifer is confined first by the Melling Peats and then by the Petone 

Marine Beds (shown as one unit due to the fact that they were deposited concurrently). 

The Petone Marine Beds peter out towards the harbour entrance whereupon the aquifer 

becomes unconfined once more (this is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Eight). 

Coarser deposits transported from the south coast then overlie the aquifer gravels. The 

Taita Alluvium overlies the Waiwhetu Aquifer deposits in the unconfined section, and then 

forms a thin veneer over the Petone Marine Beds, extending to the foreshore region. 

According to Stevens (1955), greywacke basement rock is only 18ft (6metres) deep across 

Taita Gorge. 
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Figure 5.3 .3 Interpreted bore log from the Gear Meat Company production well (after WRC, 1995). 

The location of this bore is on the western side of Petone, about I 00 metres from the foreshore, just west 

of the Petone Pier. It is the deepest well drilled in the Lower Hutt Valley, and as such has been used by 

previous researchers as the Type Section for the sediments within the Lower Hutt - Port Nicholson Basin. 
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The following description of units is based on material in the previously mentioned 

Wellington Regional Council report on the Hydrology of the Hutt Catchment (referenced 

as WRC, 1995). Much of the material within this report is based on work done by Stevens 

(1955, 1956b, and 1974), Hutton (1965), research carried out by Donaldson and Campbell 

(1977), and seismic information collected by Davy and Wood (1993). 

To aid the description of the units, an interpreted bore log, from the Gear Meat Company 

(near the Petone Foreshore, just to the west of the Petone Pier), is shown in figure 5.3.3. 

Moera Gravel Aquifer: Only eight boreholes penetrate the Moera Gravel Aquifer thus 

making it difficult to confidently describe this unit in great detail. However, from these 

eight bores, four distinct lithological units can be identified. 

• 
• 
• 
• 

An upper succession of weathered gravels 

A section of marine sands and silts 

A thin layer of silt and peat beds, and 

A thick succession of tightly packed gravel, sand and silts above basement (WRC, 

1995) 

This unit extends over 200 metres in thickness and forms a single hydrogeological unit 

known as the Moera Gravel Aquifer (also referred to as the Moera Basal Gravels). 

Two groundwater units have been identified by Hutton ( 1965) within the Moera Gravel 

Aquifer; a lower unit of saline water with highly variable concentrations of salt, and an 

upper unit of freshwater, between I 6 and 60 metres thick. It is not clear whether the saline 

water is connate water (trapped during sedimentation), or present because of salt-water 

incursion subsequent to deposition. However, due to the sedimentation history of these 

layers, it is more likely that the salt-water present is connate. 

The various units within this member have comparable artesian pressures indicating 

complete hydraulic connection. The permeability of the Moera Gravel Aquifer is low due 

to a high clay content resulting from the weathering of aquifer materials. The piezometric 

head in this aquifer is between one and two metres higher than that of the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer (Hutton, 1965). 

Wilford Shell Beds: The Wilford Shell Beds are an aquiclude between 17 and 22 metres 

thick, occuring at depths ranging from 70 to 83 metres at the Petone Foreshore. This unit 

thins and becomes shallower toward the eastern side of the valley reflecting the concurrent 

tectonic movements along the major faults in the Wellington region during the deposition 

of this member. 
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The upper section of this unit is comprised of 12 metres of silt, while the lower 7 metres is 

comprised of alternating beds of gravel and silt which contain shell fragments (Stevens, 

l956b). 

By analysing the difference in hydrological parameters measured in the aquifers above and 

below this unit, we can assume that this aquiclude is continuous and of low permeability. 

It probably extends inland at least as far as the Waterloo Wellfield, and as far south as the 

harbour entrance vicinity. 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer: This is the maJOr artesian aquifer in the Lower Hutt 

Groundwater Zone. The materials comprising this unit are highly heterogeneous, ranging 

in size from coarse gravel to clay. The aquifer is comprised of channelised alluvial gravels 

as well as irregular overbank silt, clay and swamp deposits. The highly permeable gravels 

which form the best water bearing layers are separated by discontinous lenses of peat, silt 

and clay. Analyses of bores drilled throughout the Lower Hutt Valley testify to the limited 

lateral extent of these lenses. This is not unusual given the nature of formation of alluvial 

gravel aquifers. 

Bore hole data shows that this member can be mapped to the northern extent of the Lower 

Hutt Port Nicholson basin at Taita Gorge where it sits on top of the Moera Gravel 

Aquifer deposits and beneath the Taita Alluvium as an unconfined aquifer. From the 

Kennedy Good Bridge south, the aquifer deposits are confined above by the Melling Peats 

and the Petone Marine Beds. Seismic line data collected by Davy and Wood ( 1993) 

indicates that the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is widespread across the entire width and 

length of the harbour to the harbour entrance (and possibly through it). Chapter Eight 

discusses the extent of the sub-harbour aquifer deposits in detail. 

The thickness of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer beneath the Lower Hutt Valley varies 

between 47 and 56 metres. Due to the regional westerly dip of the basin deposits, the 

thickest deposits are close to the Wellington Fault, with a general thinning towards the 

eastern hills. In general, the water bearing capacity decreases with depth. and increases 

towards the east (up-dip). The piezometric head in this aquifer is between one and two 

metres lower than that of the Moera Gravel Aquifer. 

Petone Marine Beds: Along with the Melling Peats formation, the Petone Marine Beds 

form the upper aquiclude to the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. They are comprised of silts 

and clays of marine origin. They form the present day harbour tloor and the unit can be 

mapped from bores as extending about 2.5km inland from Petone Foreshore. At their 

northern extremity, they become less defined and interdigitate with the Melling Peats. 

Their southern extent and the characteristics of the sub-harbour Petone Marine Beds are 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter Eight. 
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Melling Pealo;: Continuing on from the Petone Marine Beds, the Melling Peats (which are 

in fact interbedded lenses of terrestrial silty sand, silt-packed gravels, clay and peat), extend 

the aquiclude for a further 1500 metres inland. Thus the northern extent of the upper 

aquiclude is about 4km from the Petone Foreshore - to roughly the Kennedy Good Bridge 

vicinity. It is likely that the Melling Peats and the lower members of the Petone Marine 

Beds were deposited concurrently, at the time of the Post-Glacial Climatic Optimum 

-6,500 years ago. 

Taita Alluvium: The Taita Alluvium represents a thin (less than 10 metres thick) veneer of 

alluvial gravels deposited in recent times by the Hutt River. It extends north of the 

unconfined/confined artesian boundary and overlies the Waiwhetu Gravels forming the 

unconfined aquifer. South of the unconfined/confined boundary, a thin layer of Taita 

Alluvium overlies the Melling Peats/Petone Marine Beds aquiclude forming a shallow 

unconfined aquifer extending to the Petone Foreshore region. 

5.4 Sedimentation History 

The initial stages of sedimentation within the Port Nicholson basin are fairly complex 

given the few bore logs from which information can be obtained on the lower units. As 

described previously, Suggate ( 1978) proposes that basin development (formed by 

movement on the Wellington Fault) didn't really progress at any significant rate until the 

mid Quaternary Period (around 1 million years ago). Prior to this time the ancient Hutt 

River flowed northwest towards Porirua Harbour. It was during the mid-Quaternary that 

Suggate ( 1978) suggests that the drainage of the region was then reorganised by the "newly 

initiated Wellington Fault". As such, the basal layer within the Moera Gravel Aquifer 

comprising of "tightly packed gravels, sand and silts" (WRC, 1995), is likely to be mid

Quaternary in age. Given that the Quaternary Period is characterised by a number of 

glacial events separated by warmer interglacials, the coarse sediment characteristic of the 

lower Moera Gravel Aquifer is likely to have been generated via freeze/thaw weathering 

during a glaciation. 

It is unclear how extensive these lower deposits of the Moera Gravel aquifer are across the 

harbour as only one bore penetrates this deep, and this is located at the western end of 

Petone Foreshore, close to the Wellington Fault. However, the presence of silts in the 

"tightly packed gravels, sands and silts" probably represent fluvial overbank deposits. 

Given that overbank deposits are something we associate with flooding, we can assume 

that the river may have been able to transport and deposit this coarse material across much 

of the Lower Hutt - Port Nicholson Basin in a braided river type scenario. It must have 

remained this way for some time given the great thickness of these deposits. 
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The presence of silts and peat on top of this initial deposition of coarse sediment indicates 

that the climate was continuing to warm, and was now certainly warm enough to support 

extensive vegetation. The climate after this deposition of silt and peats is unclear, but the 

thick deposit of "marine sands and silts" (WRC, 1995) indicates that relative sea level had 

risen enough to flood the present Lower Hutt Valley. This could either have been due to 

tectonic activity lowering the land to a level that allowed the sea to flood much of the 

basin, but is more likely attributable to melting polar ice as a result of a warming climate. 

Following this phase, another glaciation took hold, causing temperatures and sea level to 

drop. Once again, large amounts of material were made available for deposition within the 

basins during this colder regime due to intensive physical weathering. However, the lack 

of water in its liquid state meant that much of this material remained close to its source. 

Basin formation due to compression on the Wellington Fault was probably still a very 

prominent process and the fault angle depression alongside the Wellington Fault received 

much of this weathered greywacke of this glacial phase. This is shown by the extremely 

thick deposits alongside the Wellington Fault we now associate with the upper gravel layer 

of the Moera Gravel Aquifer. The ancient Hutt River is probably responsible for the 

deposition of these coarse sediments within this fault angle depression. 

As this glacial period ended and the interglacial followed, temperatures warmed, sea level 

rose, and the valley was flooded by the Flandrian sea incursion. It was during this time that 

the Wilford Shell Beds were deposited. 

Immediately following the deposition of the Wilford Shell Beds, temperatures dropped 

once again with sea level following suit. The present day harbour once again became a dry 

river valley. Coarse sand and gravels, were once again transported down the valley and 

deposited. The analysis of bore logs that show that these deposits of the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer sit conformably on top of the Wilford Shell Beds. As such, the 

deposition of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer must have begun immediately following the 

drop in sea level. 

Stevens ( 1956b) proposes that the sediments of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer were 

deposited as deltaic deposits in a prograding river scenario. Bore logs show a fining down 

sequence of sediments indicative of deltaic progression, thus providing supporting 

evidence to this hypothesis. Given that the climate was warming following the end of the 

glaciation, sedimentation must have been very rapid to keep up with the Flandrian sea 

incursion. Indeed, Stevens ( 1956b) states that some 200ft (61 m) of gravels and sands were 

deposited in this prograding river scenario. 

Stevens ( 1956b) noted that no marine foraminifera are found within this section, also 

providing evidence for its fluvial origin. 
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The migrating nature of the Hutt River at this time is evident by the many lenses of fine 

sands and silts common throughout the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer member. These are 

present as a result of overbank deposits that occurred during times of flooding. These 

lenses are not continuous across the entire width of the valley as shown by the consistent 

overall piezometric pressures that exist laterally throughout the entire Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer member (indicating hydraulic connection of the artesian water). However, 

localised aquifer transmissivities and permeabilities can vary quite remarkably from place 

to place as a result of the variation in material that is encountered within the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer. It is also likely that preferential tlow paths exist within these deposits 

where the main river channel was stable for long periods. Preferential pathways represent 

zones where groundwater flow rates are higher than in adjacent areas. The deposition of 

the sub-harbour Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer gravels and the development of preferential 

pathways will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Eight. 

After this period of intensive deposition of material within the Lower Hutt - Port Nicholson 

Basin, the Flandrian sea finally overwhelmed and halted the deltaic progression. This was 

due possibly as a result of a waning of material available for transportation from the upper 

catchment, but more likely as a result of a combination of downthrow of the basin on the 

Wellington Fault and a final rise of global temperature causing sea level to rise. 

The thermal maximum was reached about 6,500 years ago. At that stage, relative sea level 

was approximately 6m higher than what it is at present in the Hutt Valley. Tectonic 

movements and sedimentation within the valley since that time have raised the land to its 

present level, thus lowering the relative sea level. 

In the period following the thermal maximum, the Petone Marine Beds were deposited. 

This layer of fine silt now forms the aquiclude to the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. It 

extends from 2.5km inland from Petone Foreshore and thins out towards the harbour 

entrance. At their northern extremity, the Petone Marine Beds become less defined and 

interdigitate with the Melling Peats which extend the aquiclude a further l.5km inland. 

The present day harbour floor is essentially the upper surface of the Petone Marine Beds 

and thus material is still being added to it today via fine sediment transported into the 

harbour hy the Hutt River. 

It is likely that the Melling Peats and the Petone Marine Beds were deposited concurrently. 

Evidence for this is provided by Stevens ( 1956b ), who carbon-dated some of the wood 

fragments found within the peat. He stated that "the peat is comprised of the remains of a 

fossil forest, samples of which have yielded carbon dates of approximately 4,400 years BP. 

Trunks of the former forest remain in life position, broken off a metre above their base. 

The roots of the fossil forest penetrate a brown clay layer which represents the former 

forest floor". 
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The Taita Alluvium are the present day deposits of the Hutt River, and extend over the full 

width of the floodplain. North of the unconfined/confined artesian boundary they overly 

the unconfined portion of the Waiwhetu Aquifer. South of the artesian margin, a thin layer 

of Taita Alluvium overlies the main aquiclude forming a shallow unconfined aquifer 

extending to the Petone foreshore region. 

5.5 Present-day sedimentation regime 

As mentioned earlier, the Petone Marine Beds form the present day harbour floor. The 

thickness and homogeneity of this unit are crucial in maintaining a 'seal' on the underlying 

artesian water. Any weaknesses or breaches in the aquiclude can result in SGWD 

submarine spring leakage and more importantly, possible points of salt-water intrusion. As 

such, an understanding of the present day tectonics and sedimentation within the harbour is 

crucial if we are to reveal the likely locations of SGWD, and in particular, submarine 

spnngs. 

There are two mam sources of sediment to the harbour - the Hutt River entering the 

harbour at the northern end, which introduces fine silts and muds, and the south coast 

beaches which provide the coarse sediment transported through the harbour entrance 

duringsouilierly~onns. 

There is a progressive decrease in bed material size down the Hutt River. In the lower 

reaches of the river, the median grain diameter of bedload decreases from 1 Omm at Whites 

line ( -1 km upstream from river mouth) to about 0.2mm at the river mouth (Clarke, 1988). 

The amount of fine material entering the harbour each year is hard to determine given that 

suspended sediment sampling has not been done on a regular basis. The best data from the 

Hutt River in recent times is a six year period of monitoring between 1983 and 1988 at 

Taita Gorge. This data showed an average annual amount of 50,000m' (Williams 

Consultants Ltd., 1991: cited by Dunbar, 1994). Mean annual transport of bedload 

sediment to the harbour via the Hutt River has been calculated as > 10,000 m3y( 1 (Clarke, 

1988). 

Irwin ( 1993) showed that the mud ( <0.064mm grain size) content of seafloor samples taken 

in 10 metres depth of water off the Petone Foreshore were as high as 97.5o/c. Dunbar 

(1994) showed from cores taken in the middle of the harbour that mud content was also 

very high- averaging 98%. This extremely fine grain size would be expected, given that 

most of the inner harbour is deep enough to be below the storm wave base (Dunbar, 1994). 

However, the settling velocities for clay and silt are so low that even the extremely small 

tidal flows observed in the central harbour and Petone Foreshore regions are strong enough 
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to keep mud already in the water column in suspension. This is why the visibility of the 

inner harbour water is so poor. Also, the shallower the water (i.e. the closer to Petone 

Foreshore), the more likelihood of a greater concentration of suspended sediment due to 

the effect of wave energy interacting with the shallow harbour floor. 

Strong tidal currents through the harbour entrance (see section 4.3) preclude the idea of 

fine sediment being deposited here, and any such material previously deposited would have 

been removed (Van der Linden, 1967). Indeed, the strong southerly swells that 

Wellington's south coast regularly receives, generate large storm waves in the constricted 

harbour entrance. Matthews ( 1980), states that waves of up to 3m high have been observed 

at Barretts Reef, with the average around 1.5m. The power of these storm waves is evident 

by the large 'pulses' of gravel moving north through the harbour entrance along the eastern 

coast (Matthews, 1980; Carter and Mitchell, 1988). 

Beaches as far north as Eastboume have aggraded significantly over the last 100 years with 

coarse river gravels that have been pushed northwards through the harbour entrance during 

these strong southerly storms. Haddon and Wear ( 1993) carried out sediment analysis on 

the harbour entrance material and found that the typical grain size in the middle of the 

channel coarsened from a well sorted fine sand around Falcon Shoals to a less well sorted 

coarse sand in the deep channel east of Barrett's Reef. 
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Chapter Six 

METHODOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES 

6.1 Introduction 

To achieve the aims of this research, two main components of fieldwork had to be 

undertaken. These were to locate and map the areas of submarine groundwater discharge 

(SGWD), and to then measure the flow from selected submarine spring sites to gain an 

understanding of the hydrodynamics of these features. In achieving these fieldwork 

objectives, not only would the areas of artesian leakage be identified and mapped, but the 

relationship of spring discharge to piezometric head on land could be obtained. 

Locating the areas of SGWD in a piece of water 80km2 in area is a daunting prospect, and 

before any fieldwork was undertaken, an intensive literature search was performed to gain 

an idea of how the fieldwork program should develop. This was performed on both a local 

and international scale. Searching through the international literature involved the 

extensive use of the Internet and electronic library databases. The Internet was particularly 

useful in obtaining email addresses of other scientists around the world who had dealt with 

the discharge of groundwater to the marine environment. While these contacts were of 

some use, it was soon realised that in every case, previous research on submarine springs 

concerned the discharge of groundwater from karstic or volcanic aquifers. It appeared that 

very little research had been performed on the discharge of water from unconsolidated 

gravel aquifers into the marine environment. 

However, a lengthy search through the archived records of the Wellington Regional 

Council and the now defunct Wellington Harbour Board (see Appendix 1) revealed a 

variety of unpublished reports that provided a great deal of background information. This 

information was used to make a number of assumptions on which to base the fieldwork 

program. This reduced the area of the harbour that needed to be investigated to a 

manageable size. Thus, before detailing the methodology behind finding and recording the 

discharge from submarine springs in Wellington Harbour, I believe it would be useful to 

give some background to the assumptions on which this research was based. 

6.2 Research Assumptions 

The literature review indicated that the discharge of artesian water can often lead to the 

formation of sea floor depressions (e.g. Kohout, 1966; Hovland and Judd, 1988; Stringfield 

and Cooper, 1951 ). This is due to the fact that where the sea floor sediment is fine enough, 
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it can be eroded and transported away by the upwelling currents, thus forming depressions 

in the vicinity of the leaking water. We can assume that the size, and indeed the presence, 

of these depression features are dependent on the force of the upwelling water, the grain 

size and density of the sea floor substrate, and the rate of sedimentation. 

Data from the two main bathymetric surveys of Wellington Harbour surveyed in 1949/50 

and 1981/82, show that many sea floor depressions are present at various locations. These 

depressions are all located in areas of mud deposition and had been explained in the past as 

being possible areas of artesian leakage (Reyners and Christoffel, 1973; Stevens. 1974; 

Donaldson and Campbell, 1977; Davey and Wood, 1993). However, it is possible that sea 

floor depressions can be formed by other mechanisms such as tidal scour, escaping gas, 

meteor impact, biologic activity, dredging (in shallow environments), plus a whole range of 

glaciation related features such as collapsed pingo's and studel scour (Hovland and Judd, 

1988). In the case of Wellington Harbour, the significant size of the depressions (depths 

from harbour floor to depression floor range up to 8 metres), as well as the fact that the 

confining aquiclude was deposited since the last glaciation, renders many of the 

aforementioned alternative hypotheses redundant. 

The various processes that erode the confining aquiclude creating harbour depressions are 

discussed in chapter Nine. At this stage it is important to note that regardless of how a 

significant depression was formed, it was assumed that these areas would be the most 

likely to exhibit artesian leakage due to the significantly reduced confining beds at these 

locations. As such, it was decided that all significantly deep conically shaped depressions 

in Wellington Harbour would be investigated. 

However. one concern with regards to this hypothesis was that there may exist other areas 

of the harbour where aquifer leakage was occurring but that may not have a sea floor 

expression associated with it. One could expect to find such a phenomenon in areas where 

the substrate is too coarse or too heavy to erode, where the sedimentation rates are very 

high, or where the leakage may not have enough force to remove the material through 

which it passes. Aquifer leakage had previously been hypothesised in two regions of the 

harbour where no known sea floor depressions existed. These were in the harbour entrance 

(Stevens, 1955, 1956b and 197 4) and along the sea t1oor trace of the Wellington Fault 

(Lewis, 1989). 

With regards to the harbour entrance, leakage was hypothesised by Stevens ( 1955, 1956b 

and 1974) to be significant here following his premise that the confining beds covering the 

aquifer gravels peter out somewhere through the entrance corridor. Indeed, it has 

previously been shown, in Chapter Five, that the tidal currents are presently too strong 

through the harbour entrance to allow the deposition of the Petone Marine Beds member 
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(e.g. van der Linden, 1966, 1967; Carter, 1977; and Matthews, 1980). As such, this 

hypothesis of thinning confining beds towards the harbour entrance has some merit. 

In addition, there is some limited evidence for artesian leakage in this vicinity as proposed 

by Brodie ( 1958). Given that the extent of the artesian aquifer was one of the objectives of 

this research, the harbour entrance region became an important site. It was also the one site 

where investigations were undertaken despite there being no sea floor features to aid in the 

location of any leakage areas. 

With regards to the hypothesis of aquifer leakage up though the Wellington Fault trace, 

there is certainly a good deal of evidence to support this as shown in previous research by 

Lewis ( 1989), and Truebridge et al ( 1978). Even the Hydrographic Chart NZ4633 shows 

spring symbols along the Wellington fault trace and around the Thorndon Container 

Terminal area. Two ex-Wellington Harbour Board personnel, Roger Carter (now retired, 

Jiving in Plimmerton, Wellington) and Commander GBW Johnson (now retired, Jiving in 

Christchurch), were the boat masters involved in the bathymetric survey of Wellington 

Harbour from which chart NZ4633 was complied. These men were contacted regarding 

the submarine spring symbols shown on this chart. 

According to Roger Carter, vertically rising disturbance plumes were observed on the 

echosounder trace which were hypothesised to be caused by either rising fresh water or gas. 

Divers were sent down to investigate and observed visible signs of artesian leakage from 

parts of the sea floor. Samples of water were taken and later 'tested' to reveal it being 

brackish. Upon asking Roger how the water was tested for its salinity, he replied "We 

tasted it". Although not particularly useful in terms of its scientific basis, tasting the water 

is certainly good enough to determine the relative salinity, and in this case it was deemed to 

be certainly not as salty as 'normal' sea water. 

While this reported occurrence of artesian leakage along the Wellington Fault trace was 

perhaps the most 'concrete' evidence at hand, the visibility of the harbour waters is so 

poor that if you don't get right on top of a leakage vent, you have little chance of finding it 

when diving. This was realised during the initial stages of the fieldwork programme and 

after much deliberation, it was decided to omit the leakage associated with the Wellington 

Fault from the fieldwork programme. This was mostly due to financial constraints (which 

determined how much boat time was available). 

With regards to the harbour floor depressions, two further assumptions made in the initial 

stages of this research, around which the fieldwork programme was based, were found 

during the course of the fieldwork programme, to be largely incorrect. These assumptions 

were; 
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If a depression was in fact exhibiting artesian leakage, it would be from the deepest 

part of the depression that the majority of discharge would occur (as the aquiclude 

would be thinnest here), and 

Despite knowing that the visibility of the harbour waters was poor, if calm periods 

were chosen, the visibility should be good enough to allow for the easy recognition 

of artesian leakage while diving. 

Interestingly, the pattern of groundwater discharge from a harbour floor depression did not 

necessarily follow the first assumption above. As stated, it was assumed before the 

fieldwork programme began, that the entire floor of a depression would exhibit significant 

quantities of fresh water leakage. Thus once a depression had been located, recording the 

discharge would simply be a case of descending to the depression floor and setting up the 

S4 current meter to record the flow. This hypothesis was based largely on Kohout's work 

who described artesian leakage in this fashion. However, Kohout's work concentrated on 

submarine spring discharge from karstic aquifer systems whose hydrodynamics are very 

different from gravel aquifers, not to mention the mechanisms for spring formation which 

also influence the subsequent leakage patterns. 

The actual pattern of submarine spring discharge m Wellington Harbour only became 

apparent after much fieldwork had been undertaken. The following section details the 

salient reconnaissance fieldwork from which the ultimate methodology was devised. 

6.3 Results from Reconnaissance Fieldwork 

Results obtained from the early part of the fieldwork programme showed quite clearly that 

the initial assumptions were quite incorrect (particularly regarding the visibility of the 

harbour waters!). The original methodology (which was based on these initial 

assumptions) had to be re-evaluated and altered significantly. Thus the first few months of 

field data can be considered reconnaissance fieldwork on which the main methodology was 

based. 

Figure 6.3.1 shows the data of the fieldwork undertaken in May 1997 after which time the 

original methodology for this research was scrapped and a new one adopted. The data 

depicted above was obtained by randomly raising and lowering an S4 current meter over a 

region of the harbour floor containing many sea floor depressions (the 'Petone Foreshore 

submarine springs cluster' off the Hutt River mouth). The fluctuating nature of the depth 

data is due to the poor resolution of the S4's pressure transducer in measuring shallow 

depths. The salinity is zero at the beginning and end of the graph reflects the S4 out of the 

water before and after deployment. 
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Figure 6.3. 1 Detection of discrete artes ian leakage in the Petone Foreshore depressions c luster 

As can be seen, little evidence of SGWD was detected. However, it became obvious from 

this work that leakage from a given harbour floor depression was not as widespread as it 

had been hypothesised, but occurred at discrete locations which only affected the salinity of 

the water in close proximity to the 'vents ' . This was confirmed upon diving when 

depression floors were found to be essentially void of any leakage activity except for small 

circular areas of extremely soft sediment which offered little resistance (even a two metre 

long PVC pipe could be pushed in with little force) . These submarine spring discharge 

'vents ' are between one and two metres in diameter and represent the areas where the 

present day artesian discharge is issuing from under ' normal ' piezometric conditions. 

Later, this 'find' was confirmed by an unpublished report found in the Wellington Harbour 

Board archives. A group of divers surveying the sea bed between Somes Island and the 

Petone Foreshore in 1969 found 'three deep depressions" which varied in depth, but had 

similar sizes with a "top diameter of approximately 60 yards (55 metres) and the flat 

saucer-like floor is about 20 yards (18 metres) across". As with this research, they found 

the depression floors to be "composed of the normal harbour floor mud but contain a 

number of extremely soft patches, some of which display visible evidence of artesian 

leakage" (see Historic Notes in Appendix 1 ). 

As described previously, the other piece of useful information regarded the ability to use 

echosounders to find areas of artesian leakage. It was found that when the boat passed over 

a depression, the echosounder displayed a very disturbed sea floor signal in certain 

locations. This disturbed signal was manifested as a vertical plume of ' noise' in the signal, 
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the size probably being in proportion to the amount of leakage. This is similar to the effect 

that had been noted by previous researchers ( eg Truebridge et al , 1978). This effect is 

likely due to the sound absorption that is characteristic of a thermocline, halocline or 

picnocline (change in water temperature, salinity or density) as shown by Schneider et al 

( 1985). The plumes were anything between 2metres and 12metres in height from the sea 

floor, similar to those described by Truebridge et al (1978). 

Thus after the initial fieldwork, the original methodologies disintegrated, and data 

gathering expeditions became focused on the realisation that the areas of greatest discharge 

coincided with the greatest amount of sea floor disturbance as exhibited on the 

echosounder image, and not necessarily the deepest part of the depression. 

6.4 Main Data collection 

This difficulty in finding the submarine spring sites is reflected in the length of time it took 

to record some useful data. The environment of this particular study area combined with 

the relative uniqueness of this type of research, resulted in a constant abandonment and 

revision of a series of methodologies till one was formulated that not only worked well, but 

was suited to the Wellington Harbour environment. 

Furthermore, it was initially proposed to use an S4 current meter to record all the data 

obtained during this research. However, due to the fact that the S4 was not available to be 

used for four months every year when it was taken to Antarctica, an alternative piece of 

equipment and methodology was employed during these periods. This alternative method 

involved using an older style conductivity/temperature meter which measured the 

conductivity and temperature of the water via a sensing probe which could be lowered 

through the water column. 

However, the results obtained from these two methods are different. The S4 records 

conductivity, temperature, depth current direction and current speed (see section 6.5). It 

can be set to record data at a maximum rate of twice a second. It logs the data internally 

and keeps recording until it is told to stop (either by the user making the necessary settings 

before deployment, or by downloading the recorded data after it is retrieved which 

interrupts the recording pattern). The only other reason for data to stop being recorded is if 

the batteries run out of power, or when the S4 memory is full. 

In contrast to this, the old style conductivity/temperature meter does not log any data and 

thus salinity values must be recorded manually. The obvious disadvantage to this method 

is the fact that a continuous stream of data is not recorded and only spot values can be 

obtained. However, there is an advantage of this equipment over the S4 and this is that 

real-time data is output. With the S4, the data recorded could not be viewed until retrieval. 
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The old style conductivity/temperature meter allowed for instantaneous recognition of 

lower salinity areas within the depressions, which meant that divers could investigate the 

exact locations of low salinity water by descending down the cable attached to the 

conductivity meter probe once low salinity water had been detected. 

Although this sounds straightforward, it was still essentially by chance that a submarine 

vent would be located from the surface using the conductivity meter. Much time was spent 

searching the harbour floor depressions both remotely from the surface using the 

conductivity meter and by diving down and looking for visible sign of leakage. It was also 

discovered that extremely low erroneous salinity values would be returned by the 

conductivity meter if the probe penetrated the soft harbour floor muds. As a result, it was 

decided to tie a weight with a metre length of rope onto the probe so that it hung down a 

meter lower than the probe. Subsequently, the weight would be dragged along the 

depression floor with the probe moving above the depression floor surface at an elevation 

of about lm (as long as the rope to the boat remained taut). While this worked well, it 

meant that the vents were harder to find, as the leaking water had had more time to mix 

with the sea water. 

More frustrating was that once found, submarine vents could effectively not be marked, as 

buoys left out in the harbour would soon be 'lost', either through the deeds of unscrupulous 

fishermen, or possibly by 'yachties' not looking where they were going, getting tangled up, 

and then cutting them free. 

When a boat with DGPS on-board became available and sites could be re-located more 

accurately, the absence of rope leading down to the discharge vent meant that hours, if not 

days of dive time, were wasted in trying to re-find the vent sites in the near-zero visibility 

harbour floor conditions. Even plastic milk bottles used as buoys went missing 

occasionally. This was a major concern to the future of this study as it was proposed to 

leave the valuable S4 current meter on the harbour floor for lengthy periods. Slightly 

submerged plastic milk bottles with floating lines were found to be the key to keeping these 

sites marked. Thus, the basic series of events involved in the data gathering became; 

Select sites deemed worthy of investigation on the basis that a significant 

depression in the harbour floor, of a conical form, probably represents a past or 

present submarine spring discharge zone. 

Determine the position of this site in relation to at least three easily identifiable 

objects on land (line of sight positioning), so that the rough area could be reached 

by boat. Later, when DGPS was available, co-ordinates for sites (read off the 

Hydrographic Chart NZ4633 and then adjusted for satellite positioning) were 

entered into the GPS unit and the boat was manoeuvred to this spot. 
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Using an echosounder, map the site until the areas of most prolific disturbance (as 

recorded by the echosounder) were located, upon which time a weight with a rope 

attached would be lowered over the side of the boat to mark the site (a buoy would 

then be attached). 

Lower the conductivity/temperature meter (with weighted end) to the depression 

floor and take conductivity readings within the depression, targeting any areas of 

disturbance (as shown by the echosounder). At least 10, but quite often 20 readings 

were taken at each depression (see Appendix 3). 

If the depression warranted further investigation (i.e. low salinities detected), divers 

would descend to the harbour floor with a weight (attached to a buoy at the surface), 

and search around the depression. The objectives of this were to look for visible 

signs of artesian leakage, and to feel the substrate for unusually soft patches of mud. 

If vents were found , the weight would be left beside the vent, the divers would 

ascend to the surface, and the exact location would be noted (either by DGPS, or by 

line of sight in the early stages of the research). 

6.5 Field Instrumentation 

This section outlines the equipment used and developed in the course of this study. The 

fact that submarine springs are hard to find meant that we had to be extremely precise in 

not only the recording of the leakage's, but also in recording the position of the areas of 

interest. As a result, many pieces of equipment were used in this study. 

The S4 Current Meter 

The S4 current meter is a state-of-the-art electromagnet current meter. It is spherical in 

shape with a 25cm diameter and weighs llkg in air, l.5kg in water (see Figure 6.5.1). 

The following is taken from the "S4 Current Meter User's 

Manual": 

"The S4 Current Meter measures current by creating a 

magnetic field and sensing the voltage induced by the 

movement of water through the field. A microprocessor 

acquires instrument orientation from a flux-gate compass and 

computes Earth referenced current components in North and 

East co-ordinates. These current vectors are then recorded 

immediately (burst sample mode) or integrated over time and 

recorded (vector averaged mode)". Figure 6.5.1 The S4 Current 

Meter. The scale on the left is 

in em (the large numbers are 

in decimetres). 
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Data is logged internally, and other available options are conductivity, temperature and 

depth. All sensors are interior or surface mounted to avoid any projection on the sphere. 

Once the S4 is retrieved, the data can be downloaded and viewed or exported into other 

software packages. 

This unit was most useful in recording the spring flow once the vent had been located. 

Although used initially to randomly sample areas suspected of having artesian leakage, the 

results obtained were not particularly useful in accurately locating submarine spring vents 

as the data was not real-time and had to be downloaded upon retrieval of the S4. This 

meant that while lower salinity areas were recorded by the S4, it was difficult to determine 

exactly where these locations were. However, this information was useful in isolating 

which depressions warranted further investigation. 

The Conductivity/Temperature meter 

The conductivity and temperature meter was useful in locating areas where the salinity of 

the sea water was lower than 'normal' sea water. The meter is a portable hand-held unit 

that has a transducer at the end of a 42metre length of water-resistant cable. It works by 

measuring the electrical resistance of the water and then converting it into a conductivity. 

Salinity, a function of conductivity and temperature (water is more conductive when it is 

warmer), is calculated internally. The unit could be set to display temperature or 

conductivity and it was calibrated before each use to ensure that the data being collected 

was correct. The advantage of this type of data over the data recorded by the S4 current 

meter was that it was 'real-time' as opposed to the S4' s requirement to retrieve the 

equipment and then download the data before it could be analysed. 

Having initially found a harbour floor depression, it was particularly useful in finding those 

areas of the depression that were actively leaking as often only small localised areas of 

depressions would exhibit any active leakage. Unfortunately, this unit was lost in the latter 

stages of the fieldwork program when the cable was cut by the boat propellers. As a result, 

an image of this unit cannot be included here. 

The Echosounder 

The echosounder proved to be very valuable, not only in mapping the dimensions of the 

depression, but also as a means of identifying the individual sites where spring flow was 

occurring, as described in section 6.3. 

Echosounders work by sending a some signal from a transducer at the waters surface 

vertically down to the sea floor. The signal bounces back off the sea floor and the depth 
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N 

0 1 2 Kilometers 

Figure 6.5.2 The salient bathymetry for Wellington Harbour taken from 

Hydrographic Chart NZ4633, as digitised in Arclnfo. Many sea floor depressions can 

be seen on this map, particularly around Somes Island, Miramar Peninsula, and near 

the Hutt River mouth. The small features in the harbour entrance vicinity (near Falcon 

Shoals) are actually slightly raised mounds and not depressions. Depths are in metres 

below sea level. 
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calculated by halving the two way travel time and then multiplying by the speed of sound 

in sea-water (roughly 1500m/s). 

As described previously, the echosounder signal was an excellent means of locating areas 

of prominent artesian leakage as it could distinguish between the different densities of 

freshened water and 'normal' salt-water 

The GPS unit 

GPS or Global Positioning System, is fast becoming the preferred (and most accurate) way 

to map areas. Satellite information is received and processed which is then translated into 

a position on the Earth's surface. Portable GPS systems work directly with the satellite 

information and need at least three different satellite readings to get a fix. The accuracy of 

these units is roughly +/- I OOmetres. As most of the submarine spring sites are much 

smaller in size than this error, it was obvious that a portable GPS unit was not going to be 

of much use. At the initial stages of this research, a hand-held unit was used, but as 

expected was only helpful in finding the vicinity of the spring site and line of sight 

positioning was employed to obtain more accurate positioning. 

Towards the latter stages of the research, a boat became available that had DGPS 

capabilities. DGPS (Differential GPS) uses an on-land base relay station with which it 

derives its position. There are huge advantages with this method as the relay station 

enables extremely accurate positioning (dcci-metre). DGPS was used to map all the 

submarine spring sites and to assist in the deployment and retrieval of the S4 current meter. 

Bathymetric Data 

A comprehensive bathymetric survey of Wellington Harbour was carried out during the 

early 1980's, from which the widely used Hydrographic chart NZ4633 was compiled. 

Figure 6.5.2 shows the salient bathymetry as digitised from NZ4633. Depths were 

recorded about every 80 metres, and were accurate to about 0.1 metres depth. After an 

extensive search through the Wellington Harbour Board archives, the original soundings 

charts of these surveys were located. These original charts showed many more individual 

depressions in the area off the Hutt River and thus offered a more accurate picture of the 

bathymetry in this region of the harbour than the more general NZ4633 chart provided. 

Further searching of archived material of the Wellington Harbour Board and the various 

predecessors of the Wellington Regional Council ( esp. Hutt Valley Under Water Authority) 

revealed a surprising amount of material concerning interest in the sub-harbour leakage 

from the aquifer. The age of this material varies considerably, ranging from the early 

1920's to the early 1970's. This material is laid out in Appendix One. 
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Figure 6.6.1 An artistic representation of how the S4 current meter was set up to record 

discharging aquifer water from a harbour floor depression. Note that the entire depression 

floor is not exhibiting artesian leakage, rather it is occurring at discrete vents, of varying 

intensity (as recorded by divers' observations). A buoy attached to a heavy weight, in tum 

attached to the S4 set-up, was used to mark the site. This diagram was created in the computer 

software package 3D Artworks. 
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6.6 Recording the spring flow 

One of the objectives of this research was to derive the relationship that exists between 

submarine spring discharge and piezometric head within the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 

The S4 current meter was the equipment used to measure and record the spring flow from 

selected depressions within the harbour. 

Before using the S4 to record the vertically rising currents at the depression sites, the unit 

was tested to determine its usefulness in measuring such currents. While the S4 is 

"intended primarily for taut-line mooring or mounted to fixed structures" so as to measure 

currents in the horizontal plane, this study required the measurement of vertically rising 

currents upwelling from the sea floor. 

It was unsure at first whether the S4 had the ability to do this. After much searching of 

literature on the S4, talking to various organisations (NIW A, CSIRO in Australia, Inter 

Ocean - the S4 manufacturers in San Diego, and searching on the internet), it was 

discovered that the S4 had probably never been used in the proposed way before. 

It became necessary to test the S4 to see whether it could record vertically rising currents. 

As the S4 can't distinguish between its own movement in the water from the water's 

movement around it (i.e. it records the relative current), moving the S4 through a stationary 

water body would simulate the effect of water passing around a stationary S4. This was 

done in a series of vertical drag tests in the 5 metre deep pool at the Kilbirnie Aquatic 

Centre in Kilbirnie and off the Overseas Passenger Terminal in calm conditions. 

The idea here was to mount the S4 horizontally inside its purpose built housing unit ( 44 

gallon drum with the ends cut off- see figure 6.6.2), and raise the set up from the bottom 

of the pool (the harbour floor in the case of the Overseas Passenger Terminal) to the water 

surface. The exact depths at both sites were measured, and the time of travel was recorded 

by stopwatch. This was done a number of times at a number of speeds. The same tests 

were also tried by lowering the S4 from surface to base, but it was found that the set-up did 

not always descend completely perpendicular to the surface, especially at higher velocities, 

which gave erroneous results. The S4 performed well during these tests and clearly 

showed it could record currents in the vertical plane if mounted horizontally. 

Having successfully tested the S4, the equipment was set up as shown in figure 6.6.1, at 

pre-selected sea floor depressions. A close-up view of the set-up is shown in figure 6.6.2. 

Due to the fact that the amount discharged at each spring site will be directly related to the 

piezometric head within the aquifer, a range of piezometric head values and their 

corresponding spring discharge must be recorded to obtain a good relationship. 
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Figure 6.6.2 Set up of the S4 over a submarine spring vent. The S4 is mounted horizontally across 

the inside of a plastic 44 Gallon drum (shown translucent here for descriptive purposes) by bolting the 

ends of the S4 to eye bolts attached to the inside of the drum. The north facing velocity sensor is 

anchored facing down, so that the north-south plane is perpendicular to the vent. The drum is pushed 

a little way into the soft mud to ensure stability. The drum, with S4 anchored inside, is attached, by a 

5 metre rope, to a 30kg weight which in tum is attached by rope to a buoy at the sea surface (see 

Figure 6.6.1 ). 

The S4 works by generating an electromagnetic field around itself which is subsequently distorted by 

the movement of water around it. The current speed and direction is then calculated by the S4 via 

measuring the distortion of the magnetic field. The absence of any moving parts allows for the 

detection of extremely low current velocities. Care must be taken in using the S4 as any non-stainless 

steel metal close to the S4 unit can distort the magnetic field and thus the current recorded. This is 

why a plastic drum was used to house the S4. The bolts used to attach the S4 to the drum are stainless 

steel. This diagram was created in the computer software package 3D Artworks. 
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Piezometric head within an aquifer changes under the influence of many factors such as; 

the amount of recharge the aquifer receives (seasonal variations i.e. summer/winter) 

amount of abstraction (causing a reduction in head) 

tidal changes (loading) 

atmospheric pressure (loading) 

earthquakes (causing an increase in head due to the consolidation of the aquifer 

structure) 

There are a number of factors affecting the piezometric head and thus spring discharge, 

such as rainfall, river flow, abstraction totals and the load on the aquifer, in this case as 

produced by the fluctuating tides. 

To make sure spring flow was recorded over a wide range of piezometric levels, it was 

decided to leave the S4 out to record for a week long period. It was hoped that during this 

period, the S4 would record not only the diurnal fluctuations caused by the changing tide, 

but also some longer period fluctuations such as those associated with a reduction in 

abstractions at weekends, and if possible, to record the effect that a flood has on the 

piezometric level and thus spring discharge. 

This was done at two sites in total as this is all that time could permit. Both of these sites 

are within the cluster of depressions off the Hutt River mouth. This region was selected 

not only because of their close proximity to the abstraction zone and thus of the greatest 

concern with regards to salt-water intrusion into the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, but also 

because it was at these sites where the greatest leakage was occurring. 

6.7 Mapping the bathyn1etry of selected sites within Wellington Harbour 

6.7.1 Introduction 

Although the currently used Hydrographic Chart (NZ4633) was accurate enough in locating 

the rough area of the sea tloor depressions from which spring discharge could be collected, 

the data used to compile this chart was collected during 1981 and 1982 and thus were over 

15 years out of date. While this immediately raises concerns about the present-day depths 

of the depressions, it was unlikely that the harbour floor, as shown in NZ4633, was 

absolutely accurate around the harbour depressions, given the small size of the sea tloor 

depressions. 

By accurately re-mapping the present day bathymetry of the sites of interest with a greater 

resolution, the depression's form and depth could be accurately represented and used as a 

benchmark to correlate future bathymetric surveys with. Thus correlations can be made 
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with any surveys performed in the future to determine whether the depressions remain 

static in form, or alter in response to changes in the hydrological or sedimentological 

regime. 

Initially, it was proposed to use a grid type survey with a set of buoys (positioned by line of 

site) laid out in a grid between which the boat would travel while depths recorded by the 

echosounder were noted. This method, although the most practical with the equipment 

available at the time (no DGPS or charting package), was never going to be easy or that 

accurate, and thus was put on hold until the last stages of the fieldwork in case a more 

precise method became viable. 

Late in 1998, funding was made available by the Wellington Regional Council from which 

the Kiwi tech software package "Commercial Fishing Suite" was jointly purchased with the 

School of Biological Sciences in January 1999. This package included a scanned map of 

Hydrographic Chart NZ4633 (among others) on which the real-time position of the boat 

could be shown by linking with the signal from the DGPS (also recently available). 

The signal from the echosounder could also be linked as an extra channel. thus enabling 

concurrent DGPS (decimetre accuracy) positioning and depth recording (also decimetre 

accurate). The Kiwi tech program with electronic chart was installed on a laptop computer, 

and the DGPS and echosounder signals (which also recorded sea surface temperature) were 

fed into the computer which the program then incorporated on its chart display for real

time display, while also saving this data to a file for later analysis. 

This allowed for an extremely accurate, if not the most accurate, method of mapping the 

harbour floor. The possibility of using side-scan sonar as an alternative method of 

mapping was investigated, but this was deemed to be too expensive and not particularly 

well-suited to picking up detail in a mud substrate (the finer/softer the sediment, the whiter 

the returned image). 

The Commercial Fishing Suite was considered to be the best option of the all the packages 

available as it contained the most relevant features, including the option of recording the 

sea surface temperature. 

This software could be set to record the data at a max1mum rate of twice a second. 

However, this proved to be a little excessive at the speeds we were travelling, so a 

sampling rate of once every second was selected. 
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6.7.2 Data Collection 

After an initial testing of the charting software in mid January 1999, the sites were mapped 

according to a combination of good (calm) weather, boat availability and as time permitted. 

Two days in January (28th and 301h) plus the 5th of March were the days when all the 

bathymetric mapping was performed. 

6.7.3 Data transformation to Chart Datum 

It was decided that while the data obtained from these mapping surveys could be used 

independently of any other data to produce bathymetric maps, it would make sense to 

conform these data to the datum's and format of the Hydrographic Chart NZ4633 to enable 

compatibility. Thus, before the data obtained in these surveys could be used, the depths 

recorded needed to be reduced to the NZ4633 chart datum (Lowest Astronomical Tide). 

This was done within the hydrological program TIDEDA 

To this end, the data was first transformed into TIDEDA format - that is, relative to the 

date and time of recording. This was performed in Excel with the Date converted to 

yymmdd (year, month, day), and time converted to the 24hour clock as used in TIDEDA, 

with the format hhmmss (hours, minutes, seconds). TIDEDA cannot use decimal points, 

therefore all data had to be in whole numbers. Thus, depths were converted to millimctres, 

temperature to deci-degrees, and positioning to Decimal Degrees * 10000. Note that 

decimal degrees were used in preference to the Degrees/decimal minutes format as used in 

chart NZ4633 to enable easier reference with future satellite derived positioning. 

One interesting piece of information on Chart NZ4633 (strangely in small print) concerned 

the correlation with satellite derived positions. It states that "Positions obtained from 

satellite navigation systems referred to the World Geodetic System (WGS) must be moved 

0. I 0 minutes SOUTHWARD and 0.00 minutes EASTWARD to agree with this chart". It 

is not clear why Chart NZ4633 is offset by 0.10 minutes Southward in the latitude with 

respect to satellite positioning, but obviously a transformation of the data was necessary to 

make it compatible to this chart. 

As the DGPS unit records data m Decimal Degrees, 0.16666 Decimal Degrees was 

required to be added on to all of the Latitude values (0.1 0 minutes = 0.16666 Decimal 

Degrees) to correct for this discrepancy. Of course, this became 16666 (0.16666* 10000) 

as the positioning had to be in whole numbers to conform to TIDEDA format. This was 

performed in Excel before listing the data into a TIDEDA 'mtd' file. 

Reducing the data to NZ4633 Chart Datum (the Lowest Astronomical Tide), was 

performed in TIDEDA using three PSim routines 'Tide28.sim', 'Tide30.sim' and 

'Tide5.sim'. These short programs were constructed to correct for the height of the tide 
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and reduce the recorded depths to the Lowest Astronomical Tide (the datum used in the 

hydrographic Chart NZ4633). All bathymetric data collected during these surveys was 

transformed in this way. The programs are listed in Appendix Four, with an example and 

description of their function using Tide28.sim as an example. 

The results of the bathymetric mapping of the selected areas of the harbour are 

incorporated into the discussion of sites in Chapter Nine. 
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Chapter Seven 

HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 
AQUIFERS 

7.1 Introduction 

To fully understand the hydrodynamics behind submarine spring discharge, we must first 

understand the conditions within aquifers that can lead to the inception of the springs in the 

first instance. 

Kohout's investigations into a number of submarine spring sites around the world led him 

to surmise that; "the occurrence of a recognisable submarine spring implies the existence 

(~l a large permeability contrast in the aquifer or in the low permeahilitv heds that overlie 

and cm~fine the aquifer vvater under artesian pressure" (Kohout, 1966). With regards to 

the hydrodynamics of the above statement, Kohout probably means that concentrated 

leakage in the form of a submarine spring is attributable to one of two factors. Either the 

aquifer contains areas where the permeability changes from low to high, or the 'low 

penneability beds that confine the aquifer water' contains areas where the permeability is 

much greater than normal, thus allowing a greater amount of water to escape. 

The second of these premises is easy to understand - the confining layer is weakened or 

compromised for some reason, and the water within the aquifer exploits this weakness and 

develops a flow path to the sea. 

However, the first premise, regarding a change in permeability within the aquifer, does not 

easily explain why leakage should increase. An increase in permeability does not 

necessarily cause a corresponding increase in piezometric pressure, which is the only factor 

that could initiate leakage, assuming all other factors (such as those associated with the 

confining bed) remain constant. However, we can explain Kohout's reasoning when we 

look at the types of aquifers from which he gathered his information. 

Most of the scientific studies that Kohout used in his study of submarine springs concerned 

groundwater discharge from karstic or volcanic areas - both of which are notoriously 

heterogeneous rock types. In fact, so heterogeneous are these formations that they are 

extremely permeable in some places, but almost totally impermeable in others. 
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In karstic (limestone) aquifers, slightly acidic rainwater percolates through the calcium 

carbonate rich rock and enlarges joints or fractures via solution to form underground 

channels. Water in volcanic aquifers finds its way to the path of least resistance, which 

will ultimately be any relic lava tunnels that exist. Thus both types of aquifer will develop, 

over time, preferential pathways for the artesian water. By permitting the movement of 

water in segregated channels while confining it everywhere else, they act not only as the 

water bearing aquifer, but also as a confining aquiclude as well. 

Water will continue to tlow through these subterranean channels to the limits of the 

aquifer, unless an alternative leakage point is encountered first which offers an easier 

tlowpath. While leakage can occur at many places from an aquifer, a submarine spring of 

significant discharge would only occur when linked with an area of high permeability (i.e. 

a subterranean channel). In these areas, the rate of water available to the spring site - the 

transmissivity of the aquifer, is higher than normal. In this sense, we can explain Kohout's 

description of the aquifer conditions (i.e. 'the existence of a large permeability contrast in 

the aquifer') that must be met to give rise to a 'recognisable' subrnarine spring discharge. 

Can the same set of rules be applied to unconsolidated artesian aquifers like those found 

beneath Wellington Harbour? That is, do areas of differing permeability and transmissivity 

exist within these types of aquifers? We can answer this by looking at the hydraulic 

characteristics of unconsolidated rock aquifers. 

7.2 Hydraulic characteristics of unconsolidated rock aquifers 

7 .2.1 Introduction 

Models dealing with aquifers often assume that the aquifer material is homogenous and 

that the aquifer is of uniform thickness. This in turn allows constant permeabilities and 

transmissivities to be applied to the entire aquifer. This is done because a model 

incorporating all the variations in aquifer parameters would be extremely difficult to build 

and interpret. As a result, much of the real-life hydrodynamics of an aquifer are lost. 

In reality. unconsolidated alluvially deposited aquifers like those found beneath Wellington 

Harbour are heterogeneous in nature and do contain areas of higher permeability than 

elsewhere. Although there is not the option of preferential pathways being developed via 

the solution of any material, or the presence of caverns or tunnels like we find in karstic or 

volcanic aquifers, the way in which unconsolidated aquifers are deposited can explain bow 

preferential pathways in these aquifers already exist upon deposition. 

Using the Waiwbetu Artesian Aquifer as an example, we already know that it was 

deposited in the Lower Hutt Valley - Port Nicholson basin as a prograding deltaic 
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formation that kept pace with the Flandrian sea incursion (Stevens, 1955). To be able to 

keep pace with a rising sea level, the amount of material being brought down from the 

upper reaches of the Hutt River and from the sides of the Hutt Valley must have been 

Immense. It is thus reasonable to assume that the Hutt River would have been an 

aggrading, braided type river system that contained perhaps one or two stable main 

channels with a number of smaller channels. 

Given the nature of an aggrading braided river system, the river channels would have 

migrated, over time, across the entire width of the basin as a course of natural channel 

progression. It would also have occasionally changed very rapidly as a result of 

catastrophic events such as after major flooding periods or as a response to tectonic events. 

Consequently, any core taken through the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer member can be 

expected to exhibit the same sorts of depositional sequence. Although the thickness and 

character of each member is unlikely to be identical from place to place, the basic trend 

would be the same - layers of coarse gravel and sand separated by layers of fine silt. The 

coarser layers representing channel deposits and the silt layers representing overbank 

deposits as a result of flooding. 

These coarser layers will naturally have a high permeability while the overbank deposit 

material will have a much lower permeability and act as semi-impermeable layers in 

relation to the coarser channel deposit layers. Thus. within the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

itself, or indeed most alluvially deposited aquifers, there would exist pathways (relic river 

channels) of high permeability where water would preferentially flow, and other areas 

where permeability would be much lower and the movement of water restrained (fine 

sediment overbank deposits). 

So what does this mean in relation to transmissivity and storativity values? Before we 

answer this question, a brief description of these terms is necessary. 

There are two main parameters associated with aquifers that are used to classify them from 

one another, or indeed to distinguish certain portions of an aquifer from the rest. These 

parameters concern the ability of the aquifer to store water (the porosity) and the ability of 

the aquifer to transmit the water it possesses (the permeability). 

The following section is not meant to be a comprehensive report of all the properties of an 

aquifer system- this can be obtained from the many readily available texts, such as Freeze 

and Cherry ( 1979), Fetter ( 1994 ), and Todd ( 1959). Rather, this chapter is a brief run

down on the basic hydraulic properties and parameters that we use to describe and 

characterise aquifers. 
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7.2.2 Porosity, specific yield and storativity 

If a cubic metre of saturated material could be taken undisturbed from an aquifer, water 

would drain from it under the force of gravity. The volume of drained water, expressed as 

a percentage of the bulk volume ( 1 cubic metre) is called the specific yield of the material. 

Not all the water will drain from the material, - some is held within the pores by capillary 

forces - this percentage is the specific retention. The sum of the specific yield and the 

specific retention is equal to the porosity (Thorpe, in Waters of New Zealand, 1992 ). 

Any water recharged to, or discharged from, an aquifer represents a change in the storage 

volume within the aquifer. For unconfined aquifers, this is simply expressed by the 

product of the volume of aquifer lying between the water table at the beginning and at the 

end of a period of time, and the average specific yield of the formation. 

For example, when water enters an unconfined aquifer, the water table rises as the pore 

spaces are filled. Depending on the specific yield of the medium, the amount that the water 

table rises will correspond to the total amount of water that has gone into storage. If the 

specific yield of the medium is 35% (typical for a uniform -sized sand or gravel medium), 

and the water table rises one metre over an area of 1 d' square metres, then 350,000 cubic 

metres of water has gone into storage. 

However, if an aquifer is confined, it is already full of water and has little capacity to store 

more. Extra water can only enter a confined aquifer if the water pressure increases. This 

inflates the aquifer very slightly and compresses the water by a minute percentage, as water 

is virtually non-compressible. These are elastic changes (i.e. reversible). Thus the 

hydrostatic pressure (in the water) within an aquifer partially supports the weight of the 

overburden, while the solid structure of the aquifer provides the remaining support. 

Data detailing the amount of water released from a known drop of hydrostatic pressure are 

known as values of storativity or the storage coefficient of an aquifer. This is defined by 

Todd ( 1959) as being "the volume of water that an aquifer releases from or takes into 

storage per unit surface area of aquifer per unit change in the component of head normal to 

that surface." It is basically the sum of the amount of water lost through aquifer 

compaction (dependent on aquifer compressibility) and the amount of water lost through 

water expansion (fluid compressibility). 

Essentially, values of storativity differ within and between confined aquifers as a result of 

the porosity of the aquifer material plus the factors that determine how much water is 

'squeezed' into the aquifer medium. Measurements of storativity can be made by looking 

at the response of the aquifer to changes in a known amount of hydrostatic pressure. 
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For instance, when the hydrostatic pressure is reduced, such as by pumping water from a 

well, two processes occur. Firstly, the load on the aquifer medium (i.e. sand/gravels etc) 

increases as some of the water partially supporting the overburden has been removed. The 

extra load causes the aquifer material to compact a little, thus compression of the aquifer 

occurs, which subsequently leads to the squeezing out of some more water. The second 

process that results from reducing the hydrostatic pressure is that a small expansion of the 

remammg water occurs. This results in a further release of water. Pump tests, where a 

known amount of hydrostatic drawdown takes place, is the standard method for 

determining the storativity of an aquifer. Typical values of storativity for confined aquifers 

fall in the range 5E-5 to 5E-:l (Todd, 1959). 

7 .2.3 Permeability, hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity 

The ease at which water can pass through the aquifer material is known as the constant of 

proportionality or the hydraulic conductivity. It recognises the fact that different types of 

media will affect the velocity of the water t1ow through it i.e. the larger and less-sinuous 

the conduits, the easier the water will pass through it. Essentially it is a measure of the 

permeability of the media, thus values of hydraulic conductivity are high for coarse 

material such as gravel and sand, but low for the low permeable clays and silts. Units are 

distance/time, usually metres/day. 

Transmissivity (T) is directly proportional to hydraulic conductivity (K) and is expressed in 

the formula T = Kb, where b is the saturated thickness of the confined aquifer. Like 

hydraulic conductivity, transmissivity is a measure of t1ow of water through the aquifer 

media, but introduces the aquifer thickness into the equation, and thus incorporates another 

dimension to the equation. Thus, the formal definition of transmissivity is the rate of flow 

of water through a unit width of aquifer under unit hydraulic gradient (Thorpe, in Waters of 

New Zealand, 1992). The flow is assumed to occur through the full thickness of the 

aquifer. Thus an aquifer (or an isolated portion of it) will only have high values of 

transmissivity where both the hydraulic conductivity (permeability) and thickness of the 

aquifer are large. Alternatively, if the thickness of the aquifer is known, or constant 

throughout a large portion, variations in values of transmissivity as derived from pump 

tests can be a useful way of determining those areas where permeabilities are either high or 

low. This sort of information can then be useful in mapping relic river channels that might 

offer preferential pathways for the artesian water. 

In general, values of transmissivity vary with particle size - clayey materials exhibit low 

values of hydraulic conductivity, whereas sand and gravels display high values (Todd, 

1959). Transmissivity values, range over 13 orders of magnitude, with unfractured 

metamorphic rocks representing the rock type having lowest transmissivity, and 

unconsolidated gravels having the highest. 
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Values of both transmissivity and storativity can be obtained by looking at the response of 

an aquifers potentiometric surface to the abstraction of artesian water from a known 

position. Once again, pump tests are the primary test used to calculate these aquifer 

characteristics. 

7.3 Hydraulic Characteristics of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

7.3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of determining the hydraulic characteristics of an aquifer is to illustrate 

groundwater flow patterns and to estimate safe yields for the aquifer system (WRC, 1995). 

For the purposes of this study, the values of transmissivity and storativity obtained for the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer are being used to determine how much variation there is within 

the aquifer that can be translated to the presence of any preferential pathways that may be 

present. 

The presence of preferential pathways are important as it is the hypothesis of this study that 

they may determine the location of submarine spring discharges, or at least influence the 

prolificness of the discharge from submarine springs. If preferential pathways do exist, it is 

these areas of high permeability and transmissivity within an aquifer that arc likely to be 

the most significantly affected by extreme events. What is meant here is that during floods, 

or periods when the aquifer has high piezometric pressures, preferential pathways are able 

to transmit large volumes of water away from areas of high piezometric head (close to the 

recharge zone) and transport it to areas of low piezometric head (i.e. the aquifer extremities 

or exit points- submarine springs). 

During droughts or periods of heavy abstraction, these pathways become conduits for water 

to replenish the affected areas. If the hydraulic gradient becomes reversed as could be 

possible during extended droughts, water from under the harbour will flow towards the 

affected area, using the preferential pathways as the quickest route. If depressions in the 

harbour floor are linked to these preferential pathways, then the chance of salt-water 

incursion occurring at these locations is greatly enhanced. 

Little is known of the sub-harbour portion of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, which is the 

focus of this study. However, a reasonably large amount is known about the aquifer 

beneath the Lower Hutt Valley and thus by extrapolating these properties offshore, we can 

gain a relatively good understanding of the aquifer south of Petone Foreshore. 
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7.3.2 Transmissivity and Storativity values 

A very comprehensive summary of the hydraulic characteristics of the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer can be found in the technical report "Hydrology of the Hutt Catchment; Volume 2, 

Groundwater" by the Wellington Regional Council (1995). This report details each of the 

major pump tests carried out over the years on the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, and 

provides listings of the storativities and transmissivities determined from these tests. It 

also highlights the deficiencies and problems encountered during each of the pump tests 

and the effect that these may have had on the values obtained. 

Appendix 4 details the values of transmissivity and storativity that have been determined 

from pump tests carried out on the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer over the years. Table 

7 .3.2.1 is a summary of the results of the two major pump tests carried out in the early 

1990's, detailing the ranges of transmissivity and storativity found within the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer. 

Pump Test name Pumping Year Transmissvity Range Storativity Range 

rate (m2/day) 

Gear Island 309Lis 1991 10,900- 33,700 9.1 X 10-4
- 3.0X} 0-2 

Waterloo 405Lis 1993 14,400-69,450 8.6xlo--+- 3.3xl0-2 

Table 7.3.2. l Summary of two mam pump tests earned out on the Wmwhetu Artesian Aquifer. Note that the 

extremely high values of storativity recorded during the two tests are outside the range set hy Todd ( 1959). 

However the consistency of the values over the two pump tests implies that they arc valid. indicating 

extremely high storativities in some areas of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 

The values obtained from these various pump tests highlights the fact that both the 

transmissivity and storativity values for the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer varies widely. 

This demonstrates quite clearly that the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is neither homogenous 

nor isotropic in its composition. In fact, it highlights the opposite, - that the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer is very much a heterogeneous and anisotropic (having different properties 

in all directions) aquifer. We must keep in mind that the data collected from these pump 

tests was recorded at various wells and bores throughout the Lower Hutt Valley that were 

all considered to be highly productive wells. Thus the above values show how the aquifer 

material lying between the pumped well and any given observation well may contain lenses 

of less permeable strata that the groundwater has problems moving through or around. 

This is typical of alluvially deposited, unconsolidated aquifers, due to the large range of 

sediment size that rivers can transport and deposit, and the nature of their deposition (i.e. 

overbank deposits during flooding). Furthermore, the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer was 

deposited immediately after the last glaciation - events that are notorious for generating 

not only vast amounts of material, but material of extreme size, ranging from coarse gravel 

down to fine silt. Due to this geologic heterogeneity, an extremely wide range of 
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transmissivity and storativity values are likely. Previous research has found that 

glaciofluvial aquifers exhibit great spatial variability, with this reflected in porosity values 

varying within one order of magnitude, while permeability can vary over several orders of 

magnitude (http://www.uc.edu/g:eology/geolog:ylist/abstract.html). Thus it is no surprise to 

find such a wide range of values. 

We must be careful when using average values of transmissivity and storativity to describe 

an aquifer or apply it to a model, as it is obvious that the characteristics of the aquifer 

change quite markedly from place to place. We can also show this effect in a simpler, 

'true-life' situation without having to wrestle with the idea of varying transmissivity 

values. On the lih January, 1937, a large piezometric pressure drop (of approximately 

50cm) was experienced at the Gear Island pumping station as well as some nearby users. 

Consequently, there was much debate as to whether this drop was caused by a breach of the 

aquiclude (a dredge was operating in the Hutt River mouth at the time) or through a 

combination of high abstraction and low recharge (it had been very dry for a few months). 

However, regardless of what caused the drop in pressure, it still only affected a localised 

area (near Gear Island). Interestingly, the 50cm drop in piezometric level was 38cm lower 

than what the estimated level would have reached under drought conditions (see Historic 

Notes, Appendix One). 

Another example is provided by an unusual, but highly effective pump test that was 

conducted in July 1936 at Gear Island. Instead of recording the drawdown of the 

piezometric head at observation wells, this test involved pumping the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer at 3.5 Million gallons per day (182 1/s), and waiting for a complaint to arise. The 

following is from a correspondence between a Mr. G.I.B Thomas to the Deputy City 

Engineer; 

"After five days continuous running, a complaint was received from Mr. Bat land, Poultrv 

Farmer. The flow from his well had practicall_v stopped at half tide. [Hovvever], Messrs. 

Oppeneimer and Companv had noticed no difference in flow and h'ere not aware that our 

wells had been operating. " 

Unfortunately, neither the position of Mr. Batland's bore or the Oppenheimer bore is 

detailed in this correspondence, and has been unable to determine from other sources. 

However, we can assume that Mr, Batland's bore was reasonably close as it was the first 

bore affected. We can also assume that the Oppenheimer bore was also nearby due to the 

fact that it was unusual that their water supply had not been affected. Thus, while this test 

was not 'scientific' in the true sense of the word, it did produce some useful data to suggest 

that in the Gear Island vicinity, the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is certainly neither 

homogeneous nor isotropic. 
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Kennedy Good 
Bridge 
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Figure 7.4.2.1 The recharge zone of the Lower Hutt Groundwater System. The unconfined 

portion of the groundwater system (fine stipple) is where recharge of water into the confined 

aquifers takes place. It extends from Taita Gorge to the Kennedy Good Bridge vicinity. 

However, a small amount of water does return to the river in the stretch between the Kennedy 

Good Bridge and the Boulcott area. 
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7.4 Groundwater Balance 

7 .4.1 Introduction 

The purposes of calculating a groundwater balance for the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is to 

determine the safe yield of the aquifer. Without a knowledge of the safe yield, an aquifer 

may remain under-utilised or be over-exploited, possibly leading to contamination from 

salt-water incursion. For the purposes of this research, a groundwater balance is useful as 

it determines exactly how much water passes under the harbour portion of the aquifer and 

thus how much could theoretically be lost via submarine spring discharge. This amount is 

simply determined by balancing the equation Inflows = Outj7otvs. 

With regards to the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, the "inflows" are essentially made up of 

the recharge to the aquifer in the unconfined zone, plus the leakage across the aquicludcs 

confining the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. The outflows consist of the abstractions from 

wells on land plus the leakage from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer to the Moera Gravel 

Aquifer below and the Taita Alluvium above. The natural discharge of water from the 

aquifer in the marine environment i.e. submarine groundwater discharge is the difference 

between these variables. 

Thus, in summary, the amount that could possibly be escaping through the harbour floor 

(SGWD) is; 

SGWD = (Recharge+ leakage to the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer)- (Abstractions+ 

leakage from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer) 

The leakages to and from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer are likely to be very mmor 

factors in the above equation and thus the amount of water available for SGWD will be 

controlled primarily by the difference between the Recharge and Abstractions. 

A comprehensive groundwater balance for the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer has already 

been detailed in the report "Hydrology of The Hutt Catchment, Volume 2: Groundwater" 

by the Hydrology section of the Wellington Regional Council (1995). Thus the following 

section is a summary of their findings with some critiquing and elaboration where 

necessary. 

7 .4.2 River Recharge 

Where a river or stream channel is in direct contact with an unconfined aquifer, potential 

exists for the river to either recharge the groundwater system or receive discharge from 

groundwater depending on the relative head difference (WRC, 1995). 
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Gauging Date Taita Gorge (29809) Kennedy-Good Bridge Difference 
Flow (Us) (29824) Flow (Lis) (Recharge) (Us) 

21/02/39 5714 5077 637 
22/02/39 4668 3776 892 
2/03/39 3724 2347 1377 
9/03/39 3597 2092 1505 
4/04/39 3061 1480 1581 
13/04/39 2959 1327 1632 
14/04/43 5204 3990 1214 
15/02/61 3936 3732 204 
23/03/69 4191 3300 891 
29/03/69 3000 1950 1050 
30/03/69 2141 1992 149 
22/02/70 2334 1565 769 
7/02/73 2662 1868 794 
15/02/73 2494 1510 984 
18/02/73 2336 1829 507 
27/02/73 1868 880 988 
16/02/93 5560 4790 770 

Table 7.4.2. 1 Hutt River flows recorded at Taita Gorge and the Kennedy Good Bridge for the dates shown. 

The difference between the values obtained at these sites demonstrates the rate of recharge to the Lower Hutt 

Groundwater Zone. 
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Figure 7.4.2.2 Relationship between concurrent gaugings completed at Taita Gorge (site 29809) and 

Kennedy Good Bridge (KGB) (site 29824) from 1939 to 1993 (after WRC, 1995). Dates of gauging are 

shown. 
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The groundwater zone in the Lower Hutt Valley is unconfined between Taita Gorge and 

the Kennedy Good Bridge region (see Figure 7 .4.2.1 ). By recording concurrent gaugings 

(on the same day) at these sites over time, we can derive a relationship that describes the 

recharge into the Lower Hutt Groundwater Zone. It is very difficult to ascertain exactly 

what the 'typical' recharge rate is as many factors influence the recharge such as the 

groundwater conditions, the river flow and the characteristics of the recharge zone itself. 

Low flow conditions are used as these are easier to measure accurately and thus form a 

good dataset on which to base the relationship of flow loss. However, the relationships 

derived must be used with caution as low river flows often coincide with low groundwater 

levels and thus the river losses are sometimes affected by a steepened hydraulic gradient. 

Table 7.4.2.1 is a list of the low flow gaugings taken at Taita Gorge, and Kennedy Good 

Bridge over a 54 year period between 1939 and 1993. As can be seen in the table, a 

varymg proportion of the river flow is lost between Taita Gorge and Kennedy Good 

Bridge. By graphing these gaugings, a relationship can be derived that gives an average 

rate of recharge to the groundwater. This is shown in Figure 7.4.2.2. From this 

relationship, the rate of recharge is given as; 

The .flo"v at Kennedv Good Bridge = (Taita Gorge .flow * 0. 9893) - 900. The units are 

litres per second, and the regression coefficient is 0.89. 

This relationship tells us that for the median tlow of about 15,000 litres/second at Taita 

Gorge, the tlow at the Kennedy Good Bridge is about 13,939 Lis. Thus roughly I 060 

litres/second (or 91,584 nY'Iday) enters the aquifer between Taita Gorge and Kennedy Good 

Bridge. We can be reasonably confident with this figure due to the high correlation 

coefficient figure of 0.89. However, between the Kennedy Good Bridge and Boulcott, a 

small amount of water is returned to the river thus effectively decreasing this recharge rate. 

Table 7 .4.2.2 and Figure 7 .4.2.3 highlights this relationship. 

The equation relating this data is; 

The.flo•v at Boulcott = (KGB.flow * 1.015) + 155. The units are in litres per second, and 

the regression coefficient is 0.99. 

Thus for the median tlow of 15,000 1/s at Taita Gorge. the flow at KGB is 13.939 1/s. and is 

14,303 1/s at Boulcott. Therefore, based on these gaugings, the overall recharge rate to the 

groundwater system is about 697 Litres/second, or 60,221 m3/day. 

However, as mentioned previously, if drought conditions develop, the hydraulic gradient 

may steepen and water may essentially be 'sucked' into the groundwater system. This may 

artificially increase the rate of recharge to the groundwater. 
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Gauging Kennedy-Good Bridge Boulcott (29811) Difference (Loss to 
Date (29824) Flow (Lis) Flow (Lis) River) (Lis) 
21/02/39 5077 5265 188 
22/02/39 3776 3980 204 
2/03/39 2347 2526 179 
9/03/39 2092 2219 127 
4/04/39 1480 1530 50 
13/04/39 1327 1355 28 
14/04/43 3990 4490 500 
23/03/69 3300 3571 271 
29/03/69 1950 2102 152 
22/02/70 1565 1582 17 
7/02/73 1868 2182 314 
15/02/73 1510 2023 513 
18/02/73 1829 1850 21 
27/02/73 880 1153 273 
16/02/93 4790 4854 64 

Table 7.4.2.2 Hutt Ri ver flows recorded at the Kennedy Good Bridge and Boulcott. The difference 

between these values demonstrates the rate of loss from the Lower Hutt Groundwate r Zone back to the 

river. 
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Figure 7.4.2.3 Relationship between concurrent gaugings completed at Kennedy Good Bridge (29824) 

and Boulcott (29811) from 1939 to 1993 . 
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One such drought occurred during February to April 1939, and we see from the gaugings 

taken over this period that the recharge rate gradually increased to give a maximum 1632 

Lis on the 13/4/39. The loss of water back to the river on this day was only 28 Lis, thus 

giving an overall recharge of 1604 Lis, or 138,600 m3/day. 

Another notable drought occurred in February 1973, with gaugings showing the recharge 

rate reaching a maximum of 984 Lis, with the minimum return during the drought being 21 

Lis. This gives an overall recharge of 963 Lis, or 83,200 m3/day. 

This event saw the Hutt River flows reaching almost half of what was experienced during 

the 1939 drought. However, as we can see from the gaugings data, the losses to the 

groundwater were not as great as that experienced during the 1939. More intriguing is that 

groundwater abstractions in the early 1970's were higher than they had ever been in the 

past, and significantly higher than the amount abstracted during 1939. 

With regards to the groundwater levels during this drought, the Taita Intermediate 

groundwater monitoring site in the unconfined zone declined by 0.50 metres during 

January and February 1973, or 8.5mm/day. The Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, measured at 

McEwan Park, showed a decline of 1.56m or 25.5mm/day over the same period. These 

levels indicate that daily abstraction during this period exceeded daily recharge to the 

system (WRC, 1995). It is interesting to note that the recharge rate during the 1939 

drought was greater than during the 1973 event, despite the fact that the 1973 drought was 

worse and the aquifer under greater stress due to the larger daily abstractions that took 

place in 1973. Furthermore, the returns to the Hutt River in the 1939 event were lower 

than in 1973. This can be explained by the changes to the Hutt River bed level over time. 

It must be remembered that the river gaugings were taken over a considerable length of 

time ( 1939 - 1993). This period witnessed many changes to the Hutt River such as river 

straightening and a massive decline in the bed level brought about by gravel extraction. 

Indeed, Easther ( 1991 ), states that "by 1931 there were at least 12 gravel extraction plants 

operating on the river", with "extraction peaking in the I 960' s.'' Gravel extraction appears 

to have been concentrated in the lower reaches of the Hutt River early on when "substantial 

lowering of the Hutt riverbed occurred between 1944 and 1964" (Easther, 1991 ). During 

this period, in the vicinity of the Melling Bridge (4.4km upstream from Petone Foreshore

in the confined zone). a decline of 2.8m was recorded. 

However, the largest declines in the Hutt riverbed levels occurred in the unconfined 

(recharge) zone between the Kennedy Good Bridge and Pomare Bridge (near Taita Gorge) 

in the period 1950 to 1977. The average decline over this reach was about 4.8 metres! 

This reduction in river bed level means a lower elevation of the river bed. This in turn 

reduces the hydraulic gradient of the recharge zone, which reduces the aquifer throughflow. 
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As a steeper hydraulic gradient will generate greater aquifer throughflow due to the 

effective weight of the water (gravity * elevation), it follows that a lower elevation will 

result in a lower hydraulic gradient and thus less aquifer throughflow due to less force 

pushing the water. This results in less water entering the groundwater system. 

Furthermore, gravel extraction is often accompanied by the redistribution of large amounts 

of fine bank material. This tends to 'clog up' the river bed and further reduce its ability to 

transmit water to the groundwater system beneath. Easther (1991) notes that during the 

period of gravel extraction, the river was "heavily silt laden for extended periods." 

By removing the early gauging data from the relationship, the equation using gaugings 

taken during the period 1961 to 1973 becomes: 

Theflow at Boulcott = (Taita Gorge flow* 0.9963)- 618 (litres/second) 

Thus during this period, the overall flow loss to the groundwater system for the median 

flow of 15,000 lis is roughly 674 1/s. The regression coefficient of this relationship is 

higher than for the full record with a value of 0.96. This gives a daily recharge rate of 

58,234 rn1/day. 

This is probably a more realistic figure of recharge during this period as the river bed 

would have probably had a lower transmittance due to it being silted up as a result of the 

extraction works. It is possible that this recharge rate increased during drought periods 

(when the groundwater resource is stressed), and also during flood and high rainfall events 

(when more water passes over the recharge area). However, we can assume that the above 

relationship represents the average recharge that can be expected under 'normal' surface 

water and groundwater hydrological conditions during this period 1961 to 1973. 

Of interest, is that during drought periods in this regime, the maximum recharge rate 

reached is not nearly as much as it has been in the past, such as during the 1939 drought 

when the recharge rate rose to a very high level. This difference in recharge rates during 

drought periods is most likely attributable to the reduction in riverbed level (and thus 

hydraulic gradient) and a reduction in the permeability of the gravels in the recharge zone 

(from siltation) during this period. This low recharge rate during periods when the aquifer 

is under stress can result in the recharge rate being less than the abstraction rate, thus 

placing an even greater stress on the confined Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. In such 

scenarios, water from elsewhere in the aquifer system will be drawn towards the zone of 

abstraction during periods of aquifer stress. 

Water from within the aquifer beneath the harbour is one source from which this 

replenishment may occur. This could have been the case during the drought of 1973 when 

it was observed that the hydraulic gradient reversed between Somes Island and the Petone 
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Foreshore indicating a movement of water from the Somes Island vicinity towards the 

Petone area (Donaldson and Campbell, 1977). If submarine spring vents issuing from the 

artesian aquifer are present in the region replenishing the abstraction zone, it is possible 

that the spring flow may cease and seawater may enter the artesian aquifer. This would be 

particularly relevant if the submarine spring sites are indeed linked to areas of higher 

transmissivity, or preferential tlowpaths, as is one of the hypotheses of this research. This 

will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Ten. 

There is limited evidence to suggest that the recharge rate has improved slightly in the 

period since 1973. Gaugings taken during the Waterloo pump test (1993) indicate a net 

loss (between Taita Gorge and Boulcott) of 1,088 Lis (94,000 m3/day) to the groundwater 

system. While this figure may be raised due to the effects of the pump test (43,000 m1/day 

was pumped from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer), it is possible that the reduction in 

gravel extraction plants operating on the Hutt River since the late 1970's has improved the 

situation a little. 

7.4.3 Rainfall Recharge 

In the most basic sense, the rainfall recharge can be described as; 

Rainfall Recharge= Rainfall- Actual evapotranspiration- Soil moisture deficit 

Thus rainfall recharge is calculated by using a soil moisture budget model which assumes 

that the ground surface is completely permeable wherever the surface is not paved or 

covered. The various components to the above equation are described in detail in WRC 

( 1995). 

Total mean annual rainfall recharge for the Lower Hutt Groundwater Zone was calculated 

by WRC ( 1995) as being 804mm, or 58% of the mean annual rainfall ( !383mm). Given 

that the surface area of the unconfined area is roughly 9.2* 106 m2
, and the non-urbanised 

surface area open to rainfall is approximately 40% of this total, the area available for 

rainfall recharge is assumed to be 3 .68* 106 m2
• This equates to a mean annual rainfall 

recharge of around 3*106 m3/year, or 8,100 m3/day (94lls). 

It must be noted that this figure is perceived as being on the high side (pers comm. Brydon 

Hughes, WRC, 1998). Regardless of this, we must remember that rainfall recharge only 

takes place intermittently and not as a constant recharge as is the case with river recharge. 

This is an important concept as it leads to the conclusion that during heavy rainstorms on 

the Lower Hutt Valley, the amount of recharge to the groundwater system is significantly 

increased (for a brief period). Thus the amount of throughflow through the aquifers within 

the groundwater system can be much higher than 'normal' during these rainstorm events 
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and consequently the amount available to be lost via SGWD during these events may also 

increase significantly. 

7.4.4 Recharge via Leakage through the Wilford Shell Bed 

The Wilford Shell Beds is the confining unit that separates the Moera Gravel Aquifer from 

the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. Piezometric head data shows that the Moera Gravel 

Aquifer has a head about 1.1 metres higher than that of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

(Hutton, 1965; WRC, 1995). It is thus possible that leakage across the Wilford Shell Beds 

could occur, with water from the higher pressure Moera Gravel Aquifer moving across the 

aquiclude and into the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer (e.g. WRC, 1995). This was assumed 

to be the case by Hutton (1965), WRC (1995) and Reynolds (1993). 

However, data gathered from a pump test conducted in 1998 on the Moera Gravel Aquifer 

does not fit this hypothesis. The observed response in observation wells in the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer during the 1998 pump test showed that the leakage across the Wilford 

Shell Beds is in the order of 3.5 x 10' 19 m/day (WRC, 1998). This extremely low seepage 

value is consistent with the results of the 1995 Waterloo pump test, which pumped from 

the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. During this test, the IBM #1 bore (formerly known as the 

UW A 1 bore, see figure 7.4.6.2) showed no response in the Moera Gravel Aquifer to the 

reduced piezometric head in the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer (Hughes, 1998). These 

findings differ greatly from Reynolds (1993) who assumed a high degree of leakage 

through the Wilford Shell Bed ( 1 x lOAm/day), but this assumption was based on no actual 

data though. 

It would thus seem that the amount of recharge from the Moera Gravel Aquifer to the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is virtually nil. Even under extreme stress (drought) or 

prolonged pumping at a high rate it is unlikely that much additional water be sucked 

through the Wilford Shell Bed confining layer. 

7.4.5 Recharge via Leakage through the Petone Marine Beds/Melling Peats 

Given that the piezometric head of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is about 1.8 metres 

higher than the Taita Alluvium aquifer, it is hard to envisage any movement of water from 

the lower pressure Taita Alluvium to the higher pressure Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, 

especially with a confining bed to pass through. Indeed, the hydraulic conductivity of the 

Petone Marine Beds is low, ranging from 10·7 to 10'9 m/s (WRC, 1995). If any recharge to 

the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer does occur, it would most likely do so where the confining 

layer is thinnest, which is close to the unconfined/confined boundary. If leakage in this 

vicinity does occur, it possibly only occurs during periods when the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer is under stress i.e. when the water would be encouraged to flow across the 

confining beds. 
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7 .4.6 Overall Recharge to the W aiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

It will have become apparent in the previous sections that the values for rainfall and river 

recharge have been in terms of recharge to the 'groundwater system' and not just the 

W aiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. This is because there is an absence of continuous 

impermeable strata in the recharge zone, which means that the amount lost from the river 

will recharge the two confined aquifers (the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer and the Moera 

Gravel Aquifer), plus the unconfined Taita Alluvium (see figure 5.3.2 for schematic 

diagram). 

It is extremely difficult to measure exactly what proportion of the recharge water enters the 

various aquifers due to varying hydraulic gradients between the aquifers. However, we can 

assume that a major proportion of this water does enter the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer as 

demonstrated by the high hydraulic gradient in the initial stages of the confined aquifer (see 

Figure 7.4.6.1 ). 
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Figure 7 .4.6.1 Calculated hydraulic gradients based on measured piezometric levels in the unconfined and 

confined sections of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 

Figure 7.4.6.1 shows the seasonal differences between the hydraulic gradients as measured 

in the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer during winter 1988 and Summer 1989 (after WRC, 

1995). The unconfined/confined boundary passes very close to the Mitchell Park site. 
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Figure 7.4.6.2 Location of the wells used to derive the hydraulic gradient of the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer. The unconfined section of the aquifer is shown as a fine stipple. The abstraction well fields are 

also shown (in blue). The two pink triangles show the locations of two of the wells penetrating the 

Moera Gravels Aquifer. Well UWA I is also known as IBM # 1, PCM = Petone Centennial Memorial, 

and HVMTC = Hutt Valley Memorial Technical College. 



Figure 7.4.6.2 shows the locations of the wells used to derive these hydraulic gradients. 

The data shows a clear divergence of the two lines at Mitchell Park, at the onset of the 

confined portion. As can be seen, the hydraulic gradient in the northernmost section of the 

confined aquifer between Mitchell Park and the Hutt Recreation Ground is steeper in 

summer than it is in winter. This is due to the demand placed on the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer during the summer periods. 

The low hydraulic gradient apparent between the Petone Foreshore and Somes Island 

during summer is a concern to the future management of this aquifer. However, it must be 

noted that the Somes Island record in the WRC hydrological database shows that there is a 

gap in the data during winter 1988. It is unclear where WRC ( 1995) obtained the 

piezometric data at this site for this winter period. Furthermore, the data for summer !989 

is known to be erroneous due to a leaking bore at the Somes Island observation well 

(discovered in 1993). As such, the hydraulic gradient between the Petone Foreshore and 

Somes Island cannot be used with any degree of confidence. Recent data suggests that the 

hydraulic gradient between the foreshore and Somes Island is very flat. 

We can use these hydraulic gradients to obtain better idea of the throughflow of the aquifer 

at various locations. Throughflows of aquifers arc often used to estimate the potential 

recharge to any given groundwater unit. It describes the flow of water through any given 

groundwater system. It is controlled by the head of water driving the flow, the pressures 

existing down-gradient of the recharge area, and the resistance of the matrix making up the 

aquifer (WRC, 1995). 

The daily throughflow of an aquifer can thus be estimated using the equation below. 

Q=TiW where Q 

T 

is the discharge (m3/day) 

is the transmissivity (m2/day) 

is the hydraulic gradient, and 

W is the width of the aquifer 

Because all three of the above parameters (T, i, and W) all vary significantly within the 

aquifers in the Lower Hutt Groundwater Zone, the above equation becomes fairly 

redundant when applying it to the entire aquifer member. 

Regardless of this, WRC ( 1995) estimated an average throughflow for the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer based on an average transmissivity (T) of 35,000 m2/day, an average 

hydraulic gradient (i) of 0.0004, and a width (W) of 3km. Their calculated figure of 

throughflow came to 42,000 m3/day. However, it is unclear how they came to use an 

average hydraulic gradient of 0.0004 for the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. If we use the 

summer hydraulic gradient data of the confined zone between the Petone Foreshore and 
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C (red) is the piezometric head recorded at Randwick, and Line D (pink) is the piezometric head 
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level) . 
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Mitchell Park, an average hydraulic gradient of 0.0006 is obtained. Also, the average 

width throughout this entire zone is roughly 3.5km. This gives a throughflow of 73,700 

m3/day. This would imply that most of the water entering the recharge zone makes its way 

into the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. This is not that surprising given the high demand 

placed on the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer during summer, not to mention the low 

transmissivities found in the Moera Gravel Aquifer (around 1200 m2/day) (Hughes, 1998) 

and the low water table in the Taita Alluvium during summer periods. 

Furthermore, we can see from the transmissivities obtained from pump tests carried out in 

1991 and 1993 (Table 7.3.2.1; page 54) that a wide range of throughflow can be expected 

in the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. By using the highest recorded transmissivity of 69,450 

m2/day, an average hydraulic gradient of 0.0006, and a more realistic aquifer width of 

3.5km, a throughflow of 145,845 m3/day is obtained. While the aquifer, as a total, clearly 

does not have such a high throughflow as this, it shows that there are likely to be areas 

within the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer that can transmit much larger quantities of water 

than the 'average' aquifer. This provides more support to the preferential pathway theory, 

which suggests that conduit pathways exist within the aquifer that could be responsible for 

supplying the most prolific submarine spring discharges in Wellington Harbour. 

7.4.7 Response of Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer to Recharge and Abstraction 

The response of piezometric head variations in both recharge and abstractions can be 

demonstrated graphically. Figure 7.4.7.1 shows the response of the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer at two locations to a rainfall/tlood event. The rainstorm event of 4/l 0/97, 

produced 120mm in a 24 hour period and generated a river flow of just over !200 m3/s. 

The lag time between the rainfall peak and river tlow peak is about 4 hours. The 

groundwater peak occurs about 10 hours after the river flow peak. This doesn't mean that 

the water from this event only takes ten hours to reach these sites, rather it is the response 

of the aquifer to the increased pressure resulting from this abnormally high recharge event. 

The response of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer at McEwan Park (Petone Foreshore) to 

abstractions from the three main pumping stations is shown in Figure 7 .4.7 .2. As shown in 

this plot, Buick Street was pumping at constant rate of around 7000 m3/day. This amount 

varies little and thus the effect of it pumping on wells along the Petone Foreshore is hard to 

determine. In contrast, the abstraction from both Waterloo and Gear island fluctuates 

markedly, with Gear Island in particular having an extremely varied pumping regime. As 

can be seen, the pumps at Gear Island get 'switched' on and off quite regularly to provide 

additional water to the municipal supply when required. 

The effect of pumping fluctuations at both Waterloo and Gear Island have an affect on the 

piezometric levels at McEwan Park, as well as most other wells in the Lower Hutt Valley. 
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However, as can be seen in Figure 7.4.7.2, the effect of the Gear Island Well Field 

abstractions is much more pronounced than that of the Waterloo Well Field abstractions on 

the aquifer beneath the foreshore region,. Extremely rapid changes in piezometric head can 

be observed when pumping at Gear Island is either increased or shut down. The period 

after the 21st of May 1995 on Figure 7.4.7.2 highlights this response to good effect. This 

rapid and marked response is not surprising given the close proximity of Gear Island to the 

foreshore and to the McEwan Park water level recorder. 

This of course means that extended periods of abstraction from Gear Island would provide 

the greatest chance of salt-water incursion at the submarine spring sites close to the Petone 

Foreshore. The closest of these spring sites is only about 1500m away from the Gear 

Island pumping station. Thus care must be taken when using the Gear Island Well Field 

for periods of prolonged abstraction. 

Unfortunately. although not surprisingly, it is not possible to find a rainfall event without a 

correlating rise in river flow. As such, the effects of rainfall recharge on the aquifer cannot 

be distinguished from the overall recharge, which is dominated by the river recharge. 

7.4.8 Direct evidence for preferential pathways in the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

We have already hypothesised the presence of preferential pathways existing in the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer based on its depositional history and on pump test data. 

However, there is a lot more evidence for these pathways that has been gathered over the 

years. 

Looking back at Figure 7.4.7.1, we can see that the response at McEwan Park is slightly 

faster than that of Randwick Reserve. Given that Randwick Reserve is about 2km closer to 

the recharge zone than McEwan Park, this rapid response at McEwan Park is something of 

an anomaly. However, this could possibly indicate that a pathway of higher transmissivity 

links the recharge zone with the McEwan Park area. If this is the case, it is likely be a 

paleochannel, and one that we could expect to continue beneath Wellington Harbour. 

The idea of preferential pathways within the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer has been raised 

previously to explain the differences in the velocity of aquifer seepage rates derived from 

tracer tests compared with those calculated using the widely used equation below: 

Q = -K.i/n where Q is the seepage velocity in m/day 

K is the hydraulic conductivity in m/day 

is the hydraulic gradient 

n is the porosity of the porous medium 
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In general, the above equation is used with average values of K, i and n and thus the result 

generated is an average figure for the entire aquifer. 

Tracer tests sample a portion of the aquifer by releasing the trace liquid at one point and 

observing its movement through the aquifer at observation wells 'downstream'. The 

different values generated using these methods are vast. For instance, a seepage velocity 

for the Taita Alluvium Aquifer was calculated using the above equation to be 3.8m/day. 

Groundwater tracer tests carried out at Fraser Park produced seepage velocity estimates of 

111m/day (WRC, 1995). 

This difference clearly shows that the Taita alluvium material is not homogenous, and 

contains regions of higher permeability than elsewhere - these regions most likely being 

paleochannels. Indeed, WRC ( 1995) supports this by stating "the seepage velocities in 

paleochannels (relic river channels) will be one to two orders of magnitude higher due to 

significantly higher permeability of these material... They go on to state " ... in addition, 

the degree of sorting in general increases with distance down the valley, producing higher 

permeability values, and hence greater seepage velocities" (WRC, 1995). The calculation 

of seepage velocities assumes a (homogeneous) vertical distribution of hydraulic 

conductivity, whereas in reality the variation of hydraulic conductivity in natural aquifer 

materials may vary by up to 2-3 orders of magnitude (WRC, 1995). The same would most 

certainly apply to the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 

Age-dating the groundwater is another method of determining the seepage rates within an 

aquifer. 'Dating' the water has been carried out on a number of occasions in the past, with 

varied results. Tritium analysis of groundwater from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

reported by Grant-Taylor and Taylor (1967) (cited by WRC, 1995) indicate a travel time of 

approximately 40 months from the recharge zone to the Hutt Park Pumping Station (in the 

eastern side of the valley near the present day UW A 3 bore (sec figure 7.4.6.2). This is an 

average figure as the water was sampled from the entire thickness of the water-bearing 

gravels. The calculated travel time equates to a seepage velocity in the range of 4 to 7.5 

m/day (depending on whereabouts in the recharge zone the water entered the aquifer). 

Recently, tritium dating was again used to 'date' the groundwaters within the Lower Hutt 

Groundwater Zone. According to Uwe Morgenstern, a physicist at GNS in Lower Hutt 

who undertook this work, the relationships on which these figures were derived was 

extremely accurate and thus can be assumed to have a good degree of certainty. 

The results reveal that it takes about 3.5 years ( 42 months) for water to travel from the 

recharge zone to the (now retired) Hutt Park pumping station (pers comm. Uwe 

Morgenstern, GNS, 1998). These results are extremely similar to those calculated by 

Grant-Taylor and Taylor (1967). 
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However, while this correlation of results allows them to be used with confidence, we must 

remember that they are still average values. The apparent heterogeneity of the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer would give it a wide range of seepage velocities. Indeed, tracer tests 

undertaken by McKillop ( 1935) at Gear lsland indicated a seepage velocity of between 18-

26m/day in the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer in the Gear Island vicinity (WRC, 1995). This 

some 3 - 4 times faster than that calculated by the tritium dating of Grant-Taylor and 

Taylor ( 1967) and Morgenstern ( 1998, pers. comm.). 

At IBM #1 (also called UWA 1) in the western side of the valley near the foreshore (see 

Figure 7.4.6.2 for location), the water is 21 years old in the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

and 50 years old in the Moera Gravel Aquifer (pers comm. Uwe Morgenstern, GNS, 1998). 

The above values imply that the water travels very fast in the central and eastern part of the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, but much slower in the western side of the valley. The reason 

for this is probably attributable to two main factors. Most importantly is the overall tilt of 

the sediments within the valley. Being in a highly tectonic region, and lying within a fault 

angle depression, the sediments are subjected to shortening in the north-south axis, and 

tilting to the west in the west-east axis. With the water within the aquifers being under 

pressure, they will tend to flow towards the region of least pressure which, in the absence 

of any breaches in the confining beds, will be up dip towards the east. The second 

controlling factor in the difference of seepage rates throughout the valley will be due to 

preferential flowpaths, (present as relic channels), and the connection of these pathways of 

higher transmissivity with the recharge zone. 

The age of the water sampled at Somes Island (sourced from the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer) gave an age of 20 years (pers comm. Uwe Morgenstern, GNS, 1998). With a 

travel time of 3.5 years to the Hutt Park region, the 20 year old water recorded at Somes 

Island is unusually old. This is likely to be attributable to the large decrease in pressure 

and hydraulic head within the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer around the zones of abstraction 

(see Figure 7.4.7.2). However, it also possible that this large difference in travel times 

could be attributable to a secondary loss of pressure via submarine spring leakage in the 

vicinity between the Petone Foreshore and Somes Island. Uwe Morgenstern supported this 

hypothesis, saying that he too had considered this as a reasoning behind the much older 

water found at the Somes Island bore. 

The age of the water in the Moera Gravel Aquifer is also quite surpnsmg given that 

previous chemical analyses of this water implied that it would be of a similar age to the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer water (WRC, 1995; WRC 1998). However, the high degree of 

certainty within the tritium dates as previously pointed out and the evidence of low 

transmissivities in the Moera Gravel Aquifer as provided by pump tests (WRC, 1995; 

WRC, 1998) do suggest that this 50year age is correct. 
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The Moera Gravel Aquifer 50 year travel time from recharge zone to the IBM# 1 bore, 

combined with the extremely low hydraulic gradient (Hutton, 1965), and the high 

piezometric head within this aquifer, implies that there is no m;;~or leakage from the Moera 

Gravel Aquifer to the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. Furthermore, it also suggests that the 

flow of water through this aquifer is very slow. As such, it is likely that there is no 

significant connection of this aquifer with the harbour. It also implies that the majority of 

the water in the recharge zone replenishes the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 
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Chapter Eight 

EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF THE SUB 
HARBOUR W AIWHETU ARTESIAN 

AQUIFER 

8.1 Introduction 

Before addressing the problem of defining the extent of the sub harbour Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer, we must remember that an aquifer can only be artesian when it is covered by a 

confining unit. Therefore we must identify not only the extent of the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer deposits, but also the extent of the overlying aquiclude, the Petone Marine Beds. 

The best methods for identifying sub-surface deposits are directly, through coring 

(boreholes), and indirectly, through seismic interpretation. While boreholes are common 

on land, in the Lower Hutt Valley and along the Petone Foreshore, very little coring has 

been performed in the sub-harbour basin. The only exceptions to this are the Somes Island 

water supply bore (just east of the northern tip of Somes Island), plus a number of shallow 

offshore bores in the northern portion of the harbour. 

These were drilled by the Engineering Consultancy Bricknell, Moss, Rankine and Hill at 

Korokoro (Report S420, 1968) and at Pt Howard (Reports S490, 1970 and S693, 1971 ). 

Due to the shallow nature of these bores, very little useful information concerning the 

artesian gravels can be obtained from them, apart from the depth at which they were 

encountered. They do, however, provide some information on the thickness and nature of 

the confining Petone Marine Beds formation. 

One further bore, drilled just to the west of Ward Island, was drilled by Alpine Geophysical 

Associates Inc. in 1970. Unfortunately, information relating to this bore (and the sediments 

it cored) could not be located during the course of this research. 

However, many seismic surveys have been undertaken in Wellington Harbour, from which 

a great deal of information can be obtained. It is the data collected from these seismic 

surveys that forms the basis of the following chapter. 
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8.2 Seismic surveys undertaken in Wellington Harbour 

The aim of a seismic survey is to obtain sub-surface information of the geological structure 

of an area. In the most basic terms, seismic investigations work by sending an energy pulse 

(in the form of sound) at the surface which then radiates out and down through the 

underlying lithology. Where changes in density occur, a proportion of the signal is 

returned to the surface (essentially "bounced back") to be recorded on a string of 

'receivers' at the surface, while the remainder of the energy continues deeper. The amount 

of signal returned is relative to the amount of density contrast within the sediments. The 

larger the density contrast, the stronger the returned signal. As different rock types or 

sedimentary layers have different densities, the strength of the returned signal can be used 

to identify changes in the type of geology encountered, or changes in the fluid or gas 

content within the geological units (hence their widespread use in the petroleum industry). 

The recorded signals are then processed to remove 'noise' to make the output readable. 

The sound frequency is critical in determining the depth of seismic penetration. In general, 

the lower the frequency - the deeper the penetration. However this gain in depth is 

accompanied by a loss of resolution. 

A number of seismic surveys have been performed in Wellington Harbour with varymg 

success. Two of these, Hochstein and Davey (1974) and Wood and Davy (1992) targeted 

the basement structure, while other focused on localised areas such as the Wellington fault 

(Lewis, 1989), and the harbour entrance (Lewis et al, 1987; and Wood et al, 1989). 

Three major seismic surveys, targeting the shallow sedimentary units beneath Wellington 

Harbour, have also been carried out over the last 30 years. The surveys in question were 

undertaken by Alpine Geophysical Associates Inc. in 1970, Reyners and Christoffel 

(Victoria University of Wellington) in I 972/3, and Davy and Wood (institute of Geological 

and Nuclear Sciences) in 1993. The reports accompanying these surveys were completed 

in 1971, 1973, and 1993 respectively. 

The purpose of Alpine's survey was to identify the top of the artesian gravels. It consisted 

of ten lines across the harbour in various directions. Reyners and Christoffel's work built 

on Alpine's initial findings with the aim of determining the nature of the sediments under 

the floor of Wellington Harbour with particular reference given to the depth of the 

subsurface artesian gravels. Both of these surveys used a 'sparker' system as an energy 

source. This technique produces a usable sonic bandwidth of 50 - 1600 Hz (Reyners and 

Christoffel, 1973). 

While these surveys provided some good information on the depth to the top of the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer in the north-east quadrant of the harbour, the remainder of the 
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Figure 8.2.1 The ' interference ' region as mapped by Davy and Wood (1993). Data from 

Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973) was used to improve the definition of the interference extent 

around Somes Island. The seismic lines of the respective surveys from which the interference 

region was mapped are shown (Reyners and Christoffel in Blue, Davy and Wood in green). 

The aquifer and aquiclude thickness ' and extent were also derived from these seismic 

surveys. 
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area surveyed provided very little sub-surface information. This was due to a lack of 

seismic penetration caused by the attenuation of energy within a shallow layer lying in the 

upper few metres of sediment beneath the harbour floor. These areas were simply named 

the 'interference' or 'scattering' regions. 

The purpose of Davy and Wood's survey was once again to "obtain information about the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer beneath Wellington harbour to assist the Wellington Regional 

Council manage groundwater resources" (Davy and Wood, 1993 ). It was hoped that 

advances in seismic investigation over the 20 year period between the surveys (particularly 

those concerning the type of energy source and the way in which the seismic lines were to 

be processed) would improve the quality of data obtained, particularly in the interference 

regiOns. 

The survey carried out by Davy and Wood used two types of energy generating devices -

uniboom and airgun. The Uniboom is an electro-acoustic sound converter producing a 

broad frequency band (200 to 4,000 Hz). Airguns often have more power, but output a 

lower frequency of 20-1000 Hz (Davy and Wood, 1993). Given the higher frequencies, 

Uniboom is useful for the collection of shallow data, whereas the airgun is better for depth 

penetration. A number of the seismic lines in Davy and Wood's survey were run twice

once using an uniboom energy source and the other using an airgun. This was done to 

obtain the best possible data from beneath the shallow interference layer. 

Unfortunately, neither of these new energy sources were strong enough to greatly improve 

on the earlier 'sparker' surveys and the sedimentary units beneath the shallow energy

absorbing layer present in much of the harbour still only exhibited very weak signals at 

best. Figure 8.2.1 shows the extent of the 'interference' regions as mapped by Davy and 

Wood (1993 ). The locations of the seismic lines from both Reyners and Christoffel's 

survey in 1972/3 and Davy and Wood's survey in 1993 are over-plotted. 

The 'interference' region as mapped by Davy and Wood (1993) is essentially identical to 

that mapped by Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973) except that Reyners and Christoffel map the 

interference region as extending across the entire width of the harbour over their five 

southern-most seismic lines. The reasons for this discrepancy are unclear, especially given 

that an examination of the seismic lines collected by Davy and Wood (1993) show that the 

quality of data in the southern part of the harbour is little better than beneath the 

interference regions. As such, it is probably an improvement in the processing techniques 

available at the time of this latter survey that allow for interpretation of the data in this 

southern region rather that a spatial change in the phenomenon that causes the interference. 
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The causes of this interference to seismic penetration will be discussed in section 8.5. 

However at this point it is important to note that the subsurface stratigraphy beneath these 

interference regions cannot be mapped with as much confidence as elsewhere in the 

harbour. 

8.3 Characteristics of the sub harbour W aiwhetu Artesian Aquifer based 
on Seismic Information 

With regards to the sub-harbour sediments, the most significant information obtained was 

the depths and spatial distribution of the various sedimentary units within the basin. 

Interpretation of the data gathered from the shallow seismic surveys performed in 

Wellington Harbour make it possible to compile contour maps of all of the recognised 

formations down to and including the Wilford Shell Beds. 

Using the infom1ation they collected, Davy and Wood (1993) were able to map the various 

units across much of the harbour. They then used a computer model to draw contour maps 

of the various stratigraphic units. While this worked reasonably well in areas where good 

data was plentiful, errors were caused at the extremities of the seismic line coverage where 

the computer model extrapolated the picks poorly, giving erroneous depths to the tops of 

the various horizons. Davy and Wood (1993) acknowledged this, stating that while their 

computer model contoured the entire harbour area, the "confidence in their [the contours] 

accuracy declines away from the seismic tracks". 

Furthermore, it was found that not only were the aquifer extremities poorly extrapolated, 

but there were also areas where the contour map of the top of Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

did not match up with known borehole depths of the aquifer. One such discrepancy was a 

six metre mismatch of the top of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer with the depth at which it 

is encountered at the Somes Island well bore. Another mismatch was also noted off the 

Korokoro Stream at the western end of Petone Foreshore. Here, a number of shallow bores 

drilled by Bricknell, Moss, Rankine and Hill Consulting Engineers in 1968 encountered the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer five metres shallower than that shown on Davy and Wood's 

contour map. 

As a result of these errors, it was deemed necessary to compile new contour maps of the 

various stratigraphic members pertinent to this research. Using the seismic lines 

interpreted by Davy and Wood ( 1993 ), new contour maps of the depth to the base and top 

of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer were compiled by re-calculating the two-way travel time 

into depth below sea level. Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973 ), had used a seismic velocity of 

1500 m/s for both the water and the sediments. While this figure is correct for the water, it 

is very low for the sediments (.something they actually conceded in their report). Davy and 

Wood (1993) used a velocity of 1500 rn!s for the water, but 2000 m/s for the sediments. 
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This value seems a little on the high side. Indeed, other reports that collected and analysed 

inner harbour seismic data such as Davy and Wood (1987), Lewis et al (1987), Wood eta! 

( 1989) and Wood and Davy ( 1992), used seismic velocities ranging between 1700 and 

1900 m/s for the shallow sediments. 

As such, when the maps were re-calculated, 1500 m/s was used for the travel time through 

the water, and 1800 m/s was adopted as the seismic velocity through the sediments down to 

and including the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 

The resulting re-calculated maps are thus essentially the same as Davy and Wood's 

computer drawn contour maps, except that the stratigraphic units are, on average, about 

five metres shallower (which is due to the lower seismic velocity used for the sediments in 

the re-calculated maps). This meant that the new contour map for the top of the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer correlated extremely well with the depths at which is was encountered at 

the Korokoro and Somes Island bores. From this evidence alone, it would appear that the 

chosen velocity of 1800 m/s for the shallow harbour basin sediments is correct. 

The new contour maps are also more accurate at the extremities of the seismic line 

coverage, especially around the harbour shoreline and around Somes Island and Ward 

Island where horizon picks were extrapolated logically, as opposed to the method used by 

the computer programme Davy and Wood employed. Data from Wood eta! ( 1989) was 

also incorporated into the model to enable the extrapolation of the aquifer thickness 

through the harbour entrance. 

While such contour maps themselves can reveal a great deal about a given formation, the 

real benefit of contour maps comes in the ability to generate isopach, or thickness, maps 

from them. These can be used to highlight the areas where a sedimentary unit may be 

unusually thick or thin. This knowledge can subsequently be used to develop a 

sedimentation history of how the unit was deposited. 

Such isopach maps can be generated by obtaining the difference between the depths of the 

upper and lower limits of the unit in question. For instance, the difference between the top 

of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, and the top of the Wilford Shell Beds (the formation 

immediately beneath the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer) gives us an isopach map of the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. This very function was performed in GIS (Geographic 

Information System) computer application Arcinfo. 

To this end, the re-calculated contour maps for the top and bottom of the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer were digitised in Arcinfo. Each digitised contour map was then 

transformed into a "TIN" (Triangulation Information Network), which extrapolates the 

values between the digitised contours and thus generates a depth value for any given point 
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Figure 8.3.1 Isopach image of the Waiwhetu Aquifer based on seismic data collected by 

Davy and Wood ( 1993). Thickness is relative to shading (the darker the shading, the thicker 

the aquifer). The darkest areas are in the order of around 70 metres thick, grading to about 

20 metres thick in the lightest areas. 

Note: There are a few errors in this image due to the way the TIN image is created in Arcinfo 

(explained in text) . One error can be seen in southern Evans Bay where the aquifer 

apparently thickens. This is not valid - in reality the aquifer continues to thin to the south. 

The light area between Ward Island and Eastboume is also incorrectly extrapolated. This 

portion of the aquifer probably grades in thickness between that shown to the north and south 

of it. 
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within the modelled coverage. The TIN of the bottom of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

was then subtracted from the TIN of the top of the aquifer to produce an isopach image of 

the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer which is displayed in Figure 8.3.1. Note that it is the 

relative, rather than the absolute, thickness that is shown- hence the absence of a scale. 

The image can be interpreted on the shading. In this case, the darker the area - the thicker 

the aquifer. Errors exist in this image as apparent around the extremities of the modelled 

area. A more notable error can be seen in Evans Bay where it appears that the aquifer 

gravels thicken markedly from north to south. This is not the case, and in fact the aquifer 

gravels are extremely thin here, as demonstrated by Lewis and Mildenhall ( 1985). This 

error arose because the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer could not be mapped any further south 

into Evans Bay because of its extreme thinness on the seismic record. This region of the 

harbour is described in more detail in Chapter 8.6.3. 

A second prominent error is evident to the east of Ward Island where it appears that the 

aquifer is unusually thin. This is almost certainly incorrect and highlights the problems 

that can occur when the contour data used in the model is coarse (no seismic lines ran 

through this side of Ward Island). While the aquifer is likely to be thin in this region, it is 

unlikely to be as thin as the image depicts. In reality, the aquifer is probably of a similar 

thickness to that shown to the north and south of this region. 

Despite these obvious errors, a good idea of the relative thickness of the aquifer can be 

derived from the majority of the modelled area. The thickness of the aquifer varies across 

the harbour, being thicker in the north and west, but shallower in the south and east. This 

can be explained by the complex tectonic nature of the region which gives a westerly dip to 

the Wellington block and a fault angle depression alongside the Wellington Fault into 

which a great thickness of sediment has been deposited (see Chapter Five, section 5.2). 

The thickening of gravels near Falcon Shoals, at the northern end of the barbour entrance, 

could similarly reflect an accumulation of gravel alongside the down-thrown side of the 

Seatoun Fault. 

The areal extent of Somes Island in Figure 8.3. I is correctly shown as being larger than at 

present due to the fact that the sea level was much lower during the deposition of the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, thus exposing a greater area of basement rock. 

In terms of absolute thickness, the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is around 20 metres thick on 

the eastern side of the harbour, thickening to as much as 70 metres thick alongside the 

Wellington Fault on the western side. These values are slightly lower (i.e. thinner deposits) 

than those proposed by Davy and Wood (1993). The differences are due to the slower 

setsmtc velocity used in the two-way travel time to depth conversion employed in this 

study. 
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Figure 8.3 .2a Location of the seismic lines that were run in the 1991 survey (from Wood and Davy, 

1992). Although the purpose of this survey was to define the basement structure, some interesting 

features ofthe shallow sediments were revealed (see Figure 8.3 .2b). 
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Figure 8.3.2b Seismic Line MC3 (Multi-Channel 3) from Wood and Davy ( 1992). This line runs 

approximately from Ngauranga Gorge on the western side of the harbour, to Eastbourne on the eastern 

side (see Figure 8.3.2a for location). The vertical scale is two-way-travel time (full scale is I second). 

The basic basement structure is marked in orange, with faults in red. The impressive offset at the 

Wellington fault zone can be seen on the western side of this line. The top of the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Gravels member is shown in blue. Of particular interest are the two yellow areas, believed to be 

paleochannels lying within the Waiwhetu Artesian Gravels member (as mapped by Wood and Davy, 

1992). 
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Of particular interest is the dark 'tongue' extending south from the main part of the harbour 

towards the harbour entrance, in a north-south lineation. This seismic lines that cross this 

area of the harbour clearly show a well-defined paleochannel which most likely represents 

the course of the Hutt River at the beginning of the last glacial period. It is proposed that, 

following the drop in sea level at the onset of the last glaciation, the Hutt river cut a 

channel into the newly exposed Wilford Shell Beds which was subsequently in-filled with 

gravel transported down the valley and deposited as part of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

formation. 

Another paleochannel evident in the seismic record can also be mapped running north

south just to the east of Somes Island. This relic channel lies within the upper layers of the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. and is of considerable width (probably a braided channel). As 

this channel lies within the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer formation, it does not increase the 

overall thickness and thus cannot be seen on the isopach image shown in Figure 8.3.!. It 

can however be seen in the seismic lines that cross it. This channel was also detected 

during an earlier seismic survey that targeted the basement structure of the basin (Wood 

and Davy, 1992). 

An example of one of the seismic lines from this survey (multi-channel line MC3) is 

shown in Figure 8.3.2b. As can be seen, two paleochannels have been mapped by Wood 

and Davy ( 1992). The deeper one on the western side of the harbour is probably the course 

of the Hutt River at the onset of the last glaciation. The shallower one, to the east of the 

Somes Island horst block, could similarly represent the position of the Hutt River later on, 

towards the end of the last glaciation. 

A picture of the sub-harbour sedimentation history of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer can 

be formed from this information. In the early stages of the deposition of the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer member, the Hutt River flowed alongside the western side of the Hutt 

Valley and into the present day harbour, close to the Wellington Fault. The thickness of 

the aquifer deposits in this vicinity indicates that the main river channel remained on this 

side of the harbour for quite some time. 

We can assume that the main river was on this side of the harbour due to the presence of a 

paleochannel that can be seen cutting into the Wilford Shell Beds on many of the seismic 

lines that cross this side of the harbour. This paleochannel runs from the western side of 

the harbour near the Ngauranga area towards the harbour entrance (as shown by the 'dark 

tongue' visible in Figure 8.3.1 ). Thus is appears that the Hutt River initially followed the 

Wellington fault, then changed its course near Ngauranga to flow between Somes Island 

and the Miramar peninsular and out through the harbour entrance in this early stage of the 

deposition of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 
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At some point m time, the mam channel migrated to the other side of Somes Island, 

possibly in response to a choking up of the main channel, or due to a catastrophic change 

brought about by a flood or tectonic event. This main channel is large and well-defined, 

and thus probably remained here for quite some time until the flandrian sea incursion 

flooded the valley and the confining Petone Marine Beds were deposited. 

As such, the evidence obtained from the seismic surveys undertaken m the harbour 

indicates that the Evans Bay - Lyall Bay corridor was not cut, or used by the Hutt River 

during the Holocene. This is in contrast to the sedimentation history of the harbour as 

made popular by Stevens (1955, 1956, and 1974) who proposed that this corridor was cut 

by the Hutt River during the deposition of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. Other evidence 

reinforcing this statement is detailed and elaborated on in section 8.6.3. 

Davy and Wood (1993) noted strong reflectors within the seismic record in much of the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer member. The reflectors lie parallel to the sedimentary layers 

within the aquifer member. and often along the contact between these layers. They are 

characterised by having a strong initial negative response which indicates a change from 

high velocity to low velocity i.e. change from high density to low density sediments (pers 

comm. Brian Davy, GNS, 1998). 

The reflectors, while being strong. do not appear to affect the signal continuing deeper. 

which indicates that whatever is causing the effect is not attenuating the seismic energy a 

great deal. The negative reflectors generally increase in amplitude up dip (indicating a 

greater change in density), and often 'step' across sedimentary units via migration through 

fault contacts. This phenomenon can be mapped as moving towards the paleochannels, 

particularly the major paleochannel running to the east of Somes Island in the upper levels 

of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. The reflectors typically terminate within this 

paleochannel a small distance beneath the harbour floor (possibly at the aquifer/aquiclude 

boundary). They also appear to terminate at the contact with basement rock (particularly 

on the eastern side of Somes Island). Davy and Wood (1993) postulate these reflectors as 

being caused by artesian water migrating from deeper in the aquifer. 

However, while it is possible that fluid migration does occur upwards through the aquifer, 

it is more likely to be the presence of gas that causes the prominent response in the seismic 

record, as water-charged sediments do not cause such a distinctive seismic response (pers. 

comm. Les Singh, VUW, 1998). The anaerobic break-down of organic material (producing 

hydrogen sulphide, methane and carbon dioxide), deep within the aquifer layers, and 

possibly from the formations beneath the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer are likely to be the 

origin of the migrating gas. Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973) note that the presence of gas is 

certainly likely to cause a distinctive change in seismic velocities. 
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Evidence for the presence of escaping water (and gas) is provided by Lewis (1989), who 

hypothesised that regions of seismic disturbance observed on the seismic record he 

recorded represented "migrating artesian water, using the fault as a means of escape to the 

sea". As described in Chapter Six, this theory can certainly be endorsed by the evidence of 

vertical plumes of disturbance emerging from the harbour floor as seen on boat 

echosounders. 

As detailed previously, plumes of disturbance were even observed on the echosounder of 

the Wellington Harbour Board boat used to survey the bathymetry of the harbour in 1982 

(pers comm. Roger Carter, 1996). At one location near the offshore trace of the 

Wellington Fault, SCUBA divers obtained samples of low salinity water from the harbour 

floor (pers comm Roger Carter, 1996). 

In summary, we can say that the main characteristics of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

derived from the seismic record 1s that this member is widespread across the entire harbour 

and likely continues some way into the harbour entrance. The lack of significant amounts 

of gravel deposits beneath Evans Bay indicates that the main river did not flow south into 

this bay. As such, it is proposed that the Evans Bay - Lyall Bay corridor was not cut or 

used by the Hutt River during the Holocene. 

We can also propose that the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer deposits are characterised as 

having a number of prominent paleochannels where the sediments arc likely to be well

sorted and the 'cleanest' in terms of being relatively free of fine grained overbank deposits. 

These paleochannels are likely to be the highest water-bearing areas of the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer member as shown by the presence of migrating water and gas towards 

these areas from regions both adjacent to and deeper within the aquifer. 

8.4 Characteristics of the Petone Marine Beds (upper aquiclude) based 
on Seismic Information 

As with the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, the difference between two contour maps can be 

used to derive an isopach map of the Petone Marine Beds. In this case, it is the difference 

between the present day harbour floor and the top of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer that 

provides us with the Petone Marine Beds isopach map. 

Creating a contour map of the bathymetry of the harbour was generated by digitising 

Hydrographic Chart NZ4633 in Arcinfo. A spot depth coverage was also created of the 

harbour floor in areas where greater attention to detail was required (in and around the 

harbour floor depressions). To this end, echosounder images and divers' observations of 

the investigated harbour floor depressions were used. 
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Figure 8.4.1 Isopach image of the Petone Marine Beds (upper aquiclude) based on seismic data 

collected by Davy and Wood (1993). Thickness is relative to the shading (the darker the shading, the 

thicker the aquifer). The darkest areas are in the order of around 30 metres thick, grading to about I 0 

metres thick in the lightest areas. 

Note: There are a few errors in this image due to the way the TIN image is created in Arclnfo 

(explained in text). One such error is the small patch of apparent thinner aquiclude to the southeast of 

Ward Island. In reality the aquiclude here has the same thickness as that to the west of the island. The 

very thin patch in the northeast of the harbour is valid, with the light spots representing harbour floor 

depressions. 
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The coastline and harbour islands (Somes, Mokopuna and Ward) were digitised separately 

as a polygon coverage. These coverages were then used to generate a TIN of the harbour 

floor. 

The top of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer had already been digitised and transformed into 

a TIN file (as described in the previous section), so it wasn't necessary to repeat this 

process. The isopach image of the Petone Maine Beds was thus created by subtracting the 

top of the aquifer TIN from the harbour bathymetric TIN. This image is shown in Figure 

8.4.1. Once again, the darker the shading, the thicker the formation. 

While the isopach image in Figure 8.4.1 does not provide the absolute aquiclude thickness, 

the contour maps produced from seismic line interpretations in Davy and Wood (1993) 

indicate that the confining sediment is between l0-12 metres thick in the north-eastern 

quadrant of the harbour. It is thicker, perhaps up to 30 metres thick, in the majority of the 

rest of the inner harbour (the very dark shading in Figure 8.4.1 ). Once again, these values 

are slightly lower (i.e. thinner deposits) than those proposed by Davy and Wood (1993) due 

to the lower seismic velocity used in the two-way travel time to depth conversion for these 

deposits. 

Therefore, the confining beds are significantly thinner in the north-eastern quadrant of the 

harbour. This region coincides with the region of good seismic penetration as described in 

section 8.2. It also coincides with the region where most of the inner harbour artesian 

leakage occurs (detailed in Chapter Nine). The reason for the thinness can perhaps be 

explained by the sedimentation history. 

With the Hutt River having migrated to flow down the eastern side of Somes Island in the 

latter stages of the deposition of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer member (section 8.3), the 

river would have had a pronounced effect of sedimentation in the north-eastern quadrant of 

the harbour. As detailed previously, the size of the paleochannel, clearly visible in the 

seismic record, indicates that the Hutt River remained as a stable channel in the north

eastern quadrant of the harbour for a good proportion of the latter stages of the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer deposition. 

While the gradual flooding of the harbour took place during the f!andrian sea incursion, 

deltaic deposition at the ancient Hutt River mouth would have kept the north-eastern 

portion of the harbour largely fluvial, or at least estuarine, for an extended period. 

Furthermore, the western side of the harbour is likely to have been slightly deeper due to 

the westerly dip of the harbour block. Thus the pattern of sedimentation during this very 

early stage of the Petone Marine Beds would have been coarse sediment around the river 

mouth (i.e. the north-eastern quarter), and fine sediment in the rest of the inner harbour. 
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Figure 8.5 .1 The 'interference' region as mapped by Davy and Wood ( 1993). This figure is 

identical to figure 8.2.1 but shown again here for reader convenience. Data from Reyners and 

Christoffel ( 1973) was used to improve the definition of the interference extent around Somes 

Island. The seismic lines of the respective surveys from which the interference region was 

mapped are shown (Reyners and Christoffel in Blue, Davy and Wood in green). 
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This pattern of sedimentation would have remained for some time until the Hutt delta was 

finally overwhelmed by the rising sea level, perhaps assisted by a waning of material 

brought down by the Hutt River. 

Thus, in summary, due to the deposition history of the Petone Marine Beds, the area of 

thinnest aquiclude overlies the region of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer which contains the 

largest and most prolific paleochannel. We must keep in mind that this relic channel is 

likely to contain the cleanest gravels and thus is a region where above average 

transmissivities exist within the aquifer. 

This paleochannel has also been shown to be a receptacle for water migrating from 

elsewhere within the aquifer member. This evidence will be used to explain the spatial 

distribution of the submarine springs (Chapter Nine). 

The presence of sea floor depressions in the region of thin aquiclude means that in some 

locations the aquiclude may be as thin as two metres. Indeed, it has been postulated by 

Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) that the aquiclude may even be absent beneath the two 

deep depressions south of Somes Island. They base this hypothesis on the depth of the 

depressions (32 metres) and the depth at which the aquifer is encountered at the Somes 

Island production bores to the northeast of the island (32 metres below sea level). 

Although this assumption doesn't take into account the dip on the aquifer, the dip is only 

very slight beneath this central portion of the harbour. As such, the depth to the top of the 

aquifer at the southern end of Somes Island is probably similar to that at which is 

encountered at the bores to the northeast of the island. 

8.5 The Interference Region 

The fact that much of the harbour is blanketed by something that causes an 'interference' to 

seismic energy penetration is certainly an interesting phenomenon. Perhaps more 

interesting is the fact that the north-east quadrant of the harbour, where this seismic 

scattering layer is absent, is also the region where many sea floor depressions exhibiting 

artesian leakage are located. This poses an interesting question: Is there a correlation 

between artesian leakage and the absence of the interference producing phenomenon? 

We can deduce from the seismic survey information already collected that the distribution 

of the interference region is; 

• Almost certainly not due to faulting as the boundary between the regions is 

not linear, as shown in figure 8.5.1 
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• Within the aquiclude member, rather than at the aquifer/aquiclude contact. 

The calculated thickness of the Petone Marine Beds is between 10 to 15 

metres thick in the northeast quadrant of the harbour and between 20 to 30 

metres thick over the rest of the harbour (see previous section). Given that 

the shallow lying interference region lies "about 5 metres below the harbour 

floor" (Davy and Wood, 1993) and "in the upper few metres of the harbour 

floor" (Reyners and Christoffel, 1973), it clearly does not lie at the 

aquifer/aquiclude contact. 

Based on this evidence. Alpine (1970) interpreted the interference as due to high-level 

gravels and suggests that the region of good seismic penetration (north-eastern quadrant) to 

consist of sediment deposited in an embayment in the gravels. Certainly, shallow gravels 

can cause such a distinctive response in the seismic record as demonstrated by Wood et al 

( 1989). Their survey showed that a similar highly reflected layer in the harbour entrance 

was caused by a shallow boulder bank. However, with regard to the inner harbour. it is 

highly unlikely that gravels could be deposited across an area as widespread as the 

interference region, given the depositional history of the Petone Marine Beds previously 

described. 

Further evidence is provided by a number of shallow bores sunk off Korokoro (western end 

of Petone Foreshore) in 1968 by Bricknell, Moss, Rankine and Hill (BMRH). These bores 

revealed a 'silty clay' in the upper layers of the Petone Marine Beds, which "has an organic 

smell and contains random broken shell" (BMRH, 1968 ). A similarly described 'silty clay' 

layer was also encountered in the "upper 20 ft" ( 6m) of a bore drilled just to the south-west 

of Ward Island by Alpine Geophysical Inc., in 1971. None of these bores encountered any 

gravels, or coarse material of any type. 

In addition to the bores drilled in the interference region, another set of bores drilled off Pt 

Howard, at the north-eastern corner of the harbour (in the region of good seismic 

penetration) also revealed a 'silty clay' "identical to that off Korokoro" (BMRH, 1970). 

Furthermore, the first sediment layer encountered in the two Somes Island production bores 

is described as "sea mud" affording easy penetration (Reyners and Christoffel, 1973). 

Similarly, none of these bores located any gravels until the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

member was reached. 

As such, the shallow gravel theory can be discarded. However, the evidence from the 

bores drilled in the harbour show that the sediment pattern is fairly consistent at each site 

drilled. Given the widespread spatial distribution of the bores, it is thus reasonable to 

expect that a fairly continuous layer of silty clay/mud exists immediately below the seabed 

across the majority of the central harbour. As Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973) note, "such a 

sediment distribution is in line with the distribution of surficial sea-bed sediments sampled 
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by Vander Linden (1966)". Vander Linden's description was that the "central harbour 

seabed consists essentially of poorly sorted silty muds with an average carbonate content of 

10%". This can certainly be endorsed by observations made by SCUBA divers as part of 

this research, as well as during previous studies (e.g. Dunbar, 1994). 

Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973) offered an alternative hypothesis stating that it is the "rapid 

attenuation and/or scattering of acoustical energy in the silty clay layer" that causes the 

interference. However, they concluded that it is not the silty clay/mud layer itself that is 

not responsible for the attenuation of seismic energy since: 

• It caps regions of good seismic penetration as well as the interference 

regiOn. 

• Silty clay and mud have a low measured attenuation of sound except where 

large amounts of organic material in the form of plant fragments, worms, 

molluscs and varied organisms exist (Reyners and ChristoffeL 1973). 

As it is not the sediment itself, it follows that it must be something within the sediment that 

causes the attenuation of the acoustic energy. From their survey, Reyner and Chistoffel 

( 1973) found that the interference causing phenomenon was at a constant depth within the 

aquiclude. As such, they suggest that it is either shell beds or gas bubbles that are the 

cause. 

With regards to shell beds, the reasoning proposed by Reyners and Christoffel (1973) is 

that overlapping beds of flat shells would form an efficient scattering layer for a wide range 

of frequencies. The absence of this shell bed layer in the region of good seismic 

penetration was explained by the location of the Hutt River mouth and that "fresh water 

from the Hutt River would produce conditions adverse to the growth of marine organisms 

on the eastern side of the harbour" (Reyners and Christoffel, 1973). 

However, it is hard to imagine that the typical discharge of water from the Hutt River 

(median flow 15 m3/s) into the harbour could dilute the salinity of the harbour water 

enough to 'produce conditions adverse to the growth of marine organisms'. 

Perhaps the only exception to this would be in the area immediately adjacent to the mouth 

of the river, or during large flood events, when a greater volume of the harbour water 

would be 'diluted' by the flow from the Hutt river. This would render the harbour water in 

this vicinity as having lower salinity that 'normal' sea water. But even this would only be a 

temporary inconvenience to any marine life given the tidally-induced movement of water 

around the harbour and the twice daily tidal exchange of harbour water with water from 

outside the harbour. 
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Furthermore, fresh water and salt water do not mix readily (due to a difference in density) 

and it is quite common for a layer of low density fresh water to sit on top of salt water. 

This is certainly the case in Wellington Harbour, and fieldwork for this research has shown 

that during calm conditions this lower salinity layer can extend from the river mouth across 

the full width or length of the harbour (depending on the wind direction) before full mixing 

has occurred. The distance before full mixing occurs is dependent on the condition of the 

sea (quicker under rough conditions). As such, the water underneath the fresh-water lens 

(close to the harbour floor), has virtually the same salinity as that for 'normal' sea water. 

Salinity measurements taken as part of this research confirm this. 

It would thus appear that the proximity to a surface fresh water source would not impact 

greatly on the abundance or growth of bottom-dwelling marine organisms from a reduction 

in salinity point of view. Perhaps the only reason that could account for less marine 

organisms near the Hutt River mouth would be due to a reduction in their food source. 

There is a certain degree of light absorption in the interface between fresh and salt water 

caused by the different light refractive indices of waters of varying density. This reduction 

in light penetration through the water column would reduce the amount of photosynthesis 

that could occur at depth. This in turn would hinder the growth of microscopic marine 

flora on which many of the shell-inhabiting marine organisms feed on. While this may be 

a possible reason for the inability of these organisms to grow in prolific numbers, it would, 

once again, probably be limited to the very close proximity to the Hutt River mouth where 

the light penetration would be most affected. As such, it could not reasonably be the cause 

for the absence of hypothesised shell bed in the entire northeast quadrant of the harbour. 

In addition to all of the aforementioned evidence, the fact that a shell bed layer was not 

encountered in any of the bores drilled in the harbour is perhaps the most conclusive 

evidence that the interference to seismic penetration is not caused by a layer of shells. 

The gas bubble theory, however, does have some merit. Indeed, Andreeva ( 1964), cited by 

Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973) showed sound waves of frequency around 1khz are 

scattered by the buoyancy bags in small pelagic fish. The bags are around 1 mm in diameter 

and scatter the sound because it resonates in it. The same may happen in a layer of gas 

bubbles within a sedimentary unit. 

The evidence for the scattering phenomenon being caused by gas bubbles are; 

• There are no obvious layers within any of the bores drilled m the 

interference region that could account for the seismic disturbance. Gas is 

certainly one medium that would pass unnoticed to the eye. 
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• The bores drilled offshore near Korokoro were noted as having an "organic 

smell'' in the shallow silty clay layer. 

The sersmrc survey performed by Davy and Wood ( 1993) found that the interference 

causing layer is characterised by "a strong negative reflection". They suggest that such a 

response could be caused by a gas or water saturated layer. They also noted that the 

amplitude of the negative response decreases away from faults which indicates that the 

cause of the interference (be it water or gas), could be using fault traces to migrate from 

deeper lying sediments. They also state that the interference layer "is not at a constant 

depth, but appears to be an imbricated series of reflectors" (Davy and Wood, 1 993). 

Note that it is unlikely that the interference layer has changed in the interval between this, 

and the previous seismic surveys. As such, we can assume that it is the more advanced 

processing techniques employed by Davy and Wood (1993) that enable such a slight 

variation in the nature of the interference layer to be noticed, rather than the layer not being 

imbricated at the time of the earlier survey. 

Davy and Wood ( 1993) go on to state that "beach deposits in a progradational sequence 

could exhibit such an imbricated character, and could provide suitably porous sands in a 

mud/silt matrix to trap fluid or gas". A widespread, slightly coarser layer could possibly be 

caused by a sudden change in depositional environment during the deposition of this unit. 

A shallowing of the water depth as the result of tectonic uplift could be responsible for 

such a change. Not only would such a change in depositional environment produce a 

slightly coarser sediment size to be deposited, but it would also explain the widespread 

spatial distribution and relatively constant depth at which this phenomenon occurs. The 

presence of a slightly coarser layer may also be subtle enough for it not to be noticed in the 

bores cored in the harbour. 

As detailed in section 8.3, the presence of water charged sediments does little to the 

passage of seismic energy through sediment (pers comm, Les Singh, VUW, 1998). 

Therefore, it is concluded that accumulated gas, and not water, is the cause of the 

interference. With regard to a source of this gas, Dunbar ( 1994) noted that the Petone 

Marine Beds formation contains "much organic matter". The decomposition of organic 

matter produces gas - mainly methane, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide (in anaerobic 

conditions). Gas bubbles may form and migrate upwards through the Petone Marine Beds 

to accumulate within a slightly coarser layer within this member, spreading out and filling 

the voids in the sand/silt/clay matrix. Active fault traces may offer pathways for gas to 

migrate from deeper sedimentary units beneath the Petone Marine Beds as suggested by 

Davy and Wood (1993). 
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If we accept the above hypothesis - that the seismic disturbance is in fact due to the 

accumulation of gas bubbles within a slightly coarser layer of the aquiclude, we must still 

provide reasons as to the spatial distribution of this phenomenon. We can assume that the 

change in depositional environment (responsible for the coarser sediment layer) would 

have affected the entire harbour. Certainly, there is nothing to suggest that the aquiclude 

material is any different in the regions of good seismic penetration than it is in the 

'interference' regions - the similar stratigraphy described in the bores cored at Point 

Howard, Somes Island and off Korokoro confirm this. 

However, if we compare figures 8.4.1 and 8.5.1, we can see that the interference region has 

virtually the same spatial distribution as the very thick areas of the aquiclude. This would 

certainly be the case if we used the interference region as mapped by Reyners and 

Christoffel (1973) which extends across the entire harbour width to the south of Somes 

Island. Thus it appears there is a relationship between aquiclude thickness and the 

presence of accumulated gas bubbles within the aquiclude. 

Given that nothing suggests otherwise, we must assume that a shallow gas layer was also 

once present in the region of thin aquiclude in the northeast quadrant of the harbour. As 

such, some event must have occurred to release the accumulated gas in these regions. 

Liquefaction of the aquiclude during large tectonic events may provide the necessary 

mechanism. 

Liquefaction is a process whereby water saturated, loosely packed sediments (typically 

sand), compact and decrease in volume by attempting to find the closest possible packing 

when subjected to ground vibrations such as cyclic earthquake shocks. Provided that the 

pore fluid cannot escape, or does so very slowly, an increase in the pore-water pressure 

increases to a level where it approaches the overburden pressure, then the sediment loses 

all strength and liquefies. While liquefaction is well-known to occur in water saturated 

sands, it can also occur in fine clay and mud sediments. Liquefaction in clay sediment also 

results from cyclic stresses causing closer particle packing, but the process is more 

complex than in sands (Leeder, 1982). 

Freshly deposited marine muds often show a flocculated (random) structure with many 

edge to face contacts between clay particles. This open structure is also enhanced by quartz 

silt particles in the clay framework (Smalley, 1971, cited by Leeder, 1982). The potential 

for liquefaction to occur results from increased pore pressure brought about by the change 

from an open, tlocculated clay structure with high porosity and water content, to a denser 

dispersed clay structure. 

The highly tectonic nature of the Wellington Region provides many opportunities for 

liquefaction to occur in the soft harbour floor sediments. As such, the proposed hypothesis 
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is that during large tectonic events, liquefaction of the aquiclude occurs. The temporary 

loss of the cohesiveness of the sediment as a result of the intense shaking enables the 

accumulated gas to leak out through the aquiclude to the harbour floor. However, 

liquefaction is restricted to where the aquiclude is thin enough and where it is of a suitably 

flocculated nature i.e. where it has Jess strength. It is proposed that the sediments forming 

the Petone Marine Beds are not only thinner, but were also more flocculated upon 

deposition in the northeast quadrant of the harbour than elsewhere. 

The factors controlling sedimentation of this unit are likely to be responsible for these 

characteristics. As stated previously, it is probable that the interference layer, or the 

sediments in which the interference layer is held, was deposited at a shallower depth than 

the rest of the Petone Marine Beds. We can assume this because Davy and Wood (1993) 

noted that the interference layer was in places, imbricated, and as such probably 

represented "beach deposits in a progradational sequence". This was likely to be caused by 

a reduction in local sea level brought about by a tectonic uplift and allows for a slightly 

coarser substrate to be deposited which provides the necessary sedimentary matrix to trap 

gas bubbles. 

Given the westerly tilt of the harbour, the western side of the harbour has probably always 

been slightly deeper than the eastern side. Furthermore, the northeastern quadrant of the 

harbour is likely to been made even shallower by the build up of deltaic deposits extending 

from the Hutt River mouth in this region. As such, the western side of the harbour and the 

entire width of the harbour immediately south of Somes Island would have had a deeper, 

and thus 'quieter' depositional environment than the northeastern quadrant for perhaps the 

entire time the Petone Marine Beds were being deposited. 

This difference in depositional environment would also have been exacerbated by the shape 

of the harbour, and in particular, the harbour entrance. It is well-known that southerly 

swells can propogate relatively unhindered up through the harbour entrance and along the 

eastern side of the harbour. The western side of the harbour is sheltered from the affect of 

these southerly swells by the Miramar Peninsular, and to a lesser extent by Somes Island. 

There is nothing to suggest that this scenario has changed over the recent past, and 

certainly not during the Holocene when the Petone Marine Beds were being deposited. 

Even when the Rongotai Isthmus was submerged (from at least the time of the thermal 

maximum 6.500 years ago to about 500 years ago) and the harbour had two entrances, the 

energy from southerly storms would have been dissipated by the shallowness of the 

channel through this area. 

As such, while the fine clay particles could settle orderly and compact naturally over time 

in the deeper and sheltered depositional regions of the harbour, the shallowness of the 
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northeast quadrant and the disruptive nature of southerly swells would render this portion 

of the aquiclude deposits more flocculated in structure. 

Therefore, subsequent to the deposition of the Petone Marine Beds, the thicker and more 

compact aquiclude sediments in the west and south of the inner harbour would be more 

resilient to liquefaction than the flocculated, thinner deposits in the northeast quadrant of 

the harbour. The failure of the aquiclude in this region of the harbour would allow any 

accumulated gas to escape, thus rendering this area free of the seismic scattering 

phenomenon. Note that liquefaction is a non-reversible process and as such, once it has 

occurred, it is unlikely to happen again. This hypothesis of earthquake shaking causing the 

loss of structure in the aquiclude will be elaborated on in Chapter Nine as a possible cause 

of submarine spring inception. 

8.6 The southerly extent of the aquifer 

8.6.1 Introduction 

Over the years, many researchers have proposed vanous hypotheses concerning the 

geological history of the Wellington region including the Hutt Valley - Wellington 

Harbour basin. Given that it has already been shown that the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

extends over the main part of the harbour, we must look further south, through the harbour 

entrance and through the Evans Bay Lyall Bay corridor (the Rongotai Isthmus) to 

determine exactly where the aquifer terminates. 

As we already know, the Hutt River is the main supplier of material to the Hutt Valley -

Port Nicholson basin. As a consequence, the course of the Hutt River is very important in 

determining where the aquifer extends. There is however, much debate as to which path 

the Hutt River took during periods of lowered sea level when exiting the basin - through 

the Rongotai Isthmus, or through the present day harbour entrance. 

It is well known from scientific studies and through the Maori verbal history of the area 

that the Miramar Peninsular used to be an island and thus there were two entrances to 

Wellington harbour - the present one and a second one through the Rongotai Isthmus 

(Cotton, 1912; Best, 1923). The peninsular was finally linked to the mainland by a 

tectonic movement that uplifted the region around 1460 AD leaving only a shallow ford 

which was soon completely blocked by sand (Best, 1923). 

Crawford ( 1873) was the first to propose that the Evans Bay - Lyall Bay corridor marked 

an early course of the Hutt River. Cotton ( 1912) on the other hand, was astute in proposing 

that the geomorphology of the region suggests the drowning of two youthful streams, one 

flowing north into Evans Bay, and the other flowing south into Lyall Bay. 
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Figure 8.6.2.1 A scanned portion of bathymetric chart NZ 23, surveyed in 1950. Depths are 

in fathoms (I fathom= 6 feet or 1.83 metres). Approximate extremities of Stevens ' 7 fathom 

( 13 metre) deep "rock barrier" are shown. 
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It was Stevens who did the first thorough research into the geological history of the Hutt 

Valley and sub-harbour regions, including the extent of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 

Stevens ( 1955, 1956, and 1974) concluded that the Evans Bay - Lyall Bay corridor was, 

until recently, the harbour exit as used by the Hutt River. He proposed that the Rongotai 

Isthmus was first eroded by the ancient Hutt River and then in-filled with sediment during 

glacial and peri-glacial periods. He believes this continued until a choking of the channel 

as a result of sediment build up, combined with a fault movement, prompted the Hutt River 

to change its course and tlow through the present harbour entrance. 

This view was the preferred opinion among most geologists at the time, and research 

carried out by Adkin ( 1956) reinforces this. He states that a displacement on the Seatoun 

Fault, coupled with post glacial rise of sea level were critical in the formation of the present 

harbour entrance. 

However Stevens reasoning, plus those around him, was based almost entirely on two 

pieces of incorrect assumptions - the depth of basement through the harbour entrance and 

through the Rongotai Isthmus. These two factors largely control the course of the ancient 

Hutt River and thus the likely extent of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. They will be 

examined in detail separately. 

8.6.2 The Harbour entrance 

Stevens (1955) incorrectly identified a 7 fathom (13 metre) deep area of sea floor through 

the harbour entrance as the depth to basement rock. His source for this information is a 

1:25000 Bathymetric map titled "Wellington Harbour Isobaths from Chart NZ 23" 

surveyed in 1950 by the HMNNZ 'Lachlan' for the NZ Oceanographic Institute (see 

Figure 8.6.2.1 ). This chart does show an area of sea floor of 7 fathoms depth through the 

harbour entrance. It extends from the Falcon Shoals vicinity in the north, to the northern 

end of Barrens Reef in the south, where it ends abruptly in a west-east lineation across the 

harbour entrance. Given that this chart shows the bathymetry of the sea floor, it is not 

understood why Stevens assumed this area to represent basement rock. There is certainly 

nothing to suggest this on the chart. 

The only possible answer is that Stevens noted that the sea floor was deeper to the north 

and south of this shallow area through the harbour entrance and concluded that this was 

because of a shallowing of the basement rock. This is likely to be his reasoning as Stevens 

( 1974, p78) makes reference to the bathymetric chart, citing the morphology of the sea 

floor as the reason behind his way of thinking. He says " ... The map also shows the 

marked shallowing at the harbour entrance, probably related to a buried rocky ridge linking 

Miramar Peninsular and the Pencarrow coast." 
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However, it is peculiar that by 1974 Stevens still maintains that this shallow rock barrier 

exists. Previously, Garrick (1959) showed in a three profile refraction survey of the 

Wellington Harbour entrance that on no occasion did he encounter bedrock. Given that the 

maximum penetration of his survey was 60 feet ( 18 metres), we could say, based on 

Garricks work alone, that bedrock is at least 18 metres deep through the entrance. 

A more recent seismic survey was performed in the harbour entrance in 1987 (Lewis et al, 

1987). This survey, commissioned by the Wellington City Council, was to be a 

reconnaissance study to establish if a proposed sewerage pipeline could be constructed 

across the sea floor between Point Dorset and Hinds Point. The main concern of the 

council was the depth to basement rock. 

The survey revealed a reflection horizon at depths up to 40 metres below sea level. Lewis 

et al ( 1987) interpreted this as the base of a possible erosional channel in greywacke 

basement. However, the seismic record was not of a high quality. Sea-floor multiple 

signals and airgun bubble pulses which didn't implode cleanly dominated the seismic 

reflection record. This made the reflector difficult to pick, and deeper horizons virtually 

impossible to recognise (Davy and Wood. 1987). 

Upon receiving this report, the Wellington City Council contracted the Geophysics 

Department to perform a refraction survey over the same area (Point Dorset to Hinds Point) 

as a follow-up to this reconnaissance survey. The aim was to "further investigate the 

observed reflector and to identify any deeper lithologic layers" (Davy and Wood, 1987). 

The findings of this survey suggest that the entrance can be divided into four parts. 

Moving from west to east between Point Dorset and Hinds Point, the basement quickly 

drops to 90 metres below sea level. This depth remains constant for about 450 metres 

whereupon the basement is dropped another 15 metres by a normal fault. This fault is most 

probably the Point Dorset Fault as recognised by Bell (1909), and Huber (1992). 

The basement then continues, dipping at about 5 degrees to the southeast for a further 650 

metres to be displaced again by another normal fault. This fault displacement is much 

greater and a throw of at least 200 metres offsets the basement to a depth of about 380 

metres. The basement then continues to dip at about 5 degrees to the east, deepening from 

380 metres to about 450 metres near the eastern coast. This refraction survey falls short of 

the eastern coastline by about 150 metres. However it is logical to assume that another 

fault must be present within this gap which offsets the basement to the surface on the 

eastern coastline. Davy and Wood ( 1987) prefer this reasoning, but acknowledge that a 

steep erosional scarp is possible. 
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Figure 8.6.2.2a Map showing contours of depth to basement 

(in metres below sea level) for Wellington Harbour, based 

largely on Wood and Davy ( 1992). Note the two deep basins 

separated by the Somes Island ridge and the deep channel 

running through the harbour entrance. Note that thi s is the 

same image as depicted in Figure 5.2.3a. 
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Figure 8.6.2.2b The major active faults in Wellington Harbour as 

identified by Wood and Davy ( 1992), Davy and Wood ( 1987), 

and Huber ( 1992), amongst others. Note that this is the same 

image as depicted in Figure 5.2.3b 
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While this report provided much information about the depth to basement and the tectonic 

structure of the harbour entrance, it didn't help in identifying the reflector previously 

observed by Lewis et al ( 1987). However, this channel was later confirmed by Wood et a! 

(1989), who performed a seismic reflection survey of the harbour entrance. The channel 

recognised by Lewis et al ( 1987) at a maximum depth of 40 metres below sea level, was 

found in this survey to lie at a maximum depth of 35 metres below sea level. This new 

data are of higher quality than the previous lines, and indicate that the channel is part of a 

channel and bar system and not an erosional surface of the basement rock which was 

suggested by the earlier work. This fits in with the findings of Davy and Wood ( 1987). 

A fault mapped by Wood and Davy (1992) which raises the block which Ward Island is a 

part of, could be the northern extension of this missing fault through the harbour entrance. 

Wood and Davy map this fault as running just offshore and parallel to the eastern coastline 

down towards the harbour entrance. For the purposes of this study, this fault has been 

continued through the harbour entrance and is incorporated into the harbour entrance 

tectonic model. The basement contour map and the major faults within Wellington harbour 

and entrance have already been displayed in Figures 5.2.3a and 5.2.3b respectively, but are 

reproduced on the facing page for the reader's convenience. 

Davy and Wood's model indicates that beneath 90 metres depth, the material down to 

basement greywaeke is either compacted sediment or weathered greywacke. It is ceitainly 

of a distinctly higher velocity than the upper 90 metres of material. It is therefore possible 

that a substantial thickness of this channel is filled with weathered greywacke locally 

derived from the sides and deposited as part of the Moera Basal Gravels. 

The depth of the harbour entrance channel suggests that it was open to the sea at the time 

when the Wilford Shell Beds were deposited. Whether any remnant of them is still there is 

not known. It is certainly not apparent on the seismic record. Given that this is a very 

confined channel, it is likely that tidal flows would have been too great to allow the 

deposition of any fine material there. However, it does mean that the Hutt River would 

have been able to use this channel to exit the harbour during the subsequent and final 

glaciation. 

Other studies looking directly at the surface sediments by Carter ( 1977), Matthews, ( 1980) 

and Wear and Anderlini (1993) prove via sampling, and through direct observations 

(diving) that it is coarse sediment and not basement rock on the sea floor in this area. 

Carter ( 1977) gives good evidence to suggest that the build up of sediment through the 

harbour entrance is due to a pulse of coarse sediment (derived from the Orongorongo 

River) that is being transported from the south coast up into the harbour entrance by strong 

southerly swells. 
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Carter and Mitchell ( 1988), carried out a side-scan sonar survey of the harbour entrance for 

the Wellington City Council to determine the sea floor substrate (also to help with the 

construction of the proposed sewerage scheme). Once again, their report detailed no 

evidence of basement rock through the entrance apart from Barretts Reef, to the south of 

Miramar Peninsular. 

Previous Evidence for Aquifer Leakage in the harbour entrance vicinity 

There exists a great deal of evidence concerning possible areas of aquifer leakage in the 

harbour entrance. This evidence can be accumulated to provide an idea of the aquifer 

extent through the region. While Stevens (1974) bases the extent of his aquifer model on 

his harbour entrance 'rock barrier' theory which has been proven to be incorrect, he does 

make a few statements regarding evidence of aquifer leakage in the harbour entrance that 

deserve some attention. 

With no reference to previous work Stevens ( 1974) states that "individual gravel beds tend 

to thin and rise towards this rock barrier, until they peter out completely". He goes on to 

say that because of tidal scour, the capping of sea-bottom mud (i.e. the aquiclude material) 

also thin towards the rock barrier. From these premises, Steven's concludes that "artesian 

water flows under the harbour and rises towards the surface just to the north of Barrett's 

Reef. Here the pressure of the rising water has punched numerous holes in the sea floor 

muds and enlarged them by scouring. Such holes are quite numerous around Falcon Shoal, 

just off Seatoun; divers have descended into some of them and obtained samples of quite 

potable water". 

As Stevens does not reference where he obtained his evidence from, it is hard to determine 

which of his claims are based on fact, and which are speculation. Certainly, research as 

part of this study has shown no evidence of 'holes' (which are more correctly termed 

'depressions') in the Falcon Shoals vicinity. This area was extensively dived on and echo

sounded. No depressions were found, but the entire area was observed to be covered in 

large low-lying mounds. 

The current hydrographic chart NZ4633, surveyed in the early 1980's, also shows mounds 

and not depressions. In fact, even the 1950 bathymetric survey (Chart NZ 23) shows 

mounds and not depressions in the Falcon Shoals region - and these appear identical in 

shape and form to those on chart NZ4633. These mounds are irregular in shape, and are 

raised up to a metre above the surrounding sea floor. Given that Stevens used this chart in 

his earlier work (Stevens, 1955) it is possible that he incorrectly interpreted these mounds 

as depressions. 
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However, the description of divers descending into a depression and obtaining samples of 

'quite potable water' is noteworthy. It is possible that the 'holes' Stevens talks about were 

referenced from an earlier report and had infilled with sediment by the time of the 1950 

bathymetric survey. Stevens ( 1955) does reference an early report by McKillop ( 1931) 

(although incorrectly referenced as 1935 in Stevens (1955)) who gave an address to the 

Wellington Philosophical Society in 1931 on "The underground flow of the Hutt River as a 

source of water supply". In his talk, which was later transcribed, he discussed 'a clearing 

of the Falcon Shoals area off Seatoun' that resulted in an 'unusually high percentage of 

dead marine organisms' found in the dredgings". 

The exact time that this dredging took place is not mentioned, but he goes on to say that 

"The Harbour Engineer at the time, Mr Ferguson, considered that such mortality might be 

related to the close proximity of an outflow - a salinity decrease thus occurring". Given 

that a Mr W R Ferguson was employed as an Engineer (among other positions) by the 

Wellington Harbour Board between 1884 to 1908 (Johnston, 1996), we can assume that it 

was during this period that this dredging took place. However, McKillop makes no 

mention of divers obtaining samples of potable water in the Falcon Shoals area -

something that surely would have been attached to the dredging report had it occurred. 

McKillop also makes no mention of any 'holes' discovered, and it is likely that there were 

none as the dredging was carried out to deepen the area- something more indicative of the 

presence of mounds and not holes. However, in the same paper, McKillop discusses an 

occasion (in 1929) when a diver descended into a 'hole' in the harbour floor caused during 

construction of the Pt Howard wharf whereupon he obtained a sample of water that was 

'quite fresh and potable'. 

It is feasible that Stevens (1974) obtained his information about Falcon Shoals from 

McKillop's report as the entire transcript appears in the appendices of his earlier work 

(Stevens, 1955). It is therefore possible that he got his facts mixed up when writing 

"Rugged Landscape" and combined the presence of dead marine organisms found at 

Falcon Shoals (hypothesised to indicate artesian leakage), with the story of a diver who 

descended into a 'hole' obtaining potable water. 

Brodie ( 1958), detected low salinity water in the harbour entrance between the tip of the 

Miramar Peninsula and Ward Island. Salinity values as low as 22 ppt (parts per thousand) 

were detected. However, low salinity water was not always present, and there was no 

relationship with the height of the tide. Brodie hypothesised this low salinity band to 

represent artesian leakage at the termination of the W ai whetu Artesian Aquifer. 

Side-scan sonar work carried out by Carter and Mitchell (1988) in the harbour entrance 

actually detected what they thought was a submarine spring discharge. It appeared as a 
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plume of disturbance rising from the sea floor not far from Pt Dorset on the western side of 

the constricted harbour entrance. While this is certainly good evidence of artesian leakage, 

it is probably not Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer water as it is extremely unlikely that any fine 

sediment beds were ever deposited through the confined harbour entrance to cap the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer due to the strong tidal currents in this region. 

8.6.3 The Rongotai Isthmus (Evans Bay- Lyall Bay corridor) 

While it has been shown that the harbour entrance was almost certainly open during the 

entire deposition of the Hutt Formation sediments, it does not mean that the Rongotai 

Isthmus was closed. Many researchers have studied various aspects of the geology of this 

corridor, and thus there is a great deal of evidence to draw on. 

From a purely logical perspective, it can be argued that the erosion of the Evans Bay -

Lyall Bay corridor was probably of fluviatile origin, since waves do not easily erode a deep 

embayment at right angles to the coast (Huber, 1992). In fact, there is little argument as to 

whether the channel is of fluviatile erosion or of marine erosion. Rather, there is some 

debate as to what sort of fluviatile erosion took place. 

Stevens ( 1955) states that during the last glacial maximum, the Evans Bay - Lyall Bay 

corridor was cut down to glacial sea level by the Hutt River. It is unclear what evidence he 

bases this on, but he does acknowledge that this alternate harbour entrance was first 

recognised by Crawford (1973). In the following year, Stevens (1956), goes into more 

detail saying that Crawford's alternative harbour entrance theory had been confirmed by 

test drilling for the Rongotai Aerodrome. The bores drilled in the Rongotai vicinity traced 

basement to a depth of 200ft (-60 metres) below sea level. Unfortunately, the exact 

whereabouts of these bores are not made clear (Stevens quotes the information about the 

bores as being made available by Mr M C Pick). However, he doesn't say which 

organisation this person is affiliated with. 

Stevens ( 1956) goes on to say that basement "probably continues deeper indicating that a 

passage had been deepened by erosion down to the low glacial sea-level." He later states 

that basement must actually be deeper than this - as much as 83metres deep to allow for 

the deposition of the Wilford Shell Beds (due to the fact that the Wilford Shell Beds are a 

marine unit, presently lying at a depth of between 70 to 83 metres deep along the Petone 

Foreshore). This unit is the aquiclude to the Moera Gravel Aquifer and separates the 

Moera from the Waiwhetu aquifers. It is believed to extend across the entire extent of the 

harbour with no down-valley tilt that is characteristic of fluvial!y deposited sediments. 

Stevens makes this assumption as he believes that the Rongotai Isthmus is the preferred 

course for the Hutt River at this time and that the present harbour entrance is closed due to 

shallow basement rock. Given that the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer gravels were deposited 
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Figure 8.6.3.1 Basement contour map of the Rongotai Isthmus (after Huber, 1992 and 

Lewis and Mildenhall, 1985). Contour interval is 20 metres (depth below sea level). 
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on top of the Wilford Shell Beds as part of an uninterrupted sequence, it is implied that the 

Hutt river used this passageway after the Wilford Shell Beds were deposited 

Extrapolation of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer top, as picked by Reyners and Christoffel 

(1973), imply depth of gravels below MLW (mean low water) of approximately 210ft 

(64m) if they were deposited in this region. Rogers ( 1968) carried out a gravity survey in 

the Rongotai-Miramar region and showed a channel running along the hills to the west of 

Evans Bay that was initially thought to represent a former course of the Hutt River. 

However, this gravity data indicates that the channel in the greywacke is roughly 140ft 

(43m) below MLW at its shallowest point. This is 25m shallower than that necessary to 

allow the deposition of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer as indicated by Reyners and 

Christoffel ( 1973), and 40m shallower than the depth required to allow the deposition of 

the Wilford Shell Beds as stated by Stevens ( 1956) 

Lewis and Carter ( 1976) suggest that the Evans Bay - Lyall Bay corridor was initiallv 

eroded and used by the Hutt River but continued subsidence of the basin to the east of the 

Miramar Peninsula caused the river to migrate to a "more permanent exit through the 

present harbour entrance'·. They do not state how long ago 'initially' means, but they do 

go on to recognise that subsequent to this event the bays either side of the Rongotai 

Isthmus were then cut by two streams - one flowing north into the harbour, and the other 

flowing south towards Cook Strait. 

Later, Lewis and Mildenhall ( 1985) and Huber ( 1992), provide evidence to support the 

theory that Evans Bay was cut by a river flowing north from the Hataitai hills on the 

western side of Rongotai Isthmus, while Lyall Bay was cut by a river flowing southward 

from the Miramar Peninsular. The depth to basement contour map after Huber ( 1992) and 

Lewis and Carter (1976) certainly endorses as two clearly defined channels cut into the 

basement rock can be seen, separated by a basement high of just over 5 metres depth 

beneath Rongotai. A contour map of the depth to basement is shown in Figure 8.6.3.1. 

The depth to basement in the southern section (Lyall Bay) is supported by geophysical 

investigations carried out by Davey ( 1971 ). 

Furthermore, the presence of a channel cut by the Hutt river in the Wilford Shell Beds as 

described in section 8.3 and shown in Figure 8.3.1 indicates that the river certainly flowed 

through the harbour entrance and not the Rongotai Isthmus during the initial stages of the 

deposition of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 

Regardless, of whether the Hutt River ever flowed through the Rongotai Isthmus, it 

certainly didn't do so during the Holocene, and so the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer gravels 

were never deposited in the Rongotai Isthmus vicinity. It is, however, possible that the 

river flowing northwards from the Hataitai/Mt Victoria region into the harbour deposited 
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coarse sediment of its own in Evans Bay which join the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer gravels 

in the inner harbour. This may theoretically extend the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer into 

Evans Bay, but this cannot be proven, even with the seismic data available as only two 

seismic lines extend into Evans Bay, and these are of poor quality. 

Previous Evidence for Aqu~fer Leakage in Evans Bay 

The only piece of information suggesting possible artesian leakage in Evans Bay, (seafloor 

depressions aside), is offered by Calhaem (1968) who measured geothermal heat flow in 

Wellington Harbour. He found a spot in Evans Bay, just out from Miramar Wharf, where 

anomalous heat flow was recorded. Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973) suggest that it could 

have been caused by a constant temperature source of l4°C, 15m below the sea floor, 

which they attribute to a leak in from the Hutt Valley Groundwater system. While possibly 

a groundwater leak, given the preceding evidence of sedimentation of the Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer, it is perhaps more likely to be derived from a local aquifer deposited by 

the north flowing stream that eroded Evans Bay. 
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Chapter Nine 

SUBMARINE SPRINGS IN WELLINGTON 
HARBOUR 

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the locations where submarine spnng discharges are found in 

Wellington Harbour. It provides reasons as to their spatial distribution and relates the 

distribution of the springs to the mechanisms of spring inception. 

9.2 Background Information 

Before investigating the spatial distribution of the springs, it is timely to give a summary of 

the information that already existed on submarine spring discharge into Wellington 

Harbour before this research was undertaken. 

Various authorities, each with an interest in the Lower Hutt Groundwater Zone or its 

leakage into Wellington Harbour have existed over the years. Many of these organisations 

now cease as they are amalgamated into bigger and bigger organisations. For example, the 

Hutt Valley Underwater Authority (HVUW A) was an organisation formed in 1959, solely 

concerned with the management and development of the underground water resource 

beneath the Lower Hutt Valley. It became incorporated into the newly-formed Wellington 

Regional Water Board in 1973. This regional water board then became part of the 

Wellington Regional Council in 1980, which in tum was redefined in 1989. 

Much of the early records from these now defunct organisations are 'archived' in boxes. 

While this material is not lost, it does require a lot of time to search through for relevant 

information. When the Wellington Harbour Board was amalgamated into the newly 

reformed Wellington Regional Council in 1989, many of the WHB employees were made 

redundant, with their offices locked up and left untouched. As a result, the 'archived' 

Wellington Harbour Board records are largely in disarray. Finding useful material was 

often a case of intensive searching through all the records, with the occasional 'find' 

coming from the most unlikely of areas. However, after many weeks spent searching 

through the old Harbour Board Offices, I believe that the records gathered for this study 

represent as near a complete set of archived information relating to submarine spring 

investigations in Wellington Harbour as you could possibly get. Note that the Wellington 

Harbour Board records are presently being catalogued by the WRC. 
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The information gathered from the Harbour Board records was supplemented with 

communication with many of the ex-Harbour Board employees such as the once Chief 

Engineer Karl Renner, and retired Boatmasters Commander Johnson and Roger Carter. Mr 

F. de Jong of the old Wellington Regional Water Board and the HVUWA before that, was 

also contacted. All provided useful information. I cannot stress enough how much useful 

information was obtained from personal communication with these retired employees of 

the various organisations previously interested in aquifer leakage into Wellington Harbour. 

While no major study of the springs was ever undertaken in the past, by piecing together 

what information does exist, an idea of the discovery and prolificness of the various springs 

can be obtained. The salient unpublished archived material is summarised below 

(chronologically ordered), however the entire collection of this material is set out in 

Appendix One. 

Late 1920's; While the Wellington Harbour Board dredges were dredging off the Hutt 

River mouth for the Thorndon reclamation, a Mr Daniells from the Gear Meat Company 

(on the Petone Foreshore), noted a lowering of piezometric head in their wells. The 

recovery of head took a "long time". The Gear Meat company was sited near the UW A 1 

bore in the western side of Petone, not far from the Petone Foreshore. The exact timing of 

this event is not clear, but it is referred to in unpublished reports of McKillop ( 1931) and 

again in a correspondence between the city engineer, Mr K Carmichael and a Mr 

Swinburne on the 25th January 1937. We must keep in mind that although a dredge was 

operating at the time of the noticed drop in piezometric level, these events may be 

coincidental and not directly related to each other. 

July 1929; During construction of the Point Howard Oil Jetty, investigative borings using a 

3 inch pipe (7.6cm) made into the soft harbour floor muds penetrated through the aquiclude 

and reached the artesian gravels. Upon completion of the borings, a distinct sea surface 

disturbance was noticed at one location (No. 6 bore), caused by an upwelling of fresh 

water. A diver was sent down and he estimated that the diameter of the hole was about 4ft 

6inches (1.4metres). The outflow was so great that he could not inspect the hole any 

further. "Some days later" a second inspection was made and this time the diver found that 

the flow was "considerably reduced." He was able to descend to the bottom of the hole 

which gradually tapered to a minimum of 3ft (91 em) diameter at the gravel strata. The 

hole then continued 5ft ( 1.5metres) into the gravel bed. He noted that "the gravel strata 

was composed of water worn boulders up to about 8 inches (20cm) in diameter" and that 

"the flow of water came from the sides of the gravel strata rather than from the bottom of 

the hole." The sample of water taken by the diver was slightly brackish. 

January 1937; While dredging the Hutt River mouth a loss of 18 inches (46cm) in 

piezometric head was observed at Gear Island bores, as well as other bores in the Gear 

Island vicinity. The area being dredged was Scaby Island- a shallow river-mouth build up 
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of sediment. Scaby Island was being dredged to improve the hydraulic efficiency of the 

river channel and thus reduce the effect and duration of flooding. The area where Scaby 

Island once stood now forms part of the Seaview reclamation. 

At the time the dragline dredge was operating, the WHB stated that the upper drag was 

digging at 26ft (8metres) below water level, and it was thought that "the Lower Drag may 

have been deeper." However, once the drop in pressure was noted, the dragline dredge was 

stopped and the cut in the river bed was investigated and found to be 50ft (15m) below low 

water for the upper drag, and 60ft (18m) deep for the lower drag. The lower drag line of the 

dredge had encountered "successive layers of sand and pug and finally had picked up beach 

boulders." It is unknown whether these 'beach boulders' were in fact that, or were actually 

aquifer gravels. 

A diver was sent down to investigate, but found no evidence of discharging aquifer water. 

However, it must be noted that it would have been hard to distinguish aquifer leakage in a 

river environment (fresh water discharging into fresh water). Despite this the diver did 

note that not even the fine suspended sediment in the water column above the river bed was 

being moved. He also noted that the walls and base of the pit consisted entirely of hard silt 

formation. No evidence of gravels were found, which is unusual given that the dragline 

apparently picked up some. 

Most wells in this vicinity draw their water from 80 - 90 ft (24 27 metres) below low 

water, in the high water yielding upper portion of the W aiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. This is 

significantly deeper than the depth to which the dragline cut to. 

Due to the localised effect of this event, it was never proven whether an aquifer blowout 

had occurred, or whether it was simply the result of an extended drought period combined 

with heavy abstractions at the Gear Island pumping station (demand was high at the time). 

After this event, the dragline was restricted to operate to within 30ft below low water. 

Piezometric pressures gradually recovered and were only 9 inches (23cm) below normal by 

April, and were at normal levels by the end of May, 1937. The dredge was still operating 

during this period, and continued right through till the end of November 1937. 

November 1937; Further head losses experienced, but this time across the entire valley. 

Not as pronounced as the localised drop of Jan 1937, but still between 6- 12 inches (15-

30cm) in most places. While many instantly blamed the dredge's operation again, it is 

possible that it was due to an extremely dry spell. The dredging operation was abandoned 

after this second head loss. 

August 1969; While surveying the harbour floor between Somes Island and Petone 

Foreshore (near the Hutt river mouth), three new depressions not shown on the existing 

bathymetric chart were found by a team of divers. Salinity readings were taken and 
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artesian leakage was proven, as well as being visible in some places. Echosounder strips 

(held within the WRC archives show the form of these depressions). 

November 1970; An infra-red camera (spectrometer) was used at Pt Howard to search for 

artesian leakage in the Petone Foreshore and Pt Howard Wharf area. IR radiation 

(essentially heat) is emitted from all objects in varying amounts, relative to the heat of the 

object. No differences in sea surface were detected during these investigations. However, 

a few important points must be noted; 

The survey was carried out in a time of year when the inner harbour sea temperature 

would have been practically identical to the temperature of the artesian water. 

Harbour water temperature at this time of year is - l4°C (Booth, 1975). The 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer water is - 13.9°C throughout the entire year (pers 

comm, Brydon Hughes, WRC, 1997). Thus even if massive amounts of artesian 

leakage was occurring, no significant difference would have been observed in the 

surface water temperatures above a submarine spring, and certainly not enough to 

be detected by an IR spectrometer. 

The IR equipment was set up on a hill at Pt Howard and was viewing the harbour 

from an angle of around 30 degrees. As the amount of IR radiation detected by a 

spectrometer is directly proportional to the angle from the object being studied, this 

acute angle would have meant that very little of the total amount of IR radiation 

emitted from the sea smface would have been registered by the spectrometer. 

July 1972; Salinity measurements were taken over one of the two deep depressions south 

of Somes Island, by VUW, the Oceanographic Institute and the DSIR. Unfortunately, the 

salinity probe was lost (the cable was severed by the boat propellers) and could not be 

retrieved. As such, no data was obtained from this survey. The depression investigated 

was probably the larger of the two near Somes Rock (a submerged rock pinnacle to the 

south-west of Somes Island) as the other depression had not been charted at this stage. 

September 1972; An infra-red aerial survey of Wellington Harbour was undertaken to 

detect differences in sea surface temperature. Unfortunately a thin layer of cloud at 4000ft 

(- I 200m) which was not visible from the ground, would have absorbed any infra-red 

radiation from the sea surface. Weather conditions did not permit a second run over the 

next few weeks and so the mapping was abandoned. 

September 1972- January 1973; Sometime during this period divers investigated "likely 

leakage areas" in the harbour. The divers' investigations found no present day evidence of 

artesian leakage which led the HVUW A to surmise that "it is unlikely that any artesian 

water outflows from the deep depression south of Somes Island, into the harbour." They 

go on to state that "outflows probably occur over moderately large areas and at very low 
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velocities much closer to the shore (Petone Foreshore) and mainly in the north-eastern 

corner of the harbour. Once again, it is likely that the 'deep depression south of Somes 

Island' they investigated was the one near Somes Rock. 

January 1973; Personal communication with the now retired Mr F. de Jong (formerly of 

the now defunct HVUW A) in May 1998, revealed an investigation he was involved in as 

part of the investigation into the depression near Somes Rock. Apparently a large funnel 

made of steel was constructed and lowered upside down over the deepest part of the Somes 

Rock depression in order to collect some fresh water where the divers had failed. The 

operation was not a success and no 'freshened' water was collected or even detected. 

9.3 The causes of Submarine Spring inception in Wellington Harbour 

Kohout had little trouble in explaining the inception of submarine springs in the literature 

he reviewed as most of it dealt with springs issuing from karstic or volcanic aquifers. The 

most common way for springs to form from these aquifers would be via the collapse of 

material through the roof of a subterranean cavern causing a breach in the confining layers. 

The collapse of material would form a depression in the sea floor (regardless of the 

substrate) and the resulting discharge from the aquifer could be quite prolific due to the 

high transmissivities that are typically found in karstic aquifers. However, unlike karstic or 

volcanic aquifers, unconsolidated rock aquifers contain no large cavernous spaces through 

which the collapse of material can lead to a rupturing of the aquiclude. Thus some other 

process or event is necessary to compromise the aquiclude's ability to withstand the 

pressure of the artesian water beneath. 

Given that an aquiclude's ability to constrain artesian water Is dependent on the 

competency and strength of the formation, a process or event that leads to submarine spring 

inception must in some way act to alter one of these two properties. What is meant here is 

that something must happen that weakens the aquiclude, or raises the piezometric pressures 

within the aquifer to a level which the aquiclude cannot withstand. 

A knowledge of how and why aquifer leakage initiates is useful information as it enables 

us to get an idea of why some areas of the harbour may exhibit artesian leakage while 

others areas may not. It may also reveal the reasons as to why some of the significantly 

large sea floor depressions exhibit no signs of present day groundwater leakage. 

Given that this research is concerned with artesian leakage from the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer into Wellington Harbour, the mechanisms discussed in the following section are 

those that are hypothesised to be the likely cause of artesian leakage in the Wellington 
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Harbour environment. These mechanisms may certainly be applicable to other artesian 

aquifer systems around the world (particularly unconsolidated gravel aquifers like the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer), but it must be noted that the following are purely written with 

the sub-Wellington Harbour groundwater system in mind. 

9.3.1 Tidal Scour 

The only commonly recognised process that can weaken a shallow marine aquiclude is 

Tidal Scour. This process acts to reduce the thickness of a confining bed to a critically thin 

level. With regards to the formation of submarine spring discharges, Tidal scour operates 

either by keeping an area free of fine sediment while the confining beds are being 

deposited. Alternatively, some event occurs after the deposition of the confining beds that 

alters a particular coastal area, with the resulting new tidal regime stronger and more 

erosive in places. 

Basic sedimentological properties state that the faster the current, the larger the grain size it 

can erode and transport (the theory relative to Hjilstrom's curve). This statement is a little 

crude, as other factors such as the density and cohesiveness of the grains and the depth of 

water do have an effect on the curve's applicability (Hjilstom based his findings on 

experiments undertaken in just one metre depth of water). However, for the purposes of 

promoting this process as a possible mechanism for aquiclude weakening, we'll assume 

these factors are redundant for now. 

In general, tidal currents are faster through constricted passageways where the water has to 

speed up to drain or fill a large body of water, and around headlands or rocky outcrops 

where the flow of water is forced to take a longer route (around an outcrop). Therefore, 

these are the more likely areas where tidal scour could be strong enough to erode sea floor 

sediment and create a depression. However, it would be expected that any depression 

formed in such a way would have a characteristic form - probably reasonably large in 

surface area and with gently sloping sides. An oval type feature rather than a circular one 

would be more likely due to the fact that tidal currents generally operate in one direction 

during the flood and in the opposite direction during the ebb. This would generate an 

elongated feature rather than a well defined circular one. 

With regards to an event that may alter the tidal flow regime, a large tectonic event may be 

enough to cause a change, particularly in the case of Wellington Harbour. Movements on 

the Wellington Fault tend to uplift the ends of the Lower Hutt Valley/Port Nicholson basin 

(Taita Gorge and the harbour entrance), while deepening the main harbour relative to the 

basin highs (the result of compression see Chapter Five). The outcome of this is an 

increase in the harbour's volume resulting in a greater volume of water that must pass 
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through the constricted harbour entrance in the same six and a quarter hour ebb or flood 

period. This results in faster tidal velocities, especially through the confines of the harbour 

entrance. 

While this process may thin the confining bed, the development of a prominent submarine 

spring following the reduction of the confining aquiclude is dependent on the hydrological 

properties of the aquifer beneath. 

9.3.2 Gas Blowout 

Gas escape as an erosive medium of fine sediment is recognised by Hovland and Judd 

(1988) as a means of creating small 'pockmarks' on the seabed. While their work 

concentrated on gas escape from hydrocarbon deposits, gases such as carbon dioxide, 

methane and hydrogen sulphide would certainly be produced in the sub-harbour sediments 

via the biogenic break-down of organic material. However, the gas escape features noted 

by Hovland and Judd ( 1988) are typically less than one metre in depth (relative to the sea 

floor) and are thus much smaller than the depressions found in Wellington Harbour. 

However, a catastrophic release of gas could possibly produce enough energy to remove a 

large amount of sediment. These events are termed 'gas blowouts' by Hovland and Judd 

( 1988). The Petone Marine Beds aquiclude are known to contain significant amounts of 

organic matter as described by Dunbar ( 1994 ). The decomposition of this material 

produces the gases previously mentioned which can then accumulate until a point is 

reached when the sediment above can no longer withstand the pressure provided by the 

buoyancy of the growing gas pocket. The result is a massive outpouring of gas, which 

ruptures the aquiclude and re-suspends the displaced sediment in the water column. Any 

resultant discharge of fresh water from the aquifer will then prevent the sediment from 

settling back down in the newly created crater, thus leaving behind a seafloor depression. 

Thus the scenario proposed here is that a catastrophic event such as a gas blowout is first 

needed to remove a large proportion of the confining bed, upon which time water from the 

aquifer would find an easy route through to the sea floor. Once again, the prolificness of 

any SGWD would be dependent on the hydrological properties of the aquifer beneath. 

9.3.3 Tectonism 

It is hardly surprising to discover that the effects of intense shaking may detrimentally 

affect a groundwater regime, especially concerning artesian aquifers where the confining 

bed above needs to be competent enough to withstand the pressures of artesian water 

beneath. Anyone who has seen, or who comprehends the basic physics behind the 

liquefaction process will know how unconsolidated sediments (especially water saturated 
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ones) behave in an earthquake. This process has been briefly described in the previous 

chapter. This is but one of three processes that are assumed to be possible causes of 

SGWD and the subsequent development of a submarine spring. 

Direct fault rupture 

The most obvious way in which tectonism affects an artesian aquifer is through direct fault 

rupture. This can lead to the development of pathways of weakness through the confining 

bed between the aquifer and the marine environment. The discharge of groundwater as a 

result of this process is dependent on the hydrological properties of the aquifer (especially 

the piezometric head) and the amount of vertical offset that the fault movement provided. 

This is important, as the amount of offset will determine how much confining bed the 

water has to pass through before it reaches the sea floor. Wellington fault is a classic 

example of this type of process and aquifer leakages along the sub-harbour fault trace have 

been identified in a couple of studies prior to this one (Lewis, 1989, Truebridge et al, 

1978). 

Different seismic velocities 

Earthquake wave propagation 1s dependent on a number of factors, with perhaps the 

medium through which they travel being the most influential. Consolidated rock and 

unconsolidated sediments have different seismic velocities and as such earthquake waves 

behave differently in them (different frequency). Where consolidated bedrock borders an 

artesian system, the variation in shaking frequencies can lead to a rupturing of the 

formations (during shaking) and subsequent rupture of seal provided by the confining beds. 

Artesian water will exploit this temporary condition and leak out along the bedrock contact 

to emerge at the sea floor. The release of the artesian water may remove large amounts of 

the fine confining sediment forming a depression. Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973) provide 

similar reasoning as to the formation of the sea floor depressions south of Somes Island. 

The amount of water that will initially escape as a result of the earthquake is probably 

dependent on the severity and duration of shaking, the hydrological properties of the 

aquifer and the extent to which liquefaction within the aquifer occurs (see next section). 

Whether a submarine spring is present after the shaking has ceased will be dependent on 

how much of the confining beds were removed by the action of the leaking water and 

whether the pressures within the aquifer are still high enough to overcome the remaining 

confining bed (if any is present). 

Liquefaction! Aquifer Blowout 

Although not a previously recognised mechanism of submarine spnng formation, it is 

possible that liquefaction may occur within the confining aquiclude as a result of the 
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intense shaking that accompames earthquakes. Liquefaction is a process whereby a 

saturated unconsolidated unit loses its structure and essentially turns into a fluid. As 

described briefly in the previous chapter, the effect of shaking an unconsolidated unit is to 

cause settling between the grains, thus reducing the pore spaces. Pore water pressures 

rapidly become extreme as water is a non-compressible medium. As there is now not 

enough room for the water to fit within the adjusted matrix structure, it is forced out of the 

unit, towards an area of lower pressure. In an unconfined scenario, this is towards the 

surface. On land, such a phenomenon is manifested as sand 'volcanoes' in areas where 

liquefaction has occurred. 

With regards to a confined aquifer, liquefaction of the confining beds would mean the loss 

of ability to confine the artesian water in the aquifer beneath. If the piezometric pressures 

within the aquifer were high enough, water would escape through the weakened aquiclude 

and an aquifer 'blowout' would occur. 

Due to the highly tectonic nature of the Wellington region, there has certainly been the 

opportunity in the past for liquefaction of the aquiclude to have occurred. The intense 

shaking associated with the 1855 Wellington Earthquake alone would have probably been 

sufficient to cause liquefaction if it hadn't had occurred prior to this time. 

As detailed in Chapter Eight, liquefaction of the confining aquiclude may be restricted to 

isolated areas where the geologic conditions allow. What is meant here is that the 

aquiclude itself is, for the main part, quite hard and consolidated, and thus unlikely to 

liquefy (pers comm. B. Brabhaharan, Opus International Consultants, 1999). However, 

there exist some areas, most notably between Somes Island and the Hutt River mouth, 

where the aquiclude is notably thin and not as competent as elsewhere in the harbour (see 

Figure 8.4.1 ). Note that the aquifer underneath this area is underlain by a paleochannel that 

is likely to contain much higher transmissivities than elsewhere in the aquifer, and thus the 

high piezometric pressures in the aquifer here would certainly exploit any breach in the 

aquiclude. 

The resulting feature left behind would almost certainly be a sea floor depression, and it is 

also reasonable to assume that artesian water would continue to escape through this newly 

formed pathway for as long as the hydrogeologic conditions permit. 

Furthermore, Parker and Stringfield ( 1950) provide accounts of earthquakes causing water 

levels in bores penetrating gravel aquifers to fluctuate. They also observed the same effect 

when trains passed over the aquifer. While neither the effect of earthquake shaking nor 

passing trains has been observed on piezometric wells recording the pressure in the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, fluctuations in piezometric head have been recorded under a 

changing load. Both tidal and atmospheric changes place a load on aquifer, with the 
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associated fluctuation in piezometric head plainly obvious in well records within the Lower 

Hutt Valley. 

Figure 9.3.3.1 shows the response of the Petone Centenial Memorial observation well to 

the changing tide. As can be seen, the fluctuating piezometric head within the aquifer 

corresponds to the diurnal tidal cycle. The deviations from this trend are caused by the 

influence of groundwater abstraction from nearby wells. 

The effect of the tides on an artesian bore drilled for investigation purposes at the Point 

Howard Wharf was described in January 1936. The report states that "at low water on the 

10/1/36 the flow observed was 1,650 gallons per hour. At high water on the 1511/36 the 

observed flow was 2,300 gallons per hour." 

This evidence demonstrates that piezometric pressures within the W ai whetu Artesian 

Aquifer are temporarily increased under loading. Given that Parker and Stringfield ( 1950) 

observed similar patterns during earthquake shaking and passing trains, the effect of 

intense shaking during a large earthquake may possibly temporarily raise the piezometric 

pressure within the aquifer to a level that could not be contained by the confining 

aquiclude. If the aquiclude structure is also weakened via liquefaction, the potential for 

aquifer blowout to occur is greatly increased . 

Anthropogenic Influences 

Dredging, shipping movements and wharf construction are all possible ways of removing 

or redistributing sediment from the harbour floor. Dredging has certainly been identified in 

the past as a possible cause of artesian leakage in Wellington Harbour, and the construction 

of the Point Howard Wharf is a good example of the way in which man can detrimentally 

affect his environment by acting in an unscientific or poorly-informed manner. 

Shipping movements are probably not as much of a risk to the competency of the confining 

member, but it has been noted recently that the Lynx, a fast inter-island ferry vessel, cuts a 

two metre deep channel through the shallow portion of the harbour entrance around Falcon 

Shoals (pers comm. Jim Mykos, Wellington Fishing Club, 1998). Furthermore, according 

to Jim Mykos, after the ferry has passed, an 'oiliness' appearance to the water occurs. 

As described previously, an 'oiliness' or 'blurriness' in the water is one of the ways m 

which divers investigating submarine spring sites can detect artesian leakage. This is due 

to the different light refractive indices between fresh and salt water. It is possible that each 

time the Lynx passes over the shallow Falcon Shoals area, the disturbance of the already 

thin aquiclude in this region enables leakage from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer to occur. 
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N 

0 1 2 Kilometers 

Figure 9.4. 1.1 Location map of the areas investigated for submarine spring discharge as part 

of this research. The red regions represent areas that exhibited signs of present day artesian 

leakage. The green regions represent other areas investigated, based on the fact that they 

contained sea floor depressions, but were found to have no signs of artesian leakage. The 

pink triangles show those locations that have been identified in the past as having artesian 

leakage, but were not investigated due to there being no sea floor depression present on 

which to base investigations. The blue dots represent areas around Barrett's Reef where 

SCUBA divers have noted disturbance in the water that fit the description of artesian leakage, 

but were not investigated due to the leakage being almost certainly umelated to the Waiwhetu 

Aquifer. The dark red dot represents a suspected submarine spring discharge as detected by 

NIWA using side scan sonar during an unrelated study in 1987. High resolution bathymetric 

surveys were undertaken in Zones I - 6. Bathymetric contour lines are shown in blue (5m 

interval) . 
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9.4 Sites of Active Leakage 

9.4.1 Introduction 

Thirteen zones were selected for investigation into their potential as sites for present day 

artesian leakage. Eleven of these sites were chosen based on them being significant 

depressions in the harbour floor. The other two zones (zones 7 and 8), in the northern part 

of the harbour entrance, were chosen because of the reported low salinity water from them 

in the past (Brodie, ( 1958) for Zone 8; Stevens, (1955, 1956, and 1974) for Zone 7). 

Prior evidence existed for the presence of artesian leakage along the Wellington Fault 

(Lewis, 1989; Truebridge et al, 1978), off Point Dorset (Carter, 1988) and at Barrett's Reef 

(divers' observations). However, these were not investigated due to the fact that no sea 

floor depressions are associated with them, and as such, are difficult to locate. Figure 

9.4.1.1 shows the locations of these areas, including the zones investigated. 

Up to 20 salinity values were recorded with a portable conductivity/temperature meter at 

the thirteen zones. This was performed at both low and high tide so as to detect the nature 

of artesian leakage under a changing load. These results are set out in Appendix Two. The 

highly localised nature of artesian leakage indicted that random sampling with the 

conductivity probe was perhaps not the best method for identifying leakage, especially 

when it was realised that leakage only occurred at discrete vents. However, this was the 

only cost effective means of investigating all of the harbour floor depressions. 

Five of the zones exhibited artesian leakage to a significant degree, and in some cases a 

discernible trend with tide is apparent (Zones 1, 4, 5, 7 and 8). Interestingly, Zones 2 and 

3, the two sites were once considered to be the main outlets for artesian water into the 

harbour (Donaldson and Campbell, 1977; Stevens, 1974), showed very little evidence of 

leakage. This discovery supports information detailed in an unpublished Wellington 

Harbour Board report of divers finding no evidence of artesian leakage in these areas 

during a survey conducted sometime between September 1972 to January 1973 (as 

described in section 9.2). 

Zone 6, near Pt Jerningham, exhibited a small amount of leakage, which cannot really be 

called significant. However, on one occasion while mapping the depressions in the 

harbour, noticeable sea floor disturbances were noted on the echosounder at this site. 

Unfortunately the conductivity probe had been lost at this point and thus salinity 

measurements could not be taken to confirm leakage. However, based on the echosounder 

signal, this site must be considered to be at least a periodic site of SGWD, when artesian 

pressures are high. 
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Zones 1 to 6 were dived on and their depression characteristics noted. Their bathymetric 

form was also mapped using the Kiwitech program Chartplotter. While slightly 

'freshened' water was occasionally detected at the other five depressions (all around the 

Miramar Peninsular), they were omitted from any further investigation due to their low 

importance to the research aims, as well as time and financial constraints. 

All sites were noted for being void of any manne flora, but this is not specific to the 

depression regions - other researchers (Dunbar, 1994; pers. comm. J. Goff, 1996) noted an 

absence of marine vegetation in the majority of the inner harbour region. 

General Depression Dimensions 

The morphological shape and dimensions of the sites is an effective way of comparing the 

depressions. Table 9.4.1.1 summarises the depression dimensions of the sites that were 

fully investigated. As can be seen, the depressions exhibit a wide range of geomorphic 

form and slope angle. Some depressions are circular in shape, but where they are elongated, 

the length of the longest and shorted axes (and their rough orientation) are provided. The 

locations given for each depression correspond to the deepest point in each depression floor 

and have been adjusted to correlate with the Hydrographic Chart NZ4633 (i.e. 0.1 minutes 

southwards have been added to the satellite positioning obtained for them). 

Latitude Longitude Depression Dimensions 

Zone/No. (dec deg.) (dec. deg.) Top Base Max depth Max slope 

III -4!.23942 I74 sgn+ 97m (W-E). 72m (N-S) 35m (circular) 13}rn 7.1 lkgrc.:s 

l/1 -41.24225 174.88626 53m (W-E), 88m (N-S) 14m (circular) l5.2m I 1.3 degrees 

I/3 -4!.24428 174.88620 62m (W-E), I lOrn (N-SJ 22m (W-EJ, :12m (N-S) IS.lm 7.5 degrc~s 

114 -4\.2437 4 174.88921 82m (W-E). 115m (N-SJ 23m (W-El. 34m (N-S) 16.4rn 9.8 degrees 

l/5 -4!.24632 174.88782 126m (W-E), 94m (N-S) 30m (circular) l6.5m 9.6 degrees 

l/6 -41.24784 17488774 78rn (W-E), 98m(N-S) 16m (W-E). 24m (N-SJ l9.4m 17.3 degrees 

2 -4!.26709 174.86477 154m (W-E). 129m (N-S) 2lrn (W-E). 48rn (N-S) 3!.3rn 14 degrees 

3 -41.26533 174.85700 314 (W-E). 369m (N-S) 69m (W-E), 46rn (N-Si 3I.Om 3 degrees 

4 -41.25883 174.89433 92m (W-E). 172m (N-S i 12m (W-E). ! Om (N-S J 20.\m !2 degrees 

5 -4!.24817 174.86733 60m (W-E). 130m (N-S) 14m (circular) 25.-!rn 7.5 degrees 

6 -4!.28517 174.80338 210m (W-E). 82rn (N-S) 160m (W-E), 40m (N-S) 24.9m 8.5 degrees 
r 

fable 9 .4.1. I Dimensions. and locatiOns of depressions exhibrtmg artesian leakage. As Indicated, s1x 

depressions within Zone I were investigated. 

Each zone detailed in Table 9.4.1.1 is described fully in the following chapter. However, a 

number of general comments can be made about the submarine spring sites as a whole. 

Character of Leakage 

All of the sites exhibiting present day artesian leakage display the same characteristics. All 

depressions, while varied in their geomorphology, are conical features with sloping sides 

that extend from the relatively flat harbour floor down to a flat base. Three of the 
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Figure 9.4. I .2 Observed increase in salinity on depression floor (not over spring vent). The slow but 

steady increase in salinity over time shows that while known leakage from a spring vent is occurring 

within this depression (demonstrated by the lower sal inity water upon deployment), the area of the 

depression fl oor where the S4 was placed does not show any signs or artesian leakage. Thus the increase 

in sa linity over time is caused by the slow mixing of the water within the S4 housing unit with ' normal' 

sea water from above. The spikes in the salinity record show evidence of some minor leakage, but overall 

the trend is that this particular area of the harbour floor is absent of significant leakage. The spikes in the 

depth record are likely to be caused by passing waves or boat wake. 
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individual depressions in Zone 1 were found, upon diving, to contain submarine spring 

vents. These are depressions 1, 4 and 6 in Zone 1 (see Figure 9.4.2.1 ). Exactly how many 

vents occur in any one depression is unknown because of the difficulty in locating them. It 

is likely that other depressions within Zone 1 also contain similar spring vents, but with the 

visibility being so poor in these depressions, finding them is effectively by chance. 

The vents themselves are usually one to two metres in diameter and form mini depressions 

within the base of the main depression. They are extremely soft in nature, and as described 

previously, offer little resistance to objects pushed into them. Whether these vents extend 

all the way to the aquifer is unknown, but it is envisaged that they certainly provide an easy 

pathway for water to migrate from the aquifer to the harbour. 

The discharge from the vents almost certainly depends on the hydrological conditions that 

exist within the aquifer. As the hydrological conditions of the aquifer changes constantly 

as a result of the variable piezometric head (dependent primarily on the amount of 

recharge, abstraction rate on land, and changing load (tidal fluctuations)), the discharge 

from the vents also varies. 

It is reasonable to assume that during high piezometric head, the aquifer beneath the 

harbour will have a steepened hydraulic gradient and thus the areas close to the Petone 

Foreshore will have higher piezometric pressures than areas further away from the recharge 

zone. During these conditions, spring sites close to Petone Foreshore should have greater 

discharge than those further from Petone Foreshore. 

However, during a drought or extended periods of high abstraction, this trend may reverse 

and the submarine spring discharges closest to the Petone Foreshore will be affected to a 

greater extent than those areas further away. In extreme drought conditions, the hydraulic 

gradient may reverse and piezometric pressures may fall to a low enough level that the 

submarine springs closest to the Petone Foreshore may reverse and become sites of salt

water intrusion. This will be elaborated on in Chapter Ten. 

In the past, it was believed that artesian leakage occurred as a widespread leakage across 

the entire harbour floor. Data obtained during this research indicates that this is not very 

likely, or at least isn't the case where submarine spring discharges are nearby. This was 

discovered within the Petone Foreshore depression cluster when the S4 current meter was 

set-up on a depression floor (Depression 5, Zone 1 ), but not over a spring vent, to see if 

there was any widespread seepage of fresh water through the depression floor. Figure 

9.4.1.2 shows the recorded salinity of the water as it changes over time. As can be seen, 

the salinity was around 33.95 psu (slightly lower than normal sea water) at the time the S4 

set-up was placed on the harbour floor. 
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The S4 (inside its 44 gallon drum housing unit- see Chapter Six) was set to record for two 

minutes every hour between 1.20pm on the 29th May 1997 to 11.20am the following day 

upon which time the set-up was retrieved, hence the 'steps' in the record. 

The 44 gallon drum housing unit is the perfect means of detecting SGWD from a discrete 

region of the depression floor as it only allows the S4 to record the salinity, temperature 

and current speed of water in the vertical plane. Thus, the results of this experiment could 

not be affected by the movement of water in the horizontal plane from the surrounding 

areas of the depression floor. As such, any discharge of artesian water from nearby spring 

vents would not be detected. 

The data shows a constant increase in salinity over time via 'steps' in the chart. The 

increase in salinity rises in 'steps' because of the sampling interval applied (2 minutes 

every hour). This continues until the salinity of 'normal' sea water for Wellington Harbour 

is reached (34.5 psu). After this time, the salinity of the water does not vary to any 

appreciable amount, despite a changing load on the aquifer caused by tidal changes. A few 

lower salinity 'spikes' are evident in the data, and the salinity of water between hours 14 

and 15 indicates that some minor leakage may have occurred during this period. However, 

these 'spikes' in the data cannot be called significant as the change in salinity recorded by 

them is very small. 

An examination of the rainfall, river flow and aquifer abstraction records showed that no 

significant change to river or rain recharge, or in the amount abstracted from the aquifer 

occurred during this period or in the preceding few days which could have had an affect on 

the sub-harbour discharge regime. 

The results indicate that on a 'typical' day, the leakage of artesian water is restricted to the 

vent sites only and doesn't occur as a widespread leakage through the entire harbour floor 

depression. This is despite the fact that the aquiclude is very thin beneath this depression 

floor. 

However, it must be remembered that this is just one 'snapshot' in time of the leakage 

regime in these depressions. It is possible that during periods of high piezometric head 

(e.g. after floods, or extended periods of low abstraction) a much larger area of the 

depression floor may exhibit artesian leakage. 

The long period sinusoidal pattern evident in the depth data reflects the effect of the tidal 

changes. The short period, rapidly fluctuating nature of the depth record reflects the slight 

changes in depth caused by fluctuating sea swell. The more prominent spikes in the depth 

record are likely to represent passing waves or boat wake. 
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Figure 9.4.2. 1 Bathymetry of the Zone I sea floor depressions as surveyed in January 

1999 using the Kiwitech navigational program Chartplotter. The six depression sites 

investigated fully are indicated. Contour lines are in one metre increments (annotated at 

5, I 0 and 15 metres depth below sea level). 

Note that the co-ordinates have been adjusted to fit with Hydrographic Chart NZ4633. 
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9.4.2 Zone 1 (Petone Foreshore/Butt River mouth springs) 

Description 

• An area approximately lkm2 in size containing a cluster of at least !0 individual sea 

floor depressions. 

• Six of the ten depressions within this cluster were investigated fully, by diving and 

through taking salinity measurements. These are noted on Figure 9.4.2.1. 

• The closest depression is roughly 550 metres from Petone Foreshore (Depression 1, 

Figure 9.4.2.1 ). 

• Spring vents were observed in three of the depressions ( 1, 4, and 6) 

The contoured bathymetry of Zone 1, as shown in Figure 9.4.2.1, was generated from data 

collected in January 1999 during a bathymetric survey of this area. The survey was 

performed with the Chartplotter software package and provides an accurate map of the sea 

floor bathymetry in this region. The exact locations of the recorded depths of this survey 

(from which the bathymetric contours were generated) are shown in Appendix Five. 

This zone was surveyed vw a senes of north-south survey lines using a one second 

sampling rate, travelling at 3 Knots (i.e. ground speed of 1.5 metres per second). Survey 

lines were run every hundredth of a nautical mile (i.e. 18.5 metre spacing in the east- west 

orientation). Thus the data resolution is 1.5 metres in the longitude, and 18.5 metres in the 

latitude. However, a number of east-west orientated lines were also surveyed to tie the 

north-south lines together. Harbour floor depressions were targeted during these cross 

lines and thus the depressions form and dimensions can be considered particularly accurate. 

As can be seen in Figure 9.4.2.1 and in Table 9.4.2.1, the depressions range in both size 

and depth, with the most prominent depression being Depression 6 and the closest to the 

zone of abstraction being Depression 1. 

Salinity values 

Average Salinity Values 

Depression Site High Tide Low Tide 

I 30.70 31.65 

2 31.35 31.80 

3 32.60 33.30 

4 31.40 32.80 

5 31.15 31.60 

6 30.28 30.78 

Table 9 .4.2.1 Average sahmty values tor the Sites m the Petone Foreshore cluster (Zone I). Sec Appendix 

Two for full list of values 
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All of the six depressions investigated in this regton exhibited some form of artesian 

leakage. It is thus reasonable to assume that the other depressions within this cluster that 

were not investigated also discharge artesian water. A trend is observed within these data, 

with high tide values being slightly less saline overall than the values recorded at low tide. 

This trend demonstrates an apparent increase in leakage with an increase in tidal load. 

Formation Mechanism 

The formation mechanism for this cluster of depressions is the hardest to determine for all 

the depressions in Wellington Harbour. Due to their lineation (see Figure 9.4.2.1 ), the 

immediate theory would be one of weakening of the aquiclude via fault movements with 

the consequent migration of water from the aquifer through the aquiclude to the sea. 

However, interpretation of seismic lines in this area indicates that there are neither active 

nor inactive faults in this region. As such, there is not the option of fault rupture of the 

confining aquiclude beds. The basement greywacke is also very deep (about 400m) and as 

such the theory of different seismic shaking velocities causing a breaking apart at a 

bedrock/sediment interface cannot be applied. 

Given the proximity to Petone Foreshore and the previous historical evidence of 

piezometric pressure drops coinciding with periods of dredging in the foreshore area 

(Stevens, 1955; see also Historic Notes, Appendix One), we must consider the option of 

these depressions being caused by dredging activity. 

Dredging 

Large amounts of material was dredged offshore from the Petone Foreshore area during the 

late 1920's and early 30's to be used as fill for the construction of the Thorndon Container 

Terminal as detailed in the Wellington Harbour Board Annual Reports, 1925 - 1933. 

Unfortunately, the exact locations of where the dredging took place is not referred to, 

although it is stated in the 1927 report that much of the dredging was concentrated "at the 

mouth of the Hutt River" (WHB, 1927). Exactly how far from the Hutt River mouth this 

dredging occurred is not clear, but some of the depressions in Zone 1 are reasonably close 

to the mouth of the Hutt River. 

Whether the dredges 'Kaione' or the larger 'Whakarire' that were operating at the time 

could cut to the depths of the depressions in this region is quite possible, at least for the 

shallowest depression. Indeed, in a letter from the Napier Harbour board (from whom the 

'Whakarire' was loaned) in March 1971, it is stated that the Whakarire dredge could cut to 

a maximum depth of 45feet (13.8metres) below water level (see Historic Notes, Appendix 

One). The northernmost and shallowest depression within this cluster is presently just over 

13m deep. 
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Figure 9.4.2.2 Dredging plan for the dredging carried out in the late 1920's and early 1930 's off Petone 

Foreshore. The material dredged was used as fill for the Thomdon Container Terminal reclamation. The 

region of the depression cluster in Zone I is shown. 
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Figure 9.4.2.2 shows the original plan for allowed dredging depths off the Petone 

Foreshore. As can be seen, the region of Zone 1 depressions lies within the area that was 

permitted for dredging. The northernmost and shallowest depression (Depression 1) lies 

just within the area that could be dredged to the maximum of 45ft (l3.8m), slightly deeper 

than the present depression depth of 13.3 metres. 

Whether or not this depression, or others in Zone 1 could have been caused by dredging 

remains a mystery, especially as there are no precise records concerning the exact locations 

of dredging. However, even earlier records suggest that at least a couple of the Zone 1 

depressions were present before dredging of this region began. 

Figure 9.4.2.3 shows a very early bathymetric survey of the northeastern quadrant of the 

harbour as surveyed in 1849 (prior to the 1855 Wellington earthquake) and 1904. Two 

areas have been circled - these representing depressions 1 and 4 in the Petone Foreshore 

submarine springs cluster, Zone 1. A depth of 10 fathoms (18.3 metres) is evident in the 

vicinity of depression 1. This is the pre 1855 earthquake depth and thus can be translated 

to a current depth of - 16.5 metres. Although depression l is only about 13m in depth at 

present, subsequent deposition of sediment here may have reduced this depression to this 

depth. Regardless, it is clear that a depression of significant size was present in this spot 

prior to dredging operations in this vicinity. 

Depression 4 also shows up in these early bathymetric records. The reported depth here 

was 10 fathoms in 1904 (i.e. 18.3 metres). Once again, Depression 4 is currently not as 

deep as this (I 6m), but sedimentation since this time may have reduced the depth of this 

depression. 

This evidence suggests that dredging during the 1920's and 30's were not responsible for 

the formation of these depressions within Zone I. Following from this, it is unlikely that 

the other depressions within Zone 1 were formed as a result of dredging, especially 

considering that all are deeper that the maximum allowed dredging depth. The bathymetric 

evidence also suggests that depressions I and 4 were once deeper than at present and thus it 

is likely that their leakage regime is not great enough at present to prevent sedimentation 

occurring. This may be a fairly recent factor - due to a reduction in the amount of water that 

flows in the aquifer under the harbour as a result of abstraction of water on land during the 

last century. 

In view of the aforementioned evidence, the preferred reasoning for the formation of these 

depressions with associated submarine spring development is the result of an aquifer 

blowout associated with the liquefaction of the aquiclude above during an earthquake. 
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Figure 9.4.2.3 Bathymetry of the northeastern quadrant of the harbour as surveyed m 1849 (black 

values), and 1904 (red values). Hence this map shows the bathymetry pre and post the 1855 Wellington 

Earthquake uplift event. Two of the present day submarine spring sites in Zone I are shown (black 

circles). Depths are in fathoms below sea level (I fathom= 6ft or 1.83 m). 
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Liquefaction/ Aquifer Blowout 

As described previously, an aquifer blowout could occur as the result of the raising of 

piezometric pressures within the aquifer and the reduction in cohesiveness strength of the 

aquiclude via liquefaction during a large earthquake. 

The aquiclude has already been noted for being very thin in the northeastern quadrant of 

the harbour (Chapter Eight), with liquefaction of this region being responsible for the 

absence of the shallow energy-absorbing layer that causes interference to seismic energy 

penetration in the remainder of the harbour. Furthermore, a large relic river channel 

(paleochannel) has been identified in the upper layers of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

beneath this cluster of depressions (Chapter Eight). The combination of an area of 

aquiclude having high transmissivities beneath an area of thin aquiclude certainly gives 

weight to the aquifer blowout hypothesis. 

A gas blowout may also be a possibility in this region of the harbour. The upper units 

within the Lower Hutt Groundwater Zone all dip to the west due to the tilting caused by 

tectonic movements on the Wairarapa Fault. As such, gas, generated by the biogenic 

decomposition of organic matter within the aquiclude, may make its way up-dip to 

accumulate in this region of the harbour. A gas blowout would occur when the pressure of 

the buoyancy of the gas within the aquiclude becomes too great for the already thin 

aquiclude to withstand. 

However, due to the nature of such an event, it is envisaged that if gas blowout did occur, it 

would create one large depression and not a cluster of small independent ones. As such, 

the preferred mechanism of depression/spring formation in this Petone Foreshore cluster is 

from aquifer blowout during liquefaction of the aquiclude. 
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Depth(m) 
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Figure 9.4.3.1 Bathymetry of the Zone 2 sea floor depression as surveyed in January 

1999 using the Kiwitech navigational program Chartplotter. This site is just to the 

south of Somes Island, and contains the deepest depth found in Wellington Harbour 

(31 .3 metres below sea level). Contour lines are in two metre increments (annotated at 

20, 24 and 28 metres depth) . 

Note that the co-ordinates have been adjusted to fit with Hydrographic Chart NZ4633 . 

To correlate with GPS positioning, latitude values must be moved 0.10 minutes North. 
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9.4.3 Zone 2 (South of Somes Island) 

Description 

• A small steep sided depression just to the south of Somes Island (see Figure 

9.4.3.1). 

• 

• 

• 

This depression contains the deepest point in the harbour floor at approximately 

32m below sea level. 

Very little leakage was detected from this site during the course of the fieldwork 

(see Appendix Two). 

No spring vents were found upon diving . 

The area surveyed in Figure 9.4.3.1 followed the same methodology as described for the 

Zone I depressions. Thus, in general, the data resolution is 1.5 metres in the latitude, and 

18.5 metres in the longitude. The exact locations of the recorded depths of this survey 

(from which the bathymetric contours were generated) are shown in Appendix Five. 

Salinity values 

values for the Somes Island site (Zone 2). Sec Appendix Two for full list of 

values 

Formation Mechanism 

The formation of this depression is almost certainly due to a shaking apart of the aquifer 

from the bedrock on which it rests during a tectonic event, thus allowing large quantities of 

water to escape thereby eroding the aquiclude material in the process. This scenario, 

initially proposed by Reyners and Christoffel ( 1973) is based on the understanding that 

different rock types have different seismic shaking velocities. Where bedrock and 

unconsolidated sediments meet, the effect of a large earthquake is to make them move at 

different frequencies and thus rupture apart. This allows water to escape, and if prolific 

enough, can erode enough of the aquiclude to ensure that artesian leakage will continue in 

the future. 

This is likely to have been the case initially, but the reduction in water flowing under the 

harbour as a result of abstractions from the aquifer has led to the demise of this spring 

discharge. There was certainly little evidence of leakage when the salinity measurements 

were taken. It is possible that this site may exhibit artesian leakage during times of high 

piezometric head (e.g. after a flood event), but this cannot be proven without the collection 

of much more data, particularly during conditions of high piezometric head. 
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Depth(m) 
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Figure 9.4.4. I Bathymetry of the Zone 3 sea floor depression as surveyed in January 

I 999 using the Kiwi tech navigational program Chartplotter. Contour lines are in two 

metre increments (annotated at 20, 24 and 28 metres depth). The submerged rock 

pinnacle (Somes Rock) can be seen as a white peak in the middle right of the diagram. 

Note that the co-ordinates have been adjusted to tit with Hydrographic Chart NZ4633 . 

To correlate with GPS positioning, latitude values must be moved 0. I 0 minutes North. 
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9.4.4 Zone 3 (Southwest of Somes Island, near Somes Rock)) 

Description 

• A large, gently-sloping depression, just to the southwest of Somes Island (see 

Figure 9.4.4.1 ). 

• Little, if any, evidence of present day artesian leakage. 

• No spring vents were found upon diving. 

• The 'lumpy' nature of the harbour floor in this depression retlects the various bits 

of rubbish that have been dumped here. This site was used as a dumping ground for 

many years (particularly during the 1960's and 70's) to get rid of unwanted items 

both large and small. The types of things that can be encountered include steel 

cable, various steel structures (such as old lighthouse fittings), and Police 

confiscated ammunitions. 

This site was considered by Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) and Hutton ( l 965) to be the 

most likely source of artesian leakage in the harbour and was hypothesised by them to be 

the most likely source of salt-water intrusion (if conditions permitted). 

The area surveyed in Figure 9.4.4.1 followed the same methodology as described for the 

Zone 1 depressions. Thus, in general, the data resolution is 1.5 metres in the latitude, and 

18.5 metres in the longitude. The exact locations of the recorded depths of this survey 

(from which the bathymetric contours were generated) are shown in Appendix Five. 

Salinity values 

Average Salinity Values 

Depression Site High Tide Low Tide 

Zone 3 33.55 33.15 

Table 9.4.4.1 Average sahmty values lor the Somes Rock site (Zone 3 ). Sec Appendix Two lor full list ot 

values 

Formation Mechanism 

This is another depression situated close to a basement outcrop (Somes Rock). Thus once 

again it is likely that this depression was formed as a result of artesian water escaping 

through the harbour floor sediments during an earthquake, removing the confining 

aquiclude. However, the large, flat, and gently sloping sides of this depression implies that 

a more subtle process caused this depression form. It is possible that tidal scour around 

Somes Island, perhaps in times gone past, when sea level was lower, eroded the harbour 

floor sediment in this region and formed the depression. Whether any significant leakage 

used to occur or will occur in the future is not something we can answer right now given 

the information available. 
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Depth (m) 

Longitude (decimal degrees) 

Figure 9.4.5. 1 Bathymetry of the Zone 4 sea fl oor depressions (near Seaview Wharf) as 

surveyed in March 1999 using the Kiwitech nav igational program Chartp /otter. Contour 

lines are in half-metre increments (annotated at 15 and 20 metres depth). 

Note that the co-ordinates have been adj usted to fi t with Hydrographic Chart NZ4633. 

To correlate with GPS pos itioning, latitude values must be moved 0.10 minutes North . 
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9.4.5 Zone 4 (near Seaview Wharf) 

Description 

• One large, and one smaller depression are evident in this zone. 

• The larger of the two depressions was investigated, two spring vents found upon 

diving. 

Figure 9.4.5.1 shows the bathymetry of the area containing these depressions. The area 

surveyed in Figure 9.4.5.1 followed the same methodology as described for the Zone 1 

depressions. Thus, in general, the data resolution is 1.5 metres in the latitude, and 18.5 

metres in the longitude. Note that the contour interval is 0.5 metres. The exact locations of 

the recorded depths of this survey (from which the bathymetric contours were generated) 

are shown in Appendix Five. 

Salinity values 

Table 9 .4.5 .I Average salinity values for the Seaview Wharf site (Zone 4 ). Sec Appendix Two for full list 

values 

The full range of salinity values (Appendix Two) show one value reaching only 26psu 

salinity. This is extremely low given that a certain degree of mixing would take place with 

the sea water before being recorded. The values recorded at the tidal extremes do indicate 

that leakage here is affected by the load on the aquifer. 

Formation Mechanism 

This depression is situated close to a basement outcrop (upon which Seaview Wharf is 

built out to). Thus once again it is likely that this depression was formed as a result of 

artesian water escaping through the aquiclude as a result of rupture from basement during a 

tectonic event. The well-defined conical form of these depressions precludes the notion of 

a tidally eroded feature, and also implies that the depression is relatively active. The 

salinity meter measurements certainly support this implication. 
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Depth (m) 

174.8660 174-.8665 174.8670 174-.867S 174.86~ 174J68S 174.~ 

Longitude (Decimal Degrees) 

Figure 9.4.6. 1 Bathymetry of the Zone 5 sea fl oor depression as surveyed in January 

1999 using the Kiwitech navigational program Chartplotter. This site is just to the 

northeast of Mokopuna Island, to the north of Somes Island. Contour lines are in half

metre increments (not annotated). 

Note that the co-ordinates have been adjusted to fit with Hydrographic Chart NZ4633. 

To correlate with GPS positioning, latitude values must be moved 0.10 minutes North. 
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9.4.6 Zone 5 (North of Somes Island) 

Description 

• A small depression just to the northeast of Somes Island (see Figure 9.4.6.1 ). 

• Some present day artesian leakage detected, but no spring vents found upon diving. 

The area surveyed in Figure 9.4.6.1 was performed randomly covering the area in a small 

space of time. No set pattern of surveying was adhered to, and as a result, the bathymetry 

of the area depicted may not be totally accurate. Mapping this area involved making a 

number of 'passes' over the deepest part of the depression to determine the maximum 

depth. The exact locations of the recorded depths of this survey (from which the 

bathymetric contours were generated) are shown in Appendix Five. The depression is 

elongated and its sides are of a relatively low gradient. 

Salinity values 

Table 9.4.6.1 Average salinity values for the northern Somes Island site (Zone 5). Sec Appendix Two for 

full list of values 

Formation Mechanism 

This is another depression situated close to a basement outcrop (Mokopuna Island). Thus 

once again it is likely that this depression was formed as a result of artesian water escaping 

through the harbour floor sediments during an earthquake. However, two major faults run 

through this region as identified by Davy and Wood ( 1993), thus this depression could be 

associated with leakage up through the fault trace. The other possibility is tidal scour, as 

the depression is an elongated feature near to a basement rock outcrop. However, it is hard 

to imagine that the tidal currents were significantly stronger at this location in the past than 

they are at present. 
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Depth(m) 

174.1)1 17·4.801 174.803 174.804 174.~ 

Longitude~ Degrees) 
Figure 9.4.7.1 Bathymetry of the Zone 6 sea floor depression as surveyed in January 

1999 using the Kiwitech navigational program Chartplotter. This site is just to the 

north of Point Jemingham at the northern tip of Mt Victoria. Contour lines are in one 

metre increments (not annotated) . 

Note that the co-ordinates have been adjusted to fit with Hydrographic Chart NZ4633. 

To correlate with GPS positioning, latitude values must be moved 0.10 minutes North. 
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9.4.7 Zone 6 (Pt Jerningham) 

Description 

• Another depression associated with a rocky headland. 

• A reasonably deep (25m) depression, with fairly steep sides and a t1at base. 

• No significant leakage was detected, but the water did have salinity values lower 

than normal seawater and prominent sea floor disturbances were observed on the 

echosounder while mapping this depression. 

• No spring vents found upon diving. 

The method of surveying the depression in Figure 9.4.7.1 was similar to that employed at 

Zone 5 - i.e. no navigational pattern was followed. As a result, the bathymetry of the area 

depicted may not be totally accurate. However, the central depression area should be of 

reasonable quality and accuracy as many data points were collected here. The exact 

locations of the recorded depths of this survey (from which the bathymetric contours were 

generated) are shown in Appendix Five. 

Salinity values 

Tahle 9.4.7.1 Average salinity values for the Pt Jcrningham site (Zone 

values 

The salinity values shown in Appendix Two do indicate a certain degree of leakage in 

places. This site was only surveyed once, (at mid-tide) due to the salinity meter being lost 

before another survey could be undertaken The site was dived but no visible evidence of 

leakage was found. 

Formation Mechanism 

This is another depression situated close to a basement outcrop (Pt Jerningham). The most 

likely mechanism for formation of this depression is the escape of water up through the 

basement/unconsolidated sediment contact during a tectonic event. 
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Figure 9.4.8. 1 Salinity v Depth in the Falcon Shoals region, as recorded by the S4 Current meter in 1997. No 

sea floor depressions are present in this vicinity, but evidence of widespread leakage is apparent by the 

presence of the many 'spikes ' in the recorded salinity. 
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9.4.8 Zone 7 (Falcon Shoals) and Zone 8 (Harbour Entrance) 

Description 

Zones 7 and 8 represent a particularly important regions as it is likely that the results from 

them may help to define the southern extent of the Waiwhetu Artesian aquifer. 

• Previous evidence of low salinity water in these regions of the harbour entrance are 

provided by Brodie (1958) and Stevens (1955). 

• These areas are not characterised by any sea floor depressions or any other such 

geomorphologic feature that could aid the positioning process. These are relatively 

flat areas of the sea bed that, in the case of the Falcon Shoals, are characterised by 

low lying mounds and not depressions. These mounds (only about 0.5 metres in 

height) have been hypothesised in the past as being caused by the pressure of the 

artesian water in the aquifer pushing up the confining beds where they weaken and 

thin towards the harbour entrance (Stevens, 1974). 

Salinity Values 

Average Salinity Values 

Site High Tide Low Tide 

Zone 7 30.08 30.10 

Zone 8 29.68 31.08 

Table 9.4.8.! Average sahmty values for Zones 7 and 8. Sec Appendix Two tor full hst of values 

The exact locations of where the salinity values were recorded was not possible due to the 

fact that DGPS was not available at this time. However, the salinity values were 

consistently low at most places where the probe was lowered thus indicating widespread 

leakage within these zones. Similar low salinity areas were also recorded with the S4 

current meter during a dive in September 1997. 

Figure 9.4.8.1 depicts some salinity data recorded by the S4 current meter while diving in 

the Falcon Shoals region. A wide search of the area was performed with the S4 

continuously recording data while the dive was in progress. The area surveyed is 

essentially flat, and although low salinity water was recorded by the S4, there was no 

visible evidence of leakage. This is probably attributable to a combination of widespread 

seepage in this region (as highlighted by the 'spiky' nature of the record). 

The substrate in this region is medium sized sand. Whether any aquiclude material 

underlies this sand is not known, but given the strong tidal tlow rates through this area, it is 

unlikely that any such fine sediment has been deposited in this vicinity while the present 

tidal regime has existed. 
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Zone 8 to the north was also dived, but the S4 was not taken due to the difficulty in moving 

around while holding the S4. The substrate in this zone was fine sand, but there was still 

no evidence of the fine silt that is characteristic of the aquiclude in the inner harbour. 

9.4.9 Other sites 

Zones 9 to 13 (Miramar Peninsular) 

The other sites investigated during this study such as zones 9 - 13 can all be classified as 

relic possibly episodic submarine spring discharge sites. The depressions are all in close 

proximity to shallow bedrock and thus the formation of them is once again considered to be 

due to tectonic events rupturing the seal between the unconsolidated sediments and the 

bedrock resulting in large discharges of artesian water that eroded the aquiclude. Whether 

these sites then continued to exhibit artesian leakage is unknown, especially given their 

distance from the recharge zone. However, once again it must be noted that these sites 

were only visited once and thus may have been sampled on a day when the leakage 

potential was low. 

The Wellington Fault Leakages 

As described previously, artesian leakage along the submarine trace of the Wellington Fault 

has been identified in the past by various researchers (Lewis, 1989, Truebridge et a!, 1974 ). 

The reasons for the existence of these springs can be put down to simple breaching of the 

aquiclude due to fault movement and the subsequent formation of a flow path between 

aquifer and sea floor. These leakages were not investigated during the course of this study 

because no significant features mark the spring sites thus making locating the leakages very 

time-consuming. 

Point Dorset 

Carter and Mitchell ( 1988) performed a side-scan sonar survey of the Wellington Harbour 

entrance, looking at the sea floor substrate in this region. One of their images showed a sea 

floor disturbance on the western side of the harbour entrance near Point Dorset (see Figure 

9.4.1.1). They attributed this disturbance to be a site of artesian leakage. This site was not 

investigated during this research so cannot be verified as such. 

Barrens Reef 

Divers have noted a 'blurriness' in the water around Barretts Reef (pers comm. J. Goff, 

1997; pers comm. R. Williamson, 1997). As described earlier, a 'blurriness' in the water is 

exhibited at sites of artesian leakage where the mixing of waters of different light refractive 
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indices causes such an effect. This site was not investigated as part of this research, but 

remains a possible source of artesian leakage. However, given the likely petering out of the 

confining aquiclude through the harbour entrance, if any leakage does occur around 

Barrett's Reef, it is more likely associated with discharge from the deeper Mocra Gravel 

Aquifer. 
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Chapter Ten 

SALT-WATER INTRUSION AT 
SUBMARINE SPRING SITES 

10.1 Introduction 

As outlined in Chapter One, the water consents granted in August 1998 allow the WRC to 

abstract more water from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer than ever before, with extremely 

high volume abstraction rates allowable during the summer months, December to February. 

While current scientific knowledge of the aquifer's characteristics were considered in the 

granting of these new consents, the lack of knowledge of the characteristics of the sub

harbour portion of the aquifer arises some concerns with regards to the possibility of salt

water intrusion at the submarine spring sites. 

10.2 Piezometric pressures within the sub-harbour Waiwhetu Artesian 
Aquifer 

Underlying the consents granted, a fail-safe piezometric head value of 1.4masl at the 

McEwan Park observation well on the Petone Foreshore is the level below which 

groundwater abstraction must cease. This level was calculated by Donaldson and 

Campbell (1977), to be the piezometric head level at the McEwan Park Observation Well 

below which salt-water incursion would occur at the deep depression near Somes Rock, 

south of Somes Island. In the absence of any discharge data from the Somes Rock deep 

depression, the relationship they formulated was based on the relative piezometric head 

levels at the McEwan Park and Somes Island observation wells (which represented the 

piezometric conditions in the aquifer beneath the deep depression near Somes Rock). 

The method they used was to "plot the 24 hour average head difference between McEwan 

Park (site 1428009) and Somes Island (site 1428003) against the 24 hour average head at 

McEwan Park for noon and midnight each day between January 25 and March 6, 1973" 

(page 35; Donaldson and Campbell, 1977). They used a 24 hour average to "eliminate the 

tidal effect and the non-uniform withdrawal characteristics that could obscure the true 

picture" (Donaldson and Campbell, 1977). The chosen time period (January - March, 

1973) is noted for being an extended drought period, and thus a period when the aquifer 

was under great stress. The straight-line relationship they applied to this data was 

extrapolated to give a zero head difference (between McEwan Park and Somes Island) 

corresponding to a piezometric head of 1.4masl at the McEwan Park bore. 
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January 251h and March 6'h, 1973 (after Donaldson and Campbell, 1977). 
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The correlation coefficient they obtained for this relationship is stated as being 0.9. Figure 

1 0.2. I shows a recreation of the plot shown in Donaldson and Campbell (I 977). It uses the 

same data and is identical in appearance to that shown in their report (page 35). However, 

the correlation coefficient obtained from this recreation is 0.61, and not 0. 9 as stated in 

Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977). Regardless of this discrepancy, the trend of the data does 

indicate (based on this data), that the zero head difference between McEwan Park and 

Somes Island corresponds to a piezometric head of 1.4masl at McEwan Park. 

In 1993, the Somes Island monitoring bore (site 1428003) was found to be leaking at the 

harbour floor (WRC, I 995). It was not clear how long this bore had been leaking, but 

given that the fail-safe minimum Petone Foreshore piezometric head level as determined by 

Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) uses data from this bore, the WRC decided it was 

imperative to review this relationship. As such, WRC followed the same procedure 

outlined by Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) on data collected between May 1993 and June 

1994, after the Somes Island bore had been repaired. The relationship based on this data 

gave a zero head difference of 2.8 metres above sea level (page 159; WRC, 1995). 

This higher Petone Foreshore fail-safe limit would restrict the amount of water that the 

WRC could abstract from the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. A probability distribution of the 

post 1981 data, after the abstraction focus was shifted 3km inland to the Waterloo Well 

Field, shows that the piezometric head level is below 2.8masl for 3.5% of the time 

(Appendix Seven). 

The difference in values calculated by Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) and WRC ( 1995) 

was reasoned by WRC (1995) to be the result of the leaking Somes Island bore over the 

period of data that Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) used in their calculation (i.e. during the 

summer of 1972173). However, a leaking bore would record lower piezometric head 

values than the true pressure, and thus differences between McEwan Park and Somes 

Island piezometric pressures would be erroneously high. Thus if the Somes Island bore had 

been leaking over the period when Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) derived their minimum 

foreshore value (i.e. between January to March 1973) the value they obtained ( 1.4masl) 

would have also been erroneously high. As such, although the Somes Island bore was 

found to be leaking in 1993, it can be concluded that it was not leaking between January to 

March 1973. Thus, a leaking bore can not be the reason why the value obtained by 

Donaldson and Campbell (1977) is lower than that calculated by WRC (1995). 

It is therefore proposed that the discrepancy between the foreshore fail-safe minimum 

water level values obtained between these reports is due to the change in abstraction focus 

that occurred in 1980. This can be shown to have affected the sub-harbour and foreshore 

piezometric levels. 
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Figure I 0.3. 1 Piezometric Head Level as recorded at the McEwan Park and Somes 

Island Observation wells between March 1971 and August 1998. Note that large gaps 

are apparent in the Somes Island record (green). It is proposed that the sudden drop in 

head level in the Somes Island bore in 1977 is due to a leak in the bore at the harbour 

floor. As such, all Somes Island data between 1977 and when the leaking bore was 

detected and fixed in May 1993 can be considered erroneous. The rise in piezometric 

head in the McEwan Park Observation bore between 1980 to 1982 is attributed to the 

relocation of the abstraction focus 3km inland to the Waterloo Wellfield. The seasonal 

fluctuation of groundwater levels is clearly visible. 

Note: Data has been transformed to a 24 hour average to eliminate the effect of the 
tides. 
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10.3 Effect of Changing Abstraction Focus 

A plot of piezometric head level as recorded at Somes Island and McEwan Park for March 

1971 to August 1998 is shown in Figure 10.3 .1. As can be seen, the McEwan Park record 

shows a marked increase in piezometric head between 1980 and 1982. This increase is 

almost certainly due to the shift in abstraction focus from the foreshore vicinity to the 

Waterloo Well Field, 3km inland. This abstraction regime occurred in 1980 and was 

accompanied by the closure of the Hutt Park Well Field (near bore UW A 3) and the 

reduction in the amount of abstraction from the Gear Island Well Field (see Figure 7 .4.6.2 

for locations of these well fields). The result of this change has allowed piezometric 

foreshore levels to recover somewhat in the foreshore and sub-harbour W aiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer. 

The Somes Island record is unfortunately partly absent because of gaps in the data. 

However, prior to the first major gap in the record, a sharp drop in piezometric pressure 

occurs around 78/79, and continues dropping over the space of the next few years. lt is 

proposed that this initial drop in pressure represents the initiation of the leak in the Somes 

Island bore. The fall in pressure continues until equilibrium is reached about three years 

later. The following few years of record are absent because of a gap in the record, however 

the very low head levels are still apparent in the patch of record between late 1989 to mid 

1992. The repair to the leaking bore is clearly evident by the 'normal' head values 

recorded after May 1993. The period after May 1993 shows that the relative position of the 

Somes Island piezometric head level to the McEwan Park head level is similar to the 

period of record prior to 1978, except that now they both fluctuate at a higher head level. 

Only a small difference in piezometric head is apparent between these sites when both 

records are accurate (i.e. pre 1978 and post May 1993). 

Thus the Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) calculated piezometric head level for salt-water 

intrusion ( 1.4masl) was based on a period when the overall piezometric head within this 

portion of the aquifer was much lower than at present - due to the closer proximity of the 

main abstraction well fields at the time. The WRC ( 1995) calculated figure of 2.8masl was 

based on data taken well after the abstraction focus had shifted 3km inland from the 

foreshore region. 

This provides additional evidence to support the claim that the Somes Island bore was in 

fact not leaking during 1973. It also shows that the piezometric head values in the 

foreshore and sub-harbour regions of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer have both risen since 

the early 1980's, this being attributable to the commissioning of the Waterloo Wellfield in 

1980, and the consequent closure of the Hutt Park pumping station. The overall effect of 

this abstraction regime change is that the aquifer beneath the harbour (and Petone 

Foreshore) is now 'healthier' than it was before the shift in abstraction focus. 
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10.4 The present day potential for salt-water incursion at the deep 
depressions south of Somes Island 

Given that piezometric pressures within the sub-harbour aquifer indicate that it is now 

'healthier' than it was prior to 1980, it is unusual that WRC ( 1995) calculated that salt

water intrusion would occur at a higher piezometric head level than that calculated by 

Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977). Indeed, this implies that salt-water intrusion is a greater 

threat at present than it was before. However, this is clearly not the case, and the real 

reason for this discrepancy in values can be explained relatively easily. 

The minimum foreshore level as calculated by Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) and WRC 

( 1995) is essentially just an indicator of when the hydraulic gradient between the Petone 

Foreshore and Somes Island changes from positive to negative. Above the calculated 

minimum foreshore leveL the hydraulic gradient beneath the harbour is positive and the 

flow of artesian water is away from the abstraction well fields towards Somes Island. 

However, because the hydraulic gradient between the Petone Foreshore and Somes Island 

is remarkably low (as shown by the similar piezometric values recorded at these sites), it 

does not require a great change at either site to reverse it. 

This can be demonstrated by comparing the piezometric head at Somes Island and 

McEwan Park over time. Figure I 0.4. I is a plot of these piezometric head records with the 

daily abstraction volumes of Waterloo and Gear Island well fields overplotted (for the 

period May 1993 to June 1994). This period was that used by WRC (1995) to obtain their 

minimum foreshore value of 2.8masl. 

As can be seen, for the majority of the record, the pressure at McEwan Park is greater than 

that at Somes Island. However, when the Gear Island pumping station is 'switched on', 

piezometric head levels at McEwan Park and Somes Island fall dramatically. In fact, the 

drawdown is so rapid that on occasion the piezometric head at McEwan Park temporarily 

drops below that of Somes Island. This is due to the time it takes for the change in 

piezometric pressure to travel through the aquifer to be registered at the Somes Island bore. 

During these occasions, the head difference between the bores is negative and thus the 

hydraulic gradient will reverse. This effect is only temporary and when the pressure drop 

has reached the Somes Island bore (less than 24hours later), the gradient is made positive 

a gam. 

However, a reversal in the hydraulic gradient from positive to negative does not necessarily 

mean that salt-water incursion will occur at depressions in the harbour floor. While it 

implies that the flow of water may be from beneath the harbour towards the foreshore, the 

pressure within the aquifer may still be sufficient to sustain artesian leakage out of these 

deep depression sites. 
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Seawater has a density of 1.025 times that of fresh water. Applying this density difference 

to the depth of seawater above the deep depressions (3l.3m), it follows that to counter the 

pressure of seawater at the deep depression sites, the piezometric head within the aquifer 

must be greater than 0.7825masl (31.3*1.025- 31.3). Reynolds (1993) recognises this 

fact, and correctly suggests that there is no threat of saline intrusion at these deep 

depression sites south of Somes Island until the piezometric level in their vicinity falls 

below 0.8masl. To maintain differential between the foreshore and the deep depressions, 

Reynolds ( 1993) suggests that the minimum Petone Foreshore piezometric head level could 

be reduced to a safe l.Omasl. 

The piezometric head level at both McEwan Park and Somes Island, has never been below 

0.8mas\ for the period of record available ( 197 1 to present). In fact, the lowest value ever 

recorded at McEwan Park was 1.187masl (during the 1973 drought). Since 1981, the 

lowest value recorded was 2.063masl (in January 1996). As such, the only envisaged 

scenario in which the pressure at either bore could drop below 0.8masl would be from a 

combination of an extended drought and sustained high volume abstractions from the Gear 

Island well field. In such a scenario, the 'cone of depression' from the Gear Island well 

field may extend far enough into the sub harbour aquifer to reach the deep depressions 

south of Somes Island. 

However, for the piezometric pressures to drop below 0.8masl beneath these depression 

sites, not only would the drought and abstractions need to be extreme, but the present fail

safe minimum foreshore level would have to be exceeded, which, as stated in the consent 

requirements, cannot be allowed to happen. Furthermore, the Gear Island pumping station 

is presently only used when the demand cannot be met by Waterloo alone. Thus it is 

unlikely that it will ever again be used for the abstraction of large volumes of water for 

extended periods. Prior to the change in abstraction focus when sub-harbour piezometric 

pressures were lower, the possibility of salt-water intrusion at the deep depression sites was 

greater. However, under the present regime, we can safely say that the deep depressions 

south of Somes Island can be discarded as potential sites of salt-water intrusion. 

In conclusion, it is clear that the method of plotting the 24hour difference in piezometric 

head between Somes Island and McEwan Park against the 24hour mean piezometric head 

at McEwan Park is not suitable for determining the minimum foreshore level below which 

salt-water intrusion occurs. It can only be used as an indicator of the hydraulic gradient 

within the sub-harbour aquifer. 

It can also be concluded that the higher piezometric pressure in the sub-harbour Waiwhetu 

Artesian Aquifer since 1981 not only implies that the possibility of salt-water intmsion has 

decreased since the shift in abstraction focus, but the amount of SGWD may have possibly 

increased. 
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10.5 Recorded Submarine Spring Discharges in Zone 1 

10.5.1 Introduction 

The presence of the depression cluster off the Hutt River mouth, as mapped and described 

in this research, allows a possible alternative site of salt-water intrusion. This zone of 

submarine spring leakage (referred to as the Zone l leakages in Chapter Nine), is much 

closer to the Petone Foreshore, and has been shown to lie above a paleochannel within the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer (see Chapter Eight). Given that the potential exists for 

paleochannels to have much higher transmissivities than the 'average' aquifer, an 

investigation into the relationship of piezometric head at these sites compared to the 

McEwan Park observation well would be extremely useful. 

Spring vents were found in three of the depressions in Zone I. These are Depressions I, 4 

and 6 (see Figure 9.4.2.1 ). As stated in Chapter Nine, this does not imply that there are no 

vents in the other depressions, it merely reflects the difficulty in locating the vents which 

tended to be by chance rather than for any scientific reasons. 

10.5.2 Results from Depression 1, Zone 1 

It was decided to measure the discharge from a vent in Depression 1 of Zone 1 first as this 

site is closest to Petone Foreshore and thus closest to the zone of abstraction. 

Following the set-up procedure as stated in the methodology (Chapter Six), the S4 was 

bolted in its purpose built end-less 44 gallon drum housing unit and taken to the depression 

floor where it was set up over the selected vent. The vent has a diameter of approximately 

I. I m at the depression floor, tapering to roughly 60cm across, one metre beneath the 

depression floor. The S4 was set to record twice a second for one minute every hour, thus 

120 values would be recorded in a one minute burst every hour. As depth was going to be 

constant (apart from minor changes caused by tidal fluctuations), only two channels were 

set to record - conductivity and temperature (current is automatically recorded). Very little 

discharge was observed issuing from the vent upon deployment. 

This set-up was left for one week whereupon it was retrieved and the data downloaded and 

analysed. For compatibility with recorded piezometric data from the Lower Hutt Valley, 

the raw S4 data was transformed into a TIDEDA format file and listed into TIDEDA. In 

doing this, the 120 values recorded in one minute every hour were averaged to give one 

value per hour. 

A graphical representation of these results is shown in Figure 1 0.5.2.1, with the 

corresponding tidal, McEwan park piezometric record and abstraction data shown in Figure 

10.5.2.2. 
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As can be seen in the graphs, there is no correlation whatsoever between the spring 

discharge and either salinity or temperature, except for just before the 18th of May when a 

peak in the discharge correlates with a trough in the salinity values and a peak in the 

temperature. This is what we would expect to see as the greater the discharge the more 

'freshened' the water (i.e. lower salinity). 

There is no apparent correlation with the tidal fluctuations and the current velocities are 

very erratic. It is likely that the submarine vent selected was not discharging any 

significant quantities of water during the seven day period of this test. Indeed, neither the 

river flow nor the abstractions changed significantly over the week of recording. This is 

reflected in the consistent trend of the piezometric level at McEwan Park. The slight 

fluctuation on the McEwan park record is probably due to localised abstractions. 

It is possible that in Depression l, the flow from the selected vent was so weak during this 

period that it was not great enough to create a smooth flow around the S4 current meter. 

The result of this would be to affect some of the current sensors but not others. This could 

be responsible for the poor data recorded. 

1 0.5.3 Results from Depression 6, Zone 1 

A second site was chosen to perform the same test again to try and obtain some useful data. 

This time a spring in Depression 6 of Zone l was selected. This spring vent has a diameter 

of approximately 1.4m at the depression floor, tapering to roughly 1.1 m across, one metre 

beneath the depression floor. This time the S4 was set to internally average the flow, 

conductivity and temperature data it recorded for a two minute burst, every hour. A strong 

discharge, estimated at approximately 30cm/s was noticeable upon deployment. 

This set-up was once again left for one week, whereupon it was retrieved and the data 

downloaded and transformed into a TIDEDA format file and listed into TIDEDA. 

Figure I 0.5.3.1 shows this data, with the corresponding tidal record at Queens Wharf and 

McEwan Park piezometric record plotted in Figure 10.5.3.2. As can be seen, the spring 

discharge record is a lot smoother than that obtained from Depression 1. This is likely to 

be the result of a more consistent and larger flow of water around the S4, giving more 

accurate readings. 

The salinity at this site is fairly constant at just under 30 PSU. Temperature fluctuates 

relative to current speed, which reflects the fact that the artesian water is warmer than the 

harbour waters at this time of year (June/July) and thus the greater the spring discharge, the 

greater the 'dilution' of the sea water with warmer groundwater. 
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The discharge data does not correlate well to the piezometric head data as shown in Figure 

10.5.3.3. However, as described previously, we can expect a time lag between the pressure 

changes at McEwan Park being mirrored at the spring discharge site due to the time it takes 

for the pressure to travel through the aquifer. 

As such, various lag times were applied to the McEwan Park record to see which lag fitted 

best to the spring discharge data. It was decided that a lag of approximately 12 hours was 

the best fit. Figure 1 0.5.3.4 shows the two records overplotted with the 12hour lag applied 

to the McEwan Park data. The correlation with this lag applied to the McEwan Park 

observation well data looks very good (sec Figure 1 0.5.3.4 ). 

10.6 Minimum Petone Foreshore level based on Spring Discharge 

Having obtained some useful submarine spring discharge data, there exists a umque 

opportunity to derive the relationship between piezometric head at Pctone Foreshore with 

actual submarine spring discharge from the sub-harbour Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, rather 

than hypothesising it from a nearby observation well. 

Figure 1 0.6.1 shows the hourly discharge data recorded at the spring vent correlated with 

hourly instantaneous data measured at the McEwan Park Observation Well on the Petone 

Foreshore. A 12 hour lag has been applied to the McEwan Park data as was determined 

previously to be the correct time lag in piezometric pressures between these sites. 

The relationship is very strong with a correlation coefficient of 0.955. The extrapolation of 

this relationship shows that spring flow will cease when the piezometric level at McEwan 

Park falls below approximately 2.4masl. Note this value represents the McEwan Park 

piezometric level below which salt-water intrusion is likely to occur at this depression site, 

and not the level at which the hydraulic gradient will reverse. We must remember that by 

recording the spring discharge, the pressure of the seawater above the spring is already 

taken into account. and reflected in the amount of artesian leakage. Thus, by extrapolating 

the relationship of spring discharge versus piezometric head to the point where spring 

discharge ceases, we are establishing the level at which salt-water incursion may occur if 

pressure drops further. 

This indicates that the hydraulic conditions within this region of the aquifer are vastly 

different from those hypothesised beneath the deep depressions south of Somes Island. 

Indeed, if we apply the formula mentioned previously, (as used by Reynolds, 1993), we 

obtain a piezometric head of 0.485masl ( 19.4m* 1.025 - 19.4m) as being the pressure 

required to withstand the weight of water above this spring site. Note that this is the depth 

to the main depression floor, rather than the spring vent, as it is unknown how deep the 

spring vent continues into the sediment. 
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This implies that when the piezometric head within the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer is 

2.4masl at McEwan Park, it is in the order of 0.5masl within the aquifer beneath this 

depression site (Depression 6 in Zone 1). Dividing the difference in head between these 

sites (2.4m - 0.5m = 1.9m), by the distance between the sites (approximately 1700m), we 

obtain a hydraulic gradient of approximately 0.001. This gradient is approximately two 

orders of magnitude steeper than that inferred at present. 

While this hydraulic gradient is extremely steep, we must not forget that a paleochannel is 

observed to dominate the region of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer beneath the Zone 1 

depressions, as apparent on the seismic record. The presently accepted sub-harbour 

hydraulic gradient is based on piezometric data between Somes Island and McEwan Park. 

The aquifer characteristics may be quite different at Somes Island than that beneath the 

Zone l depressions. As such, the hydraulic gradient calculated between McEwan Park and 

Depression 6 in Zone 1 may be valid. It follows that the associated minimum foreshore 

piezometric level calculated on these data may also be valid. 

However, there are a couple of points that raise doubts as to the validity of these calculated 

values. Firstly, the spring flow at the time of S4 deployment was estimated at being 

approximately 30cm/s (diver observation). Data recorded by the S4 indicates that the flow 

was initially in the order of 9cm/s, and was never greater than 11.5cm/s for the entire 

duration of its deployment. Although estimating current speed underwater is difficult, it is 

hard to imagine the current flow being estimated that poorly. Given that the S4 is designed 

to be used to detect the movement of large currents, such as tidal currents or wave surge, it 

is possible that the S4 did not record this small current flow that accurately. Recording low 

volume currents was seen to be a problem at the spring vent in Depression 1 and so current 

flow rates may in fact be under-stated at the Depression 6 spring vent. Higher spring flow 

velocities would change the relationship with the McEwan park data, which, depending on 

the shift in trend line, could result in a much lower extrapolated minimum foreshore level. 

The second point regards the relationship used to extrapolate the data. It must be noted that 

the relationship shown in Figure 10.6.1 was extrapolated to zero spring tlow with a straight 

line. However, the relationship may be more complex than this. Spring discharge may in 

fact exponentially decrease as piezometric pressures drop towards the limit of salt-water 

intrusion. Without the luxury of having data collected over a wide range of piezometric 

head values, we can only speculate at what the true relationship is. 

Although this fail-safe minimum foreshore level represents a significant reduction in the 

theoretical amount of water able to be abstracted from the aquifer, a probability distribution 

of the McEwan Park data shows that the piezometric water level has only been below 

2.4masl less than 1% of the time, for the period 1/1/82 to 9/9/98 (see Appendix Seven). 
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Chapter Eleven 

CONCLUSIONS 

Sub-harbour extent and characteristics of the Wai>rhetu Artesian Aquifer and Perone 

Marine Beds 

The sub-harbour extent of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer has been mapped, with data 

obtained from previous seismic survey investigations, as extending across the entire width 

of Wellington Harbour to the harbour entrance vicinity. The extent of the aquifer deposits 

through the harbour entrance cannot be extrapolated with any confidence although the 

nature of sedimentation implies that the Hutt River certainly used this corridor during the 

entire period of deposition of this unit. 

The extent of the upper confining aquiclude to the Waiwhetu Artesian Gravels (the Petone 

Marine Beds) has similarly been mapped as covering the aquifer deposits across the entire 

inner harbour area to the northern extent of the harbour entrance, petering out in the Falcon 

Shoals region. It is not envisaged that the Petone Marine Beds extend any further through 

the harbour entrance due to the nature of the strong tidal currents through this corridor 

which prevent the settling of the fine material characteristic of this aquiclude. 

Seismic information reveals the presence of a number of paleochannels within the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. These paleochannels have been used to aid in the 

interpretation of the deposition of the aquifer deposits. One such paleochannel, in the 

upper level of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer, is over 300m in width and can be mapped to 

the east of Somes Island, extending southwards. 

Another paleochannel, apparent at the base of the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer member, can 

be mapped as an incision into the Wilford Shell Beds beneath the Waiwhetu Artesian 

Aquifer, and thus likely represents the course of the ancient Hutt River at the onset of the 

last glaciation. This paleochannel runs between the Ngauranga Gorge vicinity and the 

present day harbour entrance. As such, this precludes the hypothesis made by previous 

researchers that the Hutt River used the Evans Bay -Lyall Bay corridor during the initial 

stages of the last glaciation. 

Furthermore, the depositional history of the units beneath the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer 

implies that the Hutt River never used the Evans Bay- Lyall Bay conidor as a former exit 

from the harbour. It is believed, as suggested by Cotton ( 1912), that Evans Bay was cut by 

a north flowing stream and Lyall Bay cut by a south flowing stream, originating from the 
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Miramar Peninsular. However, this corridor did represent a second harbour entrance for a 

long period during the deposition of the Petone Marine Beds, finally being closed by 

tectonic uplift around 1460AD. The depth to basement through the present harbour 

entrance was found to be much deeper than earlier studies previously hypothesised. This 

evidence further supports the premise that the ancient Hutt River always used the present 

harbour entrance as an exit during glaciation periods. 

As such, it is believed that the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer deposits do not extend a great 

distance into Evans Bay. However, it is possible that sediments deposited by the north 

flowing stream that cut Evans Bay are present as a thin layer beneath this bay, and perhaps 

interdigitate with the Waiwhetu Artesian Gravels. A hydraulic connection is possible. 

Seismic evidence reveals that the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer deposits vary in thickness 

across the harbour. In general they are close to 70m thick against the Wellington Fault, 

thinning to about 20m thick against the eastern harbour margin. A westerly dip is apparent 

in this unit, reflecting the tectonically active nature of the Wellington Region coeval with 

the deposition of this member. 

Data on recharge rates and throughtlows were used in Chapter Seven to show that 

groundwater recharge has not been constant over time, and processes such as gravel 

abstraction have reduced the day-to-day recharge rate. Pump tests carried out on the 

Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer in the early 1990's show a huge variation in transmissivity 

values, ranging from 10,900 to 69,450 m2/day. 

Travel times and transmissivity values throughout the aquifer were used to show how 

heterogeneous the aquifer material is, and in particular, the presence of paleochannels 

within the Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. These paleochannels are able to supply large 

amounts of water to localised areas, and as such, the most prolific spring discharges are 

likely to have paleochannels of high transmissivity nearby. 

The Petone Marine Beds (upper aquiclude) also vary in thickness across the harbour, 

ranging from roughly 30m thick against the western side of the harbour, to around 12m 

thick against the eastern coastline. This variation in thickness can also be explained by the 

ongoing tectonic adjustment of the Wellington Region during the deposition of this unit. 

The thinness of the aquiclude in the northeast quadrant of the harbour (where most of the 

artesian leakage occurs) is attributed to the sedimentation history of the aquiclude. In 

particular, the lack of protection from southerly swells propagating northwards through the 

harbour entrance, and the position of the Hutt River delta during the deposition of this unit 

is reasoned to be largely responsible. 
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A highly energy absorbing layer in the upper few metres of the Petone Marine Beds 

aquiclude renders much of the inner harbour seismic record void of any detail below this 

layer. The region covered by this seismically opaque layer is known as the 'interference' 

region. It has been hypothesised in this research to be caused by a shallow layer of 

accumulated gas bubbles, generated within the aquiclude deposits by the biogenic 

breakdown of organic matter over time. 

The absence of the interference region in the northeast quadrant of the harbour is proposed 

as being due to the release of the accumulated gas in this region as a result of liquefaction 

of the aquiclude during a tectonic event. The localised nature of liquefaction is 

hypothesised as being due to thinness of the sediments in this region and the tlocculated 

(random) nature in which they were deposited. 

Suhmarine Spring Discharge in Wellington Harhour 

Thirteen zones within Wellington harbour were selected for investigation as part of this 

research. These included eleven harbour floor depression zones, plus two seepage zones. 

Depressions were chosen as they represent areas where the aquiclude is thinner than usual 

and as such are less able to withstand the pressure of a11esian water beneath. The reason 

for leakage at the two seepage zones in the harbour entrance (Zones 7 and 8) is simply due 

to the fact that the confining aquiclude is thin in this vicinity, where the strong tidal flows 

have restricted their deposition. As such Submarine Groundwater Discharge in the harbour 

entrance occurs as widespread seepage rather than from prominent harbour floor 

depressions. 

Ten of the eleven depression zones investigated are located close to basement rock 

outcrops. The depression formation mechanism for such sites is attributed to the effect of 

intense shaking associated with a tectonic event. Due to the different shaking velocities 

observed between sedimentary deposits and basement rock, unconsolidated deposits tend to 

shake apart from the basement rock during earthquakes. The rupturing of the seal provided 

by the aquiclude allows the artesian water beneath to escape. Furthermore, if the 

earthquake is large enough to cause some settling of the aquifer deposits, then the 

piezometric pressures within the aquifer will become temporarily artificially raised, thus 

enabling artesian leakage to occur with greater force. It is the strength of this initial 

outpouring that largely determines the shape and fo1m of a harbour floor depression. 

The depressions not in close proximity to basement rock - the Zone 1 depressions off the 

Hutt River mouth, were found to be a cluster of 10 distinct depressions, six of which were 

investigated and found to exhibit artesian leakage (to varying degrees). In the absence of 

nearby basement rock or major faults, the formation mechanism proposed here is 
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liquefaction of the aquiclude during tectonic events. Dredging was considered as a 

possible formation mechanism, but later dismissed when two of the shallower depressions 

were located on bathymetric charts surveyed prior to any dredging operations in their 

vicinity. 

Liquefaction of the upper aquiclude (the Petone Marine Beds), while easy enough to 

understand as a process, is harder to understand when restricted to a localised portion of 

the aquiclude as is the case with the Zone 1 depressions. Isopach (thickness) maps of the 

aquiclude show that the aquiclude within the region of Zone 1 depressions is unusually 

thin. This thinness, combined with the flocculated nature of the deposited sediments (due 

largely to the disturbing nature of southerly swells during deposition) renders this region of 

the aquiclude particularly well-suited to liquefaction. Furthermore, evidence of a 

paleochannel running underneath this region of the harbour provides the means of 

generating high piezometric head within the aquifer underlying this thin confining bed. As 

such, it is proposed that the depressions in Zone 1 were formed by liquefaction of the 

aquiclude combined with aquifer blowout due to extreme piezometric pressures generated 

during a large tectonic event. 

With regards to continued artesian leakage after the formation of a sea floor depression, it 

is quite clear that it is the characteristics of the aquifer adjacent to a depression that 

determines how much leakage will occur post depression formation. Where aquifer 

transmissivities and throughflow are high beneath the harbour floor depressions, artesian 

leakage is likely to continue after the initial formation of the depression. 

All of the depression zones ( 1 6 and 9 - 13) plus both the seepage zones (7 and 8) in the 

harbour entrance were found to be exhibiting present day artesian leakage to varying 

degrees, as recorded by conductivity measurements. The amount of artesian leakage was 

found to vary widely not only between the zones, but also within each zone. With regards 

to the depression zones, this was due to the fact that leakage was found to occur from 

spring vents within the depression, rather than from the entire depression floor. 

Only zones 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 exhibited artesian leakage of an appreciable amount, but it is 

noted that this is possibly due to the random nature of conductivity sampling. However, up 

to 20 values were taken at each depression site to reduce this possible source of error. 

Zones 9 to 13 were omitted from any further part in the research, partly due to the minor 

evidence of artesian leakage, and partly because of their great distance from the abstraction 

zone, and thus of lesser importance to this study. 

Interestingly, the depressions previously considered to be the major sources of artesian 

leakage from the aquifer to the harbour (Zones 2 and 3), exhibited little evidence of 

artesian leakage. This supports evidence of a Wellington Harbour Board report in which 
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divers found no evidence of artesian leakage during a survey of these sites sometime 

between September 1972 to January 1973 

Zones l to 6 were charted and dived on extensively. Submarine Spring vents were found 

in three of the depressions within Zone 1, although more are hypothesised to exist in other 

depressions in this zone. and possibly in Zone 4 also. It is proposed that the day to day 

discharge of artesian leakage occurs from these vents within the depressions. However, 

during periods of high piezometric head, it is hypothesised that leakage may be more 

widespread from the depression floor, enabling the depressions to maintain their 

geomorphic form. 

Spring vent discharges were recorded at two of the depressions in Zone 1. The currents 

recorded indicate that there are pathways of high hydraulic gradient beneath the harbour in 

this region. It was also revealed that the method used in the past to calculate the minimum 

foreshore level before salt-water intrusion occurs is illogical, and it would be better to base 

the relationship on actual submarine spring discharges. This was performed with spring 

data collected from one of the depression vents. The extrapolated foreshore level at which 

spring flow ceases is 2.4masl at McEwan Park. 

While this is much higher than the previously calculated Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) 

value of l.4masl, we must keep in mind that their calculation was based on erroneous data. 

When the methodology used by Donaldson and Campbell ( 1977) was used on accurate 

data, a value of 2.8mas\ was obtained (WRC, 1995). However, it has also been noted that 

the submarine spring discharge to Petone foreshore piezometric head relationship as 

detailed in this thesis needed to be extrapolated to such an extent that the confidence with 

which we can accept the 2.4masl value is lessened. Obtaining more submarine spring data 

on which to improve the present relationship would be a great step forward m 

understanding the hydrodynamics of the sub-harbour Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer. 

As such, further research needs to be carried out on these submarine springs, with data 

collected during both drought and 'flood' conditions so that a complete picture of spring 

discharge in relationship to piezometric head can be obtained. Only then can conclusions 

regarding the relationship of spring discharge to piezometric head be made with any degree 

of certainty. 
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N° IOOB 
T ~I 1!.o.-cz. 

ln\ak~~. wur ol 
'lcitloke. ~me 
OPI>fo ~1m.a \tl~ 1 

Up!>~rellM from 
-"ii~ poir~t --T.M.P. 

I 

_ . KEY. _ 
Arl~os.lan Aqu1f us.. .. . ......... . .. ..... \ · ~.\Z . 
Salina. Ar\a.S10n ~u·,fcz.rs ..... .... .... 4-H, B-U .. 
G-round wa~er ... . .... .. .... ............. \5 . 
Rock. ... . . . . .. .. .. .. ...... . .. . .... ~ 
Dir11dion o{ .flcwJ ol \re5h wa\er .. . ~ // 

A.N.G~IGG 

ENGINE.E:Q. 10 "TI-lE AUT~OI2..rTY . 



ro the ~1neer-1n-Ch1ee! und 
Onder-seoret:u-7, 

Public 'i:o:rks Depa?t:I!~ni, 

5th !.!arch, 1937 .. 

R~ ~Et!,!~iG'!'O:! CITY ~AT:~ S1!~?~.'r:_ 52/32 r4 -t.4. 
AtJ:<'!ti £~.(\1 s ~;;.; r;.i: p-;;~:': ~;-;Z;;~{ 1 :J~ 

."'\"""" ,,;; 
...:...-· ... :>. 

the reaults o! the e~~in:1ticn of ycu:!' drec\;e t.o1·2J 'by~ .::: (:!.? ]:'. 

·working within his equipi:i~nt 

<:!..~ich- t i: .-'' 

.<J.cc:retio:: c :_' 

bl'cue:ht (!cr::::n ---:..~7 ~~ ·· ... _ .... .. -} ~ ... .-

in 

! note algc 

•, • f ~!. w~ .... ,._;, ~· •• -;. "\ j ,"'; 
····-~J---· _-... ...: ........ ;..._.:..,....: .. \ ... 

*" .... -- ;~ --- . .,; 

_-,. ·. r• •"""' ,~ 
_,I•>J- ·-· • .... _., 

... -.-.- _ .. __ ~-- ;;. *~ -.- .. -. 

-' - '"":t .• .. --... ,. . ..., "";.... . -.-- ... .,. -:: .:::'! ...., .-..:: •"'. ~"'. ·'-· •• "': ... 
~- ... ·- ..;.i,. ... .:......:.. •-' • __ (...~! 

I 

·.., ___ ..... .:. .. -.......... yt_;,...!......, ... 

.. ~ i 

.. 
_,_ .... ·-..; •• ~.-..# _______ .,., .... _<11 

.... - -. -... , ..... -- ,.... '' .. ____ ..:.-..:...., .::.. : 

.I~i~h to adv::.~·et in th!-3 c.:;;:_:-:,:=:ct·~;.;_:-:· ':; .• I 

I 
' / 

;.-



' -

_;.-_· -· " .. .- . 
.• <.:: .:..:.\'~~--- -. _.:.~: ._:- -.:.. --" .· - ~--- --- "' ~ . . - • -.. :. . ' . ."':_ :. •. : • ~·- ' ·.- ·-.··:-:' .,.:·... ~~,::"'::.. -. ~::-::-· ;;;...._: 

over the-.last __ three or !our years and have not ·been· ,confined.',,t'o9i-

the 1d~~~~~~~d o! Gear Is_land, but have been related-·to ~,eil~~-~:~~~/~~~: 
. s:pread ove;;~the ~hole artesian_ area.. None o! cur :records ~ho13 --- ----.the sudden drc:p which was noted on the g:1uge at the Gea= !siz.nd 

Pwnping ·station on the 12th January last. I sho"".J.ld al ::;o lika 

to point out t!:.a:t tb.e drop ..-z:~ ich wus :recorded. on th,:; 12 ;21 ..; :.~".:.:..:.ry 

caused an unprecedented restriction of flc:1 in :pri":.:;.t~ '.:'3lls in. 

a:reas contiguous to Gear Islaad. If the drop in level ~~s, ~s 

you irnply, the natural sequence of tide effect, than s~r~ly this 

ezpe:rienced • 

. supply in the E::.tt Vil ley, 

in collaboxaticn ~it~ 

~hicll I bad. 

of 6c r-·· --y_...:.,. 

~~lls 

a::;::r...1me that 'trmu" cut :reachinC"' 60 fi:"• b~lo71 1;'\-. -c;~ ~ ,-... ,::-; .• : ·A __ ._--
- .; } Q ) w ..., ••. ___ , -· -,. --~ ... _._,. ·-

release _an artesian flo";i. !f the if.fOrlllation ! hz:.'J'e rs;:.:?::: __ · 

the depth o~ the ~.J.t is i~cor~ect~ 

·the wh ... l""' it ~ o pes ion, bu~ _althou~n I 

~1t 1;culd, of co:::- .:;g, :::.:;.~:i:.: 
/ 
pave been in commui"'li.:·.-:::..':.· 
I 



<:::: ~. ___ ~? ~:~ .. ~!-~~~:.~t En~~~a~~,.~-~ ~-!-~!~.:~ -~I{t&&~~t~~~~3~~ h~d ~~;~:::w~~~& 
'· :·· · ·- --·fro,;.-.a1m that my 1ntormat1on -regarding:;tliiEf' depth is incorrect.· 

. ;J~t~~r:Uo~e, I haVe had an e:r~inat';o~i~1~tof t~e mat~~i·~~ which 

your drag line brought up immediately be_fo~e· operations ~ax~ 

stepped 7 and --this C2.n bs established geologically 2.9 fCl':11:inz' 

sealing layer :f)r the a.:rtesia:n water. 

In the light of the above info~ation you ~ill r2~liz~ 

it is ve:r"J dif:f'1cul t fer me to accept the conclu;;ions cc1::t.u.in:Jd 

in your letter to me of tha 26th ul~imo. 

the :recent !lood some of the lost he~d haa be~n 

due to the silting u:p caused by matel'ial brcu::;n.t de'::::: ·cy 

It would hn"te bern more satisfactory, ho;;eve::, if bei'o:-.:.':: t:-:.i:: ::.:::.:. 

taken :place an attempt was l':ls.de to ;~$.1 the botto~ of t::e t:::-:;::::l: 

b7_replacing the impervious·material o! the sa~lir.z stl'~t~~ ~~ic~ 

~as taken out by your drag line, as this ~could be ~~=e ~f~ic~2~t 

-as a sealins: medi'l.l:il than the ·matei'ial de;;oci ted. by t:C..:; :."i ":;-:.::::. 

you axe prepared to ~ddify you~ dxedging operatio~s 

d~ not .exceed a depth of sboat 30 .;n • .... .. . 
io belo-:i lo-;v Youi' action· in tl:is 

~ere li=ited tc 20 ft. insta~~ of 3Cft. 

they t7ill Z..J p::-eci;:1te ou::-

is fel~ by t~e City Cou~cil 

loss of artzsi~~ pras3ure. 

/ 

-<:!· l , ....... ...:...-

.t.~ r "! _,..,.· ..... ~"' : •• .,. ...;..-- -------

reached afte:: consideration of the infor::atio-u c:..:. .. ·:::i:.-::.2~ :.:::. ~ic:.:.:: 

letter of the 26th ul time and o;t data co :c.ce:rning ·.:~:..; ;:.::-t '3:::;.~ 

supply ~ich ~s already available in this office. 

very pleased to consider the matter ~ain should 
1 . 

information. bearing on the subject dome to hand. I . . 
!ours fa~th~~lly, 

' 
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On ~~esday the 12th instant, a casual 

of the static gauge reading ·at 

Station appeared to indic~te a low 

with the state of tide. Actual tide :~.c:ight not obscr';ed. 

On Thursday the 14th instant, a co~plaint w~s 

received fro~ Ur. Williams. Enzineer at Le7er 3ros., So~~ 

Works, re low pressure. 

On Friday the 15th instant,nith ~=. Tio~as : 

visited the ~L~ping Station and checked st:ti~ ;au~e a;~~nst 

that the drop was not causa~ cy any operat~ons cf ~~e ~.c.c. 

:.::.-..- cr- - · •• c.. .... _,._,..;. 

operations caus~n~ the trouble. 

0:1 l:.cr.d.o.y 

( ,) "~ ..l ........ 

!:eights. 

(2) 

..;.... .:, ,-": ..... ""t 
u- ~ ... r:;; . ...L. 

that he had not received notice of a~y co~p:aints fr6~ :ic 

Borough P~mping Station. 7JculC. 

results. 

was not aware of any local ef~ect. 

(4) u,.. ......... 

had no wells, 

Mc~ullen. En~i~c~r. Ford ~o~~n ~ r:;. \ I , ' ..,. - 1 

to record any data 



l 
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/ I ' :j/ 
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I 

Harbour Board, who showed us sour.dings off mo~th of R\:.tt 

·These revealed low water soundingaup to ft.) 

one such depth beir .. g off Pt. no\lard i'i':-.arf and t;;;o or tt::-ee 

othet-s some distance off .s:·:.ore to the west of moutt cf ::-i..,-er. 

had no knowledge of any trouble, but would advise ~3 f~=t~e: 

after chec:Cing. 

.Mr. Jenssen, Resident 

Board (per telephone) was quite agreeable tc tte ?t.Ec~a=d 

well being adapted and used for te;ts. 

within the last ten days wten he noticed well =~~~in~ ~~3el: 

~e visited site of Ava test 

works, Acetone Co1:1pany' s building a:J.d Gear :l:sla:--:.;:: ?;....::.:,::;:.::.€; 

Station. 

49.60 C.J •. 

an.c 

' .. -.., -"-· 
of Oppenhei:ne::: 

Fore~an had ~o ~ater E~ ~.p.m on the 

said that ~=. Daniells of the Gea:: Co:~:· _ ... 

~ ~ n a"-ed-1·~- w~~~+ ·o~ ca•'se ... • h • .w. • r;; J..1.Q .. 1 Jr,.G ... v c c ... \,..ol.. ., 

were looking into this possibility, 

own account as inte::-ested t:.·se:rs. Also 
' 

- .... - .. 
....... # ,::_ ... 

..._ ~ ... 

-·- .. ..._ 
-~- •• ·.I 

::-: .. ; 

wells had been shut down :fX;b. fro::. 6 v~ceks to 2 :::c:l-::::2 • 
• i 

,,..,... ~1 ~, .... / 'f'T", ~ ...... ......, -~ .. '"' c-"..., . ...., .... ~ -. ...,.,~ .... ..:_ -:"' ':.."' • ....... • Duni<;; 1 s a"'.- ..... seC. .... t.. ,)e... "c: _._ .. v•·'-'··~; ""·.;::.... n •• ~ •. 
--------~----1------·- .. ~ -----~-.. -----·~-------------

dredgin.e; ope::-ations off ;,·(:e-r rJCJt·.··~ tu.:- T·~:.c::::-:::,~c;:-,~. 
-~M-~-... --.··-~ ' ___ ,..""'_ 
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Reclamation had resulted in lowering of head at tteir 

wells, a long time being take~ over its recovery. 

-- ---

\. 

' 

/ 
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... ... . ~ . 
• :... ... -~ ". .r, •" . .._ .• 

.. - . . .. 
~-· .. . ···; ·"'•· 

----

Atrench has-been formed some little distance up 

the river from where they are at present working, 

and this proved to be 45ft. 

Still further up,where work was carried out in 

January ·of this year,at~ench was found to be 45ft 

deep. It was while work was in progress at this 

point, that the sudden drop in the height of water 

in the Artesian Well took place. 

We took measurements from high water mark,and con-

sidered that the tide would rise another five feet; 

this rise would add still another five feet on to 

the measurements already ~iven. ff .. ~~ 
Yours ~ithfully, 

'··~ 
# ·• •• ~. 

~. .·. 

.,. .. ·. ; 
. .... ··.· 

.. t · .. ·· 
. •'.· 

. : ~ ... .. : 
· . .. . 

(45ft) 

((45ft) 

. : . ... 
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AR'r«;~~IJ:.t,. BORE srr~rK AT 

RO'itARD POINT CIL BRRTR 

JA~ARY 1926 .. 

10 t~ May J 1937 • 

An artQslan bora waa sunk in the position marked 

' on plan s.T .. '16 .. (~-crS:I.04:S) 
A 3" diameter iron pipe w&s sunk to a d&pth of 

47 feet belo•,Cit;r Detum. The top of the pipe is at 43 feet 

ttbovo 01 ty D~ t_um • 
. Ai. Low We. ter on lOth January 1936 the flow observed 

ws.a 1#6~ri:·:?,e.11ens per hour .. 

· _:. : ::,:··.At Righ water on 15th Jan~¥:.1936 the flow observed 
-~' -~ \, 

hour • 

~: ; .. -,\~\~. 
-.·\._~- __ ..__.,.. _______ ,..._ 

.. ' 

"' .. : 
~- ~ . ... 

·: ·_J 1 -~-:'-
-~ •.1 :. : 

.:: 

/ • •• : - . 1 • •. ... ,1. 

;.-.. ,_' 
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lOth !h>y 1937 • 
I> 

/ 

REPORT C ~ A R'!' r;;:; L~ ~.: PL0 l'i f, .n 
r1 

----------------------
?0 I N'l'. 

In July 192?, durin~ the con3tructicn of Howard Point 

Oil Jetty borin.c;-:! ~1ere tnken to F..~•ce-:~t& in t':-:e 'i£: ture of the hottom 

and the depth cf the ccrRvel bee. ~'he berino?;~ ;·:ere takGn by menn!'! 

of a water .~et, e 3" r:l.pe wa3 u~od with a >"lt:.:t:;r pre~.::ure 0f 100 1'::3 

per square inch. 

T~i.u bottorr. ·.vu~ fo,nd tc: consi:!t of 8 :::!h~ 'l>r,le bed cverloid 

pero&nt.age of deceyin~ or;.ran1c n;<:tter, which hac n strcn;- cC:cur 

-Qf Sulphuretted Hydro.7en. Tlto borin7 pine ':183 cnrried. C.c~\'1 in 

eaeh es ~e to t·h e r.ra v? 1 bed and the d ep t.h recorrl.ed. T'r:e mud 

offered very 1 ittle resistance, but it Yi'U3 fcunc diffic,llt to 

penetrate into the 2revel ~trate. 

turbe.nee was ncticed en th,o S'~rfacf: of the water at the spct ·:;:-:ere 

tro. 6 bore he,:: bet'Hl t&ken (!See plr..n). '~·~-:i~! dbturbance 1ndic&tel~ 

a stronl! up'.!farc flo"• of' v:ater frcr:1 the btl:~ cf t::e h;o.rbct.:r· sc::i 

3pread over an areB cf sprroximately 20 fe~t in diameter en the 

surface 1 

1~ a copy cf his rercrt:-

hcle. 

J: ~ f<;c;r:; l,r::.lo:: t h. e ::_~·:-· ;~.'\ \.~ :1 ... ·: 

:' ~-.<·,: ~-;-:. t~;!\ 
_;·: -/ \ ,t_. 

i ' ~ 

',) 
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level. or at ;8 teet belovr City Datum. Some day~ afterward!! I 

f'/\~de a .eeaond inspection. On thie occa:!lon a pipe waa lowered 

,into the hole by the pile driver to assi!!t me to inepect the 

flow and ~ample the f"low. On da~cendin::; to the bottom I found 

the f"low con.eiderably reduced; the 31Ze and pes 1 tton of the hole 

had not changed. I lowered myself into the hole and :round that 

it gradually tapered to a minimum of 3' diameter at the ~avel 

~.strata t!ome 36 1 below the o:round level, or at 33 feet below 

City Datum. 

The hole continued about 5' into the gravel bed and 

incre&sed somewhat in diameter. Th13 ~avel strata was composed 

of" water worn boulder!! up to about 8" in size. The flow of 

water .eeemed to come from the sides of the /l'I'SVel !!t;rata rether 

than f"rom the bottom. I bottled samples of" the water from the 

bottom of the hole. 

. (S!~ned) D. McL6an~ 

Diver~ 

The sample or water procured by the d1Ter was slightly 

:Atte.r the completion of the wharf" the hole was plu17,ged 

by mea~:rs o~ dumping spoi 1 until the flow wa.s .5 topped and the 

hole rilled up to the ori~inal depth et that spot. 



Pet one, 

November lOt'::, 

1937-. 
-----·· 

WELL IN GT ON. 
··~; 

Dear Sir, 

As requested by you, I a~ forT.ardi~g the 

oepth's o£ different channels which now exist in the 

Hutt River. These channels have been formed owi~g to 

the Public Works Dept dredgir-g. 

I took soundings at 10-jC.a :;:;,. , on Satt:.::-:Jc;y :roYeD.ce:..~ 

6th, in the i:"J.tt River, where the ?ublic ':lorkz .Dept have 

assistant Engineer, Mr ·Jeble:r, together with a ::;.;;,n to 

use the scu...'1ding line,and al2o ~-.vo L'.en to ro7; tr;e ·,j,:.at. 

We found the depth o:~ the tre::::c::-. ':1:-:ere the 

ins 

... 

·, ...... - . 
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>,.--12th llovemb~r • 1937. ·.· 
• " : -<I ~- ' • 

RE ARTESIA.--r SUPPLY: GEAR ISLA..~D. O.E. 52/3? (Pt.4). 

- --~ne following is a report on the position of the 

artesian supply at Gear Island covering the period when 

troubles were experienced owing to work carried out at Scabey 

Island b7 the Public Wor~s D~paxtment:

<Z_u:le,l936t 

After the completion of the a~tesian pu~ping sct~~e, 

a teat run was made on the 4/6/36, with all pumps r~~ni~g for a 

period of at least three hours. The pi:T:l.ps at Gear !zl:=.::.d 

discharged at the rate of 2,480 g.p.m. No complications ~e=~ 

evident at the time ot this test~ 

July, 1936: 

From the 9/7/36 to 14/7/36, t~e wells were lc:: 
. 

running over the weir at approxireately 3~ T:l..g.d. (lo~ tide). 

The tollowing gauge glass and ~ide lev~l£ w-!:-e: r eco::d~d ~ ·-

14/7/36- 12.8 p.~., tide 40.25', ~~ g~use 52.66• 

On this day, i.e., afte= five daya 1 ccnti~~cuz rw~:=¢, ~ 

The flow frcm all wells at b.tgh tide wa(.( 3~- :?10 g .. p.::n., a::-.i' 

little below halt tide 2,930 g.p.~d 

January, 193?: 

shortage by various local use~s of. ~.;;at~::- are c.:;,r:;' .in . . 
in my report, dated 15/2/37t and 

to f.ile 52/32 (Pt.4). · 
~ - ... :~~-.. . I' c-. 



' ' ' - . '~ ":::.- ' .. -
, ·, --~- r. • ·-: · '-'·"· · 

R.eadings taken on' l5/l/37 gave the 
,. : 

' ·:results:-
· ~- Hutt River W.H'.B:. Flow in 

'l'ime:. Tide: Tid. e. Ga.u:ze. G. P.M. 

12.50 p.:n. 37.00' 36.20' 50·14' . 2,480 

7-10 p .. m.-- 39.20' 51.28' 2,710 

Frequent readings of head and tide level followir.g thie 

date a:e recorded on file 52/32 {Pt.4). 

A cocparison of these readings with the 19-'::{ ).,; 

1~5 

recorda ae ehown on Chart 3, Folio w·;::-.::: indicates -tl:at 
·~· 

piezometric readings on 18/1/37 were 18" to zen below 

estimated no~al value and nearly 15~ below t~e value 

the 

it was estimated would be reached under drought conditions. 

The di:ni:r::.utic:o, in flow over the weir cc:rrespcndir.g 

~-to the above :reduction in piezocet:ric pressur~ would a~o~t 

to approximately 16% of the high tide reading taken o~ 8/l2/36J 

and even this :reading appeared to be low and to indicate 
' 

a diminution of presau=ehacl al=e~~Y co~menced. 

---· -th• pi•zo~·t-:- .. Jc "" -~ 'f.;.~ -"" _, real..4ir.ga actually take~ at 

and the values whic::. 7i01.4lci. be expected for similar tide levels 

taken !rom the 1933 recordso 

Follc~ir:g a p::ot t2s t to the ?t:.b lie 7lo:rka Dc;;a=t::c=.-t 

extending U...."ltil the er.d of< :~~2.7, at which time most of t::e 

low est point o:f en t:rr to t::. • :~rtes ia::1 becis are su.cr:. that it is 

difficult to assess tb~ trG~: position, but a compe.l"!.:acn. 1'ili th tl:.r.. 



.• 

• 

_1nto 8.c~ount, 1 ~ ia probable .that a loa a· in pr~fSsu:re of 4" tc 

6• still exieted.at Gear Island. --· 
lune, lq3t: 

In June and July, 1937, this pressure lo~s wa~ 

-appreciablr greater and the_Public Works Department were 

asked, per telephone, to check their so~~dings. 

October, 1937t '. 

Early in O~tober when,in accordance with your 

instruction, dated 25/8J37, a further check on gauge level~ 

and flows was made, the high tide flow reading was 3,000 

g.p·.m. and the pres aura los a appeared to be appro:::ir:z:tely 6 ;'4. 

On the lst November, complaints of water shortag~ 

wera again received !rom local users of this arte:;ian z-:.:;;;;l:r ... 

following a week-end r~ over the weir fro~ cur nells at =~the 

lesa than the no~al pu~pin£ rate. It appear~d tb.at ..,, ~ ...... l~-,..,. ~ 
~..; ...... , ........... ,,.,. 

had been a conuidorable drop in pressure since the 8/10/37, 

but info~ation was r~cciv~d fro~ Mr. 

had occurred at th~ 

the .. e:tceptionally dry s:_Jell 1 and. t::.is would account fo;: :::o~: 

' 
o! tee drop at cur wella. 

with the eetirnat~d hea.d ~'"lder e;cce;rtii:.n.ally c::7 /or:.c~.:.:_.::~:.~::; 
Using a value of 10" as representing the J.c.ss ~.c:-, 

.. 

might be expected unde:r dry wea-ther .ccndition2! 
1 

euct. a2 :.·~:·c 
) } I 

at present_ this 

or the :flow rrcm 
.. -..... , ·: 

:cas i3 equivalent ·; 
one 4" well. / 

to approxir::a tel:t 250 ? •.. ::.. ; 

. ,... __ . 
r 



-"' -' ·. ,_ .· ..... ••, ,-:c~~,r-_••·,_};y 
• I •-. • :. • ,.~.:..: 

This pressure loss, (lJ"),as ~~inpared with":·th~ ·" ' 
- :.,:.:..:~.:-' 

relationships established by a large number o! readings 
-

taken in 1933 and 1934, ·is largely due to the operation of the 

Public Works Department's drag-lines, probably·not ~ore than 

3~ or ~~ b~ing attributable to the present dry weather .-
oond1 tions •. -

.. j 
I 



Hen. Minister ~ Public 'i7orks 1 

In r e1"cr-onco to :;o~ =
ntnutn o1: tho l·:th ina~r.nt rc.;:nrillne; t;1e o.t.ovc, I i:: vc 
to ntvi~~o JOU fOP the infO:"Wntion of t;1e rrcm. ~.~in:.st r 
of Flnmce 'tbrit the follo'·:ing 1a t~ ··:oo1 t ton in r·c::::-d 
to the nutt Ri~.ter> r~eclGf:lntion nrA. l.rtcoion :·atcr :JU?_>ly:-

It is clnimed 'by tr.o 
01 ty C unci l o.!ld oth :To that t r.£-"'O W:-ts a C'H];:].on a--:d 
1'n"'!'.,..0C"""'·,..."' ... '"JI ~"'""l"' 1 .... -:'·..,,... r:.,.. ... ,."'.~~t"" V"'·""r·"" i:~"·1 "~""'~""":"'" . ... -;,_JJ.- 'Ju"""' •• u...,tJ.. 4t-(:.l ,.., _.._ ..,._"' o;;."- r_,or;;...·-~·"-•• - ~..,._..,. _.., __ -.{_..,._ "'-"-~ •··..:.... 
.Jm1r~::r-::r la.::;~,~:>.:'111 t<.l..:..t t.:-.:!.o W.'l£1 ..:'JO to t;"':.e d.:-o>.':;;·i:.;~ .:::···<1":-.t:ons 
0<::::~.[: m:'"' :1o~ cnt -:...y ~::~~ ".:h,;.,'""}!.!"'r"t::'"'~t !lt t~:e :ru·:-.:. ~:::--_·-:-:-y,. 

~ho d.ror; 1n lc vc 1 <l.)·;·; a 
not np~ on r to be tm'1racc•~.<:m ted ~a it 1 o rc10rt cd t:·.,: -:; O':ffiGr s 
of pri ~rnto '\Z'ella h..<"~d alr.ilrtr trouble during a C:ry G~-ell 
coma 70ara ogo. 

I hnve no record of 
tit a nrtoolan levols b\):'Ot'O the C);~L1.1!:t \.( uu r.:t.t:e, -cu:; 
t:1o Bar.nging Di..., ector of: Coms:i scion ·::ool ~cottr-r.:rc L ta. , 
ooviece t.:':at ho noticed a drop a"bcut ti~a nlc'ldle o: Dt'~Cc:tbL!'. 
~\s this cont1m.1':d. into Jrmu::Ty, he con·;lnin~.:a. to the City 
Council that ttlo1r ;Jinpi:lg v:ns 1o'W'.:r1ng tl1a m tor lov~3l· 

T:l1B [i~J CJ~ G m 11 :-v-a s tt!rtcd 
tho .con: rol complnlnt no i:tlO Cit;! CoiL-:.cil :tr.<.l r-.ot 0::-en 
drcr;ing off the.lr v;clls !"or OOl:1G t 1r.c ::r (:VL.J'.luly, r:..d it 
ttno lr;;::1Cdin tcly nftc:" t:-.L th~t thoy n:..::.::c d ti1.c Lc ,_:;:- 2;~..1·.:. t 
n::d ?otor.o Bor ... n1c:"l::.; a..-.d o th ..:ra :if' tltey i~;:lcl r.ot5.c ~.:< :·· .::."""r,,rp< 

?:--.e 1'1. r.Jt ro:;l~~ f'r·-:;;:1 c c;c.'1 
Of tllO WO :SDrUU[:':-'1 !3 \·:no t":: ti10 effect ~-:,..'lt. ~10i:r' ')(:j_.2_,:; 77C'T'i3 

norrr-8.1 11 out oftc:' ~:~£J] exonincd t!'len t.'loy toth u~.:::.~!l t:J..'1t 
tiJ.G 1evclo w::·.:-e ::1::::·...-:-. rn;! 1~ wac coricc·:1UCntly l.,,?)C~"'.,;.~d ~mt 
t~lo (:-.op h:'id occu. .. ""'.:.-·:;1 a"";:;out t."l.::t <i..'lte. 

!~ t t-: e t t ·~·~; c ~): .. < .. I:.. ·~. i :1·t 
wns r::nce both <'lrnclin. .' :-:'!:ic-: inca w-.ro dir.cint: n-::. t i1c ::-n:-::1~t:::'l 
dcpt:'l th.r1 t their :'1.r~:~71nr; ·~-r.U.d. allo~. ZTo .. 1 ~'\f)~!'* t:~c., t--~v:th. 
of t;1e :river hnd rc:-.-::JCC. 6Ci"t. lclo~7 lo7; tiuc. :--:'.-ol ,:;~d 
at No. 2 r£~r tl:c :<IN :;·.sr1Ji.J:G ~w t.!o,ti".. t;""';O 5,::::·t .. 

Sir'.ce t;'1Ga 1 ac ..:, ;~.·..::e:.~~·::::;;:;.::$ 

tha c:;oi"ators mve boon i:nctrmte:cl not to O.ig ..lc:c ... ::-;...,'k 

nbout 3Cl't bel o'er lcr:;- tido ,[·md the origii::p,:'J. d.-::;::;:_: ; :1ic::: ,-.:.~c 
still the de>e:?cn~·t 1;:, tr.e rtvar• 

Silting of t.~e~·;,_:· il-.1'2·.,: ... ;,j 

boon very slew c.na t:Y"f!dllo~ a~ t.'1c r-o . hav £1 1> ron ;-:.c; ~; ~ ,• .-~.: 
or En.rrtnir.t':!d i'loGds ·to'J bring rmtcrial <b':Jr::. t:·,,~- ·: ~='" ':':1e 
a1lt1ne at Fo. 1 h.'11 been tb.e c_pickor Ot:"i1":J tc ~::vo -:::Q't!.on" 
Th.a dept£! there- 18 UO!l 38 !'cot M11le at Hoe 2 :l t io etiJ.J. 
about 40ft.-

T,iie 01 t;; 1::,.-;~nc c.:!:· ;.:>t!:'t ~~ ;; 
'tht'l t .n f:ateza benrir'iff otra ta wn.s m.:t-'~1 th fj~ !).() o.::- 60 :r;::·':.'! 

when dr1vin8' tho Ci tWJlla, and. it ie Of'. T.hia ·t.rr~t il~ "b[l 
his O'.:ln tenti on. the.~ i)!.lr' wm:-J.t h..."HI atf'ec.t!.';Ct tho ''c'G. ,-;r ·vcln.~ · 



\ 
\ 

there are the !'ollowin(! orgurn.entc ~-

(1} 

(2) 

( 3) 

I do not know of any wells in thG lower end of' 
the Valley where water is' drnwn from ruch a oh::~llow 

- dopth. Most of them are betw oon 80 and 90 .feet and 
acme are deeper. 

i From our oon 7:"ell 87 rt. doep driven n:;a.r ;·;o. 1 
jaragline, the w~ :r.r flows into the tnn7~s o~ the a team 
lo comot i vas ond ti' ... a tank o.t tho drsgline. If :-.:a 'ii:::.ra 
to cut tho ~nter 'tearing strcta within a fc-:r ch.aino 
of' 1 t, one 'l10<ll<l 6X:'1CCt t."lat this '.'Vould be t:-..e f'1r ot 
well to .fail. T:"".. only time -;.e htwe had a.-.y trouble 
w1t.1:1 it, however, r.as wr10n the C1ty Council •.Yss 
testing the f10':7 of 't1'1e1r wells with t."1e valves :Cull 
o:;on .. 

'::he ro1nt"nll tw.f:. a conctderoble ef'fect o~ t:-,c 
artesian '~atcr levels. Lcvel.o r,~corde..:l at our ~7oll 
ncar' the Pi::::x: 3;:: i;~.se show that after na·:i:l.[; nllo';l ance 
for 'ide i~luencc, the l)rcssure wno ::.:'l.irly 1::r!;eney 
from the t ::l..me o~ tr.e compln tnt to E't:forw:r:.t 25t:1, 19 37,. 
On Fohr"'..l :~ry 23rd 2:1d 24th t11o:-e "::na heo. vy rain 
whic.'t ca.uocd o f'lood in the ri vcr on 24th. ':'>.o 
artosinn levels st ti1e lower end ot the valley ros;;orA 
iWl.lcc11ntoly to c::[l.!"'l.[;eG of: tido level in t:w HeJ.:''b:)ur, 
but the riYer level o~ 5 to 6 f"eet, sbo·:o no~l at 
t!.1e ?i;;>a Brir~.t:,e h:1d no efi'oct on tc .. c:'1 on ?ei.Jrllr:.ry 
24th. On the 25t:'1, howe-.rcr, after t:1c m:-::'ace fJ.ocd.
hnd receded, t."1c c:rtesian lovel rose o~:a :::.: .. oot whic.~ -
L'ldi roted that "t21G"'e m1s no free con:t:;ctic:i.1 "Oot·.;een
the river nem"' ito mout:1 end the nrtesiG.n '.7ntc;r, and 
that tl1e l_~cl a=: tho latter only roco \•hen t:1e addi ti;;-
al ~'1~ f?o_UTI.cr-w G:c:r _ t.nd time to r.:;ac2. th::1t far. :, 

(4.) Inc:'et~ac-<'l dra1.-o:'f must h0, ve &)Me ef'::\:;ct en t_.'-~a 

(5) 

(6) 

m"iter level. If ttd:1 opcnin,s c:: the vnlve;.., o:"" t::a 
City -:ells rtlll et'i'oct tila .laval to t:;.o '~:c~::;:·.t of 
one foot it is :-.::::scn.'lble to su;:nose ~:;..'1 t ·>:.c 
inCr'C&Oed drFr;;-c:,:'::' due tO tl10 l r,.r ,Zd i.r.c:..'"'O~~ :.:::; in 
po[!Ul3 t ion of I,o'. cr nutt and ?ctc.r.c G."!Z' i:-13 -::.:-..o :n :3 t 
feD yearn, t!:e s~~~-:ly to E~st"oaurrle n:::d t:·:e incl'""!,;-~·,sirJog 
cle:-:';Lnd by ne;; i;:cl:3-:ries will hr.ve ::en::: :7,c::.::.:.i..l;' e 
e:f'foct en tho lc· ·;.;::ls ccm;:-:c:.re d --:.'1 tl! t::..C..:;o r::-.--. :..::r 
simil~r co nc:i tiO:l3 o£ tide and r ~H::--..:f'a 11 o:: <::: f'rS-:: :;e:::::'i-'5 
ago. 

!n oorr:a casc:G vC::::re ::eo-,lo h.:Ave CO;";\}·.:.ai:: ... ;.,<.. oi.' 
docrcosed flc'>'l j-~is r,_r:a b ccn due to clo_:;.coC: ~.·:.:::::a. 
In the lett:::r ::.~ef::-:-cd to below t?1o Lc··,,:;p .: .• -~;; 
Boroueh ~n.ci:r.ce:- states tl13t cc1'tcr cl6:-.:1i::~,7 .. :.:c..: :.:-..a 
Seaview wells, the .noo •.mo npprox.:in:::-,~vly e.::.:__.,;:.~ .. -;:.o 
that \then the ·;-olle wero 1'irst devclo;)cd. 

·;:hen a dive:::- e.hc.;-:in ed the de C;:J :-:ole iJ in ? ;:;~_:.-' -· -y 
laot he. could f'inG. no evidence of' :i:1flcw c:: ' .. :-,-:.,:~··.,. 
His tr;£Jthod of exc..-:1ino.t1cn wna to stop ;).t c.ii::>:.::···~:.t 
pnrto of tt1e e;~cn·;at ion, hold n tcrch n t nri~::.; :._.c .. \Gt.!~ 
and wntch. l'or llC'i-lie:TJCnt of the suspended rn:?.t-": __ . ~:~. 
the water between him and the light., 

It ia fli"gned. t:1.1't, t."l1s teat is not o:r m,·,_(.··. v~11•':~ t':r 
s dif'fuaed i1:_ow over- a t-arg~- area aould, be o: .. cc-: 1~' 
abla mngnituc:,e -;;it::aut cru1s1ng n diaturba..-'1ce, bu1 . 
an artee1a:n. ~lor1 'l7ns atartec at Point Hcmard by · ;~ "' . :, 
pu;Lling o~ ~ pile,. the diver wa~ unable to ap::->rn· :: ·1'··· 
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of thia I eo:r..-:;idcr tllat 1t thor-a ms a !'lo\v fror:1 the 
cx.cavnt1ona oU::i'1cient to cause the drop in presGu.re 
cCMpla1noc1 of, the diver woUl4.'a.t least have aoen 
a erne l'll)V anent in tho w a ter. 

During the Winter montho the artesian 
level El t lOW tide rer.lS.inCd f; irly canctEL""lt at &bout 5(J 1 8n 
above City datum until towarda the end of Octobc~, after 
a oonaidcr:'ble dry spell it !'ell g!'O.dually to sot 1... 0..-:t 
ltovembcr lat and 2nd t1wre \'7!JS a drop to 49'2n, but thie wan 
!bund to be due to the valvaa of tr.a C1ty Council welL:: being 
opennd t:> t~st the flo'<v. (Under t7or!cine oonditions ·~: .. ~ c"z·o!) 
would. not bo so great ac t;'1e pur'!tping pl0.nt 1no t.:'1lled cculd 
:J.10t -:"c aJ.. 'li1i t.:--~ tr..e sno'.J..i::t of ;; e. t er t'h.a. t is ~vrt 11~ b 1 e fr ·:x·:. the 
·::-ells). Sinco tint &l·tc t:1o:'e h.D.va -:.,')eon f~e::;_uent if :r..ot 
:Ji::avy !'A1no C:iC t11a ~rt:::sla:-1 head ~~~o r ctur:n.e(1 tc, the H'"in -!:c:
lcvel. 

Un-:(al' d.::-,te June llth the 1.o,·:er :~utt 
Dorough Engineer ru:lyL;ed tiJ.O Di at ri ct _ En,sin mrn tl1:.1 t r~r· i~"')r 
to Janu~:.ry of this yc:::..r th€l avorAee level of: arte:-:irx.r.:. :-.. 2 :1<1 
nt tha ;,~a in ?urrnlng Station, \7illia.ms 3trcet, in tcr:-<u3 of: 
dntum 40.oo (~!enn High ·::nt.er) wna 56.50 at Hieh --~1 c.te::r nnd 
55.20 at Low \'later. Roctd.in[Jo tn1::en in Jflnu:1ry shcli: a 
drop in hood, "out from the m1ddle of.' February to pro cent 
d.:\te on improvcm.ont in h ~d .ts recorded..,. 

'r.ells c-un.':.: on t:us 'Reserve 1.::,~ wL-... " .... :::.::.· ha e 
been kept under obaerv::;. t ion ::f:· om Dcccr.ib er ln st to d'i.te. 
Theoo r.·e lla f1..ra turt !ez- to t.1.o no rt:r1 than tl1e 1.~f~in i'-'1:.:-.,;;;inz 
Stat.ion wells •. 

li'o .:lrop in held ':'lao a:;')nrent ~-;;t t:1ose 
well a in Ja..-runry lnu t, "wt 1 t ia l'::no·.~n ti;.n t tho ,,,,..._rtor'ue?.r ing 
strata into which the:r h::!Vo boon {tr:'ivcn 13 v--ery co~oct~ 
Thoso wells are refini tely nf'fected. by rGini'a n. lt 

A r..::·i'::eG. drop in hood wss noticeC. Et t,\e 
pur.1pinz B~ntion aitu.-."lt,;G. :.1t Scavie'it J:'{oad O-;:'P10S1tc the ":.:'c;:cnc.:J 
011 Co;-:1::/Cc..":Y' s _orer.J.~>GS ·~::1 Jr,;:tU!::r·y last. ·.:;r;.c~ \1c:!.:s \\'c::-e 
:f'ir st put C!.oiT."l tr.tO ~vc··c.:ca ln \-'el of urteoitln he :--,Cl n t .l-:i.r:::1 
':/:> ter W:{G 5 3• 5C, but OZl ti-;e 27th Jrmua.ry 1 ~t thin r.x. c1 
fallen to 4'). :::o. 

,--\n ir;:prover:~ent in h ~::ld hr12 ~ ::::.;. r .... y~L. :·:.l 
d.nting froom X1ebr-1.1ar y lc.e~t, a rd. tho hiSlleGt r,;:-~dir-0:~ :.-...::c:::.::• ~~(:d 
nt Hif')l ·,-;a ter I.;ince Jr:::nunry L'i. st 1 a 52. 50 • 

..:;::'heoc t7all u have been clcor.J) ..:1. out :.' ccc;r.:.tl:_l 
and the 'flo.v tested o. t liio'l '.'!n tcr 'I.'(."::\ a ap;;ro::ir:1.:1 tc:.:l a,~~'...:s:~i, 
to that 'll'L!Gn t."-1a wells >::r::;rE-> f:trat cJevcloped. 

Frc.m tho above t-o.::orda 1 t ia t.ryp"-,rcm t 
thnt the roduotion in he:"u hao been a.lmoot f'ully rcstor·ec·t~ 
due to a groat o.:.·~tent to the r1oe 1n level o'£ suiJsoil \';'ntcr 
Which na tl..u'ally always occurs during t.'la win tsr mon-;-.:·u.~. 

It, haa b ecn. e stnbli shed tr.a t t:1e s.rtt::·~,;: ·::n 
hEmd Vrn"1es according to tha ~evel o:!: t.'1e Itutt :R ve~ arl!i ... ,le 
rainfall. Gra:::>hs rc ce ntl y prepe.r ed a how the ri Be a>ld i' .'.,l"L c:t"' 
SI"teaian hend in reln't.ion to r"i ver level a.."'ld the ra1n.f'r:;:<', 
r~corded in th<:t Boro UfT;• n 



In a recent 1esu.G of tl"..a "3vening l'oc t.. the::- a 
apr>eara a rex:o-:~t of n discussion o:f the Potone :Borot!,S'Il 
Council regnrd1ng a propooal for a deput..1.tion to sr>o;rc:-,c~: 
tha Hon. \'7• Hash regnrd1ng the a~logod tapping of t::c ;:;_:.:-tcGian 
water by t111s Depnr"tmcnt's .:rperaticn.a. In it t!1e t:::::yo-: is 
rep crt ed to hn va stated tl1ot ho wouJ.cl be q,u1te ple::,::;ccl to 
bo asoociated with t:"le eoputat1on, altlloUSh as f2..r c.;; .?etone 
wna concerned too prescure and volu...7.a l"' .. ..r1d. been rog~1:lcd. 

To surn up, it sppecra to roo that nny fluctuations 
netic ed in tr.a vrtoalan pre saure are due to rninfall ccndi tionG 
and to L"1creasod <lr'nw-o:fi~, and have not bc..en C'lU.Se~ b;:r the 
Department' a on!r at.ions. 

/j 



HUTT V~~LEY UNDERGROill~D WATER AUTHORITY 

IN T:HJ.S 1::RLTBR of the Hutt Valley Undcrgrou.'1d 
Water Authority ~po;·roring 
Bill, 1963. 

EVTD1'NCE OF KENNETH ST . .;.r.TLEY ODLIN" 

My name is Kenneth Stanley Odlin, and I am a Senior Staff Engineer 

on Mr. Bach's s ta:ff, 

Tho Hutt Valley, which gcologicc.lly speaking includes Yiollingt.on 

Hnrbour, was formed mainly :c.s tho result of mover.::ents on a f<::.ult line 

on the \¥estern sid·J of tho valley. Streams flowing ir.to the resultant 

fo.ult engle depression carried dorm gravel and other mata:::-ial and 

gradually filled :L'1 the depression to produce the £:.llu•;ial flats t!:J.t 

we have today. 

This .shows, i.r;. the fors of a generalised lcngi tudinal 

section, our presc!:-c knowledge of the geology of the c:rcc;.. It ·;:i.:l be 

noted tho.t ~ 

1 • The base o:f t::c fault depression is not u.::ifor:-J so that a 

number of b.:J.s:.n.3 ncrc fsrmed, the: most importnnt o:~cs beL.~g t.hc 

2. Until tes t,s r~c:; being carried C'Jt by the Gc ol cgic L'.l S:J.I:"tcy 2-rG 

complete, a r:-lj.ablc estimate (:;f the date of the f'c::·rno..tian of' the 

v2..lley is r..ot :.;.·v·ailablo ~ It is thought that -:r .. e ir .. ::'"'illing oi,.., tho 

:tn ?ctonc t'crsshorc begn.r1 

Tbs ]ower 

beds of P-r;.d si.l-c :lipping g:;ntly tonc..rCs tha hc.:-bcur. It is 

and ~nc vcg~r~ticn was srarsc. 

river flov;, c:"":.;blcd thi.~ relatively s:·nall r7.7cr tc; forra the thick 

i.nf:l lJ.ing • 
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Separating each glacial period was a period of vrarm climate si:r.ilar 

present. Sea level rose and flooded the lower part of the river 

plain, and dense forest covered the surrounding hills. Erosion was ruuch 

reduced, resulting in deposits of a silty or peaty nature. 

4. The information shorm on the diagram has been obtained from 

geophysical and geological studies, from bore logs, and in particular 

from the Authority's No. 1 Test Bore which is by far the deepest 

bore L~ the area ~d the first to penetrate through the alluvial 

infilling to the basement rock. It was sunk at a cost of abc;'~ 

£8,000 and has provided valuable data which I will shortly describe 

in more detail. 

Some of the strata on the diagram arc shown w:i th dashed lir.es 

and rGprosent the probable extension of particular strP-t2. found. in 

test bores. 

5. The gravels strata are generally porous enough to permit the passage 

of watc:r. Thc:oe stre.ta arc therefore te:r:ncd aquifers. The silt 1 

clay or pec.t Is.ycrs are almost completely impervious to water and 

are tLerefore tc::rmed aq'l~oludcs. 

:I'hc nutt R~.'lc::;r can be regarded as flowing both in :Lts OP8n 

channcol as sur:~::ce 'Hater, und throuch the gravel aquii'crs, as 

underground ·;;:.:.tcr. It hns been found tho,t ::t the upper enc or~ the Upper 

Hutt Basi..'rl abcut i 0 :nil~ ion g2~llons of water ls2..ves the ri~.rcr each 

the join tl:e , l 

ti;ne later c:t Silv·s::::::t.::·sam. "\gain, at the Soc; thcr:1 end of 'J.'ai ta Gcrgc 

thi: South ryf :~cmcs 
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highest bacteriological purity. The non-!lrtcsi:m underground r .. atcr, 

which nc refer to as ground -;1ater, is liable to pollution from the 

surface as it is not protected by an aquiclude. 

The level to which water ~all rise up a bore is termed the piezometric 

pressure or level, and is a mo~surc of B1e a=tcsian pressure of the 

aquifer tapped by the bore. It is dcsir~blo for the piezometric level 

to be kept as high as possible because :-

(.) 
'~ If the piezometric level is below ground level, polluted 

surface water may flow through lcD..l(s in the aquiclud.c to 

pollute the G . .rtcsian water with consequent d.enger to public 

he e.J. th. Such le:2.ks may be natur:;o.l, or mu.y be mar.-::;:w.de such 

es abandoned bores, or damcgo by piling or dredging or 

le:lkago around the outside of pocrly designed bcros. 

(ii) Ii' the piezomet:::-ic level falls too close to sec. level, the 

d:irccticn of· vo:tcr :flo·:r mc:.:r rcvc::rse cr.~.d sea v;ate::- enter the 

c..quifors. Due to tho greater do.c:sity of sea wat::::r, this 

reversal will occur 07cn though the piezometric level is above 

sea level, and even ;;hc_re soT;:; :~:-esh wrctcr still f'lows cut to 

SCD .• 

(ii:..)Lorr piczomotric lc;vcls c::.n cc.usc pt;.mps to fa:.l Cue to p:-c:.ml:lg 

difficultic s. 

The piozom.ct:::-ic level in ou:."' artcsi.::..:: system d0ponC.s 

(· \ ,o; River or g:::-our·.C. 'ilato:::- lc'!cl 

zone. 

lowe::- ir~i1t.:-r .. tion 

(c) Drnw-off; the grcc.tcr the n:Jct:.r.t of: vtn:tcr th::~ .. : i.s extr2ctea.. 

Pttrnping t.:::sts ~,o.rricc~ vut .;,.., ....... '. i 557' 

p;:-cssurc ."l.t c.ll otiY ·-:cll;o. 
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Overseas, thoro arc numerous e:<:l.IDples ·;mere ever-usage has lowered 

piezometric pressure to such ar. extent that sea-water has invaded 

the aquifers to considcr~ble distar.ccs L~land. Nu~erous countries 

hc;.ve sections of their coasts Ylhich :c.r0 subject tc sea water contamination 

as evidenced by reports from thc United Kingdon, GG:'IDany, the Netherlands, 

Japan and the TJnited Stat.:;s of ..A.merica. In the latter country tho 

extensive Californian coastline has been subject to ~n unusual amount of 

L~trusion resulting from water needs accompanyi-~g a lurge in.r"'lux of 

population into coastal areas. Invcstigations by the State of Califorr.ic 

revealed tlv::ct sea water ho.d encroo.ched into thirteen coastal aqu:i.:~ers 

throo.tenecl und 60 others o.rc potcnti2.lly thrcatenecl. 

It is essential, therefor::.>, i:f ~rc e.:c to croYcnt such c. G.j sastc1· 

:f:::cm occurring hero, to li:nit usn_gc to saf'o vc.lu.os. I would stress 

fcr~~r case, e..n attempt to drc.w more 7Hl"tcr tho.n the r~:vcr c2r: suppl:r ~;,;ill 

f2il, but no harm will ·ao done L:. the r~ vcr or to U·:: scheme, "Lf, c·~'" tQ 

period. 

by E.R., ~.1cKillop, foll::'xine; i.:T'TL'S 

Wo::.lington City Council i:1 1925. 

mr-:tc si.Yico that datG hf:.'IL confi:·r:sd. !~. 

gS:.llo~.:: per clay. 

Ninimurr, river flow~ Tho I' 

'"rests carried. out l'' 197,q ,, " 
that tho lowast rcc~rdof, .:· 
W:J.S 50,000 1 000 gn.l.~~DS f 

~nt draw en Hutt Rive::: ;,:.G. D. 

Tho Water Board 
Lower H<ltt City and. Fete; 
I"1dustry in the Aroa. 
Minimwn flow ro quire a iv 

below Bcl;:1ont 

fU1Cl- ... 

~ t.·r~::: 

r;.d 

\ 

:.S t 

\ 
I 

d te 
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MiniJ:ruo :flow in aqui:for to lll£:intc.in <1 
po<::.l( o:f :rrtcsi211 1:ater in the sec. 
and prevent er.try of s o.l t wdcr 

Go~ Islc.nd. pumping st~tion 

B/f 39 m.g.d.. 

11 m.g.d. 
___2_ II 

55 " 

These figJres indicate that the present demand is 5 m.g.d.. over 
the lowest rocord£:d. flon in the Hutt RiYcr. It is suggested ti1at 
these fi&~rcs <1lons justify the constitution of an underground 
water arc a for this dis t:-ict ." 

2. Tho co.pacity must also d.cpcnd on rivor level o.t the lower end of 

the infj_lt:-o.tion zone. Fer a giYen flon of wo.tor from this zone to 

the c.rtcsie.n well zone, therc must be a certain difference in 

piezometric pres sure bet·;;een the t-.vo po::.nts. 

3.. Safe capacity can also be reduced by unr;iso spacing of wells. 

For cxa.mplo ir~ b;o lc.rgo -.vells r.roro spaced close:: together ncc.r 

the shcroli.:--:1e, the risk :::f drawing sco:;;o;tc.:r ba.ck would bc greater 

than if the s o.mc \Tells were lee o.tcd further inla:1d or fctrther apurt. 

This aafe capacity of' 25 million gallor.s pt.:r dc,y represents en 

estimo..to or~ the safe oc.x:iwun continuous surncc~ C.r2w-of:f 4 It ms.y be 

possible to increase this in winter, is hoped th~t it c:.o.n be 

further incrcusGd for :::hcrt periods, prcvidccl these are f.ollcw3d 

by periods ,-;hen dr::::.~v-off is :-cC.ucod to o vc:rJ low value 0r is 

stopped entirely. 

fresh r;c.tc::- ir1 the c.quiter t:J the seaward. side of thu bore --..:-

ffborr8wcdn c.nd rcplc.cod. by ~c:;. ':l::::tcr 1vhich zrust l:tt:;r be vn:J.shcC. aut 

by <::.'1 increased flow of Such only ..~v 

Most, if not :<2.1 pric:~ to 

previous studies in most respects, i:>cd: it iJI::.:: '·'~c.so :--c<r:,;o.Jod a r:::J.mCC::)" cf 

distnrbi.:'1g facts. 

Firstly, t·;:o of the J ... uthorit:r':: est 'h_ 

water pollution of some aquifers !~as o.lroD.C',:l ucourrcC. o:,ci pro'Jably c:ctcnds 

over one mile inland. After 

'"quif'cr, the No. 1 test bore cncct:~'~ .. · ::;d r;.·_ 
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-~ifcrs cxtendir~ from 400 ft. below ground level to basement rock at 

The No. 2 bore 
1 

a mile inland, confirmed this when it found 

sclii1e wo_tcr with a lesser conccr.tration ct the same depth. ~~or cover, 

it ·,vets found thilt, ini tL:lly, the conce:itratior: of salt increased rtith 

depth. Although this trend wc,s rcvcrsod below 612 feet th,::rc is a 

mnrkod si:;lll~ity to the known so-C: water intx-usions on the Cclifornian 

coast of the United Sto_tcs. 

Secondly, it is now re!llisec1 that an ::dec;_uute flow of water in the 

river below the infiltration zone is essential to prevent sc:a wdor 

entering the nrtcsi<m system at lo-ner end of the infiltration zor.e. 

Thirdly, there hils beer. a eonsicicr::blo nnd. continuing d.r::Jp :L'i 

piezometric levels s:L"lcc the survey cnrricd cut by Hr. ilcKillop. 

=:-..ppec..rs this is due ~ot cnly to increased c::msumptior: bt.t 

of the r=.vcr bt;d iG the infiltr::ticr: zone by tbc 

oper~tions of the Hutt River Bourd. 

?ourth::r, J. t ::: .. G de. to tho. t the tho 

c:J.pacity of 

.Av~rc..gc surnncr usc:.gc ·ll2.S cf th·3 crdc:~:· of scvcr~tscn million 

day. 

per do.y. 

to crisis poiilt. 3oth ?otor:c Bor 

to mo..Jc:; urgc?:"!t etltc::::c:t=..or:s tc their 

To sum up: 

(3) There is ev::.dcncc that i-:;::, cetp::.

(4.) Inst::1lJ.od well c-C:p::lcity in 1;!nrc 

(5) TtlCrc is cleo.r o·Tidc;-;ca th::t s,:c-, 

( 6) Cons idc.rnblo pumpbg diff'iculti; 

a period of incrc::lscd dr'l:'J off'. 
30tt:_July, 1 963 

c.;',d Wellington City Cou;:cils hc•,C. 
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I 
T!:E RELA 7IGr1SHIP rlET'ilEEtl R IVEl:. l£VEL 

AND ARTESIAN P~£3SUP£ IN TliE LOWER !!UTI VALLEY 

Description of the Artesian System: 

The artesian system in tile !;:mer :futt Valley is an ulluvi.ul basin 
comp::- iscd of nltcrna tc beds of s i.lt nnd gravel. I'/ a ter fron tl1c Eut t 
~i vc:- soaks into these gravels be ti<ccn Tni ta Gorge and the llul t Golf Course, 
becomes trappctl bclol'/ t:1c various sll t bc<ls, and, after flow in;; bencilth 
Lower liutt and ?cto!'lc, cve!'ltually fin6 its way into tl1e hnrbour somewhere 
to the south of Sones I.=l;::..,'1C:. ::killing ncur· the Pctonc foreshore has 
shor;n t!1at v:utcr bearinrr gru.vel bctls exist to a depth of almost 1,000 feet 
and thnt the water in the upper 400 feet of these is of high quality and 
low mineral content. 

Delow 400 feet, tile: wc:tcr hns u t'clutivc.:ly high min(:rul content and 
is not considered acceptable fa;· nor:nal indu.::trinl or mur.i::ipu.l use. 

Over u. period of 80 years, vtclls huve been sunk in <.:1c lo1;rcr· vulley 
to tap this artesi;::.n supply, and at the present time it p;·ovides 
npproxirnntcly 45.% of the water userJ by indus try and loc:J.l bodies in the 
grcu.t2r ~ellin~ton areu.. 

\'/hen first tnppcd Utere l'/us sufficient prcss~.:re in Oi'.ny ;.>arts of the 
nrtesinn system to lift ~atcr into t.mks situated in roof~ of houses. 
In tcr:::s of City da tun this l7oul d be about c:n iLL. of c.t tJ,e L:mer 
end of the YGllcy. (llco..n ;:ig:• lic:ttcr level is ~.L.40). 'i."oc!a:·, the 
ortcsic.n pr..:ssure is non:;nl.ly nt or tel Gil ground level ciu:- ing the summer 
conths nne: regulurly falls tc ~.L.43 in the vicinity of tJ·,c Pctone 
Esplun<:lde. The c=licst rc:cords of :J.rtesian head were mv.de in 1931 und 
since lhc:tt tii:Je there !;n::; been <l tctnl f<lll in <lrtesiai'l pressure of 
approximately 9 feet. 

Reus ons for the full in /<rtcsiun ~·cssu<c: ----
It hus always Lcen knor;n ti1w.t t!-;c artcsio.n basin \'/US ;: iver chur;:;ed 

c.nd t!::-.t the level of the ri·;cr r1ould hCiYC sew.: bcnrin:.;- en :..rtesl<:d'. pressure. 
Ilor:cvci-, until c.ppro;;imc.tcly ;::ic;I<L::en r.;onths ago, it ·:;o.s ccnsidercd thctt 
the declin;::: in artcsiu.n pressures 1·;c:s ::J.lmost entirely due to the incrc:1se 
thnt hnc tc:ken plu.cc in uscgc nnd tl!e:.t other factors sJ.td> ''" em ir,cr·cGs;:! 
in lcc..:l;agc fror:1 tile aquif::.:r :c..<;:! :::. C:rcp in U:::.: l...:v-:1 _-[ t:~..: :·iv-::-
\;·er~ cf nuch less impot· r.u.ncc • 

flor;cvcr, study of dc:tu callect::J by the ,\ut!JOrity sho1;cs thnl for the 
scunc r::2t.2 of purnping nnd 2.-t. tllc S[l[{C stntc of the tid.:!, artc;sian le,tels 
in JJ(J.L, :::..re on tbe c.vcrugc .:;J.s feet lcwcr· thnn .in 1957. ~·::.is means th0.t 
there a;-c sooc ot:.'.1er f;::;,ctor·s tJesiC:e .::, . .::-cust:t~ t:sagc contri~n .. ting t;:; t:·.c 
f<lll in the nrtes,;,un prcss•Jccs. 

'I.lH . .- t~~~o pOS';:,!.bilitics \1crc nn .iz~.::.~..,~ase ir: lca..l~::::u;::; anJ ,), f':"ll} i.:; UJJ; 

level of the l'iver·. 

It wns reo.liscd th;::;.t 1 ·,·1ith the ir:c;·c::sc in the L•.u-:lbe:: c:'· well..,. ,,._:th 
bric!gc piles pcnctrctint; tc) till~ artrs.::-::fl syst 1_:;: ux:d with t.l..:::~iJ'~ r.~·t··:.:r 

drcdt;ing activiti£.:s, tllo.t sJr;"-..: inert:~~:-(· in leak:.::.gc ''~::l.S b;;u;::c: tv huv~, t;·.;ken 
pl.:1cc.. I~owcvcr ~ to uccoun c. for n dt· c.:;.: ;.n pr<:.:-:isUr(: of 4J:; ~ .. ~' t 1 th: 
Icaknt:" ::rrjuld hLYC to be of t:.,(" ordc:-· -.:·~ 20 l:}i}::ion c:J.llor~.:: ~:- dc.y {.~· 

roughly equnl to tbe Cl!:lount 0~- t~to.tcr· Dr: _:_~·,g p~ .. tmp._:{I fro:-1 the :,_r t~.;s i ... 1 ... ( ~..~·.''.b~ .. 
This po:-:ssibility ··.,<:s disco~~:,~L:d for· tL( ··vllo.·:.~r,_:; rcr-.-:i<"H~:~· 



(i) River go.uging has sho\m thnt roughly 25 million gnllons per dc.y 
of wa.ter lcnvcs the river and enters the nrtesi.::m gravels. 
However, to sntisfy both ptlr.lping nnd leCJ.knge CJ.bout 40-45 m.g.p.d. 
would hnve to soc.k into the grCJ.vels, le.:::.ving CJ. rcsiduCJ.l flow in 
the river of 1.3J2 m.g.p.d. during periods of Sur.JI:ler low flow. 
In CJ.ctual fQ.ct the minimum residual flow measured by the ,\uthority, 
has been 47 m.g.p.d. 

(ii) ,\ le::~kCJ.gc of this size would probably form u very lnrge natural 
spring, or u series of springs, \lhich vould be very noticeable 
on the land nnd could not escape ~otict by River 3oard 1s staff if 
it occurred in the river. As u leakage of this magnitude has 
never been observed, attention was directed ut the fall that 
has taken place in river level. 

Loss of Head due to lowering of the River Bed: 

In the first plncc dingrnms were mnde showing the full that had taken 
place in artesirut level rutd in river level during the period 1931 to 1964. 
These gro.phs showed remarko.ble s ioilnr i ty which indica. ted that fur thcr tests 
should be mo.de to determine the exact relationship which existed between 
river level and artcsio.n pressure. The first of these wo.s to show the 
rclo.tionship which exists between river level on~ the level of the non
nrtcsia.n ground water in the Ta.itn/Avnlon/Nacnnc area. 'I'rio level recorders 
v:cre insta.lled on the river to determine the pattern of river rise und full. 
,\t the s<lme time fifteen r;clls were bored to obstrve the rise and fall that 
takes plu.ce in the non-a.rte:sio.n ground wa.tcr level. This survey produced 
the following results: 

(i) Thnt the level of the ground-rtatcr was controlled by the level 
of the river. 

(ii) Thnt the level of the ground-wo.ter reo.chcd its ma.'i:imum 
a.pprox.rmo.tcly two d;::;.ys a.fter the peak of o. flood. 

(.1 . .r'.r·) Thrt i:.t•c r.r'sc .r'n l 1 f th d · h tl' - ··' . eve o c groun -;·,rater wo.s s. or .rvccr. 

(iv) Tha.t the pattern of rise nnd fall at all recorders is almost 
idcntico.l showing tho.t the whole of the Tnita/Nncnae/Avalon 
nreu is hydru.ul ic;::;.lly intcrconncc ted. 

(v) Tha.t the zone of greatest infiltration of I'iv::r water into ~:::.c 
ground is nodh of L1ubc:y Road. 

Having shown t.llat the river level controlled ground-ww.tcr lcvelf 'r WQS 

then ncccssnry to dcmonstre1te tho.t rise und f<-'>11 in thc: level of th,; grou.'10.
;vnter in t.he To.i tCt/:,vC1lon/No.cnac a.rea. nffects a.rtcsio.n pressures. Thi:: wc::.s 
dvnc by examining the effect of the rise in ground-wnL:r levels on the leveL: 
c.t. the nine recorders nlrco.dy insto.J.led in the a.rtcslnn a.rcu. The influence 
of rrround-wn.ter levels is very clear on the recorders o.t both the Hut: 
liospitu.l a.nd Birch Street, but further :::;outh t!1an this the effect is rr:z;~kcd 

clue to (i) tidal vet:'ic.tion, (ii) rist~ in o.rtc:::;ian level ca.uscc by ti1c 
reduction in pumpi::t).:; during wet periods, and (iii) the short clura.tirm •). 
t.hr; r isc of the gro:irtd-wntt:r levels e~ 

The dCI.i:::J thz:.t !-::L':i been collected is nt pr'esentbcing ex>JF.i.'.1t:d b~: "
~:t;JtisticuJ. consultu,': who hopes tc, elirninatc t.hc pressure vm·~c,ticr,~; c~·

p>.u:;ping, tide, etc., ~nd by sc doing find the mathcr.mtico.l rcl;::tionshi.p 
bctr/ccn river level and nrtcsio.n prc:ssure in the lower part of the vall.t:2'• 



,\s :::1 finnl check, it wns decided to find out how fur up the valley 
the Qrtesiun system extended and determine the nature of the physical 
connection between the non-;::;rtcsian ground-water basin and the urtesiun 
system. This was done by rncuns of a series of bores at approximately 
J.; mile intervals frof.1 t:cllinrr Bridge to l!abey Road. 

In each of these bores it was found that the water in the upper gravels 
was approximately at river level and that its level was rapidly ;::,.ffected by 
chunges in the level of the river. llhen drilling was continued, it was 
found that a silt bed separated these gravels from the artesian gravels 
below. South of Stellin Street, the artesian wc.tcr rrJsc to a higher 
level thun ground-water, was affected by pumping, tide, etc., but was not 
influenced rapidly by changes in river level. The difference .in level 
between ground-water and nrtesiQ.n level became less the further up the vnlley 
drilling proceeded. North of Stellin Street, it was found that drilling 
through successive clQ.y beds did not produce any difference in the water 
levels and that at all depths the level of the water in the rrrnvcls was 
approximately that of the river. 

To rccapi tulate, therefore, it was shown:-

1. That historically the fall in artesian prcssarc has cuincided 
with the fall in river level. 

2. That river level controls ground-ww.ter level. 

3. That there has been a very marked drop in river levels 1 

ground-wo.ter levels und a.rtesiun pressures between 1 and I 

4. Thnt all the ground-water in the Taita/Naenac/Avalon <:1.rcn is 
~ydro.ulicolly interconnected. 

5. ~hat the ground-water level influences urtesic.n pressures. 

6. Tho.t the entire artesian basin is hydro.ulically interconnected. 

7. That the ortesio.n system extends us far north os a li~e across 
the valley at Stellin Street. 

8. That there is phys ic<J.l continuity be tween the ground,~\<.ltc-r bas .in 
2.nd the o.rtesi;:m system. 

From these factors, it is concluded thct the full that has ~aken pl2ce 
in the level of the: river, particularly since 1957, is r.::sponsihlc for the 
greater part of the toto! fall thot has taken place in a.rtes ian flrcssurcs. 

Si;:;nific::mce of fCJ.ll in Artes.LCJ.n Pressure: 

The imporL:mce of the fall that hus taken pluce in -' !.ver 1:~·;,;1 and 
urtcsiun pn:ssure is four-fold:-

1. It hns reduced the capacity of the system. 

2. ' ho.s reduced water storage. 

3- i\. Las incrcCJ.scd the risk of C;Jttnmir<u.:3on of .::.:·~csio c;;~;:·;:r-. 

4. ~t hn::: led t_o consi•1crnble expenditun: .:n moai.f:,ing p;·,rc; J..l~;:' 

ir~.stuilativn5, 

A. Effec~ o_;t the Cc:oac:ity of th.:: Syste.1· 

As the artesian system lS connected ':.o the sea, it is not p . .J:~;; 'i le to 
lower artc:: inn pressures pcrmo.ncntl:.' belov; S<cr::. level ."i thot;. : · ·oing 
the conL::m.~nntion f)f' the llholc wCJ.tc;·· supply :-:ystem H :_;-, sc,·, ·r • 

It is ul:,:,) known that the qunntity wntc · •;!-.at "';; ,~low :h <~f. 

artesia.n S~-·stcr.; is directly proport.:..:-.nl tl i(;e her•/ 'vo.L!.t·'··::'· . 
force t),c •Qter u.r-ough the gruvcls ;)arc;;' .. aw),. 

s 

r.-, I • 
~~----
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This meuns thut the co.pa.city of the system is determined by the 
difference in level betr1ccn sea level und the level of the ground 
\'tuter ut the northern end of the nrtcsiun sys tern. The present 
level of the river is adequate to allow approximately 25 m.g.p.d. 
to be extracted from the system without lowering artesia.n levels 
belor1 s.::a level. However, any extension in pumping beyond that 
figure could lend to snline intrusion in the upper artesian beds. 
Under its original conditions of pressure nnd river level, it 
\'Jould probnbly have been possible to extract 40-45 c.g.p.d., 
assuming always that this amount of \Vater was availnble in the river. 

B. Effect on Uatcr StoraRc: 

The storage of the system has been affected in twa m:ys. The ground 
water storage in the Nacnac/Taita/Avalon area has been greutly 
reduced. This lost capacity can no longer be culled on to supply 
the artesian systec nor can it be utilised to feed wells situw.ted 
in this area. 

Secondly, the drop in pressure has reduccd clus tic storage in the 
artesiun sys tee. 

C. Risk of Contamination: 

Reduction in artesian pressure h.::.s meant tho.t in recent yccrs it. 
h.:1s become neccss.:1ry to opply sucLion pressure to most nrtesiun 
bores in order to maintain ITutcr output. This mcnns that nny 
leakage which exists in wells or collecting mains c.::.n permit the 
inflor; of contnminated ground-1·:atcr. A <ccovcry of artesian 
pressure would eliminate this dnngerous condition. 

D. Effect on Existing ?umoin~ Instnllntions: 

tdmost ull existing pumping installations \'/ere: designed for posi t.i ve 
artesian pressure. When installed they cp•2r::~ted Pith 1i.ttle or 
no suction on the wells and us the artesian level \\'as <::hove the top 
of the pumps no difficulty wns experienced with prj.ming. However, 
es fu-tcsinn levels have fnllen it has been necessary to apply an 
incr!asing amount of suction to the wells in order to maintain 
capacity. This ha.s not only incre::J.sed pu.rnping costs but hns led 
to p~iming difficulties which have teen remedied only by extensive 
modi f i en t ions to the pumping ins tull n t ions .. 

CONCLUSIO:V: 

It i3 considered thnt some recovery of urtcsiun pr::ssure o.nri 
\'lUter sto.rc.gc could be achicvcc by meuns ;;f a li,nite:d liftir:g of the 
rivLr lcv~l. It is suggested that we should cxpPriment firstly on 
the lcngt:1 of river between Bm;lcott Golf Course .:.nc Ma.b·::y ;(oad. The 
exact siz::, design and location of the weirs shou.i.c: be 0 the npprovnl 
of the Board's Engineer. 

It is therefore asked th(d~ U1c llutt [{iver Lo~c:.l give considernti::m 
to the e.cceptubili ty of such <:t progrnmme ,, 

9th June, 1964. 

n 

.·18.; 



WELLU'JGYON HEG50ruAL WATE!rl SOA~D 
P.O. Box 11-245, WELLINGTON. 

GROUI.JD:-JATSRS OF ThTJ HtJTT Vtd.~LEY-PORT NICHOLSOIJ 

ALLUVI.t\L BASIN 

The Hutt Vallc:y-Port nicholson groundl.';ater basin is one of 
the major S01E'ces of water in the Uellington Region. 1:lells 
tapping the aquifer of this basin supply the municipal neecls 
of Lower Hut t, Pet one cl1d East bourne c.nd supplement the 
supply to Hellington City. Other \'!ells supply the needs of 
many of the major industries of the Lo·.ver Hutt Valley. 

The basin consists of the lower Hutt Valley and Port Nicholson. 
The:: area concerned is shoun on the attachc::d Fig.2.1. The 
basin is associat w the Wellington fault and was formed 
by a longitudinal warp about an axis normal to this fault 
during the midd to late pl stocenc:: period. The groundwater 
basin itself is defined physically by the narrowing of the 
Taita Gorge towards Silvc::rstream in t north, by the easte~~ 
Hutt hills to the east and by the lington fault to the •;;est. 
To the south a bo11nding structure is net so clearly defined '-
Fig. 2.3 from papers by Stevens illustrates the groundwater 
structures ending to the present harbour entrance. Fig. 2.4 
shm1s a transverse section of the basi.r1 at the Pet one sl;c.T'C:. 

According to geologists, during the last gla al c od in 
Ne'.'' zealand, the sea bly \'.ri thdre·:1 fro:n t b2.sin t ;, :.: 
ancestral Hutt ver would have cut ~he Rongo~c.i h&rbour 
e:ntrance, i.e. Evans Day, Lyall Jay. to\':a.:rds the gL:J. c.'-
sea level. In the immedis.te post-gl al p od the Eutt 
Delta \'JOuld ha'Je e~<:t south,:.'ards .fro:n 'I' te:~ Gcrge i11to -c!-J:: 
louer Hutt-Pcl"t trichols:;n bas and ',·Jilford ell b \'.'C'.·.lc 

have formed as the sea level rose with the initial incursio~ 
the sea. After t s i tial incursion, deltaic scdimentatic~ 
would have occurred se~ting up t ~aiwhctu artesian gravels 
and this would have kep~ pace wi-ch e risi sea level unti 
about 6000 - 7000 years ago. At this time the sea flooded 
the lower portion of t delta and de site~ the Petone mari~e 
beds \;:hich for:n the aqu.iclude ( ~-:;ealL1.c; ~·.aye:e). This hi ss::, 
lev-el pc::riod occur2cd c.'.::out 0000 yec:.T''::. c_:go a si1·.c2 t}~z.:t ti·,,e 
the sea level he1s falle::'~ to it~; ~)resc~1 lev2::.. and t]·;e lt~:i~-:.: 
developme~t of the basin has continued ~ith t~e river cutti 
nc·'.'' chumK.:ls fro1~1 tiLtC to ti:ac ~J1 V<J cus scci;nent?.l'Y ds, 
dc::posi tinq the upper l rc;rs o{ (~rove' C:•"/2r no~~:: of l:he ::;:;_:: 
surface. The Taitc:.. all~~ um YI~')'.d h<.::·-.:t bce1" C2f10sited c1•-~ri 
this peri 'Xl. 

'J:'he lo':Jer ll2.lley c211 bE: hroad <~ivi·:.~t:J 
the non artesian and the artes1an. 
on Fig. 2.5. These arc loose 
The Taita gr2vcls consist larg2i~ of 
Y.r:i. th varying .:~:~om:t s of sc:111d :::; .: ~ s 
ranse in si ::(-: fro~11 .fine g::'.:::.ve1 :' ~ 5-·· 
SOOmr:1 or :nol"e acro;:;s. Silt Lc: : oT'' ., 
li:ni ted latc::c.:;:l e::ten~. In Jr.\/ pul'i 

_1_nt c) ·;:·~:'() l"'C\-ri orl:: -
e ~r~as are sho~n 

·-~ to a.:3 t1112 t·T~aitc1 G::~~:"{./C:l~j·, 

'·-'11 o.:'"' g·1:'c~r-- gr·e::"'./2·1 
·. 2 ~;/ ~.~ . 'l' 11 c :11 ... C:· ~,- ~= l s 
ir1 d '· ·~tc:tt-- ., tc: 1)0.\A c.c.:rs 

·--ser·tt 
tJ-:C: 
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sc and other alluvit~ are covered by 2-3 metres of surface 
o soils and silts. Almost all the water that occurs in the 

gravels in this region is non-artesian and the permanent 
water table is about 3-10 metres belotf the ground surface 
and relates closely to the river level in the vicinity. 

At the Tai ta Gorge almost all of the v1ater flmfing dOYJn-valley 
c:tppears in the open channel of the river as bedrock rises to 
the surfe1ce. As the underlying g:ravel £o:rme1tions thicken 
to the south, haYever, a considerable proportion of river 
•Yater soaks into the alluviwn and into the ground•.lfater sysrem. 
Hater entering the: ground1Yater system in this non-artesian 
region mainly flous south beneath the various capping layers 
of the artesian region to the wells tapping this region or 
to the see1 in the he1rbour. A small c::mount of w<J.ter does, 
however, return to the river at the Boulcott Hutt Golf Course 
area. 

In the artesian region, there c::re two stinct aquifers 1 

are exploit for water. These are the main 
aquifer lyi im.:"Jediately belo·;1 the main aquiclude 'Yl:.ich caps 
the entire artesian section and the second aquifer which 
consists r:1ainly of the upper section of the deeper horizons. 

Most of the water dra'J/11 comes from the main aquifer ich 
consists of materia.l l"a i11g from coc.rs2 open ~;ra.vel s to cl .s, 
with a wide range san . sa clayp~cked s a~d 
silts. 

The second aquifer he.s only about seven bores L1to j_ t and 
the artesian pressure in this aquifer is aenerally 1~ ~o 
2 metres c.bcve that in th2 uppe:r c.quife:::.'s ~ The gr2. v·:::l s 
in the er fers are £ound to be much more wee.t red 
than tho~c 1n the ~ain a ifer have ~n overall lower 
permeabili 

As he.s b~en said before, ~ source of water for the ste~ 
is the Hutt ver c:ud in fact gc.ucJ:i.ngs cf the Ht;:ct Rive:.' 
\'!ere done: as long 2.go iadicated the geneT::.l 
<:lrea of J osc:: fJ.:'om tl-' e clrot~;.Tht of ja.:c•~-1ary c-::brt..t:: 
1973, JJoc.rc1 ::taff d stc~::r.:::i.~~c:: na::; tho Hutt-
:::.11c" l1l·,~oo··l'1;-nr, t 1··,n .·,-·e-' O·c ·i--1°_L.l'··,":-,t·l·ov·,·· .:cc; t·),.-,1·"'~1· r.--.L.-.o·,•.-.· C- .t . ... l..:: ._ .... r._\...,.:.,__ .... \.....: (......._ ......_ . .._ _,_.LLL . ..;..1~...._ _ .. ~- • .. 1 ___ _, . _ .11_, -

Taita Rock to Delmont Schooi. 

In 1939 \'.'hc:.-:. the ri.\;·.::::c ':::z~::: at a ::; ::.J.ar::_y lCYi lc\, l i;: \F:..s 

observed tLat the r:.cr.t loss rom ·l:l:c· rivc:c t.J thi:..c sysren 
Yras about <. ') IH per hou:" ( 2c; mgd). In ';lid---Pebru .-,_ry 1 S'7 2, 
ho\''C:ve:r, tt.e: nett iJ·,£ilt:cat~ic.n tc t stc1:1 ':liJ.S ''Illy 
2.1 1'11 per l:our ( 11 J]d). 'TLis ap .:::.rer., f }off , •l tll':::: 
X'atc of il1fi1tl"'CJ.tioJ:: is att:c_<: ~)1J.t:2c ~: o mc·_:_Jor' .~r"\i_vc:.T·\· c)I'l~:,~. 

such as the s'Lraial1t ·ning cllk. gre:: V\c.' rcr~~ovaJ ·:.'hi,.,. c2.~.i.:-:l 

a dr.op in riverbed :;_,2'Jel :i)Qut ~ :: ft u1 ti.1e: i.'.' .. lt~~-.-:.-~:~o::L 
zone. 
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It was also considered that in 1973 the discharge of fine 
material from qu<J.rry \'!Clsbtaters contributed to a clogging 
of the riverbed during the surruner and adversely affected 
the system. 

The system is well monitored with analogue to digital wate1., 
level recorders being installed on Y:ells in both the non-ar-cesiCJ.n 
and artesian regions. The position of the major ~ater level 
recording stations is sho'<!n in Fig. 2.5. River levels <J.re 
measured at Silvel'"'stream, at The Rock, Taita, at Baulcott 
and at the river mouth, also using analogue to digital 
recorde~s recording the levels every 15 minutes. During t 
SWThTter, '.'!hen the river becomes lm'I, a regular gauging z.:.. t 
T t a Gorge and :Soulcott is undert&!::en. every 1;.reck to mcni to:"' 
the lou flew recession and rate of nett infiltration. into : 
aquifer. 

From the usage nt of view, all major users of artesian 
water have wate~ ffieters fitted to t ir bores and these ar~ 
re every r1ornin(; at about 9. 00 o t clock and the rea s ::: ::::~_-
in monthly to Board. 

The Board has let a contract which is nearly leted for 
the installation of water level sensing and transmitt 
equipment in its foreshore ~ells. is equipment is connec~ed 
by t means of unde:rgr01.Fld cables to a cent:ral re · -~ 
at t Gea.~c Isla r·wnpi Statior1. \'lilerE"~ 2 .. rni1.1i computt2::C' ~. ~ 

record the differences bet~ecn drtesian level and sea l 
This equipment is capablE: telephone im:crrcgc<.tion c.nd _ 
programmed to dial out should various critical phases be 
re:::tchcd. :.-;hile not in operation yet, this e pment ··!/ill 
certainly be commissioned before next summer. 

In 1977, as a :result of sevcra2. years of invescigation c:r::~ 
analysis years hist cal data on water usage a 
artesian wc;.ter le'.rE<Ls, c. pu':Jlie:::.tion entitled 11 Grou 
of t Hutt Vall - Fort Nicholson Alluvial Basin - A 
Resou:rce E:vJ.luation" by Drs. I.G. Donald:30n and D. G. C.::mp';e:' . .:., 
was published by D.S.I.R. This publication apart from c~~~~ini 
a description of the geology of the dis:ri~t, irs hyd:cl 

the :::'ol Lcc.l s +.:::r'uctures inv-olved inve ~;t J.g at c-;s SE:V'= ~ ,: _ 

nr;le e~~pJ:;.nato. rn.J.ther,1ctico.1 m cls oft sj/stem ;;.nd c::',·'":~-~ '" 
2.Ylc1 ccmpc:~cc:_; t':IC'~ nlctjor rY.r<:.) c1in1c:n.sior1al tl'an:;j_er:_t n1oGc~1s. ~l', -~~Ll-. 
a~Hl;,.sis ::. ic::.;.tco the lir:tits tho.t ~u~;t be set en t}'.r:;: sr:~'t 
tc ensure ':hat s<::l t wacc:r· will not ente~ the a.o,u.ife::::. " 
:.-.~v .. cre dr<:'~_lgl1t. 1t·is p1).lJlic:a.l·~oll ]r:.,_-.. s fc.-'!."tncd t}re b.:;.::;.l_:-, c£ 
0 >ic..:11agernt:TL~ Pl- p _For !!~c.-2 rru.tt ;1clJ.!-:::y c~:c·tesj_,:i1l systc::rt Cl1(~ -~-· 

be riade lablc ._:n rc:cr~.esL 

attached fig~fes h~v2 bee~ taken 
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HU1'11 VALL:;,i;Y UliD.BRGHOUlill :.lATER AUTHOiU'J:Y. 

Artesic::n Outfall Investigations: 

On Friday, 15th. July, a meet ~as he at 
the Ocecmosraphic Institute to discuss possible me s of locat-
ing the artesian outfe:.ll(s) i.l.Yld areas of local leakage. Present 
were Dr. Gc:.rner a:nd other technj.cal officers of the I:1stitute, 211d 

liir. De Jon:"e an.d L'lr. !;Ie..nsfield of the 1'-uthority's st. .e 
Director cf the Institute, I.Ir. Brodie, v1as unable to stay f."c:r the 
meeting, but expressed his willingness to help the ·~!1ori if 
possible. 

The general characteristics of c: har-oour 
were discussed, including sediment depths, tidal moV2Glents, river 
entry, distribution of marine life, and the geography &nd geology 
of the har·bour floor. 

Some previous reports vrere discus::;<~d, c:m.d the 
. present krwv..-ledge of the harbour floor 211d the artes~.2u out:fs.ll 

·! euumero.ted. l'he early report on dredging in the .0"alcon Sho ::c.J. 
area r1as net 1mow:n to the Institute, but the me.rine biologist 
present co;-;sidered that it wus unlikely that the evic:::~:ce >'tzu:. con 
elusive. .iork done by the Institute :tad no-c shovr.r;_ -r.!:~.t an:/ cark 
ed changes ln. distribution occur in this are:.:~, _r._ CGi is ·b,~ :.ing 
for~arded to the Institute for further studyo 

'rhe Institute. l:::new of a seismic ;..,_._:.vey :Ln ·t;bc 
vicinity ic.lcor.~. Shoals c&rried. out bv the Geophv>"i-·;s Di '1: .. .:-::Lon 
of D.S.LL (l~ielly); this report VIas ;_o-c 1-.::novm t(; . e Aut .. 'writy \ ~-
staff, but 3-'"1 ar;proach will he m2.de tc• the G•"C!lhys~;.. :> Jhvi:s.lor, fo: 
a copy. 

is under 
when compJ. 

A report on sediment distrlbutj 1.J::1 :--:: .. nd 
eparation, and a copy will he fon':P.rded tr. -~he 

ed. 
Methods of dctern:..J .. ni:ng t:~:.<-' out_.. _. 

gl'ac':in£:: 
l~=l7}1orj_ ·,.J4' 

of possibl':; leo.kage were discussed. Tvto me·:}"•()ds ',i 1. ·: cor::-:. -·· 
ar£:: .. :;; 
re(. 

pr&cticah .. L£.: ~ 
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Hutt Valley Underground Jater Authority. 20th. July, 1966" 

(i) Sa~inity(Temperature Readings: 

(ii) 

Apparatus is available for constantly monitoring the 
salinity and temperature at the sea floor. A small (12ft.) 
boat is required for this, the major :neces ty being that 
it will travel sufficiently sloHly to allmv readi118s to be 
taken. '£he Institute is prepared to make this apparatus, 
and an oper,;~tor, &vailable to the Authority if a sui table 
vessel c21 be supplied. In the meantime Dr. Garner is 
prepared to take sali11i ty readings in suggested areas during 
the course of his other work. 

Several areas of possible leakage are ovm as well a.s 
possible sites of the outlet(s). These sites will be given 
to the Institute for preliminary investigation. It may be 
necessary, at a later date, to do a "box" sea::cch of the har
bour to look for other lea."4::ages or out falls. 

Seismic Probe: 

The Institute is develonin~ a seismic nrobe ~1ich should 
be: sufficiently accurc::.te to dis:tinguish a sed.iwent/c:,::ravel 
in --ce.~:L.J..ce) a gravel/ grc:~vel silt) clay inter~'ace or c:~ gravel/ 
rock interL .... ce. Develo Jli1ent tests v1ill be cc:~~Tic::J. o1:t ir 
the .lw.ruour and tll8 Institute is prepc::.red to can.'y these out 
in c.reas s~;ecified by the 1~utllori ty. -"- lar;;c vessel is re
qui:red, due to the .~::ener&tin; ec;ui;;men t ne c es;:;ary, so tlla t 
close inshore work may not be possible. 

The q_uestion of sealing le~kage2 cr mi:n.or out
lets was discussed, 'out no e;:.amples v1ere lcr..o•;rr .. ~ nor -.·:ere 
metLods suggested e::cept in VLl.·y· genora~ ter~;:o. 

Jtt oreser~t c.. CllC!.rt oi .. tile h2..l--bct:.:· is be3.ll£S ma:eked 
to p8..SS or.. to th~ Institute for prelimi:r:2.r~r survey durint; Ck 

cou-c·~Je of other work. This \!ill be ccnfilWC' to the deep v:c.-:.ter 
a:·e:;;s, as in tl1e vicinity of Soe.:.::tes Islc::.nd, ;~s the ·ile3[";el u3ed 
by t:1e Institute is u.YJ.sui tc.Lble fo 1· ins~.10re Yi0 :r.·k. 

""Iel1 

r:ns. 
to 

2C:/1/l966. 

After these prelimi.:.1ary te~·1ts 
the hirint: of c. s:.r;:;~1l bo2.t ior 

~ .. 
COll..LQ 
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Copi~s of SQme of ~~e ~or9 im~c~tant doc~e~t3 are e~closc~. 
You a~ welcome to i~s;ec~ t~s rsma~der L, t~s office if you ~is~. 

Enclosu:::-es: CE 52(32 ~s=·=· 
Y:2~c. 

Yo~s faitn=ullJ, 

::.st J2:!:::..c.~J 1937 
8~h M2.::'cl: 1937 to 

cc;ias t-;vc 
.:e-::2:- c: 10~!1 N::-::1em'":e= 1937 :~cr!l Ge:::..:r Cc6 
~e:::c. o: l2th No,.Jem-=e~ 1937 "tJ I.ep:..:-3:1 City 

Fa::'t 
( - ., ""b-\ :::--· -:...·r:..-... ; 
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ENGINEER TO T:-<:2 AUTHORITY 

11eeting with Hr :if. F.. 3en.YJ.ett 
re Damage to Aauiclude 1 1937 

ADORESS 

REPLY TO 

THE ENGINEER 

OUR REFERENCE .... 1.1/1/0 ... 
KGO/jV!r!~ ........................ ············ 

YOUR REF ........................... . 

On Friday, 1st M.e.rch, M.r Orman a.>1d myself met l'ilr ·;r. E. 3ennett 
a retired ~hnistry of Works Engineer who had been i..>1 cr..arge of the dredg:..-~·~..; 

and reclanaticn ;'1 January, 1937 when the alleged damage took place. 
He has lived at 143 Gracefield Road sL~e 1926. 

Mr BeP..nett, whose memor:r appeared to be very relia":Jle, gave the 
follow~~ inforoatio~. 

1. Tv/0 e:x:ce..vators were used for the work both bei.r:g set up on 
Scobie Isle..nd. These were relatively large, stee.m diivim~l:Zlacb:Lr:es 
a.>1d ope:r:c,tir:.g over a 30 to 45 degree seg;n.ent. The booc.s 
su:fficie!'ltly long to react., approxirr.ately to the :riddle of tb::> 
present river che:~el~ 

2. Al thoug!:l. t:~E. exce..v?.tors were designed to be ITl2.!10euvrable it ·nis i.:l 
fact e.. ::n2.jor ope:::-::o.:tion and in e:ffect, the excavators ,.1 fuou.t;L 
on s:-:id2 5 were fixed, rely-i'1g on the river to keep thsm suppJ.ic:::l 
with gr2veJ .• 

3. The sUJ:!!::.cr ws.s p2.J..""ci.cularly d:ry and tl:e supply of gr?..vel d:.J.E:' ~G<J 
ti ver acti•.Jn failed. The soc:thernmcst excavator was to so::.e s::·',· e-r:t, 
su::;plied with sand etc by ~ and tide action but the nortD.s.·.::-r: ::Jst 
excavator w.e.s outsidE: the range of Wt>.'?'e- 3.Ction a...'1d ma:'::erL?.l -r:-,, 
2.va.ilable r:.;'!:'J...y by deepeni.."lg the hole~ 

4. Initially e&:oava.tion was t:b.rough gravels, but, as supply f::"' 
the river oe:::;reaseds the northern excavator entered a pug, 
describec\ Mr Be:--.:,ett as being ver-:J difficult to excavate .. 
At the t::',;:;;;:. i,he t:t-:::'J.ble Wc!.S first not:.ced the excavat::.on Wl?-i.: 

at a ma::.5.:Y)t:.: dept,..J. d approximately 5C' fee+; below w.ter leyr '. 

5. Follow-1-Il£ t.,, ~ in:Lt'ii-1. drop i.n artes:.r:.~~ 
at a nea.-cb~ ii.ome~;~..;i..- well for s. nun.;.bc._ 
a.t the Wcrk: Off:i.c-:: :o.ear Croft GrevE'. 
L."lCrease-2. ;;:~ a.p:p:·c:C.na.tely 1 fopt. 

pr8.ssu.~-""'9S readingswE::::.-; .,. 
of montr..s. T'i!.:.:::> we.l.-: 
Dt·:::i.ng this ti.:.11e av·c,~" le\' 
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6. A Harbour Board di'Ver inspected the excavation immediately following the 
drop in artesian pressures He did not observe any movement indicative of 
an upwards flow of water, nor did he notice a temperature change. 

7. Mr Bennett was, and still is, certain that the drop in artesia..'l pressur-es 
was not due to the excavation but that it was due to the particularly d-ry 
summer. 

8. Two small (probably 211
) artesian bores ·,vere put down to supply the boilers 

with feed water. 

On impacting the area Mr Bennett fixed the approximate positions of the 
two excavators as follows : -

1. The southerr:nn.ost opposite the souther:nmost ooundary of B.P.(N.Z.)Linited, 
the river bank being L~ the vicinity of the present footpath in ?o~~ 
Road. 

2. The no~thernmost opposite the last oil t2~ ~ B~P.ts prope~;, 
on the line of the present footpath. 

An old plan of the area, in the City Council files, ~~ows wh~t ~~y ce 
Scobie Island. Details from this plan superimposed on a more upto Qa~e 
shows, that, in fact, the position of the excavators would be east of Port 
Road. The deenest nart of the northernmost excavation would. be ur""'l.er or 
adjacent to Port Roaa., ;:nssibly some of the excavation wcr:ld be u:.US.er ±e 
present river. 
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DIVEWORK LIMITED 
I TAWA! STREET. TRENTHAM NEW ZEALAND TELEPHONE 84-560 UPPER. HUIT 

4th August, 1969. 

REPORT ON DEPRESS IONS OFF PETONE BEACH 

SHOWING SIGNS OF ARTESIAN LEAKAGE. 

While surveying the harbour bottom along a ~ourse of 
0 23° magnetic from the old wharf at Somes Island we discovered off 
Petone beach in the area between 1000 yards and 500 yards below 
high tide mark 3 deep depressions . 

_.<.\.n echo-sounder strip of this area ~s enclosed and 
we would draw your attention to the 20 to 1 horizontal to vertical 
scale of this strip . 

Salinity readings were taken in the area and w·ere 
found to be markedly lower than no rma l sea-water which gives a 
reading of 8000 on our salinome t ar. The surfac e readings taken i n 
this area varied bet¥een 3925 and 4175, the readings taken near the 
sea fl oo r we r e also ·low, r anging fro m 5 150 to 56 80 . Fresh water 
gives a reading of 1585 on our mete r. Following thes e salinity 
tests it was considered advisable to dive on these h ole s t o dete r mine 
their nature more exactly . 

The holes are simil ar in size and gener a l co nfo rmation, 
variations in depth being the m~jor difference . They have a top 
diameter o f approximately 60 yards and t he flat saucer-lik0 floor 
is about 2 0 .yards across. Th e sl opes cf the sides vary fr om 1 in~ 
to steeper than 1 in 1 . 5 . The bottoms a re composed o f the normal 
harbour floor mud but contain a ~umber of extremely soft patches 
some of which display visible r:vid enc e of ar t es ian leakag e . 

Core samnles of t he ma;, erials have not been ,ake n 
nor have shear v a lues been es ~2~l ished, both these tes t s caL be 
carried out if requiredo 

_,-: c: ·· ~ .. 
. ... . ----- -.. ,, 

-:",:7 "J ;,.t ·:·:\ 
~-- ~~ ~::_-·; ~-_::~:~.~~ 

· . ·\~~~f~: ' .'. \ . :-: 



DIVEWORK LIMITED 
I TAWAl STREET, TRENTHAM NEW ZEALAND 

Hutt Valley Underground Water Authority, 
Private Bag, 
LOw""ER HUTT. 

Attention Mr. K. G. Orman. 

Dear Sir, 

TELEPHONE 84-560 UPPER HUIT 

29th August, 1969. 

HUTT L::Y 

'vY.~ T:::\ J..UT:-:0 

1-:. il /L/t 

We thank you for your letter of August 20th. 

We will shortly complete a chart showing the exact 
locations of artesian ~r~ depressions in the Harbour, in the 
area off the Petone foreshore occupied by the proposed Ministry 
of Works cable route to Somes Island. Completion of this chart 
has been delayed by the discovery of inaccuracies in the pr2sent 
Land and Survey Department map of the Petone foreshore. Ne~ 
in~ormation from Land and Survey is now being processed and on 
co~pletion a copy of this chart will be forwarded to you. 

; ' \ 
-· I ' .~ • 

lJ~DERWATE'Z 



DIVE-WORK LIMITED 
I TAWAI STREET, TRENTHAM NEW ZEALAND TELEPHONE 84-560 UPPER HUTT 

20th October, 1969. 

The Engineer, 
Hutt Valley Underground Water Authority, 
Private Bag, 
LOWER HUTT . 

~u-,-, v ... \:_ L':Y j 
L' ~~ : :: ~ G ~. : ~-: ~ - ~ D 

,~;~c,~,. ?·~JN::'(·I 
Attention Mr . K. G. Orman. 

Dear Sir, 

H.ARBOTJR SURVEY. 

We enclose our drawing No . UGA 69/5 showing thG l ocati on 
of depression areas and a number of spot depths on which con t ou r 
lines have not yet beeu charted. 

To enable us to cove r the ar ea t ho roughly and a s 
quickly as possible we did our sounding runs on sextant arc s 
and established the positions of holes by cross sights as the 
echo sounder recorded each depression . This method, though v.·el l 
suited to the task of finding holes, does no t gi'e a patteru 
from which contours can be drawn. 

We would be pleased to disc uss our echo sounder s tr ips 
and plottings wi t h you t o assist in decid ing what detail i s 
required. 

PJS :sir. 

, -------~-: 
I I I 0 • , 

1~~·, -7 ··;- JJ· i 
. -·-· ~ f2t : 
. -- ~ .-· --
1 ' . . . 
i~ ~~--~- __ .. . 

I . 

j __ ·:-)·;tj_ 
~ :_ ;_ \--/ ·. ·,,7. 
' ~-' ·. ' l . ' -----
1 ' 
! I : . 

\-;- t-~~-
1_ ; _____ . 

\ I ~ \ 

'- ---·~----

Yours faithfully, 

til J,_ . . 
/ · '·?it~; . 

P. . Strong, 
Manag i ng Direct or . 

L :-,· D :0 :-, .. \ A T E R. C 0 :--< l R ~- ~::: T 0 R S ' ."- f; C d ' · ; 



DIVEWORK LIMITED 
I TAWAl STREET. TRENTHAM NEW ZEALAND · TELEPHONE 84-560 UPPER HUTT 

The Engineer, 
Hutt Valley Underground Water Authority, 
Private Bag, 
LOWER !fUTT. 

Attention Mr. K. G. Orman. 

Dear Sir, 

2nd December 7 1969. 

:------~-- -~-----

HUTT V/·.L.LEY 

UNDER.Gr:.GuND 
WATER AUTHORITY. 

tt f J.Y'd reduced 
Q Estuary 

We enclose our drawing, H.V.U.W.A. 69/5, showing 
levels across the Hutt river between the mouth and the 
bridge. 

~ I J 
~ This survey did not locate the hole, near the 
~ mouth of the Waiwhetu stream, reported in June by Mr. Chapman. 
~ We have echo-sounded over the indicated are{t, (}!l a ve-ry class 

pattern and this also has been unsuccessful. We waul~ suggest 
that, as this hole is reputed to be deep but of very small 
diameter, it ~auld be possible to pass very close over it without 
discovering it. Therefore, we feel that the most economical 
method in the long run could well be to do an underwater gr 
search over the area. We expect that such a search would occ 
a 3 man diving team for 2 to 4 days, the cost being h~tween 
$360.00 and $720~00 for such a period. 

The grid search over the old drag tre~c~ is new 
second on our list and it is expected that this will ~e completed 
before Christmas. 

PJS;sir. 

- - -- ~.----

I~)~-~:-~ ;---j· .AA . 
'I I~·- • .~¥. 

'-~· ~ o~:-- ~} '~1- __ /}1... jkl, :.rL.-...fJ;.·"J uwlf 
t 1i 
i 
!-· 
I 
~--

\ 
- :,; ;) c. :<, ',\ ,!.~-;;· -\ '\ ,, '-.· 



It waa ~: ~~~ed that .. the (camera was viewizlg the harbour from an ~le 
o:f .IJ.bout 30 ., .•. .: · •··· · 

-' ... 



r 

It fa intended that a. full aerial survey be done of Wairaki area in April, 1971 .. 

I't is recommended, however t that be! ore a.rry &\t&vts are .made to use this 
·equipment in an a.i.rorart !or Underground Water Authority, that more literature on 
it's use in similar situations be studied in order to evaluate the optimum oonditions 
o •.. use and likely outcome. 

J.A. Jones, 
ENG INEEll HYDROLOGY 

O·S 

'I I (L 
....Y 
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'l'ha Chid~, 
lii\pie~ ~~ .Boazod., 
?.o. :scm 1f6t 
A~ lEi. 

~ ra.tthcf.rtV OC%Jte:rte it.U with ihe control of~ ~v erd qualit;r of ·,, 
tbe ~eoian w.te7 in tbl ~l.o uni~ tho Uul~ Vsl.J..eT• ·. 

~ aeTOftl ~. ~ betn dieoafert!4 in the ~ 004 r:Jff ~ 1:..n~ 
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TELEHONE NO. 

8684 

Engineer's UJiia, 
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DIVE\VORK LIMITED 
16 COURTEN,!Y ROAD. HERETAL'NGA. NEW ZEIU.VD . TELEP!iO.VE S-+-.'00 L'PPER HC TT 

The Engineer, 
Hutt Valley Underground Water Authority 1 
Private Bag, 
LOWER HUTT. 

Attention Mr. K.G. Ormant 

Dear Sir, 

rD.RBOu""R St""Rv""EY. 

25th July 1 1912. 

?7. Jlt. 1972 /I 1 t 

As requested we have examined your re~uirements and, inst 
the figures quoted in our let~er of ~ay 22 ., we estimate as 
.fo llow·s. 

Depending upon how far We~t the Survey goes, ~rom 80 to 110 
runs will be needed. At an average of T x 1 mile runs per IQ tour 

12 to 16 days of field we will be re~uired, this co~:~ vary 
if bad weather causes a significant percenta;e of part days. 

Our Consulting Engineer e~tima:es 5500. 5600.00 fer shore 
survev and. as best we can calculate, the E.C.B. char s s~oul~ be 
S200.00 - $220.00. 

As we are not now requi~ed to o ce a chart, our office 
·,cork '••ill be greatly reduced. 

The estimate there:!Dre cz~J.culatss ·~·n 2 b~.:·::•s ~ -~ for ·~ ru.:,s. 
B for 110 runs. 

4 men plus boat and gear 5310 .. 00 per c. I 53720.00 B 34960. 

E.C.B. 200.00 

Shore Survey 

2Gr.:. 

. ' 
/ ,_/0Realising that w·elL.n:;--: ~- _J:{arto'J.r :i.s w·');~ :" it is, 
t ';- '1 F a "' ll" D t vt l. X t c u p a r ..:; 1 i ~ . . t ~ r • ' t• e y; i s "~ ·~ 0 a 1 l 0 r,; ,,.;vJ. v' ~ "- - ·•'·•· .i;:' i .1.. !w:'"-j 

:'or conti r..cies. How-Ever, \•.e think e fD··,;:oi i": re;,;;_~ist:i.•:: 

hope it is of use to you, 

'i 
~ .. !-/. ,· 

zic":..0.:?. ci r:.z. 



0 U?. REf. Y 0 U R R E =. 

t.f r . D. M. Hall . 
Physics&. f':<gineering Labc~·,tory, 

D.S.I.R.., 
Private Ba~, 
LO':'t'E'E IIFTT. 

.·:r-.:'-~r: 

Cc-nfir!l!.ir:.;; r;ur con~;cr~:::.r:ticn on th~.: tc1ephn:-:c thi8 
ruorning, the .:;G:sting fort::!_: !::..fret Eed i:r:.:.1gcr:~ ol' tlle ~/:;llir·.,:;-c·J~l 

H.:~rho•..1r, would be rrt per r·:.r~.:.:: rnil~.::r '·d:j.ch xr~:~~uUcs ILi0 :::.;:i>~ing 

---···''¥, ""' 
( ., __ .. ~.J 

up o: tile .AG.t\. Thcl'"ITIV""·.tisi·:>:! c<.:c~~~·r3 in 7~'-/~ .. rro, a:~~-· te~.;t fly·in~l: "'t..h<tt :i.=: 

necc~sary, the positioning of the airc~Jft at ~ellingto~, ~n~ st2ndhy 
11~til the j{")b is comrJ.Ate, :·.·it~l a T-1\·Jxi;-..:j.~~:.t of C d2:rs~ ard retnr~ to 
F .. nst.ln~s. 

11n r~£1prox~;~:::Cion of t!J.c.nurcber of e::-r:pos!~ . .r-;::1 3 re~~:.~~~;~(t 

r:ith ti1::: nc:rrov. an~lf~' le~: co: .. ·t.~:.""i.r:g· 30 1·~::ns, wo·l~ld b~ ·:2;;:; /1·;~::-::::; s~c: 

cost for this ~0~ld be ~1~5. 
c;:l:~:~g~!t:lcnts, a:~d if ~ret': rec;u .. r:-:6 S<.!ll1~-: \lt::: \VOe~J i;.::-."'/~:! ~G ~~-:~c;.·~:t: D 

s2p~.~·:--1:.c: rnte: ::s th~)"' v:-J:~ld net con.:o~;a ·f:.J on:r: :-Je:1~:~i~1 ,-~ of' rtt·if!e: .. 

Our 30r-/~.Y'C~~~ .-lr-4 .J~C~:-.:t:-0lc-: fl;-s a ic\·, 1r;t.:~::,2.s:.i::.~ 

thou~~::ts on t!1c ;~ec0Y\~i;;,;- :Jf ~;-~:c: ;4::rvi;-~r:t-:S;0. 1 ;:;_-· ,.. hn\ :::' AS~\ed a:::1 t'(; 

C<l ll (l(d] ta 1 k 1.; ~~St~ O' ... ;· r:·i t!: :.ro~; a 

,.. ' . 
r_; 1..!....,, 

{1 c c ( l '.. 1_. ,.: 

I; i f •• ... L 

'· 
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Appendix Two 

DGPS locations and line of sight positioning of sites investigated 



Zone 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Appendix Two 
(Location of Sites Investigated) 

Name Latitude Longitude Maximum Depth Line of Sight Positioning 

(decimal degrees) (mbsl) (Bearing, magnetic) 

Petone 1 -41.23942 174.88774 13.3 North tip Somes Island (228) 

Pt Howard Lighthouse (120) 

Seaview container (048) 

Petone 2 -41.24225 174.88626 15.2 Pt Howard Lighthouse ( 120) 

North tip Mokopuna Island (217) 

Petone Wharf (287) 

Petone 3 -41.24428 174.88620 15.1 Petone Wharf (292) 

North end Pt Howard Wharf (112) 

North tip Mokopuna Island (221) 

Petone 4 -41.24374 174.88921 16.4 North tip Mokopuna Island (221) 

Petone Wharf (287) 

Marina Light (072) 

Petone 5 -41.24632 174.88782 16.5 Pt Howard Lighthouse ( 120) 

North tip Mokopuna Island (224) 

South tip Somes Island (200) 

Petone 6 -41.24784 174.88774 19.4 North tip Mokopuna Island (211) 

Pt Howard Lighthouse ( 127) 

Pt Dorset (180) 

Somes Hole -41.26709 174.86477 31.3 Somes Lighthouse (332) 

Mt Crawford Satellite Dish (200) 

Seaview Wharf (052) 

Somes Rock -41.26533 174.85700 31.0 Somes Lighthouse (035) 

Mt Crawford Satellite Dish (191) 

Mokopuna Island (002) 

Seaview Wharf -41.25883 174.89433 20.1 Seaview Wharf (084) 

Pt Howard Lighthouse (032) 

Mt Crawford Satellite Dish (21 0) 

North Somes -41.24817 174.86733 25.4 Seaview Wharf (094) 

Petone Wharf (344) 

Mokopuna Island (183) 

Pt. Jerningham -41.28517 174.80338 24.9 Pt Jerningham Lighthouse (170) 

Falcon Shoals Large NA 

Area (not a depression) 

Zone 8 Large NA 

Area (not a depression) 

Evans Bay 1 -41.30334 174.81498 23.1 

Evans Bay 2 -41.29033 174.82012 22.4 

Pt Halswell -41.28192 174.82617 24.7 

Kau Pt -41.29004 174.83667 25.3 

Pt Gordon -41.29752 174.83983 29.6 

·The Latitude and longitude values are adjusted so the they correlate to Hydrographic Chart NZ4633. 

To correlate with satellite positioning, Latitide values must be moved 0.16666 decimal degrees North. 



Appendix Three 

Salinity values recorded at sites during July, August and October 1997 



Appendix Three 
(Salinity values of depression sites) 

Zone Name Date/Time Tide Salinity values £PSU) Mean 
1 Petone 1 9/7/97, Sam High 31.5 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.08 

33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 

9/7/97, 12pm Low 32.0 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.58 

33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 

1 Petone 2 9/7/97, 9am High 29.5 29.5 29.5 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.5 30.5 31.0 31.50 

31.5 32.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 34.0 

9/7/97, 1pm Low 31.5 31.5 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.15 

33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 

1 Petone 3 9/7/97. 9.30am High 31.5 31.5 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 32.5 32.85 

33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 

9n/97, 1pm Low 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.33 

33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 

1 Petone 4 13/7/97, 11am High 29.0 29.0 29.5 29.5 29.5 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 31.0 30.95 

31.0 31.5 31.5 31.5 32.0 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.0 

13/7/97, 4pm Low 29.5 30.5 31.5 31.5 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 32.58 

33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 

1 Petone 5 15/7/97, 12pm High 29.0 29.5 30.0 30.0 30.5 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.5 31.53 

31.5 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 

13/7/97, 5pm Low 30.0 30.0 30.5 30.5 30.5 31.0 31.0 31.5 31.5 31.5 32.05 

32.0 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 

1 Petone 6 15/7/97, 1 pm High 27.5 28.0 28.5 29.5 30.0 30.5 31.0 31.0 31.5 31 5 31.23 

32.0 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.0 335 

16/7/97, Sam Low 29.0 29.5 29.5 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.5 31.0 31.0 31.5 31.55 

32.0 32.0 32.0 32.5 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 

2 Somes Hole 8/7/1997, Sam High 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.17 

34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 

8/7/1997, 2pm Low 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.23 

34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 

3 Somes Rock 8/7/97, 8.30am High 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 33.60 

34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 

S/7/97, 3pm Low 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 33.77 

34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 

4 Seaview Wharf 16/7/97, 1pm High 28.0 28.0 28.5 29.0 29.5 30.0 30.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.08 

31.5 32.0 32.5 32.5 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 

16/7/97, 9am Low 28.0 28.5 29.0 29.5 29.5 30.0 30.5 30.5 31.0 32.0 31.33 

32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 

5 North Somes 8/7/97, 9.30am High 29.0 29.5 29.5 30.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.5 31.5 31.83 

32.0 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 

17/7/97, Bam Low 31.5 31.5 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 32.5 33.0 33.0 33.05 

33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 

6 Pt. Jerningham 17/7/97,11.30 Mid 31.0 31.5 32.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 33.38 

7 Falcon Shoals 8/S/97, 12pm High 28.0 28.5 29.5 30.0 30.5 30.5 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.5 31.75 

32.0 32.0 32.5 33.0 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 

10/8/97, 4pm Low 28.0 29.0 29.0 29.5 30.5 30.5 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.5 31.88 

32.0 32.5 33.0 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 

8 Zone 8 S/S/97, 2pm High 29.0 30.5 30.5 31.0 31.5 31.5 31.5 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.40 

33.0 33.0 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.5 34.5 

10/8/97, 5pm Low 30.0 30.5 31.0 31.0 31.5 31.5 32.0 32.0 32.5 32.5 32.68 

33.0 33.0 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 

9 Evans Bay 1 1/10/97, 10am Low 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.15 

10 Evans Bay 2 1/10/97, 11am Low 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.30 

11 Pt Halswell 1/10/97, 1pm Mid 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.25 

12 Kau Pt 1/10/97, 4pm High 33.0 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 33.90 

13 Pt Gordon 1/10/97, 5pm High 33.0 33.5 33.5 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 33.95 

*PSU stands for Pract1cal Sahmty Umts (normal seawater= 34.5 PSU; fresh water= 0 PSU) 



Appendix Four 

PSim routines used to reduce bathymetric data to Hydrographic Chart NZ4633 Datum 



Appendix Four 

PSim routines used to correct the Bathymetric data to lowest astronomical sea level 

(to correlate with Hydrographic Chart NZ4633) 

$$$ Tide28.sim. Removes tide from series and adds on of the 
$$$transducer (375mm). valid between 10.17 to 17.17 on 28/1/99. 

Function 1 37020 601 39960 793 42660 1001 
48600 1430 49560 1479 49980 1494 
51780 1552 52800 1567 53160 1568 
53640 1570 53820 1568 54180 1567 
57540 479 58440 1436 59280 1390 
62220 1201 

L1: Time D H 
L2: Get Lat Long Depth seatemp 

45180 1213 47880 1393 & 
50340 1512 51240 1540 & 
53340 1570 53520 1571 & 
54780 1558 56760 1509 & 
60240 1335 61260 1268 & 

L3: Tidetime = MOD(H,100) + int(MOD(H,10000)/100)*60 + int(H/ 0000)*3600 
L4: tide 
L5: 
L6: - 375 $$$ of transducer below boat (in rom) 

L7: put lat truedpth tide seatemp 

Line I: Assigns Date and Time to D and H respectively 

Line 2: Assigns ·Lat' to the first item, 'Long' to the second item etc 

Line 3: Reduces the time to seconds (86400 seconds in a day: midnight= 0) using the 

equation described in Line 3 (sec general maths text, or Excel Help, for explanation of MOD and 

INT functions) and calls it 'Tidctimc·. 

Line 4: Takes the time (Tidctimc, in seconds) and uses Function 1 to interpolate what the tide level would 

have been at that particular time. The values obtained in the function were read off tide tables for 

the particular day and assigning the correct heights above the Lowest Astronomical Tide (i.e. Chart 

Datum). Tide heights arc interpolated between these values using a straight-line function. This 

introduces a slight error as tides arc typically sinusoidal in nature. However. this error was reduced 

to a minimum by incorporating many values into the function, particularly at the areas of greatest 

change of slope with time i.e. around the slack waters of high and low tide. 

Line 5: GL equals the difference in the height of water above the Lowest Astronomical Tide (Tide) and the 

depth recorded by the echosounder (Depth). Thus, GL will be a negative number (depth below 

Lowest Astronomical Tide). 

Line 6: Trucdpth equals GL, as calculated above, minus the depth of the echosoundcr transducer below the 

water (375mm). As the depth of the water must be incorporated into the truedpth, subtracting it 

from the negative GL is correct. 

Line 7: The data is then written to a new file (as specified before running the Psim). This new file will have 

six items. with truedpth and tide being the only newly created data. 

NB. Before using this Psim, the data was first corrected from satellite positioning to Hydrographic Chart 
NZ4633 positioning by subtracting 0.16666decimal degrees (0.1 minutes) from all latitude values. This was 
done in Excel as TIDED A only recognises integers. This altered data was then listed to a TIDED A file 
following the TList process as described on page 48 of the TIDED A reference manual (Rodgers and 
Thompson, 1992). The Psim was then run on this newly created Tideda file. 



Other Psim's used (same as Tide28.sim, but for different dates and thus tidal cycle) 

$$$ Tide30.sim. Removes tide from series and adds on of the 
$$$ transducer (375mm). valid between 10.17am to on 30 Ill 99. 

Function 1 37020 497 37680 491 38340 488 39000 491 39960 500 & 

40980 524 41820 549 42780 588 45300 723 46920 832 
49560 1024 51840 1189 53640 1308 54120 1335 54660 1372 & 

55680 1421 55980 1433 56640 1457 57000 1470 57660 1485 & 

58320 1500 58980 1509 59880 1512 60780 1509 61440 1500 & 

62100 1488 

Time D H 
Get Lat Long Depth seatemp 

Tidetime == MOD(H, 00) + int(MOD(H,10000)/100)*60 + int(H/10000)*3600 

375 $$$ depth of transducer below boat 

put lat long tide seatemp 

$$$ Tide05.sim. Removes tide from series and adds on depth of the 
$$$ transducer ( 375min). valid between Bam to lOam on 05/3/99. 

Function 1 28800 672 29480 702 30240 790 
32640 1286 33180 1382 33940 1438 
35680 1542 35980 1548 36240 1552 

Time D H 
Get Lat Long sea temp 

31100 940 
34600 1495 

31840 1131 & 

35180 1532 & 

Tidetime MOD(H,100) + int(MOD(H,l0000)/100)*60 + int(H/10000)*3600 
tide Tidetime 

GL = tide 
truedpth == GL 375 $$$ depth of transducer below boat 

put 1at long truedpth tide seatemp 



Appendix Five 

Bathymetric survey data plots 

(Recorded 28/1/99, 30/1/99 and 5/3/99 using Kiwitech Chartplotter programme) 



Appendix Five (1) 

Bathymetry of Zone 1 showing the locations of the data on which the 
contours were compiled. The data was collected in January 1999 

using the Kiwitech programme Chartplotter. 

(This image was created in the programme 'Surfer') 
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Appendix Five (2) 

Bathymetry of Zone 2 showing the locations of the data on which the 
contours were compiled. The data was collected in January 1999 

using the Kiwitech programme Chartplotter. 

(This image was created in the programme 'Surfer') 
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Appendix Five (3) 

Bathymetry of Zone 3 showing the locations of the data on which the 
contours were compiled. The data was collected in January 1999 

using the Kiwitech programme Chartplotter. 

(This image was created in the programme 'Surfer') 
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Appendix Five (4) 

Bathymetry of Zone 4 showing the locations of the data on which the 
contours were compiled. The data was collected in March 1999 using 

the Kiwitech programme Chartplotter. 

(This image was created in the programme 'Surfer') 
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Appendix Five (5) 

Bathymetry of Zone 5 showing the locations of the data on which the 
contours were compiled. The data was collected in January 1999 

using the Kiwitech programme Chartplotter. 

(This image was created in the programme 'Surfer') 
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Appendix Five (6) 

Bathymetry of Zone 6 showing the locations of the data on which the 
contours were compiled. The data was collected in January 1999 

using the Kiwitech programme Chartplotter. 

(This image was created in the programme 'Surfer') 
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Appendix Six 

Pump Test Data 



Pumptest Data from pump tests conducted on the Waiwhetu Aquifer (after WAC, 1995) 

Distance to Pumping Well Mean Transmissivity Mean 
Pump Test Year Site Locus(m) Depth (m) (m2/day) Storativity 

Wellington Meat Export Company 1933 WMEC NA NA 1,444 NA 
WMEC NA NA 217 NA 
WMEC NA NA 1,237 NA 

Gear Island 1957 Gear Island NA NA 25,229 NA 
Gear Meat Co NA NA 24,883 NA 
Buick St NA NA NA NA 
Hutt Park NA NA 27,302 NA 
Nelson St NA NA NA NA 
Seaview 4" NA NA NA NA 
Seaview 8" NA NA 20,736 NA 
Petone Tech. NA NA NA NA 
Waione St NA NA NA NA 

Gear Island 1967 Gear Island NA NA 22,810 NA 
Gear Meat Co NA NA 36,461 NA 
Buick St NA NA 9,504 NA 
Hutt Park NA NA 13,824 NA 
Nelson St NA NA 13,824 NA 
Seaview 4" NA NA 17,971 NA 
Seaview 8" NA NA 18,835 NA 
Petone Tech. NA NA 17,971 NA 
Waione St NA NA 20,995 NA 

Hutt Park 1974 Pumped Bore NA NA 1,296 NA 
Bore 1 NA NA 17,280 3.5 X 10·2 

Bore 2 NA NA 18,144 7.8 X 10·3 



Pumptest Data from pump tests conducted on the Waiwhetu Aquifer (after WAC, 1995) 

Distance to Pumping Well Mean Transmissivity Mean 
Pump Test Year Site Locus (m) Depth (m) (m2/day) Storativity 
Gear Island 1991 Tennyson St 453 NA 25,700 8.5 X 10.4 

Shandon Golf Club Bore 185.5 NA 28,300 1.4 X 10.4 

Hutt Park 987 NA 14,800 1.0 X 10·3 

IBM Well2 1766 NA 14,600 7.6 X 10.4 

Wellington Newspapers 1291 NA 13,500 8.0 X 10·4 

Gear Island Artesian 550 NA 23,200 9.2 X 10.4 

Ajax Factory 1534 NA 19,700 4.1 X 10.4 

Shandon Golf Observation 16.9 NA 20,400 3.0 X 10-2 

Randwick 1122 51.8 19,800 3.8 X 10·4 

McEwan Park 586 29.6 20,350 1.5 X 10-3 

PCM 1159 24.4 16,000 1.2 X 10-3 

Bell Park 1689 23.5 10,900 9.1x10·4 

Hutt Recreation Ground 1805 33.8 20,600 3.0 X 10-4 

HVMTC 798 23.2 19,500 1.3 X 10-3 

Port Road 1159 33.5 17,200 1.0 X 10-3 

Port Road 1159 33.5 15,900 1.1 X 10-3 

Somes Island Artesian 3705 26.2 33,700 2.3 X 10-4 

Waterloo 1993 Bloomfield Terrace 580 39.8 32,360 3.5 X 10-4 

Colin Grove 420 38.9 33,140 5.4 X 10-4 

Hautana Street 280 39.4 34,240 8.5 X 10-4 

Penrose Street 200 39.0 35,280 1.7 X 10-3 

Willoughby Street 180 39.1 36,060 2.0 X 10-3 

Mahoe Street 320 38.0 36,600 8.6 X 10-4 

Willoughby Street (new) 90 39.0 36,000 NA 
Pentose Street (new) 90 39.0 35,975 NA 

Waterloo cont. . 1993 Birch Lane 720 33.8 69,450 3.3 X 10-2 



Appendix Seven 

Probability Distributions for the Hutt River Flow and 
PCM and McEwan Park Groundwater Observation Wells 



Hutt River at Taita Gorge (site 29809) 

(over period 16/3n9 to 18/8/99) 

Percent 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Greater 

0 1540.2 190.0 133.1 105.2 87.0 75.7 67.0 60.3 55.1 51.0 

10 47.7 44.8 42.4 40.3 38.4 36.6 35.0 33.6 32.3 31.2 

20 30.2 29.3 28.4 27.6 26.9 26.2 25.5 24.8 24.2 23.6 

30 23.1 22.5 22.0 21.5 21.0 20.5 20.0 19.6 19.1 18.7 

40 18.2 17.8 17.4 17.1 16.7 16.4 16.0 15.7 15.4 15.1 

50 14.8 14.5 14.2 13.9 13.6 13.4 13.1 12.8 12.5 12.3 

60 12.0 11.7 11.5 11.3 11.0 10.8 10.6 10.4 10.2 10.0 

70 9.7 9.5 9.3 9.1 8.9 8.7 8.5 8.3 8.1 7.9 

80 7.6 7.4 7.2 7.0 6.7 6.5 6.3 6.1 5.9 5.6 

90 5.4 5.2 5.0 4.7 4.5 4.1 3.8 3.4 3.0 2.5 

100 1.6 

How to read this table The values in the left col limn and the top row are added together to the excccdance 
in the cell e.g. 33 %, of the time the is greater tlwn 21.5 

NB. Mean = 25. m3/s 
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Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer at McEwan Park 

(site 1428009) 

(over period 3/3/71 to 9/9/98) 

Percent 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Greater 

0 4941 4552 4482 4434 4395 4362 4333 4307 4283 4260 

10 4239 4219 4199 4181 4163 4146 4129 4112 4096 4081 

20 4065 4049 4034 4019 4004 3989 3974 3959 3945 3930 

30 3916 3901 3887 3872 3857 3842 3826 3811 3795 3779 

40 3763 3747 3730 3714 3697 3680 3662 3644 3626 3607 

50 3589 3570 3551 3532 3513 3494 3474 3455 3435 3415 

60 3396 3376 3356 3336 3315 3295 3274 3253 3232 3211 

70 3189 3168 3145 3123 3100 3078 3055 3031 3006 2982 

80 2957 2930 2904 2876 2846 2817 2787 2756 2724 2690 

90 2653 2613 2572 2526 2474 2414 2344 2259 2148 1978 

100 1187 

How to read this table Tiu' c'alztcs in the column and the top row arc added together to the cxccedance 
tlzcflow in the eel/e.g. 33 '!;, of the time the head level is greater than 3872 mmasl. 
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Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer at McEwan Park 

(site 1428009) 

(over period 1/1/82 to 9/9/98) 

Percent 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Greater 
1 

0 4941 4595 4532 4491 4458 4430 4405 4383 4363 4344 
10 4326 4310 4294 4279 4265 4251 4237 4224 4212 4199 
20 4187 4175 4163 4152 4140 4129 4118 4108 4097 4086 
30 4076 4065 4054 4044 4034 4023 4013 4003 3992 3982 
40 3972 3962 3952 3941 3931 3921 3911 3901 3890 3880 
50 3869 3858 3847 3836 3825 3813 3801 3790 3778 3765 
60 3753 3740 3727 3713 3700 3685 3671 3655 3640 3624 
70 3608 3591 3573 3556 3537 3518 3499 3478 3457 3436 
80 3414 3391 3368 3344 3318 3292 3264 3235 3204 3171 
90 3136 3099 3059 3016 2968 2914 2850 2775 2688 2559 
100 2063 

How to read this table The values in the left column and tlte top row arc addtd to the cxceedancc 
1/ref/ocu in the intersecting cell e.g. for 33 ';!,of the time the head level is greater lh1m 4044 mmas/.. 
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Waiwhetu Artesian Aquifer at Petone Centenial 
Memorial (site 1428001) 

(over period 24/9/69 to 29/5/96) 

Percent 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Greater 

0 4950 4514 4442 4392 4352 4319 4289 4262 
10 4193 4172 4151 4131 4112 4093 4075 4057 
20 4005 3988 3972 3955 3939 3922 3905 3889 
30 3838 3821 3803 3786 3767 3749 3730 3710 
40 3649 3627 3605 3582 3559 3536 3513 3488 
50 3412 3387 3361 3335 3309 3284 3258 3232 
60 3157 3131 3106 3081 3057 3032 3007 2982 
70 2906 2881 2856 2830 2805 2779 2753 2727 
80 2646 2618 2590 2561 2532 2501 2469 2434 
90 2320 2278 2232 2181 2127 2064 1994 1911 
100 926 

8 9 

4237 4214 
4039 4022 
3872 3855 
3690 3670 
3463 3438 
3207 3182 
2957 2932 
2700 2673 
2398 2360 
1806 1642 

How to read this table The values in the lef t column and the top row are added together to give the exceedan ce percentile 
for the flow in the intersecting cell e.g. for 33% of the time the piezometric head level is greater than 3786 mmasl. 
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